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Abstract
The N 4 0 0 component of the E R P has proven highly sensitive to lexical manipulations involving
semantic congruity. This sensitivity is typically manifest as a comparative reduction in N 4 0 0
amplitude when 'target' items are preceded by semantically related, as opposed to unrelated,
'primes'. The nature of the N 4 0 0 has been extensively studied, with one of the more dominant
theories regarding its functional significance suggesting that the underlying processes reflect
mechanisms associated with lexical integration. Models of the visual word-recognition system
typically delineate lexical information in terms of orthography, phonology and semantics. In
some models, the representation of linguistic information is considered to occur at the sublexical level, in which case, the information utilised in the integration process would also be
sub-lexical. Pseudohomophone stimuli are orthographically dissimilar from, but phonologically
identical to, legal words and offer a means of examining the roles of phonological and
orthographic information in visual word recognition and the integration process. T o this end,
the

effects

of

semantically

related

pseudohomophone

primes

on

behavioural

and

electrophysiological responses to target words were examined across a number of tasks. It was
found that the pseudohomophone-primed targets exhibited effects associated with prime-target
relatedness similar to those of word-primed targets i.e., compared to targets following unrelated
primes, those which were preceded by related pseudohomophones were responded to faster and
more accurately, and mean amplitudes across the N 4 0 0 latency range were less negative-going.
These results were consistent with an integration account of the N 4 0 0 but topographical
differences in the relatedness effects in word- and pseudohomophone-primed conditions
supported a multi-source account of this component.

The observed results were also

considered to b e consistent not only with a sub-lexical account of the visual wordrecognition system, but also with proposals which ascribe a prominent role for
phonological mediation within this system.
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Synopsis
Although numerous models of visual word recognition have been proposed, the
majority typically delineate lexical information broadly in terms of orthography,
phonology and semantics. Dual-route models (e.g., Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins & Haller,
1993), for example, proposes that activation of a lexical item's semantic representation
can be achieved directly via orthographic analysis, or more indirectly via phonology.
Similarly, although connectionist models (e.g., Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989) adopt

a distributed rather than localist approach to lexical representation, information is sti
represented by a pattern of activation across a network of orthographic, phonological
and semantic nodes.
One of the more widely studied phenomena within the field of visual word
recognition research is that of semantic priming, however, the manner by which primes
influence target processing remains debated. Neely (1991), has proposed that the wide
range of experimental findings in this area can best be explained by a tripartite rather
than single process theory - specifically, the mechanisms of automatic spread of
activation (ASA), expectancy, and semantic matching. Priming via ASA is believed to
reflect activity within a memory system in which associatively and semantically related
information is interconnected. Activation of a particular 'node' produces an automatic
spread of this activation to connected nodes. This spread of activation lowers the
activation thresholds of those nodes thereby facilitating their subsequent activation.
Expectancy based priming is considered to involve more strategic or controlled
processes. In this case, subjects are presumed to use primes to generate an expectancy
set consisting of potential targets - e.g., those which are semantically related.
Responses to targets within the expectancy set are facilitated while those outside the
expectancy set are inhibited. The third mechanism, semantic matching, is believed to
xi

produce priming effects w h e n subjects use the detection of a semantic relationship
between prime and target to bias their responses. Other theories of priming have also
been proposed. The 'Compound-Cue' theory of Ratcliffe and McKoon (1995) for
example, suggests that priming effects the lexical-decision task reflect the operation
mechanism that assesses the familiarity of a cue formed by the combination of prime
and target.
The N400 component of the ERP has proven highly sensitive to lexical
manipulations involving semantic congruity. In word-list paradigms, this sensitivity
typically manifests as a comparative reduction in N400 amplitude when 'target' items
are preceded by semantically related as opposed to unrelated 'prime' items. One of the
predominant theories advanced to account for this finding proposes that this amplitude

modulation reflects the operation of a post-lexical process or processes associated wit
lexical integration (Chwilla, Kolk & Mulder, 2000). This integrative mechanism forms
the basis of discourse construction, integrating information associated with current
items with the context established by those preceding it. The N400 priming effect is
therefore presumed to reflect differences associated with the 'ease' with which the
integration process can be accomplished. In the case of priming studies, target items

preceded by semantically related primes are 'easier' to integrate than target items whi
are not and are therefore associated with smaller N400s.
The present series of experiments examined the influence of
pseudohomophone primes on semantically-related target words in order to investigate
the involvement of orthography and phonology in the elicitation of the N400.
Experiment 1 examined the effects of pseudohomophone priming in the context of a
semantic-categorisation task. Despite previous reports of N400 priming effects in such
a task, unequivocal evidence of N400 modulation associated with prime-target

xii

relatedness was not obtained. Given the additional marked lack of behavioural priming
effects, the ambiguity in the electrophysiological effects made firm conclusions
regarding the effects of pseudohomophone priming difficult. However, before

dismissing the limited effects that were observed, (i.e., restricted to word-primed rat
than pseudoword-primed targets), a replication of the initial Experiment was attempted

using a semantic-categorisation task which required responses to all stimuli, rather t

just category exemplars as it was considered that the elicitation of RT priming effects
would enable stronger claims to be made regarding the nature of any ERP differences.
Experiment 2 again produced ERP differences limited to word-primed
targets but no indication of typical priming effects in the behavioural data. Although

this represented a failure to replicate the priming effects reported elsewhere, a numbe

of explanations were suggested for this discrepancy - including the comparatively small

stimuli set size used in the first two experiments. Despite the advantages offered by t
semantic-categorisation task in terms of limited stimulus redundancy, its failure to
produce reliable N400 priming effects using the chosen stimuli was problematic. In

contrast to semantic categorisation, lexical decision has been much more widely utilise
in N400 paradigms. Experiment 3 therefore sought to pursue the effects of
pseudohomophone priming on the N400 in a typical lexical-decision paradigm.
In contrast to the first two experiments, semantically primed targets in

Experiment 3 yielded clear response time advantages, with this priming effect evident i
both word- and pseudoword-primed target conditions. The observed RT advantage was
also accompanied by an N400 modulation typically associated with semantic
relatedness. That is, targets primed by both related words and related
pseudohomophones exhibited smaller amplitudes than their unrelated controls.
Relatedness effect sizes differed little between conditions despite the orthographic

xiii

differences between the respective primes (i.e., words versus pseudowords), suggesting

a dominant role for phonology in at least some of the process underlying the respec

measures. However, it was noted that such a conclusion could be criticised on the b
that N400 differences in the pseudoword condition may have reflected factors other
variations in prime-target relatedness. That is, although related and unrelated
pseudoword primes were both pronounceable non-words, only the related primes were
pseudohomophones, and therefore, only these primes possessed valid phonological
representations. For this reason, Experiment 4 sought to replicate the results of
Experiment 3 under conditions in which the related and unrelated primes in the
pseudoword condition were both pseudohomophones.
Despite the changes to the pseudoword condition, Experiment 4 was
characterised by facilitation of RTs and modulation of N400 activity for targets

preceded by related primes in a manner similar to that observed in Experiment 3. Th

lack of marked differences in N400 priming effect size between pseudohomophone- and

word-primed target conditions was thus observed in both experiments. This suggested
that pseudohomophone and word primes facilitated the processes underlying the N400

to a similar degree. As noted earlier, this finding is arguably consistent with an
of visual word recognition in which phonological mediation is assigned a prominent
role. However, the contribution of orthography cannot be entirely dismissed, as
correctly identifying pseudohomophone stimuli as non-words would appear difficult
without some recourse to orthographic information. The involvment of orthography

was also suggested by the tendency for relatedness effect sizes to be smaller in th
pseudohomophone condition, with the interaction between prime type and relatedness
only just failing to reach significance. Given that some models of visual word

recognition specify that semantic activation can occur via separate routes which ma

xiv

differ in speed of processing, it was also possible that the extended 2000 m s stimulus
onset asynchronies (SOAs) employed in Experiments 3 and 4, may have served to mask

differences between conditions e.g., by differentially benefiting the processing of
pseudohomophone primes. Experiment 5 therefore examined the effects of
pseudohomophone priming using an SOA of 200 rather than 2000 ms.
The shorter 200 ms prime-target SOAs (0 ms ISI) utilised in Experiment 5

produced facilitation of behavioural responses similar to that in Experiment 4, wit

semantically-primed targets responded to faster and more accurately in both word- a
pseudohomophone-primed conditions. In contrast to the similarity in behavioural

effects, N400 priming effects differed between Experiments 4 and 5 - in particular,
effects of prime type and relatedness were found to interact in Experiment 5, with

N400 relatedness effects elicited by word- than pseudoword-primed targets. Unlike t

equivalency in effect size observed in the previous two experiments, the presence o
effects size differences under short SOA conditions had been anticipated and was

considered to be consistent with suggestions that the lack of difference in the ear
experiments had been related to the use of long SOAs.
As a task requiring a binary decision, lexical decision typically elicits a
pronounced late-positive component in the ERP waveform. Although maximal P3

amplitude occurs subsequent to the N400, its onset may precede or coincide with the

earlier component. This of course poses some difficulties in attempting to dissocia
N400-related modulation from possible P3 overlap. In the preceding experiments,

dissociation in priming effects was noted, but similarities between the activity in

N400 and P3 periods was also clearly evident. Experiment 6 sought to address the is
of N400/P3 overlap by attempting to replicate the priming effects of the preceding

experiments in a task that minimized P3 elicitation. To this end, a lexical-decisi

xv

was devised which incorporated a delayed response. The use of this task produced a

noticeable reduction in P3 amplitude but was still associated with N400 priming eff

in word- and pseudohomophone-primed conditions similar to those observed in earlier

experiments. The presence of N400 priming effects in the absence of a pronounced P3
component suggested that the effects of pseudohomophone priming in the N400 period

were not simply the product of P3 overlap, and lent support to proposals of dissoci
between N400 and P3 effects that had been raised in the previous experiments.
The results of the aforementioned experiments indicated that
pseudohomophone primes modulate the amplitude of the N400 in a manner similar to

that of legal words. That is, targets preceded by semantically related pseudohomoph
primes elicited smaller amplitudes than those preceded by semantically unrelated
pseudohomophone primes. Overall, the results were considered to be consistent with

integration account of the N400 - namely that aspect of discourse construction whic

involves the integration of a word with the previously established semantic context

Cast within such a framework, results from the current series of experiments indica
that pseudohomophone primes can facilitate the integration process in a manner

analogous to that of word primes. This suggests that lexical legality is not essent
the process(es) underlying N400.
The observation of topographical differences in the relatedness effects
associated with word- and pseudohomophone-primed conditions was considered

consistent with multi-source accounts of the N400. In general, the results were als

considered to be consistent not only with a sub-lexical account of the visual wordrecognition system, but also one in which phonological mediation is ascribed a
prominent role.

xvi

1 Visual W o r d Recognition

Electrophysiological investigation of cognitive processes has yielded evidence linki

specific measures of brain activity with various aspects of cognition. When the brain
ongoing electrical activity is examined in terms of the average pattern of voltages

elicited by the firing of neuronal assemblies in response to experimental stimuli (i.
event-related potentials or ERPs), patterns in the resultant scalp voltage-over-time
waveform emerge which have proven to be sensitive to various experimental

manipulations. Such experimentation has led to the association of particular elements
or 'components' within these waveforms with particular cognitive processes. One
widely examined component of the ERP, for example, has been demonstrated to exhibit

particular sensitivity to linguistic manipulations, especially those involving variat
semantic, or meaning-based, relationships between words (i.e., semantic priming). As

an indicator of underlying cognitive activity, the nature of this component is better

appreciated from within a more general cognitive perspective - in this case, within t
framework of visual word recognition and priming.
Current theories of visual word recognition derive from attempts to account for a

variety of experimental results obtained in linguistic-based research involving both
normal and reading-impaired subjects. This research has shown that responses to

strings of letters differ not only as a function of task type but also in relation t

properties of the letter-strings themselves. For example, differences in visual word-

recognition performance have been associated with attributes such as: frequency (i.e.
measure of how frequently a word occurs in written or spoken language), regularity

(i.e., whether a word follows a language's typical patterns or rules for converting t

particular sequence of letters, or orthographic pattern, into the correct pronunciati

phonological pattern), imageability (e.g., words that reflect physical objects versus
1

those which reflect more abstract concepts), and lexicality (i.e., whether a particular
orthographic pattern is a member of the set of patterns which define a particular

language. Although letter-strings can be classified as words or non-words, non-words

can be further classified according to their degree of word-likeness. Pseudowords, f

example, follow the general orthographic rules of language and are thus pronounceabl

(e.g., blemp). In contrast, orthographically-illegal non-words do not follow such ru
and are typically not pronounceable (e.g., dqisd).
The effects of word frequency have been widely studied. It has been found, for

example, that word frequency is correlated with the number of letters a word contain

(i.e. word length). Words which occur more frequently in written English, for exampl

typically contain fewer letters than those occurring less frequently (Kucera & Franc

1967). If world length is controlled, the effects of word frequency typically remain
manifest in terms of response measurement benefits for high versus low frequency
words. Thus, for example, comparison of naming latencies of words varying in

frequency generally reveals shorter latencies for high-frequency words than for lowfrequency words (Forster & Chambers, 1973). Similarly, subjects asked to perform
judgements regarding the lexical status of words (i.e., is it a word or non-word?),

typically exhibit lexical-decision latencies which are shorter for high-frequency w
(Monsell, Doyle & Haggard, 1989). Word frequency also been found to be correlated

with performance in the serial-recall task. Subjects asked to recall lists of serial

presented words, for example, are typically able to recall more high- than low-frequ

words (Hulme et al., 1997). Word frequency differences have also been reported to be

correlated with fixation times during normal reading - with shorter fixation times f
high- than low-frequency words (Hyona & Olson, 1995). However, the effects of word

frequency are also sensitive to other variables, including neighbourhood size (a wor
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orthographic neighbourhood can be defined as the set of words which differ from it by

one letter, e.g., cat has neighbours: cab, bat, cut, cot, rat, mat, etc.). For example,
been reported that although words with large neighbourhoods were associated with

better performance in both the lexical-decision and word-naming task, this effect w

restricted in the lexical-decision task to low-frequency words (Andrews, 1989; 1992
1997).
While words can be classified in terms of their frequency of occurrence, they

can also be classified in terms of the degree to which they reflect certain regular
the language - in particular, the extent to which their spelling-to-sound mapping

corresponds to the language norm. It has been reported, for example, that words wit
'regular' spelling-to-sound correspondences are generally named faster than those

which have 'irregular' spelling-to-sound correspondences. Thus, irregular words suc

as have and pint are pronounced more slowly than regular words such as haze and min

(Stanovich & Bauer, 1978). The effects of regularity also appear to interact with t

effects of frequency. Strain, Patterson and Seidenberg (1995), for example, reporte

greater regularity effects in the word-naming task for low- than high-frequency wor

Furthermore, it was reported that the naming of low-frequency exception words (i.e.

words with pronunciations atypical of the words with similar spelling) was sensitiv
imageability. That is, naming of low-frequency words with abstract meanings (low

imageability) was slower and more error-prone than naming of low-frequency exceptio
words with more concrete meanings (high imageability).
In terms of lexical status, naming and lexical decision latencies are both slower
for words than pseudowords. Differences among types of non-words have also been
reported. Pronounceable non-words (pseudowords) that share identical pronunciation

with legal words (and hence are termed pseudohomophones) are typically named faster
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than non-words that do not. For example, naming latency for a pseudohomophone such

as '/ovtW (derived from the base word ''found') will be faster than for the non-word
l

yownd\ with this difference unrelated to the frequency of the word from which the

pseudohomophone was derived (McCann & Besner, 1987). However, this
pseudohomophone advantage does not extend to the lexical-decision task. In contrast
naming latency, judgements regarding lexical status are generally slower for

pseudohomophones than other types of non-words with this difference also unrelated t
base-word frequency (McCann, Besner & Davelaar, 1988). Pseudohomophone effects
such as those reported in naming-latency and lexical-decision tasks have also been
found to be unrelated to factors such as onset frequency, bigram frequency (the
frequency with which letter pairs typically occur in written language) and
neighbourhood size (Seidenberg, Petersen, MacDonald & Plaut, 1996).

1.1 Models of Visual Word Recognition

The attempt to integrate the results of such linguistic studies has seen the emergen

numerous theoretical accounts of the architecture of the visual word-recognition sy

While the implementation of many of these models differs, a primary goal is to outli
the interaction between orthographic-, phonological- and semantic-level information
within visual word-recognition. Most visual word-recognition models assume that

following sensory registration, the initial stages of processing involve some form o
primitive feature analysis. The Pandemonium model of Selfridge (1959) and Selfridge

and Neisser (1960) was an early attempt to provide an account of a feature-based, le
recognition process. In that account, analysis of a letter's sensory representation

believed to lead to activation of various feature detectors (e.g., detectors for str

curved and horizontal lines), which in turn activated letter units which contained t
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features.

T h e letter unit with the highest level of activation determined letter

identification. Beyond the general reference to such an initial feature-analysis stage, the
various models of visual word recognition diverge in their explanations of the route
from print to meaning.

1.1.1 The Logogen Model
In the Logogen model of Morton (1969; 1970; 1979), each word in an individual's
vocabulary is associated with a feature counter or 'logogen'. While each logogen
maintains a particular energy or 'activation' level, relevant contextual or sensory
information can increase these levels, with word recognition occurring w h e n the
activation level reaches some predetermined threshold and the logogen 'fires'. These
thresholds are not fixed and can be lowered - either temporarily (as in the case of prior
firing) or more permanently (as in the case of words which are encountered more
frequently). Despite revisions implemented in an effort to accommodate experimental
findings incompatible with the initial model, for example, the addition of modalityspecific logogens (Morton, 1979), the Logogen model has largely fallen from favour.

1.1.2 Interactive Activation
In the interactive-activation model advanced by McClelland and Rumelhart (1981), the
processes of letter and word recognition are implemented within a quantitative,
connectionist model that includes three basic processing levels - feature, letter and word
detection. Activation from feature detectors feeds forward, providing both facilitation
and inhibition to letter detectors (i.e., detectors for diagonal line features would provide
facilitatory input to letter detectors containing this feature and inhibitory input to those
that do not). Activity at the letter-detector level is influenced by inter-letter inhibition,
as well as involving facilitatory and inhibitory feed-forward to, and feedback from, the
5

word detector level. Similarly, activity at the word detector level is influenced by inter-

word inhibition, as well as facilitation and inhibition from the letter detector lev

an explanatory account of the visual word-recognition process, the interactive-activ

model has been influential, but not without criticism. Ratcliff and McKoon (1997), f

example, reported that the model was incapable of predicting the magnitude of effect
they observed in a number of forced-choice experiments. Another criticism has been
that, in computer-based implementations of this model, the strengths of
facilitatory/inhibitory influences between, within and across level detectors have

set arbitrarily, or 'hard wired' (Harley, 1995). One of the advances of the more rec

connectionist models of word recognition over the interactive-activation model is t
these strengths or weightings do not need to be pre-set.

1.1.3 Dual-Route

Dual-route models of visual word-recognition typically maintain that for skilled re
two routes are available for computing phonology from orthography (Baron &

Strawson, 1976; Coltheart, 1978, 1985; Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins & Haller, 1993; Paa

& Noel, 1991). In the lexical route, words activate entries within an orthographic-i

lexicon followed by subsequent retrieval of pronunciation from a phonological-output

lexicon. In the sub-lexical route, pronunciation is 'computed' via the application o
grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence (GPC) rules. Access to meaning can be
achieved directly via the visual input lexicon, or indirectly via computation of
phonology and access through the phonological output lexicon. For most words,

application of GPC rules will result in a pronunciation which matches the spoken for
of the word. In some cases however, application of GPC rules will result in a
pronunciation which does not match the spoken form of the word (e.g., yacht). Words
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which yield G P C pronunciations consistent with the spoken form are typically referred
to as 'regular', while those words which do not yield correct GPC pronunciations are
often referred to as 'irregular' or 'exception' words.
The proposal of separate processing pathways for regular versus irregular words
was initially driven by the observation that naming latencies of regular words were
shorter than naming latencies for irregular words (Baron & Strawson, 1976). In

subsequent studies, the RT disadvantage for irregular words has typically been report
for low-frequency words only (Paap & Noel, 1991; Seidenberg, Waters, Barnes &

Tannenhaus, 1984). Coltheart (1994) maintained that this word frequency by regularity

interaction occurred because direct access to the visual input lexicon for high freq
words is faster than the computation of letter-to-sound pronunciations. For low

frequency words, access to the lexicon is slower, and may not be completed before the
GPC process, resulting in conflicting pronunciations. In recent years, attempts have
been made to outline and develop a computational implementation of dual-route theory
(Coltheart et al., 1993; Reggia, Marsland & Berndt, 1988). The dual-route cascaded

model of Coltheart et al. (1993), for example, utilizes the interactive-activation mo

proposed by McClelland and Rumelhart (1981) as the basis for the lexical route, while
describing a set of computation rules for implementing the processes involved in the
non-lexical/grapheme-to-phoneme conversion route.
One of the proposed strengths of the dual-route conception of the reading system
is its ability to accommodate commonly-observed patterns of reading impairment. For

example, there have been several reports of subjects with brain injuries who maintain

the ability to read regular words and pseudowords, despite exhibiting deficiencies in

reading irregular words, hi addition, their attempts to read irregular words are ofte

characterised by regularisation errors (e.g., colonel pronounced as co'lone'al). That
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their pronunciations appear based on the application of letter-to-sound rules rather than
word-specific pronunciation knowledge (Castles & Coltheart, 1996). Cases where good
irregular word reading is maintained while impaired pseudoword reading is exhibited
have also been reported (Funnell, 1983). Such selective impairments are argued to
reflect the underlying dual-route architecture of the visual word-recognition system,

with the dissociation arising from damage to the direct route in the former example an
damage to the indirect route in the latter.

1.1.4 Connectionist Networks
Within distributed connectionist networks, computation typically takes the form of
cooperative and competitive interactions among a network of units, with 'learning'
implemented by adjusting the weights on connections between units in a manner that is

influenced by the statistical structure of the training environment (Plaut, McClelland
Seidenberg, 1996). Unlike other word-recognition models in which representation

occurs at the lexical level (e.g., logogen, dual-route, and interactive-activation mo
distributed processing networks contain no central lexicon. Instead, lexical

representations exist as patterns of activation across a single distributed system of
lexical orthographic, phonological, and semantic units. In essence, with exposure to
words, such networks learn to 'map' orthography to phonology. Working examples of
distributed-processing models have to date proven capable of replicating many of the
performance patterns exhibited by normal subjects in word-recognition tasks - e.g.,
similar word-frequency effects, and the ability to provide pronunciations of
pseudowords (Plaut et al., 1996; Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989).
The apparent ability of connectionist models to replicate findings from word-

recognition studies involving normal subjects has even led to their application to the
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area of reading impairment.

For example, the Phonological Deficit Hypothesis of

dyslexia proposes that the highly-specific deficits associated with phonological
processing exhibited by some dyslexic individuals reflect an impairment in their

phonological representations (Rack, Snowling & Olson, 1992) and that this affects the
acquisition of normal orthographic-to-phonological correspondences (Manis,
Seidenberg, Doi, McBride-Chang & Petersen, 1996). In this regard, Plaut, McClelland,
and Seidenberg (1996) have noted that the connectionist model of Seidenberg and

McClelland (1989) used phonological representations that poorly captured the structu
within and between orthography and phonology (i.e., akin to a phonological deficit),

and interestingly, yielded performance similar to a mild phonological dyslexic. It ha
also been suggested that changes in the implementation of connectionist models can
provide insight into the possible bases of the form of dyslexia known as surface

developmental dyslexia. Manis et al. (1996), for example, noted that a model with too

few inter-level hidden units was successful in learning many 'rule-governed' spelling

sound correspondences but not rule exceptions - a pattern similar to that exhibited i
surface developmental dyslexia. In the actual model, these inter-level units mediate

orthographic to phonological conversion, leading to the suggestion that a limitation

computational resources, as represented by too few hidden units, may underlie surface

dyslexia. Although early connectionist models were quite restricted in scope (typica
trained and examined on only a small corpus of words), continued development has led
to models of polysyllabic word reading (Ans, Carbonnel & Valdois, 1998), as well as
connectionist accounts of processes such as semantic priming (Masson, 1995).

1.2 Dual-Route Versus Connectionist Models

Although connectionist models of word recognition have gained favour in recent years,
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the nature of visual word recognition is still debated. O n e area of contention has been
the question of whether the word-recognition process occurs within a lexically-based
framework such as the dual-route model, or a distributed network as proposed by the
various connectionist modelers. In this regard, Coltheart and Rastle (1994) noted that
the sub-lexical process within dual-route models is assumed to convert graphemes to
phonemes serially from left to right across a letter string, while the computation of
phonology from orthography in connectionist models of visual word recognition is
considered to operate in a parallel fashion (Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989). Coltheart
and Rastle examined this disparity in terms of the regularity effect. In dual-route
models, the regularity effect is believed to arise due of conflict between the lexical
non-lexical routes. That is, while both routes generate phonemic information, it is

consistent only for regular words. It was hypothesised that if the phonemic irregularit

occurs later in the letter string then there is a greater chance that processing via th
lexical route will be completed before conflicting information from the GPC route can

cause interference (it is assumed that direct lexical access of phonology is faster, a
for high frequency words). Thus, the magnitude of the regularity effect should vary
depending on the position of the GPC irregularity, with those that occur later in the

letter string producing smaller effects. In contrast, parallel computation of phonology

should not be influenced by the position of the irregularity. In a naming task in which

to-be-named words varied according to position of the irregularity, the magnitude of th

regularity effect, as measured by naming latency, was found to decrease as a function o
the position of the GPC irregularity - the earlier the irregularity, the greater the

regularity effect. This result was taken as supporting evidence for dual-route models o
reading. Support for a serial-based processing account has also been claimed by
Kwantes and Mewhort (1999), who reported faster naming latencies for words with
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orthographic patterns that diverged from the orthographic patterns of all other words

earlier rather than later. However, the assertion that such results are not compatib

with parallel connectionist models has been challenged. Recent parallel connectioni

models, for example, have reported position-of-irregularity patterns similar to thos
observed by Coltheart and Rastle (Zorzi, 2000).
Besner, Twilley, McCann and Seergobin (1990) have argued that the ability to
name pseudohomophones faster than pseudowords (McCann & Besner, 1987) reflects
the facilitatory effects provided by a pseudohomophone's base word - and therefore
provides evidence in support of lexical rather than sub-lexical theories. However,

also been argued that this result can be accounted for within a connectionist frame
The pseudohomophone advantage in this case arises because the pronunciation of
pseudohomophones is much more familiar than pronunciation of non-

pseudohomophones - an explanation not dependent on lexical status (Seidenberg et al.
1996). Naming performances on other types of non-word stimuli have also been
viewed as evidence supportive of connectionist models. Seidenberg Plaut, Petersen,
McClelland and McRae (1994), for example, noted that while earlier connectionist
models of visual word recognition (Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989) were able to

generate pronunciations for both regular and irregular words, pseudoword performance
was below that of normal subjects. However, a more recent model incorporating
improved orthographic and phonological representations (Plaut & Shallice, 1993)
generated pronunciations which more closely matched those produced by a sample of
university subjects tested on the same stimuli. While it was conceded that similar
performance levels were also achieved using the GPC rules from the dual-route model

proposed by Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins and Haller (1993), it was noted that this mode
produced some disparity in performance between items that were rule-governed and
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those that were rule-exceptions. In addition, the generation of correct pronunciations
required two routes. By contrast, the connectionist model pronounced both rulegoverned and exception items equally well and required only a single route.
Direct experimental evaluations of the dual-route model have been reported.
Paap and Noel (1991), for example, reasoned that construction of a word's
pronunciation via a GPC process was likely to be more attentionally demanding than a
more automated process of direct lexical access. These authors therefore attempted
direct experimental evaluation of the dual-route model by employing dual-task
methodology involving word naming under different memory-load conditions. They

noted that naming latencies for low frequency irregular words were greater than those
low frequency regular words. In dual-route models, the disadvantage for irregular

words is attributed to competition or conflict between the pronunciation activated b

direct route and that computed via a GPC process which generates regularisation error

(N.B.: the direct route is presumed to be faster than the sub-lexical assembly proces
high frequency words and therefore reduces or eliminates the impact of competing
pronunciations). The authors hypothesised that high memory load would limit the
resources available for the GPC process, slowing the direct route, eliminating

competition from rival pronunciations and resulting in shorter naming latencies in h
versus low memory load conditions. This pattern of results was indeed observed and
was taken as supporting evidence for dual-route models of reading. However, not all

attempts to replicate the results of Paap and Noel (1991) have been successful, and s
failures have led some to question the validity of any support they lend to the dual
model (Pexman & Lupker, 1995). On the other hand, Paap and Noel's results were
replicated by Bernstein and Carr (1996), with the authors also noting individual
differences among subjects that led them to speculate that, for some, reading may be
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mediated more by the direct route, for others, more by a sub-lexical assembly route and

yet others, by utilization of both routes. Similar findings have been reported by Baro
and Strawson (1976), who reported that subjects could be separated on the basis of

individual differences in the size of the regularity effect - in this case, those exh
larger regularity effects (greater reliance on the grapheme-phoneme-conversion route)

and those exhibiting smaller regularity effects (greater reliance on the lexical route
However, Brown, Lupker and Colombo (1994) failed to replicate the results of
Baron and Strawson, and were unable to meaningfully-divide subjects along such lines.

While classification on individual differences had been possible, it was based on ove

relative speed (faster subjects exhibited smaller lexicality and regularity effects t

slower subjects) rather than reliance on any particular route. The failure to differe
separate routes was viewed as problematic for the dual-route model, with the results
being considered more indicative of a single route or mechanism. Questions regarding

the validity of the dual-route model have also been raised by Carello, Lukatela, Peter

and Turvey (1995). They maintained that, according to dual-route theory, the effects o
associative priming and frequency on word naming were related to direct access of the
visual lexicon and should therefore be weak or absent when naming was mediated via
sub-lexical assembly. As such, languages where sub-lexical assembly should
predominate (i.e., languages with shallow orthographies where the inconsistency
between orthography and phonology is minimal, c.f. English, where differing
pronunciations for single orthographic patterns are commonplace) should also show

weak or absent effects. In addition, naming tasks in which to-be-named stimuli include
pseudowords should further encourage the use of sub-lexical assembly. The authors

tested this hypothesis using the shallow orthography language of Serbo-Croatian. It wa

reported that, regardless of the inclusion or exclusion of pseudowords in the set of t
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be-named stimuli, word naming latencies exhibited typical frequency and associative
priming effects. The presence of these effects was considered inconsistent with the
dual-route model.

1.3 Phonology and Orthography in Visual Word Recognition
As with questions regarding the nature of lexical representation, or the validity of

respective models of word recognition, the relative importance of the roles played by
orthographic and phonological information has generated some debate. Van Orden

(1987), for example, argued that reading was phonologically mediated, proceeding from

spelling to sound to meaning. Evidence supporting this position was cited in the form
of a semantic-categorization study in which to-be-categorised stimuli included nonexemplars which were homophones of category exemplars (e.g., Is ROWS an example
of the category FLOWERS7). It was reported that such stimuli were more than twice as
likely as orthographic control words to be miscategorised. Furthermore, although

pattern masking of words negated the effects of orthographic similarity at short stim

onset asynchrony (SOA) masking times, it failed to negate the effects of phonology at
either short or long SOA durations.
Lukatela and Turvey (1993) argued for the attribution of a prominent role for

phonology in visual word recognition on the basis of results from a concurrent naming
task. These authors noted that models of word recognition that distinguished between

direct lexical and indirect sub-lexical routes typically assert that direct access to
phonology requires less processing capacity than the construction of phonology via
application of grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence rules. A reduction in processing

capacity should therefore differentially affect these processes and result in word ve
pseudoword naming differences that varied with concurrent task load. However, task
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load was not found to interact with lexicality. It was suggested that this finding argued
against the distinction between a slow and resource-expensive versus a fast and

resource-inexpensive account of visual word recognition. Instead, the naming of both
words and pseudowords appeared phonologically-mediated, achieved solely by a

phonological construction or assembly process. Similar conclusions have been reached
based on results observed in other types of experimental tasks. In a masked priming

study using the Serbo-Croatian language, Lukatela (1998) investigated target respons
following presentation of primes in which phonological ambiguity varied. Comparison
was made between conditions in which primes comprised letters from the Roman

alphabet or a mixture of letters from the Roman and Cyrillic alphabets. For example,
'ROBOT' and 'ROBOT' were both used as primes for the target word 'automat'. In this
case, the legal Roman word 'ROBOT' was designated phonologically ambiguous

because pronunciation of the letter 'B' differs between alphabets. On the other hand

the illegal word 'ROBOT' (illegal because it contains letters from both alphabets) i
phonologically unambiguous because the letter 'E' is unrepresented in the Roman

alphabet. It was reported that brief prime presentations (35 ms) were associated wit
greater facilitation in the unambiguous condition. It was claimed that the greater
facilitation in this condition reflected a visual word recognition system in which
phonology played a leading role.
Similar conclusions have been advanced based on the results of eye movement
studies. For example, Sereno and Rayner (2000), concluded that phonological codes
were an important and early component of reading, based on their finding that low-

frequency exception words were more difficult to process (i.e., were associated with

longer mean gaze durations in subjects required to read sentences for comprehension)
than low-frequency regular words. The importance of phonology would also appear to
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extend to languages other than English. Pollatsek, Tan and Rayner (2000) for example,
used an eye-movement-contingent display-change paradigm to investigate phonological
processing in Chinese (i.e., a task designed to necessitate saccadic movement by
requiring subjects to maintain central fixation until a to-be-named character was

presented in their parafovea). The authors reported that naming latencies were reduced
when initially presented or 'preview' characters were replaced by phonologicallysimilar target items during the saccade from fixation point to parafovea. More
importantly, the 'preview' benefit was observed not only when targets were
phonologically and orthographically similar, but also when they were phonologically
similar but orthographically different. This extraction of phonological codes from
parafoveal characters suggests the early involvement of sub-lexical phonological
information (see also Pollatsek, Rayner, & Lee, 2000).
However, while such evidence has been claimed to indicate a primary role

for phonology within visual word recognition, the apparent relegation of orthography t
a lesser or secondary role is not without its critics. Daneman, Reingold and Davidson
(1995), for example, examined patterns of eye fixations during sentence reading and
reported that subjects took longer to process homophones when they were inconsistent

with the context (e.g., He was in his silk stocking feat versus He was in his silk sto

feet) - a result considered more compatible with a dominant role for orthography rathe

than phonology (Note: the conclusions presented in this particular study are not witho
criticism however - Rayner, Pollatsek and Binder (1998), for example, present data
from a number of conceptually similar experiments which they suggest indicates that

phonological codes are activated very early in an eye fixation). The role of orthograp
has also been studied by Jared and Seidenberg (1991), who conducted a number of
semantic-categorisation experiments with the aim of examining the mechanisms which
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underlie access to meaning. In earlier work by V a n Orden and colleagues (Van Orden,
1987; Van Orden, Johnston & Hale, 1988; Van Orden, Pennington & Stone, 1990) it
had been reported that subjects made more false positive responses to homophones of
category exemplars (i.e., homophone foils) than to words which were orthographically
similar to exemplars. That is, rows was more likely to be categorised as a type of

flower than robs. This result was considered to reflect predominant, if not exclusive
activation of meaning by phonology. In contrast, Jared and Seidenberg suggested that
the categories used by Van Orden and colleagues had been relatively restrictive and

it was possible that the effects observed may have reflected priming of exemplars by

category word. Using broader categories, increased false positives to homophone foils
were observed, but this effect was only noted for low frequency homophone foils. The
lack of phonological effects for homophone foils derived from high frequency words

was taken to reflect the direct orthographic access to meaning of these words rather

access via phonology. However, while this debate has often been presented in terms of
either phonological or orthographic mediation, it has also been suggested that the
primary form of mediation may be depend on print-exposure levels. That is, readers
with high print exposure would presumably develop greater orthographic knowledge

and rely to a greater extent on the use of such information than less-exposed reader
(Chateau & Jared, 2000).
There has been extensive exploration in the area of visual word-recognition over

the last several decades. These studies have demonstrated that aspects within the vi

word-recognition process are sensitive to a number of lexical-level variables, with t
effects often varying across the type of experimental task (e.g., lexical decision,
semantic categorisation, etc.). As yet, no definitive model of the word-recognition
process has emerged. Some researchers argue that the process is best modelled by a
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dual route system in which mental lexicons can be accessed by either a grapheme-tophoneme conversion process or a more direct orthographic pathway. Others maintain
that connectionist networks in which lexical representations are stored as patterns of
activation across a network of sub-lexical nodes can model the process. There is also
active debate within the field of visual word recognition as to the roles played by
orthographic and phonological information - while some maintain a primary role for
orthography, others suggest that phonological mediation is dominant.
Debate regarding the nature of visual word-recognition processes has its
counterpart in the differing views of an experimental effect which has been widely
studied and whose underlying mechanisms appear heavily involved in aspects of visual

word recognition - that of priming. Priming effects are generally described in terms of
processing differences attributed to the relationship between stimuli. When such

differences take the form of shorter response latencies or higher levels of accuracy, i
has been suggested that these reflect facilitation of processing. Many measures of
visual word recognition are affected by relationships between experimental stimuli
which suggests that a clearer conception of priming mechanisms can only enhance

understanding of visual word recogntion. The following chapter will therefore present a

brief overview of priming, experimental findings that would appear pertinent to details

of visual word recognition previously discussed, as well as a number of the theoretical
accounts of the mechanisms believed to underlie it.
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2 Priming

While the visual word-recognition process has been shown to be sensitive to stimulus

variables such as word frequency, etc., it has also been found to be sensitive to th

relationship between the stimulus and the context in which it is presented. In the a

visual word recognition, the manipulation of contextual variables often takes the fo

of experimental variation of the relationship between the target and the preceding o
'priming' stimulus. In the effort to gain an increased understanding of linguistic
processing, numerous prime-target relationships have been examined, but the current

discussion will be restricted to those forms of priming which can be described loose
as involving variation in orthographic, phonological and/or semantic similarity.

2.1 Orthographic Priming

Facilitation of target processing via prior presentation of orthographically-similar
primes has been reported by a number of researchers. Typically, responses to target

words have been shown to vary in relation to the degree of orthographic similarity t
share with preceding items. Under masked priming conditions for example (i.e.,

presentation of pattern masks both preceding and following briefly-presented prime a
target), identification of the target word TOUCH is better following presentation of
couch than presentation of flown (Evett & Humphreys, 1981; Humphreys, Evett,
Quinlan & Besner, 1987). Facilitation of target responses has likewise been reported
when targets are preceded by pseudoword primes. Booth, Perfetti and MacWhinney
(1999), for example, reported that the ability of their child subjects to write down

words correctly was greater when the prime was orthographically similar than dissimi
(i.e., tams-tomb versus usan-tomb). Similar results have been reported in adults

(Ferrand & Grainger, 1993, 1994; Forster, 1987; Perfetti & Bell, 1991; Perfetti, Bell
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Delaney, 1988). Facilitation due to orthographic priming has also been reported in a
number of studies which have examined the role of word-recognition processes in
parafoveal vision. Rayner, Sereno, Lesch and Pollatsek (1995), for example, observed
reduced mean gaze duration when comparing targets preceded by visually-similar prime

words, briefly presented at the onset of fixation on the target area, with those prec
by dissimilar control primes (e.g., bench-beach versus noise-beach.) - results which
were replicated in a subsequent study (Lee, Binder, Kim, Pollatsek & Rayner, 1999).
Orthographic priming, despite presentation of prime and target in different cases

(as is usually the situation), or in some instances, unconscious identification of th

prime (i.e., presentation times of sufficiently brief duration that subjects are una
correctly identify prime stimuli - as is often reported in masked priming studies),
suggests an early effect locus - although presumably one which occurs beyond feature

analysis. Such findings, coupled with the facilitation observed due to pseudoword/non
word priming has led some to suggest the involvement of sub-lexical processes (Evett
Humphreys, 1981). However, critics of this view have noted that such orthographic
priming has not always proven replicable, at least not in the lexical-decision task
masked non-word primes (Forster, 1987; Forster & Davies, 1984). In this case

however, it has also been suggested that the failure to observe non-word orthographic
priming effects may have actually reflected the involvement of response bias rather
processes associated with orthographic priming. That is, the use of masked non-word

primes may have biased the non-word response, resulting in conflict on trials in whic
the word response was required (Balota, 1994). In such an event, the effects in nonword orthographic priming cannot be taken as evidence for the involvement of sublexical processes - a view favoured by Forster (1998; 1999), at least for masked
priming.
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2.2 Phonological Priming
Many studies which have examined orthographic priming have also manipulated the
phonological similarity of prime and target. For example, it has been reported that
lexical decisions are faster for word pairs possessing both orthographic and
phonological similarity, such as dread-bread, than for pairs which are both
orthographically and phonologically dissimilar, as well as to pairs which are
orthographically similar but phonologically different, such as clown-flown (Meyer,
Schvaneveldt & Ruddy, 1974). Priming effects have also been observed in the wordnaming task. Lukatela and Turvey (1994a; 1994b), for example, reported that
associatively-primed words, homophones and pseudohomophones were named faster

than targets that were primed by visually-similar words (i.e., faster naming of the
word frog when preceded by towed or tode than by told). The ability of

pseudohomophones to prime target words was subsequently investigated by the authors

in a number of similar experiments which examined the effects of spelling variation
the priming ability of pseudohomophones. It was reported that the number of letter
differences between a pseudohomophone prime and the word from which it was derived

(i.e., either one or two) had relatively little influence on associative priming ab

rane was no less effective at priming wet, than was roze at priming flower (Lukatel
Turvey, 2000).
Although target facilitation may arise from both phonological and orthographic

priming, results from a number of studies suggest that the time course of the effec
differ. For example, in a forward-masking paradigm in which the duration of
orthographic and phonological primes was varied, Perfetti and Bell (1991) reported

dissociation of orthographic- and phonological-priming effects. Although orthograph
effects were observed at prime exposures of 35 ms, phonological effects were only
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apparent at the longer prime duration of 45 ms. Similar dissociation of orthographic
and phonological priming effects was obtained by Ferrand and Grainger (1992) using a
masked-priming lexical-decision task. In that study, short prime duration (33 ms)

produced facilitation associated with orthography but not phonology. However, effects
associated with phonology were observed at longer prime durations (67 ms). It was

suggested that this pattern of results was consistent with the interactive-activati

of McClelland and Rumelhart (1981) - i.e., initial visual input leads to activation o
orthographic units before activation subsequently spreads to connected word and

phonological units. At short prime exposures, only the activated orthographic units a
target identification. With longer exposure, phonological and word units become
activated and thus are able to contribute to the target identification process.
A subsequent study by Ferrand and Grainger (1993) utilizing lexical decision

and masked priming with four different prime exposure times (17, 50, 83, and 100 ms),

reported clear facilitatory effects of orthographic and phonological priming that v

as a function of prime exposure duration and were independent of the frequency of the
target word. Orthographic facilitation was found at prime exposures of 17 and 50 ms,
while phonological facilitation only began to emerge at exposures of 50 ms. While
some discrepancy between prime durations is present, results from an eye movement

priming study by Rayner, Sereno, Lesch and Pollatsek (1995) revealed a similar overal

pattern. That is, when subjects were required to read sentences, facilitation (reduc
in mean eye gaze duration) in the phonological-priming condition was reported for
longer (36 ms) but not shorter (24 or 30 ms) prime exposures, while evidence of
facilitation associated with orthographic priming was observed at all three prime
durations. Using a similar eye-movement paradigm but with prime exposures of 32, 35,
38, and 42 ms, Lee, Binder, Kim, Pollatsek and Rayner (1999) observed orthographic
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effects across the range of prime exposure durations. However, unlike the study by
Rayner et al. (1995), effects due to phonological facilitation were only found at
exposures of 32 and 35 ms. Between the two studies, phonological priming had been
examined using prime exposure durations of 24, 30, 32, 35, 36, 38 and 42 ms, but

phonological priming effects had only been observed at durations of 32, 35 and 36 ms
It was therefore suggested that phonological priming was restricted to a narrow

temporal region, at least for the paradigm reported, with very short prime durations
providing insufficient time for phonological coding, and long durations leading to

interference effects associated with conscious recognition of the prime. While it wa
noted that the absence of phonological priming at longer prime durations was

inconsistent with other studies (e.g., Lukatela & Turvey, 1994a, 1994b), it was also
noted that such studies did not require subjects to read for meaning and that the
disparity in results was possibly related to this difference. That is, when reading

meaning was not required, conscious processing of the prime was less likely to prove
disruptive, and in some cases, may even have enhanced the effects of priming.
While both orthographic and phonological priming effects have been reported,
and time courses for the activation of phonological and orthographic information

proposed, there is also evidence to suggest the existence of individual differences
reliance on orthographic and phonological representations. As mentioned earlier,
Chateau and Jared (2000) have reported differences in orthographic and phonological

priming associated with a subject's exposure to print, with more rapid activation of

orthography in those with high levels of print exposure. They suggested that a bette
conception of the debate regarding the mediatory roles played by phonology and
orthography in visual word recognition may be that, rather than one position being
wrong, both may be right, albeit for readers with different print exposure levels.
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In addition to possible differences between readers in terms of their use of

orthographic and phonological information, it has recently been suggested that reader

are capable of exerting attentional control over their use of lexical and sub-lexica

information - a conclusion drawn by Zevin and Balota (2000) based on the results of a
priming study using pseudoword and low-frequency exception words as primes. The

authors reasoned that pseudoword primes should bias the use of sub-lexical processing
but low-frequency exception words should encourage the use of lexical-semantic

information. It was reported that while low-frequency exception word primes facilitat
naming accuracy of low-frequency exception word targets more than did pseudoword
primes, pseudoword primes facilitated naming accuracy of pseudoword targets more
than did low-frequency exception word primes. This pattern was considered consistent
with the proposal that some degree of attentional control can occur over the use of
lexical versus sub-lexical pathways.

2.3 Semantic Priming
In addition to evidence of orthographic and phonological priming, numerous studies
have demonstrated the ability of semantically-associated primes to facilitate target
processing. Investigations of semantic priming typically report decreased response
times and increased accuracy rates when target words are preceded by semanticallyrelated primes. Semantic priming was first described by Meyer and Schvaneveldt
(1971), who reported that subjects, required to indicate whether simultaneously-

presented letter-string pairs were either both words or included at least one non-wor
produced faster responses for semantically-related than unrelated pairs. Subsequent
research revealed that such a semantic priming effect also occurred under conditions

sequential presentation, but that the size of the 'priming effect' was diminished whe
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non-related stimuli were presented between prime and target (Meyer, Schvaneveldt &
Ruddy, 1972). As with orthographic and phonological priming, semantic priming

effects in lexical decision have been reported at SOAs as brief as 67 ms (Perea & Got
1997). The presence of reliable semantic priming effects at short SOAs was taken as

evidence for the existence of automatic semantic priming - a conclusion that was also
reached by Thompson-Schill, Kurtz, and Gabrieli (1998) when similar effects were
observed under conditions in which controlled processing was considered unlikely to
have occurred.

2.4 Theories of Priming
Models of priming are, by necessity, heavily associated with theories regarding
perceptual-representation systems and memory. According to Ratcliffe and McKoon
(1997), the visual word-form system is a perceptual-representation system which
operates on pre-semantic level information and whose purpose is the perceptual
identification of words. In this respect, priming serves to improve the word-

identification process. Priming itself has been linked to implicit memory rather th
episodic memory system that mediates recall and recognition. Support for the
association of priming with implicit memory has been based on a number of lines of
evidence. First, it has been observed that while amnesic patients often exhibit poor
performance in tasks involving recall and recognition, priming remains comparatively
unaffected. Second, while priming is relatively insensitive to experimental

manipulations involving levels-of-processing, recall and recognition are not. And t

whereas differences in the presentation modality of study and test items often reduce
priming, recall and recognition performance is much less affected (Bowers, 1999).
In a selective review of semantic priming effects in visual word recognition,
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Neely (1991) suggested that, while several theories have been advanced to account for
semantic priming effects, the wide range of reported findings could best be
accommodated by a three-process theory involving automatic spread of activation
(ASA), expectancy, and semantic matching. The major underlying assumption of ASA
(Collins & Loftus, 1975) is that cortical representations of associatively- and

semantically-related items are interconnected in some manner. When a representation is

activated, there is an automatic spread of this activation to connected representation
This spread of activation lowers the activation thresholds of those representations,

facilitating their subsequent activation, but does so without inhibiting the activati

non-interconnected nodes. It has been suggested that some cognitive processes are fast

acting and can occur without intention or awareness (so-called 'automatic' processes),
while others are slower-acting and cannot occur without intention or awareness

('controlled' processes). As a fast process that can occur without conscious intention
ASA has therefore been classified as an automatic rather than controlled process
(Posner & Snyder, 1975). Unlike the spreading activation theory of priming,
expectancy-based theories of priming suggest that the prime is used to construct an
'expectancy set' of potential targets that are related to the prime (Neely, 1991).

Recognition of targets that fall within the prime-generated expectancy set is faster t
recognition of targets that fall outside the set. Compared to ASA, expectancy based
priming is slow and involves some degree of intention or awareness, and is therefore
considered a controlled rather than automatic process. Neely and Keefe (1989)

proposed that target facilitation within the lexical-decision task can arise when sub

adopt a semantic-matching strategy. They argue that, after lexical access of the targe
word has occurred, but before a response has been given, subjects are able to utilise
detection of a semantic relationship between prime and target to bias their 'word'
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responses - thereby producing related-word facilitation.
In contrast to the three-process model proposed by Neely (1991), Ratcliffe and

McKoon (1988; 1994) argued that, at least for recognition memory and lexical decisio

the access of information in memory is achieved using cues. More specifically, via a

mechanism that utilises a combination of the various cues present within the retriev
environment - the so-called Compound Cue Theory. In this theory, memory is accessed
using a compound cue constructed from prime and target. Memory access using this
cue is considered to return a familiarity value that is then used for performing
judgements regarding lexicality. For example, when both prime and target are words,

the compound cue is likely to return a high familiarity value and be associated with

faster lexical-decision responses. Recently, these authors have proposed a more gen

theory of implicit priming in perceptual word identification, referred to as the Co

Model (Ratcliff & McKoon, 1997). In this model, it is suggested that each word in th
lexicon is associated with decision counters. These hypothetical devices accumulate
counts and form the basis upon which decisions regarding output responses are made.
For example, counts accumulate for lexical entries which share the same features as
stimulus item, so that identification of the letter V would produce an increment in

counters of all words containing that letter. This accumulation of counts continues

the count total in one of the counters exceeds the others by some specific criterion

The distance or strength of connections between counters varies according to simila
with groupings of similar counters forming 'cohorts'. One feature of these counters

that they act as weak attractors, 'stealing' counts from similar words within the co

It is argued that the operation of this mechanism is capable of producing effects, s
facilitation and inhibition, typically associated with priming.
However, the Counter model proposed by Ratcliff and McKoon is not without
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its critics. Bowers (1999), for example, reported a number of results which were
considered not only to invalidate the model advocated by Ratcliff and McKoon, but

indicated that priming effects were the by-product of learning within systems design

to categorize perceptual input. The view that priming may result from learning or th
formation of memory representations which serve to maintain recently processed
information, has also been advocated by other researchers (Marsolek, Kosslyn &
Squire, 1992; Schacter, 1992).
Theories of priming have also emerged from the field of connectionist
modelling. For example, Masson (1995; 1999) proposed an account of semantic
priming in which semantic effects were considered to arise as a consequence of the

similarities between prime and target in terms of the patterns of activation they g

across a set of distributed processing units. More specifically, at least in the cas

simulations of semantic priming and word naming, these effects are thought "to arise

from the influence that the pattern of activation in a set of units representing wor

meaning exerts on another set of units representing phonology" (Masson, 1995, p776).

More recently, a connectionist account of repetition priming has been reported by St
and McClelland (2000). However, while computational models appear able to
reproduce priming patterns, the mechanisms by which such models produce these
results is debated (Dalrymple-Alford & Marmurek, 1999a, 1999b).
As yet, no general consensus regarding the basis of priming has emerged. While
a number of theories of priming have been advanced, no single model has yet proven

capable of providing an account of the wide range of priming effects which have been

reported. Orthography, phonology and semantic similarity are all capable of producin

lexical facilitation, with evidence that such effects operate across different time

Recent attempts at replicating priming effects using distributed connectionist model
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have yielded some encouraging results. T o some extent, this mirrors the successful
application of this architecture as an explanatory mechanism for visual word
recognition. This raises the possibility that, with greater development, more
sophisticated models may arise which can provide a single mechanism capable of
accounting for both priming and visual word recognition.
As with models of visual word-recognition, many of the published studies

investigating aspects of priming have utilised tasks in which behavioural measures are
taken. Although such measures have provided a wealth of information relating to
priming, measures derived from electrophysiological measures offer a higher degree of

temporal resolution and sensitivity to cognitive processes. Electrophysiological stud
examining responses to lexical stimuli during priming tasks, have been numerous. One

measure of the event-related potential in particular has received much attention in th
respect, especially in view of its widely-demonstrated sensitivity to experimental
manipulations involving priming in a lexical context. It is to this measure that the
current discussion will now turn.
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3 ERPs and Language Processing
The investigation of language processing within cognitive psychology has been
dominated by experimental methodologies that use behavioural measurements typically response time and accuracy. While the use of such indirect measures of

cognitive processing has proven, and continues to prove, highly productive, the use o
alternative measures can offer insights and perspectives not otherwise possible. One
such measure, the event-related potential (ERP), is derived from scalp recordings of

ongoing electrical activity of the brain during stimulus presentation. Examination o

average pattern of voltage fluctuations elicited in response to stimulus presentatio

provide insights into the time course and mechanisms involved in stimulus processing
The benefits apparent in this regard have seen the widespread application of ERP
methodology to questions regarding language processing.

3.1 TheN400
Over the last several decades numerous studies investigating aspects of language
processing have been conducted using ERP techniques. In the vast majority of cases,
the component of interest in these studies has been the N400. Kutas and Hillyard
(1980b) were the first to describe this component in a seminal study which had

originally been designed to investigate the role of contextual constraint on the spe
word processing through examination of variations in P3 latency (at that time, the
amplitude of the parietally maximal late positive P3 component was known to vary in

relation to unexpected or surprising stimulus events, with latency considered an inde

stimulus evaluation and classification processes). In that study, subjects were instr

to silently read semantically-congruous sentences, of which a small proportion differ

as a function of the terminal word's probability given its sentential context. It was
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reported that the E R P s elicited by the final word of sentences which ended as expected,
such as 'She put on her high heel shoes.', were characterised by a late-positive
component occurring 300 - 600 ms post-stimulus and maximal at Pz. By contrast, the
ERPs elicited in response to the final words of sentences which ended unexpectedly,
such as 'He shaved off his moustache and eyebrows.', exhibited a negative component

with a centro-parietal maximum, which was slightly larger over the right hemisphere.
Differences between the waveforms were reported to commence at approximately 200

ms post-stimulus and peak around 400 ms. A subsequent replication of this experiment
using terminal words which were semantically anomalous relative to the preceding
context (e.g., 7 take coffee with cream and engine') revealed a similar pattern of
(Kutas & Hillyard, 1980c). Furthermore, an additional experiment indicated that,

although the terminal words in both cases could be considered 'unexpected', elicita
of this component was associated with semantic incongruity rather than the more

general concept of surprise, for when subjects were presented with sentences in whic

the terminal words differed on physical dimensions alone (e.g., 'She put on her high
heel SHOES'), a late positive rather than negative component was elicited (Kutas &

Hillyard, 1980a). Based on the pattern of results exhibited in these experiments, it
suggested by the authors that the N400 represented some form of processing or re-

processing performed in order to interpret information that was semantically anomal
Since these initial studies, knowledge of the circumstances in which the N400 is

elicited, as well as details regarding the various factors to which it is sensitive,
increased considerably.

3.1.1 N400 Modulation Associated with Lexical-Level Manipulations

Linguistic stimuli can be categorised or described in terms of a variety of lexical
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characteristics, with the N 4 0 0 component apparently sensitive to a number of such
variables. For example, studies using legal words have demonstrated N400 sensitivity

to properties including vocabulary class (content versus function, noun versus verb),
'concreteness', and frequency of usage, while other investigations indicate that the
N400 elicited by words differs from that elicited by pseudowords, and differs again
from that elicited by orthographically-illegal non-words.

3.1.1.1 Words
In one of the first studies to examine differences between open or 'content' versus

closed or 'function' words, Kutas and Hillyard (1983) reported that, when subjects re

prose passages presented one word at a time, open class words (nouns, verbs, adverbs,
adjectives, etc., e.g., truck), exhibited greater negativity than closed class words

(pronouns, conjunctions, prepositions, articles, etc., e.g., therefore). In addition,

hemispheric differences were evident, with closed-class words tending towards bilate

symmetry, in contrast to signs of a left greater than right asymmetry in the 400 - 70
range for open-class words. It was suggested that the observed effects may have
reflected differences in the amount or duration of processing of the respective word
types. Subsequent studies have demonstrated that the general finding of greater

negativity to open-class words is highly replicable (Besson, Kutas & Van Petten, 1992
Kutas, Van Petten & Besson, 1988; Neville, Coffey, Holcomb & Tallal, 1993; Nobre,
Allison & McCarthy, 1994; Nobre & McCarthy, 1994, 1995; Van Petten & Kutas,

1990, 1991). In more recent years, it has been suggested that the elicitation of smal
N400s by closed class words may reflect their higher word frequency and greater
predictability (Van Petten & Rheinfelder, 1995).
In addition to the N400's sensitivity to categorisation of word class along the
dimension of function/content, evidence of differential sensitivity to nouns versus
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has also been reported (Gomes, Ritter, Tartter, Vaughan & Rosen, 1997; Miinte, Heinze
& Mangun, 1993), as has differentiation based on concreteness (Holcomb, Kounios,
Anderson & West, 1999; Kounios & Holcomb, 1994; Smith & Halgren, 1987).
Modulation of the amplitude of N400 has also been reported in relation to word

frequency, with lower-frequency words typically eliciting greater negativity than
of higher frequency (Besson et al., 1992; Rugg, 1990; Rugg & Doyle, 1992; Smith &
Halgren, 1987; Van Petten & Kutas, 1990; Van Petten, Kutas, Kluender, Mitchiner &
Mclsaac, 1991; Young & Rugg, 1992).

3.1.1.2 Pseudowords and Orthographically-illegal Non- Words
Pseudowords are letter-strings in which the use of vowel and consonant clusters

typically follows the patterns found in legal words, i.e., they follow the orthogr

and phonological constraints of the language. While these words have no associated

semantic representations, they are word-like in the sense that they are pronounce

In most cases, such stimuli are constructed by simply substituting vowels, consona

or both, in legal words (e.g., shrub-* shrib, bricks brilk, short—* sheft). In con

orthographically-illegal non-words contain letter patterns which do not conform to
standard rules (e.g.Jkdgi or tqapc).
Numerous studies have examined the effects of experimental manipulations on
pseudowords. For example, Rugg (1984a) examined word/pseudoword differences in a
rhyme-priming paradigm in which subjects were required to discriminate between
rhyming and non-rhyming pairs of letter strings (e.g., cat-bat, hut-dut, gun-bat,

dut). It was reported that both word and pseudoword targets exhibited a significan
reduction in N450 amplitude when they rhymed with the preceding word. That is,
while rhyme-priming differences were evident, there was little indication that
pseudoword targets were any less affected by rhyme primes than were word targets.
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Based on similarities in topography, lateral asymmetry and relationship to mismatch,
Rugg considered that the N450 was analogous to the N400 of Kutas and Hillyard
(1980a; 1980b; 1980c).
The elicitation of N400 by pseudowords and non-words has also been reported

in other word-list paradigms, particularly the lexical-decision task. Bentin, McCar
and Wood (1985) used the lexical-decision task to investigate semantic priming and
reported that, while N400 amplitude was smaller for primed than unprimed words,
maximal amplitude was elicited by unprimed pseudowords. The effects of semantic

priming in lexical decision were also investigated by Boddy (1986), who reported th

amplitude of the 'N2' component was inversely proportional to the degree of semanti

association with the preceding word - smallest for related targets, and largest for

pseudowords. Although referred to as N2, this late negativity (at 340 ms) bears som
resemblance to the N400 (see also Kutas & Van Petten, 1988, for a similar

interpretation). The N400 of ERPs elicited in a lexical-decision task was also repo

to be less negative for words than pseudowords by Bentin (1987), Chwilla, Brown and
Hagoort (1995), and similarly by Holcomb (1993).
In addition to greater negativity within the N400 range for pseudowords than
words, repetition of pseudowords in the lexical-decision task has been reported to

in a reduction in negativity in a manner comparable to that observed when words wer
repeated (Bentin & McCarthy, 1994). Using a repetition-priming lexical-decision
paradigm, Swick and Knight (1997) also observed larger N400s for pseudowords than
words, as well as reductions in amplitude with repeated presentation. Furthermore,

topography of the repetition effect differed between words and pseudowords - larger

over the left hemisphere for words but over the right hemisphere for pseudowords. I

was suggested that the topographic asymmetries observed might have reflected cerebr
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specialisation (i.e., the dominance of the left hemisphere in processing abstract lexical

representations and the right hemisphere in encoding form-specific representations).
these terms, the right-hemisphere topography exhibited by the pseudoword repetition
effect reflects the greater reliance on right-hemisphere processing mechanisms for

stimuli that do not possess lexical representations. The lexical-decision task was al
reported by Kounios and Holcomb (1994) to produce larger N400 amplitudes for
pseudowords than words. In addition, these authors reported that, as with words, the
amplitude of the N400 elicited by pseudowords was sensitive to manipulations of
concreteness. Pseudoword stimuli created from concrete words (e.g., table —> teble)
were associated with a greater negativity across the N400 period than pseudoword

stimuli created from abstract words (e.g., justice —> justice). It was suggested tha
effect was consistent with activation of semantic-level information associated with
base word from which the pseudoword was derived, for if N400 had simply reflected
some form of integration of phonological and/or orthographic information, then no
modulation via concrete/abstract manipulations would have been exhibited.
While the preceding studies have all involved stimulus presentation in the visual
modality, a number of studies have also reported elicitation of a similar pseudoword
N400 in auditory tasks. For example, Praamstra and Hegman (1993), using a rhyme

judgement task, reported greater negativity in the 300 - 600 ms latency period for no
rhyming versus rhyming targets. Holcomb and Neville (1990), and O'Rourke and
Holcomb (1992), also reported pseudoword N400 effects in auditory lexical-decision.

Examination of the waveforms elicited in an auditory lexical-decision task reported b
Praamstra, Meyer and Levelt (1994), reveals similar pseudoword negativity.
Although most studies indicate that pseudowords elicit N400, not all studies
have reported smaller N400s for words than pseudowords. For example, Nobre and
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McCarthy (1994) examined the effects of word type on E R P s in a semantic-

categorisation task in which subjects were required to detect the presence of category
exemplars in a sequentially-presented list of stimuli comprising nonwords and

pseudowords, as well as function and content words. It was reported that, although the
effects of content and pseudowords did not differ significantly, there was a tendency
towards smaller N400 amplitudes in the pseudoword condition. It was suggested that

the divergence of this result from previously-reported effects evident in lexical-dec
tasks might have reflected task differences. That is, in contrast to the semantic-

categorisation task, overlap by P3 may have differentially affected the N400 responses
to words and pseudowords in the lexical-decision task. Alternatively, the lexicaldecision task may have required more extensive processing of pseudowords than did the
semantic-categorisation task. However, the authors noted that while there may be some
uncertainty regarding differences in N400 magnitude between words and pseudowords,

N400 elicitation by pseudowords has direct bearing on interpretations of the underlyin
processes reflected by this component. For example, in the framework of a lexicallybased word recognition system, elicitation of N400 by pseudowords may reflect
processing associated with access to words possessing similar orthographic and/or

phonological structures. Alternatively, from a connectionist perspective, it may refl
the activation of phonological or orthographical units within the neural network of a
language system.
In a subsequent semantic-categorisation study using intracranial electrodes,

Nobre and McCarthy (1995) reported a field potential recorded from the anterior medial
temporal lobe (AMTL N400) which exhibited a similar sensitivity to semantic priming
and displayed the same pattern of amplitude modulation as N400 in their previous
study. That is, larger when elicited by anomalous than congruent sentence terminal
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words, larger for primes than related targets, and larger for content words than
pseudowords (with both content and pseudoword responses larger than those to function
words, and all three larger than those to orthographically illegal non-words).
In a study aimed at investigating the source of ERP repetition effects, Rugg and
Nagy (1987) directly compared differences between pseudowords and orthographically-

illegal non-words. It was reported that, while significant repetition effects were fou
for pseudowords (responses to repeated items less negative than to unrepealed items),

there were no significant repetition differences associated with orthographically-ill
non-words. These results were taken to indicate that non-word repetition effects were
sensitive to orthographic structure and therefore that repetition priming appeared to

associated with lexical processes. That is, pseudowords were able to gain access to or

activate lexical or sub-lexical structures due to their 'word-like' orthography, while
orthographically-illegal non-words were not. Smith and Halgren (1987) have also
compared pseudowords and orthographically-illegal non-words and reported patterns

i.e., larger amplitudes in the N400 period for pseudowords. Similarly, Ziegler, Besson
Jacobs, Nazir and Carr (1997) examined differences between non-word types in a
multitask comparison examining processing differences between words, pseudowords
and orthographically-illegal non-words. In a delayed letter-search task, mean
amplitudes across the N400 period (300 - 500 ms) were less negative for
orthographically-illegal non-words than both words and pseudowords. Reduced
negativity was also reported for orthographically-illegal non-words in a semanticcategorisation task (N.B. pseudowords were also reported to elicit greater negativity

than words - consistent with the results typically obtained in lexical-decision tasks)
Differences between orthographically-illegal non-words and pseudowords were noted as
early as 25 - 50 ms post-stimulus. It was suggested that this divergence may have
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reflected the operation of early mechanisms in the visual word-recognition system that,
utilize the output from lower level orthographic processes to generate a code

representing an organized sequence of letter identities, and are capable of excludi
non-words from further linguistic processing.

3.1.1.3 Pseudohomophones
As noted earlier, all legal words can be described in terms of their spelling
(orthography) and the way in which they are pronounced (phonology).
Pseudohomophones are pseudowords, which although sharing the same pronunciation

as a legal word, are spelt differently (e.g., brain-brane or fox-focks). To date, nu
behavioural studies using pseudohomophone stimuli have been published, but

comparatively few electrophysiological studies using such stimuli have been reporte
and have typically not used pseudohomophones as semantically-related primes. For

example, although Rugg (1983b) examined the ERPs elicited in a lexical-decision tas
in which subjects were required to discriminate pseudohomophones from pseudowords,

there was no priming manipulation. In an extension of that study, in which subjects
were required to discriminate real words from pseudohomophones and pseudowords,
and real words or pseudohomophones from pseudowords, there was also no
manipulation of semantic relatedness, with little attention directed towards the
negativity evident in the N400 range (Rugg, 1983 a).
Pseudohomophones and pseudowords were again employed by Rugg, Doyle and

Wells (1995) in a cross-modality lexical-decision task in which subjects were requi
to respond whenever they heard a word, or saw a non-word which sounded like a word
(i.e., a pseudohomophone). Some pseudohomophones were repetitions of stimuli
presented six items previously and were associated with reduced negativity in the

latency range typical of N400 when compared to first-presentation pseudohomophones.
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A s in the earlier studies, however, the semantic relationship between the sequentiallypresented items was not manipulated.
In contrast to the preceding event-related potential studies, Rumsey, Horowitz,
Donohue, Nace, Maisog and Andreason (1997) examined responses to
pseudohomophones in two lexical-decision tasks using positron emission tomography.
In the first task, subjects indicated which item in sequentially-presented
pseudoword/pseudohomophone pairs sounded like a real word (e.g., bape-baik). In the
second task, they indicated which item in sequentially-presented
word/pseudohomophone pairs was a real word (e.g., coyn-coin). It was reported that

activation levels in various regions differentiated task type (e.g., greater activat
left-inferior frontal cortex in the phonological task) but that the analyses failed
regions of activation unique to either task. It was suggested that the results were
consistent with connectionist rather than dual-route views of the visual wordrecognition system, i.e., that orthographic and phonological processing were both
performed by a common neural network.

3.1.1.4 Other Experimental Manipulations Reported to Modulate N400

While N400 has been shown to be sensitive to linguistic properties such as word type,
frequency, concreteness, etc., sensitivity to a wide range of other experimental
manipulations has also been reported. For example, McCarthy and Nobre (1993)

reported that words visually presented to unattended locations (i.e., outside a centr

fixation area) elicited little N400. Similarly, Bentin, Kutas and Hillyard (1995) rep
that the N400 evoked by unattended auditorily-presented words was not modulated by

semantic manipulation. Sensitivity of N400 to attentional manipulations has also been
reported by Kellenbach and Michie, (1996). Age also appears to modulate N400
amplitude. Results of a developmental study conducted by Holcomb, Coffey and
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Neville (1992), for example, revealed a reduction in the size of N 4 0 0 relatedness effects

from childhood to early adulthood, with larger N400s observed in children than adult
This latter finding was replicated by Juottonen, Revonsuo and Lang (1996). In a

comparison of young and older adults, Gunter, Jackson and Mulder (1992) reported tha

older subjects exhibited reduced N400 amplitudes, a finding replicated in subsequent
studies (Gunter, Jackson & Mulder, 1995, 1998). Many other factors have also been
reported to influence the N400, including global expectancy manipulated via use of
titled and untitled paragraphs (St George, Mannes & Hoffman, 1994), SOA (Anderson
& Holcomb, 1995; Boddy, 1986), memory load (Gunter et al., 1995), and the presence
of language or neurological impairments (Hagoort, Brown & Swaab, 1996; Neville et
al., 1993; Plante, Van Petten & Senkfor, 2000).

3.1.2 Priming-Related Modulation of the N400
While the N400 has been shown to be sensitive to lexical-level attributes, the vast
majority of research associated with this component has involved manipulation of

aspects related to priming. Although modulation of this component was first reporte

tasks in which sentence congruity was manipulated, subsequent research has shown tha

it is sensitive to priming other than that established via sentential context. Iden
repetition priming, for example, has been widely demonstrated to modulate N400

amplitude. The sensitivity of the N400 to the semantic relationship between isolated

word pairs has also been well established, as has its sensitivity to rhyme or phono
priming.

3.1.2.1 Contextual Constraint/Semantic Priming

Sentence terminal words that are semantically anomalous with the context established

by the preceding sentence fragment typically elicit larger N400s than those that ar
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(e.g., larger N 4 0 0 to 'The pizza was too hot to wear' than 'The pizza was too hot to

eat), with the N400 typically largest centro-parietally and slightly larger over th

than left hemisphere. In contrast, terminal words that are semantically congruent b

physically anomalous (e.g., congruous terminal words presented in an oversized font
do not modulate N400 (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980a, 1980b, 1980c; Kutas et al., 1988).

Kutas and Hillyard (1983) have also demonstrated that the semantic-incongruity effe

is not restricted to sentence final words, but is also elicited by semantically-ano
words occurring in the middle of sentences.
However, while semantic anomaly has been shown to modulate N400, it has

also been demonstrated (Kutas & Hillyard, 1984a; Kutas, Lindamood & Hillyard, 1984)

that the N400 amplitude elicited by sentence terminal words varies as a function of
cloze probability (i.e., the degree to which the sentence ending could be expected

the preceding context). That is, the terminal word in congruent sentences with high

expected endings elicits a smaller N400 than in those with less-expected endings (e

smaller N400 for 'He mailed the letter without a stamp' than 'The bill was due at t
end of the hour'). The reliability with which sentence-based semantic-incongruity
effects are elicited has led to the widespread use of experimental paradigms
incorporating such manipulations. For example, these effects have been used to

examine differences between children with and without learning difficulties (Nevill

al., 1993), aphasic and non-aphasic subjects (Swaab, Brown & Hagoort, 1997), elderl

subjects with and without Alzheimer's disease (Iragui, Kutas & Salmon, 1996), as we
as differences between monolingual and bilingual subjects (Ardal, Donald, Meuter,
Muldrew & Luce, 1990). Other studies have examined age-related differences in the

N400 congruity effect (Gunter et al., 1995; Holcomb et al., 1992; Juottonen et al.,
1996).
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Although the majority of studies have presented sentences visually, N 4 0 0

congruity effects have also been examined when sentences are presented in the audi

modality (Ardal & Donald, 1991; Connolly, Phillips, Stewart & Brake, 1992; Connolly
Stewart & Phillips, 1990; Holcomb et al., 1992; Juottonen et al., 1996; Karniski,
Vanderploeg & Lease, 1993). The sentence terminal N400 has been examined in
respect to its sensitivity to repetition (Besson et al., 1992; Mitchell, Andrews &
1993), the 'concreteness' of the eliciting word (Holcomb et al., 1999), semantic
ambiguity of the eliciting word (Van Petten & Kutas, 1987), aspects of selective
attention (Gunter, Jackson, Kutas, Mulder & Muijink, 1994) and phonology (Connolly

& Phillips, 1994; Connolly, Phillips & Forbes, 1995; Niznikiewicz & Squires, 1996).
number of studies have also investigated N400 incongruity effects in an effort to
localize the source of the N400 (Curran, Tucker, Kutas & Posner, 1993; McCarthy,
Nobre, Bentin & Spencer, 1995; Nobre et al., 1994; Nobre & McCarthy, 1995; Simos,
Basile & Papanicolaou, 1997). While many of the initial N400 studies involved

elicitation within sentential contexts, numerous studies have since demonstrated th
word-list paradigms are capable of eliciting a similar range of effects.
In tasks using isolated words rather than sentences, N400 amplitude has been

shown to be sensitive to the semantic context provided by the preceding stimulus it
in a manner analogous to the congruity effects reported in sentence paradigms.

Typically, targets preceded by related primes elicit smaller N400s than targets pr

by unrelated primes, with these effects reported in both lexical decision (Bentin e
1985; Brown, Hagoort & Chwilla, 2000) and semantic categorisation tasks (Boddy,
1981; Nobre & McCarthy, 1994).

3.1.2.2 Stimulus Repetition

The amplitude of the N400 elicited by a sentence terminal word on first presentatio
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generally larger than the amplitude elicited by subsequent presentations, with the onset

of this difference occurring at approximately 250 ms and continuing for 300 - 400 ms

Differences in amplitudes between first and second presentations are largest when th

second stimulus immediately follows the first, with this difference diminishing as t

second stimulus is preceded by intervening stimuli (Bentin & Peled, 1990; Besson et

1992; Mitchell et al., 1993; Van Petten et al., 1991). Reliable differences have bee

reported, however, when the second stimulus is preceded by up to 19 intervening item
(Rugg & Nagy, 1989).
The sensitivity to repetition demonstrated by the N400 elicited by sentence-

terminal word repetition also extends to the N400 elicited in experimental paradigms
utilising word lists, where a similar reduction of N400 amplitude with stimulus
repetition has been reported (Friedman, Berman & Hamberger, 1993; Rugg, 1985,
1990; Smith & Halgren, 1987; Swick & Knight, 1997). This repetition effect differs
between word types (e.g., abstract versus concrete: Kounios & Holcomb, 1994), with
the repetition of pseudowords producing a similar reduction of N400 amplitude to
repetition of words (Bentin & McCarthy, 1994; Rugg, 1987, 1990; Rugg et al, 1995).
Repetition effects have also been reported for non-linguistic stimuli. For
example, Guillem, N'Kaoua, Rougier and Claverie (1995) investigated the ERPs
elicited during a task in which subjects were required to make speeded responses to

sequentially-presented verbalizable pictures, i.e., whether the picture was new, or
been previously presented. It was reported that the amplitude of the N400 component

was greater on initial than subsequent presentations. Although the majority of repe

studies have involved stimulus presentation in the visual modality, repetition effe
have also been observed for auditorily-presented word-list stimuli (Bentin, Kutas &
Hillyard, 1993; Radeau, Besson, Fonteneau & Castro, 1998; Rugg et al., 1995). While
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such evidence demonstrates the sensitivity of the N 4 0 0 to stimulus repetition, its

sensitivity to phonological and orthographic manipulations has also been demonstrat

3.1.2.3 Phonological and Orthographic Priming
The effects of phonological priming on the N400 component have been investigated in
several studies using a rhyme-judgment task, in which subjects are required to
determine if the members of sequentially-presented pairs of words rhyme. One of the
first ERP investigations to utilise such an experimental paradigm was conducted by
Polich, McCarthy, Wang and Donchin (1983). They reported that subjects performed
rhyme judgements fastest for targets primed by orthographically-similar rhyming

primes (e.g., load-toad), and slowest for targets primed by orthographically-similar
rhyming primes (e.g., some-home). In contrast, judgments of visual similarity were

slowest when targets were primed by orthographically-dissimilar rhyming primes (e.g.,
moose-juice). They noted that, in both cases, the slowest RTs occurred when
orthography and phonology conflicted. Unfortunately, while it was also reported that
P3 latency varied in a manner consistent with RTs, no analysis of N400 was reported.
Analysis of N400 modulation in a rhyme-judgement task was conducted by

Rugg (1984b), who reported that, not only were targets which rhymed with their primes
responded to faster targets which did not, they were also associated with greater
positivity across the 200-500 ms period, with rhyme/non-rhyme differences larger
posteriorly and over the right hemisphere. Noting that prototypical 'N400' studies
involved semantic incongruity rather than rhyme mismatch, Rugg argued that

similarities in latency and topography suggested that the negative component observed
was related to, if not identical with, the previously reported N400. Rugg (1984a)
investigated the source of the rhyme/non-rhyme effect on the N400 in a subsequent
study involving words and pseudowords preceded by rhyming and non-rhyming words.
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R u g g reasoned that if the rhyme/non-rhyme effect was the product of processing at the
semantic level then a similar rhyme/non-rhyme difference for pseudowords should not
be observed. It was reported that a late negative component (N450) differentiated
rhyming and non-rhyming pseudowords in a manner similar to that of rhyming and non-

rhyming words, leading to the conclusion that the rhyme/non-rhyme effect on the N400
reflected the operation of phonological rather than semantic level processes.
However, an alternative explanation for rhyme differences has been suggested
by Kramer and Donchin (1987). In a replication of the earlier study by Polich,
McCarthy, Wang and Donchin (1983), it was reported that prime-target pairs that had

conflicting orthography and phonology were associated with the slowest response time
In addition, mismatches between stimulus pairs also elicited a negative-going
component, referred to as N200 by the authors (but inspection of the relevant
waveforms suggests that this component had a peak amplitude at approximately 400

ms). It was reported that this component varied as a function of the degree of misma
between prime-target pairs. Amplitude was largest when both orthography and
phonology mismatched (e.g., shirt-witch), of intermediate amplitude when either
phonology or orthography mismatched (e.g., catch-watch, blare-stair) and smallest
when both phonology and orthography were matched (e.g., catch-patch).
Attribution of the preceding rhyme-mismatch differences to modulation of the
N2 component is not without criticism. For example, Rugg and Barrett (1987) used a
similar task to that of Kramer and Donchin (1987) and reported that the rhyme-

mismatch effect for orthographically-dissimilar stimuli (e.g., mind-wall versus make

ache) exhibited a parietal right hemisphere topography in contrast to the smaller, m

bilateral effect for orthographically similar stimuli (e.g., said-paid versus plea-f

They suggested that such a pattern was consistent with the operation of two processe
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during rhyme judgement rather than a single component such as the N 2 . Furthermore,
for the right hemisphere N450, rhyme/non-rhyme differences associated with
orthographically-dissimilar word pairs appeared consistent with the 'orthographic

priming hypothesis' (i.e., that rhyme judgements are based on orthographic rather tha

phonological comparisons of prime and target, with such a comparison possible because
words which rhyme typically contain a limited number of terminal orthographic

segments e.g., most words rhyming with spoon end in either oon, or une). However, the

suggestion that N450 modulation reflected orthographic priming was not borne out in a

subsequent experiment in which the effects elicited by two types of non-rhyming pairs
were compared with those elicited by rhyming pairs. Non-rhyming pairs were
constructed so that target words either possessed an orthographic segment shared by
words that rhymed with the prime (e.g., groan-done - where lone rhymes with groan
and is orthographically similar to done) or did not (e.g., lean-none). No N450
differences were observed and both conditions yielded larger N450s than rhyming
targets. As a result, the authors proposed that the processes modulating the N450
appeared sensitive to the general level of congruity between word pairs, being
attenuated by similar phonology or orthography.
Seeking further clarification of the involvement of phonology and orthography
in the elicitation of the N450, Barrett and Rugg (1990) sought to examine rhyme/non-

rhyme differences using a task which contained no overt orthographic stimuli. To this
end, subjects were required to determine whether or not the names of sequentiallypresented pairs of pictures rhymed. Rhyme/non-rhyme differences similar to those
observed using words were reported, with negativity across the 300-500 ms period

greater for non-rhyming than rhyming targets, and the difference largest over the rig
hemisphere. On this basis, it was suggested that the asymmetrical rhyme/non-rhyme
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differences elicited in the rhyme-judgement task reflected the outcome of phonological
rather than orthographic processing.
Valdes-Sosa, Gonzalez, Xiang, Xiao-Lei, Yi and Bobes (1993) have also

claimed that orthographic priming is not the source of modulation of a late negativity
the rhyme-matching task. As in Barrett and Rugg's (1990) study, these authors sought
to examine rhyme/non-rhyme differences using a task in which the first stimulus of a
pair could not orthographically prime the second. However, the exclusion of
orthographic priming effects was achieved by taking advantage of the logographic
nature of Chinese - a written language that uses thousands of unique 'logographs' to
represent morpheme or lexical level units. It was reported that when presented with
sequential pairs of monosyllabic Chinese logographs and asked to perform a rhyme
judgement, non-rhyming targets elicited greater negativity across the 250 - 450 ms
period, with rhyme/non-rhyme differences larger over the right hemisphere. On the

basis that the use of dissimilar monosyllabic logographs eliminated the involvement of
both orthographic and sub-lexical phonological processes, it was suggested that the

results were consistent with a post-lexical phonological processing account of the N4
The examination of the effects of phonological priming has not been restricted
to the rhyme-judgement task. Praamstra and Stegman (1993), for example, used an

auditory lexical-decision task to investigate differences associated with rhyme primi
As in previous rhyme-priming experiments, non-rhyming targets were associated with
an enhanced late negativity. In this case, rhyme/non-rhyme differences were obtained
in the 450 - 700 ms period. While it was noted that the occurrence of this effect was
later than typically reported in auditory studies involving semantic priming, it was
suggested that this probably reflected task differences. That is, targets rhymed with
primes by virtue of shared terminal endings, with priming effects presumably arising
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only after the initial portion of the target word had been heard. In contrast, activation of
related words by semantic primes could benefit target words from the beginning of the
initial segment onwards. Praamstra, Meyer and Levelt (1994) subsequently replicated
these results using a delayed lexical-decision task. In addition, a second experiment
examined phonological priming using an auditory lexical-decision task in which targets
either did or did not alliterate with the preceding prime. It was reported that non-

alliterating targets elicited greater negativity than alliterating targets across the 2
450 ms period. The negative component modulated by alliteration/non-alliteration was
considered to be the same as that modulated by rhyme/non-rhyme, with the earlier onset

attributable to the location of the alliteration/non-alliteration difference, i.e., the
word segment. It was proposed that the component in question reflected aspects of

phonological processing, and in particular, was sensitive to repetition of phonological
segments. Similarities between the observed negativity and the 'classical' N400 were

considered sufficient to justify its relation to, if not equivalence with, the N400. In

respect, it is worth noting the results of a comparison of rhyme and semantic priming i
the auditory lexical-decision task by Radeau, Besson, Fonteneau and Castro (1998). In
that study, it was reported that rhyme and semantic-priming influenced the same
negativity (peaking at approximately 450 ms), with amplitude largest for targets which
did not rhyme with and were semantically unrelated to the prime, smallest for targets
semantically related to the prime, and intermediate for targets which rhymed with the
prime.
The possibility that the processes reflected by the N400 may be sensitive to an
earlier acoustic-phonetic process reflected by the 'phonological mismatch negativity'
(PMN) was investigated by Connolly and Phillips (1994) using an auditory modality
task in which sentence endings were manipulated so that expectancy violations
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(semantic and phonemic) occurred independently, or in tandem. Sentences ended with

either the word of highest cloze probability (e.g., At night the old woman locked the
door), a word which was semantically anomalous but shared the initial phoneme of the

highest cloze probability word (e.g., Phil put some drops in his icicles), a word whi

was semantically congruent but did not share the initial phoneme of the highest cloz

probability word (e.g., They left the dirty dishes in the kitchen), or a word which w

congruent and did not share the initial phoneme of the highest cloze probability wor
(e.g., Joan fed her baby some warm nose). For the four conditions, negativity across
350 - 600 ms period was largest when words violated both phonemic and semantic
expectancy and when words were phonemically expected but semantically unexpected,
with no significant amplitude differences associated with phonology. However,
phonemically expected/semantically unexpected words elicited an N400 peak which

occurred significantly later than that elicited by words which were both phonemicall
and semantically unexpected. It was argued that this difference occurred because
phonemic expectancy violations are apparent immediately upon presentation when the
initial phoneme is dissimilar to the word of highest cloze probability. In contrast,

violation of expectancy when the initial phoneme is the same as in the word of highe

cloze probability cannot occur until after the initial phoneme has been heard/proces
The N400's sensitivity to phonology demonstrated by Connolly and Phillips
(1994) using auditory presentation was not evident in the visual modality. Using the

same sentences, but with visual rather than auditory presentation, Connolly, Phillip

Forbes (1995) reported that amplitudes in the 300 - 500 ms period were again greates

the two conditions in which semantic expectancy was violated. In addition, unlike the
previous study, words which were phonemically expected/semantically unexpected
elicited greater negativity than words which were phonemically
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unexpected/semantically expected. However, rather than differences associated with

phonology, it was suggested that this difference probably reflected the sensitivity o
N400 to cloze probability (i.e., although words in both conditions were semantically
expected, they differed in terms of their cloze probabilities). Differences in N400
latency were not observed - a finding considered to reflect processing differences

associated with presentation modality i.e., unlike the auditory presentation, phonemic
expectancy violations are apparent immediately. Although this result provides little
evidence of the phonological sensitivity of the N400 in the visual modality, such
evidence has been reported by the authors. Forbes and Connolly (1993), for example,
reported an absence of N400 to terminal words of visually-presented sentences when
phonology was congruent but orthography was incongruent, e.g., The shoes are too
small for Mike's feat. As orthographic processing of the terminal word would be
expected to have produced an incongruent sentence ending and consequently elicited an
N400, the finding was interpreted as evidence of phonological recoding and the visual
N400's sensitivity to the phonological characteristics of written words. Furthermore,
although the analysis did not reveal evidence of the orthographic sensitivity of the

N400, an earlier negativity did. This component, occurring in the N2 range, varied wit
the degree of orthographic similarity between homophone pairs (smaller amplitudes
with increased similarity) and led to the proposal that a level of autonomy may
characterise orthographic and semantic processes during reading. However, a similar

use of homophone stimuli in a semantic-categorization word-list task, has been reporte
to produce a different pattern of results. Ziegler, Benra'iss, and Besson (1999), for

example, observed that, in comparison to targets which were correct category exemplars
(e.g., FOOD-MEAT), incorrect exemplar targets (e.g., FOOD-MEET) elicited increased
N400 amplitude. As a result, they were led to conclude that "...the activation of
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meaning, as reflected by reduction in N 4 0 0 amplitudes, is constrained primarily by
orthographic information" (p.783).
While most ERP studies that have investigated the role of phonological priming

have used normal adults, clarification of such issues can also benefit from the use o
clinical populations (Licht, Bakker, Kok & Bouma, 1988; Miles & Stelmack, 1994;
Stelmack & Miles, 1990; Stelmack, Saxe, Noldy-Cullum, Campbell & Armitage, 1988).
Ackerman, Dykman and Oglesby (1994), for example, examined the ERPs elicited

during a task in which children with and without reading difficulties were required t
indicate whether two sequentially-presented words rhymed. It was reported that,
although the ERPs of both groups of children exhibited rhyme-priming effects similar

those reported in adults (e.g., greater negativity to non-rhyming than rhyming stimul

with this difference largest over the right hemisphere in the parietal region), the p
effects were smaller in those with reading difficulties.
Such differences have also been reported using a picture-name rhyming task.
McPherson, Ackerman, Oglesby and Dykman (1996) asked their reading-disabled
adolescent subjects to judge whether sequentially-presented pairs of pictures had
rhyming names. ERP amplitudes within the 320 - 480 ms period were found to

differentiate subjects with relatively good phonetic skills (i.e., who exhibited rel
good nonsense word pronunciation ability) from those with poor phonetic skills.

Enhanced negativity to non-rhyming pictures was evident for the phonetic group but no

the dysphonetic group. It was suggested that the lack of an N400 priming effect in th

dysphonetic group may have reflected reduced neural capacity and/or activation during
phonological processing. This group, for example, may have possessed deficits in
working memory processing that adversely affected their ability to store the
phonological information associated with the prime during the pre-target interval.
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Alternatively, it was suggested that the spreading activation process m a y have been
weaker in dysphonetic than phonetic subjects.
The apparent sensitivity of the N400 to aspects of orthographic and/or
phonological processing has not always been replicated. For example, Niznikiewicz
and Squires (1996) reported that, when their subjects were required to decide whether
sentences 'made sense', differences associated with semantic congruity were obtained,
but differences associated with orthography and phonology were not. Specifically,
neither sentence-terminal words which were homophones of the congruous-terminal
words and therefore incongruous (e.g., The movie was such a boar, nor sentenceterminal words which were orthographically similar to the incongruous homophones

(e.g., The movie was such a boat.), were found to elicit N400 amplitudes significantly
different from those of incongruous terminal words (e.g., The movie was such a rope).
It was reported that ERP differences related to orthography and phonology were found,
but these occurred earlier and were associated with modulation of the N2. It was

suggested that the results indicated that the early stages of processing (as indexed b
N2) were dominated by sensory processes such as phonological and/or orthographic
analyses, while the later stages (as indexed by N400) involved more abstract,
semantically-based processes.
Interestingly, while producing conflicting results in terms of N400, both Forbes
and Connolly (1993) and Niznikiewicz and Squires (1996) reported sensitivity of the

earlier N2 component to phonological processing. In reference to the failure to observ
orthographic and/or phonological effects associated with N400, it was suggested that

this simply may have reflected task differences, that is, most effects have been repo
in word-list paradigms, and especially the rhyme-judgement task. However, the basis
for this proposal is not strong. As previously noted, Forbes and Connolly (1993)
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reported such differences in a study that utilised visually-presented sentences ending in
homophones. Similarly, in a study by Van Petten, Rubin, Plante and Parks (1996), in

which spoken sentences ended as expected (terminal words of high cloze probability),
or with incongruous words which either rhymed or alliterated with the expected
terminal word, a decrease in N400 amplitude was associated with words which

alliterated but not with words that rhymed. In the alliteration condition, the pres
priming effects suggests the sensitivity of N400 to phonological-priming processes.

Although not specifically defined as a manipulation involving alliteration, the ter
words which were orthographically similar to controls for homophone endings in the

study by Niznikiewicz and Squires (1996) could also be classed as alliterations of t

expected sentence-completion word. The claim that the N400 is not sensitive to effec
associated with orthographic and/or phonological processing would therefore appear
open to question.

3.1.3 Functional Significance of the N400

To date, investigations using both sentence and word-list paradigms have demonstrate

that, in addition to its attenuation by semantic priming, the N400 is also sensitive

and/or modulated by a variety of experimental variables including: orthographic leg
(Holcomb & Neville, 1990; Rugg & Nagy, 1989), selective attention (McCarthy &
Nobre, 1993), depth of stimulus processing (Bentin, 1987; Holcomb, 1988; Kutas &
Hillyard, 1989), concrete versus abstract words (Kounios & Holcomb, 1994; Nobre &
McCarthy, 1995), open versus closed words (Van Petten & Kutas, 1991), cloze
probability (Kutas et al., 1984), and word frequency (Rugg, 1990; Smith & Halgren,

1987; Van Petten & Kutas, 1990). The sensitivity of the N400 to such a wide range of
experimental manipulations poses some challenges for those proposing theoretical
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accounts of the component's functional significance.
In the initial studies by Kutas and Hillyard (1980a; 1980c), it was suggested that

the elicitation of the N400 to the terminal word reflected additional processing initi

in the attempt to derive a meaningful interpretation of a sentence given the unexpected
semantic violation. The sensitivity of N400 to cloze probability and not just semantic
incongruity (e.g., Kutas et al., 1984), led Hillyard and Kutas (1983, p.53) to suggest
the N400 appeared to be associated with "a number of verbal processing phenomena
that depend upon expectancy (semantic priming, lexical decision making, word
recognition, etc.)." Since these initial studies, several differing accounts of the
processes underlying the N400 have been advanced.
It has been suggested that the N400 reflects aspects of lexical access or early

word-recognition processes - processes that traditionally have been considered to refl
automatic rather than controlled processing. The suggestion that the N400 primarily
reflected automatic processes was initially advanced by Kutas, Lindamood and Hillyard
(1984). Connolly, Stewart and Phillips (1990) reached a similar conclusion after their
failure to find significant changes in N400 amplitude (elicited by terminal words of
spoken sentences) when depth of processing was varied. Somewhat similar views were
advocated by Bentin (1987), who noted that the elicitation of N400 effects in
circumstances in which decisions were not required made it unlikely that the component

predominantly reflected post-lexical decision processes. Instead, it was suggested tha
the processes underlying N400 were probably related to word-recognition mechanisms
such as lexical access and stimulus identification, and were probably sensitive to the
amount of time these processes take. However, if the N400 did reflect automatic
processes, Bentin considered it unlikely to index a priming mechanism, such as
automatic spreading of activation (ASA), as the SOAs he had adopted had been
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relatively long. But although the N 4 0 0 m a y not solely index A S A , the presence of
N400 effects at long SOAs does not preclude ASA involvement. For example, Kiefer,
Weisbrod, Kern, Maier and Spitzer (1998) have reported N400 effects at 250 ms SOA.

Such an interval is typically considered to be associated with the operation of autom

spread of activation priming processes, and hence consistent with accounts of the N400

which emphasize early rather than late word-recognition processes (although the autho
also noted that despite such short intervals, the possible operation of other priming
mechanisms could not be ruled out).
Although proposing that N400 indexes early or fundamental word-recognition
processes, Van Petten and Kutas (1991) argued that attempts to delineate word

recognition in terms of processing stages (e.g., pre-lexical, lexical, post-lexical) m

inappropriate. They suggested, for example, that lexical access, rather than occurring
a discrete time point, may encompass an extended period of time involving word
encoding and comprehension. This view would be compatible with models of word

recognition in which processing is considered to occur in a parallel and cascading ra

than serial fashion. However, they do suggest that it is difficult to reconcile a post
lexical interpretation with the elicitation of N400 by pseudowords. In addressing the

differential responses elicited by pseudowords and orthographically-illegal non-words,
Kutas and Van Petten (1994) noted that the elicitation of N400 by pseudowords was not

consistent with its association with post-semantic processes, since pseudowords have n

semantic representation. On the other hand, the lack of N400 to orthographically-illeg
words also suggests that the component indexes processes that occur subsequent to
those that can reject or exclude orthographically-illegal letter strings from further

processing. In their view, such results are consistent with an interpretation of the N
as a component that reflects some of the earlier processes in word recognition.
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Although the N 4 0 0 has been linked with automatic and/or early word

recognition processes, results from several studies does suggest the involvement of la
post-lexical and/or controlled processes. For example, Stuss, Picton and Cerri (1988)
argued that behavioural studies indicated that word frequency was an important factor
affecting lexical access and, therefore, that the N400 should be sensitive to wordfrequency if it reflected lexical access processes. After their failure to find an
association between N400 and word frequency in the ERPs elicited by words presented
in a typicality judgement task (i.e., is the presented word a good example of the

category X?), they concluded that the N400 reflected post-lexical rather than lexicalaccess processes. Similar conclusions were drawn by Holcomb (1988) on the basis of
the results of a study that manipulated attention. Holcomb reported that N400

relatedness effects were larger under conditions in which attentional processing of th
prime-target relationship was emphasized than under conditions in which more
automatic processing was emphasized. It was suggested that, as the N400 effect was

enhanced via attentional manipulation and automatic processes are typically considered
to be insensitive to such manipulations, the N400 did not solely reflect automatic
processes.
The association of N400 with aspects of post-lexical processing was also
advocated by Rugg (1990) on the basis of the N400's sensitivity to manipulations
involving expectancy, and results from behavioural studies that suggested that
expectancy effects on word identification appeared to be post-lexical. He interpreted
his finding of greater N400 to unrepeated low-frequency items as further support for
this position, and suggested that the N400 possibly reflected an underlying process

invoked as a function of the degree to which the eliciting stimulus and the context in
which it was presented form a conjunction which is unfamiliar or unexpected. That is,
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he considered that the N 4 0 0 reflected "aspects of post lexical processing akin to the

integration of a stimulus with its context" (p.376). The lexical-integration hypothesi
was also adopted by Holcomb, Coffey and Neville (1992) as the framework for
interpreting the pattern of N400 results observed in a developmental study that
examined N400 across normal childhood. The decline in N400 amplitude with age was

taken to reflect the decreased reliance on context for word recognition that occurs as

reading skills increase. The lexical-integration account was also considered compatib
with the results of a subsequent study by Neville, Hoffey, Holcomb and Tallal (1993)
that compared N400 effects in language-impaired and normal children. It was reported

that, as a whole, the language-impaired children exhibited abnormally large responses
words requiring contextual integration. Examination of N400 differences in other
clinical populations have also been reported and interpreted in similar ways. For
example, Hagoort, Brown and Swaab (1996) reported that aphasic patients who were
low comprehenders (i.e., showed clear deficits in comprehension) exhibited reduced
N400 effects when presented with isolated word pairs. A subsequent study by Swaab,
Brown and Hagoort (1997) further examined this issue by presenting aphasic subjects
with semantically-congruent and incongruent sentences, as opposed to word pairs. As

in the previous study, reduced N400 effects were associated with those aphasic patient

possessing moderate to severe comprehension deficits. If it is assumed that the defic

exhibited by the aphasic patients reflect impairments in the ability to integrate word
meanings, then the results are consistent with an integration account of the N400.
A direct comparison of lexical access and integration accounts of the N400 was
undertaken by Holcomb (1993), using priming and stimulus degradation. Holcomb
noted that behavioural studies had reported that semantic priming effects were larger
when target stimuli were degraded and that it had been argued that degradation and
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priming affected the same process - presumably lexical access. Given this, it was

reasoned that if the pattern observed in N400 amplitude was similar to that observed f
RTs, then it would suggest that N400 reflected lexical access. It was reported that,
while the expected pattern of RTs was observed, the size of the N400 effect did not

differ as a function of whether the target stimuli were degraded. This dissociation in

priming effects was considered to indicate that, at least in lexical decision, the pri
processes indexed by N400 amplitude and RTs are in some way distinct. Furthermore,

it was suggested that the results were consistent with proposals that the N400 reflect
an integrative process which occurs relatively late, presumably beyond the lexical
access stage.
The desire to distinguish between lexical access and integration accounts of the
N400 was also the motivation behind a similar study conducted by Brown and Hagoort
(1993). However, rather than using degradation, these authors using masked priming.

It was suggested that, while the process of lexical access was likely to involve autom

processes, lexical integration was more likely to involve processes of a more controll

nature. The authors reasoned that if the N400 solely reflected automatic processes (su
as lexical access), then experimental conditions which prevented perceptual

identification (i.e., masked priming) should have little affect on its elicitation. It
reported that while typical N400 priming effects were observed in the unmasked
condition, no such effects were observed in the masked condition, prompting the
conclusion that N400 reflected aspects of a process involving integration rather than
being a manifestation of lexical access.
Chwilla, Brown and Hagoort (1995) also sought to examine the aspects of

lexical processing believed to be associated with the N400. To this end they attempted
to manipulate depth of processing, and thereby, the operation of different priming
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mechanisms. They argued that the lexical-access process shared similar characteristics
with the priming mechanism of automatic spread of activation while the integration

process had characteristics similar to the mechanism of semantic matching. A failure to

elicit N400 effects in a shallow-processing task in which automatic spread of activatio
was likely to operate would therefore suggest that the N400 did not reflect automatic
spread of activation but was more likely to be associated with semantic-matching or
expectancy processes and consequently, lexical-integration processes. Relatedness

effects were observed in the lexical-decision task but not in the task in which subject
were required to make case judgements regarding the target (i.e., upper versus

lowercase). They suggested that these results were consistent with a lexical-integrati
rather than lexical-access account of the N400.
If N400 modulation associated with variation in depth of processing is
considered to be more consistent with the involvement of controlled rather than

automatic processes, and therefore integration rather than lexical access, then the re

of N400 sensitivity to depth of processing in the auditory modality by Bentin, Kutas an
Hillyard (1993) would also appear to strengthen the integration hypothesis. The N400's
sensitivity to manipulations involving spatial selective attention (e.g., McCarthy &
Nobre, 1993) and colour-cued selective attention (e.g., Kellenbach and Michie 1996)
also argues against a purely-automatic processing basis for this component.
Although such evidence suggests that the N400 may reflect controlled processes,
the lack of involvement of automatic processes has not been conclusively demonstrated.
This raises the possibility that the N400 indexes aspects of both automatic and
controlled processes. Such a position was advocated by Kutas and Hillyard (1989), who
noted that, while there appeared to be an automatic component reflected in the N400,
attentional manipulations modulated the component as well (as evidenced, for example,
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by the elicitation of N 4 0 0 relatedness effects w h e n the semantic relationship between
prime and target were irrelevant to task performance). Holcomb (1988) reached similar
conclusions when he observed that, although larger relatedness effects occurred under

attentional conditions, effects were still present when attentional processing of prim
target semantic relationships was minimal. While not cast explicitly within the
automatic versus controlled framework, the statements expressed by Halgren (1990,
pi30) in his summary of the neuropsychological mechanisms of reading, can be

interpreted in a similar fashion, e.g., "the onset of the N4(00) is the point of lexica
encoding, and the N4(00) itself embodies lexical access and the integration of the
meanings activated by lexical access with the current semantic context". That N400
reflects both automatic and controlled aspects of priming was also the conclusion
reached by Anderson and Holcomb (1995) on the basis of the results of a study that
manipulated SOA and revealed that priming effects were also present at intervals

generally considered to primarily reflect the operation of automatic spread of activat
While the dominant interpretations of the processes underlying the N400 have
revolved around lexical-integration and/or lexical-access accounts, several other
hypotheses regarding the N400 have been advanced. Halgren and Smith (1987), for
example, suggested that the N400 reflected associative activation evoked by the
conjunction of a stimulus and its context. Nigam, Hoffman and Simons (1992, p. 15)
proposed a similar hypothesis, noting that elicitation of equivalent N400 incongruity
effects by sentences ending in words or pictures suggested that it appeared to be "an
index of activity in a conceptual memory that is accessed by both pictures and words".
While agreeing with those who suggest that the N400 is elicited by post-lexical
processes, Bentin and McCarthy (1994, p. 146) suggested that it may reflect access to
meaning or semantic structures which may be, but are not necessarily, associated with
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lexical access. The association of the N 4 0 0 with memory-related activity was also
advanced by Stuss, Picton and Cerri (1986), who suggested that the N400 might be

associated with access to long-term memory, with its amplitude indexing the amount or

extent of memory search. Similarly, while Holcomb (1993) interpreted the results of h

stimulus degradation study in terms of the integration hypothesis, he also noted tha

pattern of results could be explained in terms of the N400 indexing the activation of
meaning in a post-lexical semantic memory system.
In contrast to those who view the N400 as representative of a unique component,

a number of theorists have argued that the N400 can be subsumed under the N2 class of

negativities. It has been suggested, for example, that the N400 may reflect simply so
form of 'categorical' mismatch detector (Ritter et al., 1984). This is a view echoed
number of linguistic studies where N400-like components are evident but have been

interpreted or classified as examples of the N2 family of negativities (e.g., Boddy,
Polich, 1985; Polich et al., 1983; Woodward, Owens & Thompson, 1990). On the other

hand, a completely-different interpretation of the functional significance of the N4
was advanced by Debruille, Pineda and Renault (1996) and Debruille (1998). In the
hypothesis of N400 knowledge inhibition (N4KT), N400 modulation is considered to
reflect the inhibition of incompatible knowledge activated either by the eliciting

stimulus itself or by preceding stimuli. For example, in the prime-target pairs grape

brick and nurse-doctor, the N400 amplitude elicited by brick is greater than that el
by doctor because grape activates more knowledge incompatible with brick than does
nurse with doctor. The greater the activation of incompatible knowledge, the greater
the amount of inhibition required, with this reflected in larger N400 amplitude. In
contrast to the N4KI hypothesis, one of the more recent accounts of the N400 has

suggested that rather than being a unitary component, the N400 may reflect the activi
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of a number of underlying neural generators (Holcomb, Kounios, Anderson & West,

1999). In this account, the variation associated with the N400 evident in the literatur

terms of topography, morphology, onset, peak latency, etc., is considered to reflect th
differential activation of these generators as a result of differences in task demands
and/or stimulus properties.
Since its initial observation as a component elicited by semantically-unexpected
sentence endings, the N400 has been reported in a range of both sentence-based and
word-list experiments. Views of the functional significance of this component have
been shaped by an increased appreciation of the experimental variables to which it has
proven sensitive. These views have ranged from linguistic-based conceptions, such as

early word-recognition processes including lexical access, through to those advocating
post-lexical focus, such as meaning in a post-lexical semantic-memory system, and
perhaps more popularly, notions that the N400 can be considered an index of lexical
integration. Alternative views of the N400, albeit ones which have generated less
support, have included proposals that it would be more appropriately classed as a form
of the N2, or that it represents the inhibition of incompatible knowledge. Given the
ever-increasing number of tasks in which the N400 has been claimed to be elicited, and

the broad range of experimental variables to which is reported to be sensitive, it is n
surprising that recent conceptualisations have suggested that the N400 may actually

reflect the activity of a number of underlying neural generators differentially activa
to varying degrees by task demands. In this respect, N400 might be more descriptive of
a family of related late negativities rather than a unitary phenomena. Whether true or

not, this latter view has come to characterise another component of the ERP which often
co-occurs with the N400 and shares similar sensitivities to certain experimental
manipulations - the P3.
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3.2 TheP3
While the N400 has been the focus of many electrophysiological studies of language

processing, the effects of semantic incongruity have also been examined in relation t

other components of the ERP. It is interesting to note for example, that the first st
describe the N400 (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980a) had originally been designed to examine

the effects of linguistically-based semantic incongruity on the P3, as this component

previously been found to be sensitive to stimuli which were unexpected or surprising.

Kutas and Hillyard (1980a) reported that, while semantically deviant sentence-termina
words were associated with an N400, physical deviation (size or font) was associated
with a later centro-parietal positivity.

3.2.1 Types of P3
The classic P3 (or P3b) is a modality-independent positive component of the ERP
whose amplitude characteristically exhibits a parietal maximum, and whose peak
latency generally varies between 300 and 900 ms (Donchin, 1981; Fabiani, Gratton,
Karis & Donchin, 1987; Polich & Kok, 1995; Pritchard, 1981). Typically, P3s are
elicited by any task-relevant stimulus requiring a binary decision, especially those

involving an element of surprise within the experimental setting, regardless of wheth
that decision actually requires an overt motor response (Kutas et al., 1988; Kutas &
Petten, 1994). Hence, while the P3 has been studied extensively using such paradigms
as the 'oddball' task (e.g., detect rare target stimuli, presented within a stream of

frequent non-targets), it is elicited in a wide variety of other experimental paradigm
including studies examining linguistic variables and/or processes. Although this
component initially may have been viewed as a unitary phenomenon, evidence across a

wide range of experimental studies suggests that the P3 is only one of a variety of l
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positivities which combine to form a 'late positive complex' or L P C (Fabiani et al.,
1987; Osterhout, McKinnon, Bersick & Corey, 1996). For example, in addition to the
classical P3 (or P3b), researchers have identified another late positivity, the P3a,

generally occurs slightly earlier than the P3b. This component exhibits a fronto-cent
rather than parietal topography and tends to be elicited by particularly alerting or

stimuli - perhaps reflecting an initial orienting process (Squires, Squires & Hillyar
1975a). Other frontal 'P3s' have also been described, with Sutton and Ruchkin (1984)
delineating the 'novelty P3' of Courchesne, Hillyard and Galambos (1975) from the
P3a, and the P300E of Ruchkin, Sutton and Stega (1981). This fractionation of the
original P3, coupled with the recognition that despite the differences, similarities
between the components remain, has led to the widespread use of the term LPC.
However, in the subsequent sections presented here, only factors associated with the
prototypical parietally-maximum P3b will be addressed. It should be noted that, while

the discussion will focus on this prototypical P3, in referring to particular studies
nomenclature adopted by the respective authors will be followed i.e., in some cases
P300, in some cases P3, and in others, the more generic term LPC. What follows is
intended to provide a brief overview rather than extensive review of the findings in
relation to P3, as more comprehensive reviews of the P3 literature are provided
elsewhere (Fabiani et al., 1987; Johnson, 1988; Polich & Kok, 1995; Pritchard, 1981;
Verleger, 1988).
As already noted, peak latency of the P3 has proven highly variable, with this

variability reported to correlate highly with the level or degree of complexity requi
the stimulus-processing stages preceding decision making (Kutas, McCarthy &
Donchin, 1977; McCarthy & Donchin, 1981). In general, the more difficult or complex

the stimulus-evaluation stage, the later the occurrence of the peak. For example, Kuta
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and Donchin (1978) reported that increasing the complexity of semantic discrimination

within a semantic-categorization task was associated with increased P300 latency. This
association of P300 latency with stimulus evaluation led Polich and Donchin (1988) to
suggest the utility of using the P300 as a measure of processing speed - a view in

keeping with those who have proposed that the latency of this component is best viewed
as an index of stimulus evaluation and classification processes.
In those tasks requiring overt responses, P300 latency has also often been

reported to correlate with response time. In most cases, such response times are usual
longer than peak latency (Kutas & Donchin, 1978), with differences between conditions
in terms of response time argued to be generally twice the magnitude of P300 latency
differences (Kramer & Donchin, 1987). However, while correlations between peak
latency and response time are common, dissociations have also been reported (Boddy,

1986; Harbin, Marsh & Harvey, 1984). It has been suggested that such dissociations are
likely to reflect differences in processing underlying these two measures. McCarthy
and Donchin (1981), for example, considered that P300 latency was probably dependent
on processes involving stimulus evaluation processes, as opposed to those involving
response selection and execution.
Whereas latency of the P300 is sensitive to stimulus evaluation and

classification, amplitude is highly sensitive to variations in stimulus probability (S
Barren, Zubin & John, 1965). Duncan-Johnson and Donchin (1977), for example,
reported that P3 amplitude varied as a function of the probability of task relevant

stimuli, with decreases in stimulus probability associated with increases in amplitude
and vice versa. However, Kutas and Hillyard (1984b) suggested that, rather than
indexing actual probability levels, P3 amplitude variations primarily reflected the
subject's expectancy of task-relevant stimuli. More recently, Gonsalvez, Gordon,
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Grayson, Barry, Lazzaro and Bahramali (1999) have argued that the variation in P3

amplitude associated with target probability might actually reflect variation associat

with target-to-target intervals (TTI). Regardless of any debate regarding the associati
of stimulus probability and P3, the amplitude of this component has also been reported
to be sensitive to a number of other experimental manipulations, including the
confidence with which subjects make classifications regarding the stimulus - where
increasing amplitude is often associated with increasing confidence (Ruchkin & Sutton,
1978; Squires et al., 1975a), and also the task relevance of the stimuli and hence the
allocation of attentional resources (Courchesne, Courchesne & Hillyard, 1978). There

is also substantial evidence to indicate that the P3 component is influenced by biolog

processes, such as variations in a subject's arousal state (Polich & Kok, 1995) and pre
stimulus EEG alpha level (Barry, Kirkaikul & Hodder, 2000).
The range of variables that have been shown to influence the P3 has led to a
variety of accounts regarding the component's functional significance. In a brief
summary of the prevailing views at the time, for example, Kutas and Hillyard (1984b,
p.392), noted that the component had been linked to "orienting, resolution of

uncertainty, delivery of task-relevant information, decision-making, context updating,

and post decisional closure of cognitive activity, among others". Of these, the view t
P3 reflects processes involved in context updating has perhaps gained the most
widespread acceptance (Polich & Kok, 1995). The context-updating theory stems from
a model initially proposed by Donchin and colleagues (Donchin, 1981; Donchin &
Coles, 1988; Donchin, Ritter & McCallum, 1978; Squires, Wickens, Squires &
Donchin, 1976) who suggested that the P3 was "a manifestation of processes that
maintain an accurate environmental model, or schemata, by continually revising this

model according to the most recent, useful data acquired by the nervous system" (Karis,
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Fabiani & Donchin, 1984, p. 180).
In summary, the classic P3 is a modality non-specific positive ERP component

with parietally-maximum amplitude and a variable peak latency. It is typically elicited
by task-relevant stimuli requiring a binary decision. Its amplitude is sensitive to
fluctuations in stimulus probability (greater amplitude to lower probability/frequency
stimuli), as well as the decision confidence (greater amplitude when confidence in
decisions is greater). Furthermore, its latency varies with the degree of complexity of
stimulus evaluation and classification (increasing latency with increasing complexity).
While a number of processes have been argued to underlie the P3, one model that has
gained some support suggests that the component is a manifestation of activity
associated with tasks involved in context updating.

3.2.2 P3 in Language Studies
Kutas and Van Petten (1994) suggest that, although the P3 is not language-specific, the
fact that its amplitude and latency appear reflective of some general process(es) of

stimulus evaluation and classification offers some utility for addressing issues within

the field of psycholinguistic research. Although linguistic-oriented P3 studies are less
frequent in the literature than the more traditional 'oddball'-type paradigms usually
associated with the P3, effects of a number of linguistic variables on P3 have been
reported. In the following brief examination of findings reported in linguistic-based
ERP studies, the term 'P3' is used loosely to describe the late-positive
component/complex typically elicited subsequent to N400. Given the diverse nature of
the eliciting tasks and variations in latency, these 'P3' findings are not necessarily
assumed to solely reflect the classic P3b. However, these late-positive components
would in many cases be expected to share some common processes with the P3b.
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3.2.2.1 Rhyme

Priming

Polich, McCarthy, Wang and Donchin (1983) sought to use the P300 as a metric of
processing time free of response-selection and execution process(es) in order to
investigate the locus of the interaction between phonological and orthographic codes.
To examine this interaction, they used a priming task and manipulated prime-target
interstimulus interval (ISI). Subjects were presented with pairs of words and asked to
judge whether the two words rhymed or were visually similar. Four conditions were
employed so that word pairs could be both orthographically and phonologically similar
(e.g., load - toad), orthographically similar and phonologically dissimilar (e.g., some

home), phonologically similar and orthographically dissimilar (e.g., moose - juice), or
both orthographically and phonologically dissimilar (e.g., phone - truck). It was

reported that, in addition to an earlier P3 for 'Yes' than 'No' responses, longer latenc
occurred when there was conflict between orthographic and phonological information,
with these conflict effects evident at both short and long ISIs (50 and 600 ms). When
required to make rhyme-match judgments, responses were slowest for orthographically
similar/phonologically different pairs such as some - home, however when visual
similarity judgements were required, responses were slowest for orthographically
dissimilar/phonologically similar pairs such as moose - juice. Given the presence of
such conflict effects at the short ISI, it was suggested that the access of both
orthographic and phonological information occurs relatively early during processing,
i.e., within 250 ms, given that the stimuli were presented for 200 ms. Similarly, the

presence of conflict effects at the longer ISI indicated the continued interaction of t
information beyond this early stage.
The P300 latency effects reported by Polich et al. (1983) were subsequently
replicated by Rugg (1984a) in a similar rhyme-matching task, and again by Kramer and
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Donchin (1987), with the authors of this latter study reporting that the largest P300
occurred when stimuli rhymed. It was suggested that, if the P300 reflected stimulus
categorisation time, then conflict between orthographic and phonological information
has an effect on the duration of stimulus categorization. Amplitude differences within
the rhyme judgement task were also reported by Rugg and Barrett (1987) and Barrett

and Rugg (1990), who, while using pictorial rather than linguistic stimuli, reported th
the P3s elicited by targets with rhyming names were larger than those with non-rhyming
names.

3.2.2.2 Semantic Priming
Numerous studies have manipulated semantic priming and reported P3 effects. For
example, Boddy (1981) reported larger P3s to target words that were congruous rather
than incongruous with the preceding sentence (e.g., larger P3 to presentation of the

target word trout than the target word tree after presentation of the sentence Is it a
?). A similar pattern of P3 effects was reported by Harbin, Marsh and Harvey (1984) in
an experiment in which subjects were required to judge whether a target word belonged

to the same category as the preceding four words (e.g., larger P3 in response to lion-*
hawk—> moose—* donkey: wolf, than to apple—* orange—* banana—* grape: desk).
P3 differences associated with semantic priming have also been observed in the
lexical-decision task, both in terms of latency and amplitude effects. For example,
Holcomb (1988) reported that P3 peak latency was shorter when targets were
semantically primed. A similar effect was obtained by Koyama, Nageishi and
Shimokochi (1992) using Japanese subjects and words presented in Kanji with
amplitudes of the LPC in tending to be larger in the related condition. The tendency

towards larger P3 amplitudes to semantically-primed targets in the lexical-decision ta
was also reported by Boddy (1986), with the effect just failing to reach significance.
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Similarly, although no details of P3 analysis are provided, inspection of the grand m e a n
waveforms of the lexical-decision study reported by Brown and Hagoort (1993)
suggests that the parietally-maximum LPC is larger and peaks earlier in the related
condition. Interestingly, waveforms elicited in the same experiment but under masked
priming conditions are also presented but do not show similar differences. More
statistically-reliable P3 amplitude modulations associated with semantic priming were
reported by Holcomb (1993), who obtained larger P3s to semantically-primed targets in
the lexical-decision task in both the presence and absence of stimulus degradation.
Similar relatedness effects in the lexical-decision task were also reported by
Chwilla, Brown and Hagoort (1995). Although details regarding the latency of the P3
component were not provided in either study, inspection of the relevant waveforms
suggests that maximal amplitude occurred earlier for semantically-primed targets in
both - results which would certainly be consistent with previous studies. Larger P3
amplitude to related stimuli has also been reported by Andersen and Holcomb (1995) in
a lexical-decision task in which prime-target ISI was manipulated - although the effect
was reliable only in the 0 ms condition. P3 relatedness effects in the lexical-decision
task have also been reported by Kiefer, Weisbrod, Kern, Maier and Spitzer (1998), as
well as Chwilla, Hagoort and Brown (1998), with the authors of this latter study finding
that, while the smallest amplitudes were in the unrelated condition (e.g., bird - soap),
amplitudes were larger for those targets which were either forward (e.g., mouse -

cheese) or backward related (e.g., baby - stork), and largest for bi-directionally-relate
targets (e.g., spider - web). The P3 would also appear sensitive to mediated priming

e.g., facilitation of the target word quiet by the prime word war presumably via an effec
of the mediatory word peace (Chwilla, Kolk & Mulder, 2000).
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3.2.2.3 Repetition
Another factor that has been shown to influence the P3 component is word repetition.
For example, Rugg (1985) reported that, for lexicality judgements performed on word
lists containing semantically-related word pairs and pairs comprising identical words,
the largest and earliest P3s were elicited by those stimuli which had been repeated.
Similar results have been reported by Swick and Knight (1997) and Rugg. Bentin and
McCarthy (1994) reported that the P3's sensitivity to word repetition in the lexical-

decision task was not restricted to the English language, extending to Hebrew, and more
interestingly perhaps, occurred for both words and pseudowords. In addition to lexical
decision, the repetition effect has been observed in other experimental tasks. For
example, Rugg, Brovedani and Doyle (1992) observed enhanced P3s with repetition in

a task which required subjects to indicate whether words were presented for the first o
second time - a finding replicated by Friedman, Berman and Hamberger (1993) using a
similar task. Enhancement of P3 with word repetition has also been demonstrated in an
experiment in which subjects were required to perform a category-membership decision
task e.g., press the button when the word presented is a type of animal (Rugg et al.,
1995; Young & Rugg, 1992).
In contrast to the word-list studies discussed, Van Petten, Kutas, Kluender,
Mitchiner and Mclsaac (1991) reported a different pattern of sensitivity of the P3 to
repetition when subjects read text passages. That is, they reported that the amplitude
the LPC component elicited to text-passage words was smaller when the word had
previously been encountered. The authors suggested that the discrepancy in results may
have reflected differences in memory demands imposed by the respective tasks.
Similarly, the amplitude of P3 elicited by the terminal words of repeated congruous
sentences was reported by Besson, Kutas and Van Petten (1992) to be less positive on
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the second relative to the first presentation.

While not statistically significant,

inspection of the grand mean waveforms elicited to the terminal words of repeated and
unrepeated sentences presented in a silent-reading task by Mitchell, Andrews and Ward
(1993) suggests the presence of a similar effect.

3.2.2.4 Lexical Variables
Lexical-level attributes have been reported to influence the P3 component in a number
of studies. For example, it has been reported that, in the lexical-decision task, words
with lower frequencies elicit smaller P3s than words with higher frequencies (Polich &
Donchin, 1988; Smith & Halgren, 1987). Although just failing to reach statistical
significance, a tendency towards a similar frequency effect was observed in an
experiment in which the subjects were required to indicate whether a target word was an
exemplar of the previously-presented prime category (Stuss et al., 1988). Results from
other studies suggest that the effects of frequency are interactive with those of
repetition.
In a lexical-decision task in which repeated and unrepeated words were either of
high or low frequency, Rugg (1990) reported repetition effects for low but not high
frequency words. An explanation for this result was provided in terms of the degree of
mismatch between a word's baseline level of familiarity, and the temporary changes to
this level generated by the experimental manipulation. That is, as the initial baseline
level of familiarity for low frequency words was lower than that for high frequency
words, the repetition-induced changes to that level of familiarity within the
experimental setting was relatively larger for low- than high-frequency words. This
result was subsequently replicated by Rugg and Doyle (1992) using a task in which
subjects were required to indicate whether words were being presented for the first or
second time, and also by Young and Rugg (1992) using a semantic-classification task.
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However, a different pattern of effects was observed w h e n the interaction of
repetition and frequency was examined in a sentence rather than word-list task in a
study conducted by Van Petten, Kutas, Kluender, Mitchiner and Mclsaac (1991). In
contrast to the association of smaller P3s with lower frequency words reported in the
aforementioned word-list studies, Van Petten et al. reported greater LPC amplitude for
low- than high-frequency sentence-terminal words. The authors argued that if the LPC
(or a portion of the LPC) is considered to index episodic retrieval processes, then LPC
differences associated with word frequency may reflect the extent to which the meaning
of the word is derived from the immediate context in which it is presented, as opposed
to retrieval of meaning from long-term memory. That is, high-frequency words will
tend to have less specific or broader semantic associations than low-frequency words.
As such, interpretation of high-frequency words is more heavily reliant on the
immediate context, while interpretation of low-frequency words, being more rigidly
defined, is less reliant on the immediate context and more on long-term memory

(whether this explanation can account for the opposite pattern of effects observed in th
previously-cited word-list studies is debatable).
In addition to the P3's sensitivity to word frequency, there is evidence that such
properties as the 'concreteness' of the eliciting word can modulate its amplitude and

latency. For example, a larger P3 to abstract (e.g., justice) as opposed to concrete wor
(e.g., table) in a lexical-decision task was reported by Kounios and Holcomb (1994).

P3 sensitivity to distinctions along other lexical dimensions has also been observed. Fo
example, Rugg (1983a) found P3 latency differences when subjects were required to
discriminate real words from pseudohomophones and pseudowords, and real words or
pseudohomophones from pseudowords. In the former task, responses were fastest and
P3 latencies shortest for real words, slowest and longest for pseudohomophones and
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intermediate for pseudowords.

In the latter task, responses were also fastest and

latencies shortest for real words, but were slowest and longest for pseudowords, and
intermediate for pseudohomophones. Similarly, Bentin and McCarthy (1994), although
not reporting statistical analysis of the P3 period, presented waveforms elicited in a
lexical-decision task by the first and second presentation of words and pseudowords
which suggest greater P3 amplitude for repeated words than pseudowords.
Mean LPC amplitudes of words, pseudowords and orthographically-illegal non-

words (consonant strings) were reported not to differ statistically in a letter-search t
in which subjects indicated whether a presented search letter occurred in a

subsequently-presented letter string - word, pseudoword or orthographically-illegal nonword (Ziegler et al., 1997). However, larger amplitudes for the orthographically-illegal
non-words were observed when letter search was delayed and the search letter occurred
200 ms after the word to be searched. The enhancement of LPC amplitude for
orthographically-illegal non-words was also reported when subjects were required to
judge whether target (words, pseudowords or orthographically-illegal non-words) were
examples of the preceding prime category. While not directly comparing words and
pseudowords, Rugg, Doyle and Wells (1995) reported that the P3 elicited by
pseudohomophones in a target-detection task was sensitive to repetition, being larger
for repeats than first presentations - a finding which has also been reported by Swick
and Knight (1997) for pseudowords.

3.2.3 N400 and P3 - Similarities/Differences and Component Overlap.
The elicitation of P3 or late-positive components in many of the experimental

paradigms used to investigate N400 effects raises the issue of confounding as a result o
component overlap. Differences in N400, for example, may arise from latency or
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amplitude differences in the following positivity. Similarly, late positivity differences
may arise from modulations in the earlier negativity. Although these components are
typically associated with roughly-similar topographies (i.e., largest posteriorly),
topographic differences in experimental effects have been used to attribute such effects
to a particular component. For example, Rugg (1984b) argued that the presence of a
markedly asymmetrical rhyme-priming effect in the N400 period, without a similar
asymmetry in the P3, suggested that the earlier effect was not simply an outcome of
differences in the later period. Similar arguments could be used for the semantic
priming effects reported by Holcomb (1993). In that study, although priming effects
were present in both the N400 and P3 periods, the effect was significantly larger over
the right hemisphere in the earlier period but was not found to differ hemispherically in
the later period. Such a result not only serves to highlight the independence of the N400

semantic-priming effect but also the sensitivity of the P3 to semantic-priming processes.
Like rhyme- and semantic-priming, N400 and P3 components also appear
separable in terms of their sensitivity to repetition effects. In discussing this issue,
Petten, Kutas, Kluender, Mitchiner and Mclsaac (1991, p.139), for example, reported

that the existence of two repetition-sensitive components had been difficult to establish
to that time using word-lists. The difficulty arose because repetition decreased N400
amplitude while increasing LPC amplitude, yielding an increased positivity for repeated
words across most of the recording period. However, their examination of ERPs
elicited as subjects read text passages, with words repeated as a consequence of normal
discourse structure, provided much clearer evidence of fractionation of the repetition
sensitivity of these two components. In contrast to results from word-list tasks, both
N400 and LPC amplitudes were smaller to repeated than unrepeated words in their textpassage reading task.
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In linguistic studies, the L P C has been shown to be sensitive to a range of
interactive variables. In many cases, the late-positive component exhibits sensitivities
to the same experimental manipulations as the N400. For example, targets primed by
rhyming words appear to elicit larger LPC amplitudes, while conflicts between the
orthographic and phonologic information appear to increase peak latency. Larger and
earlier peaks have also been reported for semantic priming in word-list tasks, while
repetition has been found to be associated with increased amplitude in word-list
paradigms, and decreased amplitudes to the terminal words in sentence paradigms. In
addition, low-frequency words tend to elicit smaller LPC amplitudes than do highfrequency words, with frequency effects also interacting with repetition so that
repetition effects are evident for low- but not high-frequency words. In paradigms in
which an N400 and a late-positive component are both elicited, the period over which
experimental effects extend often encompasses both components. Although this raises
issues regarding the potential for confounding experimental effects due to component
overlap, variations in topographic distribution as well as differences in component

sensitivities can provide means for separation and the attribution of experimental effect
to the correct component. As a component sensitive to stimulus evaluation and
classification processes, the utility of examining the P3, in order to enhance our
understanding of the processes often targeted for investigation via the N400, is perhaps
undervalued.

3.3 Slow-Waves
Many paradigms which elicit P3s also elicit components with greater latencies and of
longer durations, which have come to be referred to as 'Slow-Waves'. For example, in
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one of thefirststudies to describe 'Slow-Wave' activity, it was noted that, in addition to
the P3, a component of longer latency and duration, which exhibited a frontallynegative/parietally-positive topography, was evident (Squires, Squires & Hillyard,
1975b). An early attempt to separate the overlapping P3b and Slow-Wave components
using principal components analysis reported that, at least for the particular study in
question, Slow-Wave activity commenced at around 250 ms, continued for
approximately 800 ms and had peaked by 670 ms (Donchin, Tueting, Ritter, Kutas &
Heffley, 1975). A number of years later, a review of studies to that date noted that, in
counting and detection tasks, the Slow-Wave generally extended for more than 600 ms,
occasionally exceeding 1400 msec, with onset latency appearing to occur between 90300 msec for auditory stimuli and slightly later at 200-350 msec for visual stimuli
(Ruchkin & Sutton, 1983). Based on prevailing views of the P3 as a component which
reflected stimulus evaluation and categorisation, the post-P3 nature of the Slow-Wave,
and studies in which Slow-Wave amplitudes had been found to increase with increases
in task difficulty, it was suggested that Slow-Wave activity reflected some form of
further or additional processing, with Slow-Wave onset most probably related to the
stage at which the further or additional processing effort was required. Although not as
widely investigated as other components of the ERP, subsequent research has provided
an increased understanding of the processes associated with the elicitation of 'SlowWaves'.

3.3.1 Slow-Waves and P3
Although early studies reported that the P3 and Slow-Wave appeared sensitive to

similar experimental variables (e.g., variation in event probability), and might therefo

reflect similar or closely associated processes (Donchin et al., 1978), subsequent studie
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have demonstrated clear dissociations between the components (Ruchkin & Sutton,
1983; Sanquist, Rohrbaugh, Syndulko & Lindsley, 1980). For example, a dissociation
of P3 and Slow-Wave was reported by Ruchkin, Sutton and Stega (1980) with SlowWave amplitude found to increase and P3 decrease when a near-threshold task was
made more difficult. Similarly, in a task in which subjects were required to make samedifferent judgments in response to auditory stimuli, increases in perceptual difficulty
were associated with a decrease in P3 amplitude but an increase in Slow-Wave
amplitude (Ruchkin, Munson & Sutton, 1982). Even stronger indications for the
existence of a degree of independence between the processes underlying these
components was provided by Ruchkin, Sutton, Kietzman and Silver (1980) when they
reported the presence of Slow-Wave activity despite the absence of P3 elicitation.

3.3.2 Types of Slow-Wave
With dissociations between P3 and Slow-Wave activity replicated in a number of

studies, it has become clear that these components reflect distinct processes (or at le
different processing stages). However, it has also become apparent that, while early
views of Slow-Wave activity tended to imply a unitary component, subsequent research

has suggested that such activity may actually reflect one or more functionally distinct
Slow-Wave components. Early misgivings regarding the unitary nature of Slow-Wave
activity were to some extent based on the unusual topography of a 'component' which,

although exhibiting frontal negativity, displayed the opposite pattern parietally (Pict
& Stuss, 1980). The suggestion that Slow-Wave activity exhibiting a frontallynegative, parietally-positive topography may reflect the presence of overlapping, but
distinct, frontal and parietal Slow-Wave potentials has been supported by subsequent
studies which have demonstrated dissociations between Slow-Wave activity at frontal
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and parietal sites. Indications of such a dissociation, for example, can be observed in
the results of a study in which differentiation of targets and non-targets was evident in
terms of parietal positivity when targets were of low probability, while differentiation
the same stimuli in terms of frontal negativity was apparent regardless of probability
level (Fitzgerald & Picton, 1981). Similarly, Friedman, Brown, Vaughan, Cornblatt and
Erlenmeyer-Kimling (1984) reported details of a study in which target stimuli elicited
negative Slow-Wave differences frontally in the absence of similar parietal differences.
In addition, it was reported that, although negative Slow-Wave activity was found to
vary with age, positive Slow-Wave activity did not. The contingent negative variation
(CNV) is also a 'Slow-Wave'. The prototypical CNV is a slow negative component
whose elicitation is typically associated with expectancy (Walter, Cooper, Aldridge,
McCallum & Winter, 1964). In the experimental setting, CNVs are most
characteristically observed in the interval between two stimuli (Si, S2) in situations
where subjects develop an expectancy that presentation of Si will be followed by
presentation of S2. Ruchkin and Sutton (1983) noted that, although the CNV has been
argued to contain an early and late component, the suggestion that the Slow-Wave may
actually reflect the early CNV was unlikely in view of differences in topography.
In addition to frontal-negative and parietal-positive Slow-Waves, frontalpositive and parietal-negative Slow-Waves have also been reported. For example,
Karis, Fabiani and Donchin (1984) and Fabiani, Karis and Donchin (1990) reported
that, for words presented in a serial word-recognition task, those that were correctly
recalled could be differentiated from those which were not in terms of frontal-positive
Slow-Wave activity. Furthermore, this enhanced frontal positivity was most
pronounced when subjects adopted elaborative (e.g., attempting to group words into

stories or pictures) rather than rote-learning strategies - leading the authors to specul
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that the frontal-positive Slow-Wave m a y be associated with the operation of
organizational processes. However frontal-positive Slow-Waves are not restricted to
tasks involving serial word recognition. For example, Diedrich, Naumann, Maier,
Becker and Bartussek (1997), reported that the ERPs of subjects required to perform
emotion-focused processing judgements (categorize presented slides as positive,
negative or neutral) were characterized by frontal-positive Slow-Waves that were larger
than those elicited when structural-processing judgments (count the number of lines
inserted on the slides - 1, 2 or 3) were performed. While this result is not without
precedent (e.g., Naumann, Diedrich, Maier, Becker & Bartussek, 1992), other attempts
at obtaining frontal-positive Slow-Wave effects associated with emotion-focussed
processing have been less successful (e.g., Naumann, Maier, Diedrich, Becker &
Bartussek, 1997).

3.3.3 Slow-Waves in Language Studies
Although the Slow-Wave has not typically been the ERP measure of choice for
researchers investigating linguistic processes, a number of studies have been published
which report results of experiments where linguistic stimuli were used, and Slow-Wave
activity was analysed or otherwise evident. For example, Sanquist, Rohrbaugh,
Syndulko and Lindsley (1980) reported Slow-Wave differences in the ERPs of subjects
depending on whether they performed orthographic, phonological or semantic
same/different judgments, with larger amplitudes for semantic judgments. As
previously discussed, Karis, Fabiani and Donchin (1984) and Fabiani, Karis and
Donchin (1990) reported greater frontal-positive Slow-Wave amplitudes in a serial
word-recognition task for those words which were subsequently recalled versus those
which were not. Slow-Wave activity has also been reported in a semantic-priming
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lexical-decision task (Holcomb, 1988). In that study, w h e n semantically-related word
pairs comprised half of all word pairs, target stimuli in the unrelated-prime condition

elicited greater positivity (525 - 1100 ms) than those in the neutral-prime condition with
the effect largest frontally. Amplitudes in the unrelated- and neutral-prime conditions

did not differ statistically. Despite the greater positivity in the unrelated- than relate
prime condition, this difference did not reach significance. It was suggested that the
greater positivity in the unrelated condition arose because subjects were actively
anticipating related stimulus-pairs. On presentation of unrelated stimuli, an effortful
shift at some point in the information-processing system was required and this
manifested itself as Slow-Wave enhancement.
As with other reports of Slow-Wave effects associated with increases in a task's
perceptual difficulty, Licht, Bakker, Kok and Bouma (1988) reported that stimulus
degradation in the word-naming task (via partial deletion of the visually-presented
letters) produced larger, more-positive parietal Slow-Wave activity in their child
subjects. Furthermore, age-related decreases in parietal Slow-Wave activity were also
reported - an effect suggested to reflect a decrease in the perceptual resources required
for word encoding as the reading abilities of their subjects developed. Whereas
stimulus degradation has been associated with Slow-Wave enhancement, the effects of
stimulus repetition on Slow-Wave amplitude have been inconsistent. For example,
Friedman, Berman and Hamberger (1993) reported that, when subjects were required to
make speeded-choice reaction-time judgments regarding whether words had been
previously presented, positive Slow-Wave amplitudes were larger on initial than
subsequent presentations. However, a different pattern of results was reported by
Pietrowsky, Stoll, Moelle, Fehm and Born (1996) in a study which examined ERPs
elicited in response to the repeated tachistoscopic presentation of subliminal words and
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pseudowords (exposure times and contrast were individually adjusted prior to
commencement to ensure a criterion average of approximately six presentations before
correct recognition was achieved). Unlike the study by Friedman et al. (1993), an
increase in Slow-Wave positivity was observed with repetition, with this increase more
rapid for words. It was suggested that this increase may have reflected the gradual

identification of the stimulus as inhibition of non-relevant spreading activation within
semantic memory increased.
One of the motivations behind the study reported by Karniski, Vanderploeg and
Lease (1993) was whether ERP components other than the N400 would be affected by
violations of semantic expectancy. The authors reasoned that, if the Slow-Wave was an
index of perceptual and conceptual difficulty as had previously been proposed, then
enhancement might be expected with semantic incongruity. It was reported that SlowWave activity over left-temporal areas was enhanced (more positive) to incongruous
sentence final words (e.g., The grass milk is red). It was suggested that this activity

represented a more in-depth analysis or re-evaluation process associated with processing
the incongruous material. In addition, it was argued that the left-temporal maximum (at
T5) was consistent with models delineating the functional neuroanatomy of word and
sentence comprehension. This finding was echoed in a review by Kutas and Van Petten
(1994), which examined ERPs in relation to psycholinguistic research. They noted that,
while most Slow-Wave studies involved learning and memory rather than language

tasks, those studies that had used verbal materials were often characterised by negative
shifts maximal over left-frontal areas.

3.3.4 Slow-Wave Functional Significance
The view that Slow-Wave activity reflects additional processing beyond that associated
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with the P3, and invoked by increased task demands, has been widespread (Ruchkin,
Johnson, Mahaffey & Sutton, 1988; Ruchkin et al., 1982; Ruchkin & Sutton, 1983).
Certainly such an account does appear capable of encompassing results of experiments
in which amplitudes have been found to vary in relation to task difficulty. In this
respect, for example, it has been used to account for the results of stimulus degradation
(Licht et al., 1988), and the effects associated with increases in a task's perceptual
difficulty (Ruchkin & Sutton, 1983). However, as previously discussed, task-related
variation in Slow-Wave topography, as well as the apparent dissociation of frontal and
parietal Slow-Waves, suggests the existence of a family of Slow-Wave potentials. The
frontal-positive Slow-Wave reported by Karis, Fabiani and Donchin (1984) and Fabiani,
Karis and Donchin (1990), for example, was considered to reflect the operation of
organisational processes involved in elaborative learning.
An attempt to provide an account of the functional categorisation of the range of
Slow-Waves which had been reported at that time was made by Ruchkin et al. (1988).
After reviewing the relevant literature, it was suggested that Slow-Waves could be
broadly categorised into those reflecting perceptual operations and those reflecting
conceptual operations - e.g., amplitude increases had been reported in signal detection,
recognition and localization tasks when stimulus perception was made more difficult,
but also in tasks such as linguistic matching when the difficulty of conceptual
operations had been manipulated. While increased processing was associated with

amplitude increases in both cases, this could reflect an increase in perceptual difficult
an increase in conceptual difficulty or an increase in both. Task-related variations in
Slow-Wave activity could manifest in terms of latency, topography, and/or polarity,
with latency variation indicative of when additional or increased processing occurred,
and differences in topography reflective of the specific nature of this processing (and
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possibly the involvement of different neural generators). In relation to the studies
reviewed, it was further suggested that the Slow-Waves associated with perceptual
operations often exhibited posterior positivity (although not in all cases). In contrast,
Slow-Waves associated with conceptual operations exhibited a wider range of
topographic variations. In synthesizing the results across a range of studies, it was
suggested that negative Slow-Waves appeared to be associated with processes involved
in scanning and mental imagery, while positive Slow-Waves appeared to be associated
with memory storage, rule learning and perceptual operations. However, this
categorisation is not without criticism. Rosier and Heil (1991) have suggested that
negative Slow-Waves are associated with the state of stimulus- and task-anticipation or
expectancy, and that positive Slow-Waves exhibit task-related topographies (e.g.,
frontal-positive Slow-Waves are associated with mental division, and parietal-positive
Slow-Waves with remembering).
Rosier, Heil and Glowalla (1993) extended the association of Slow-Waves with
information storage in memory suggested by Ruchkin et al. (1988) to include
information retrieval. These authors reported that the ERPs elicited in a long-term
memory-retrieval task displayed a frontal-negative Slow-Wave which increased when a
more diversified associative structure had to be searched. This result was considered
consistent not only with other ERP studies which had reported frontal-negative SlowWaves associated with memory storage, but also with positron-emission data indicating
increased activity over left-frontal regions during access to stored semantic
representations, and neurological studies in which retrieval from long-term memory was
found to be dependent on the integrity of the same cortical areas. Greater Slow-Wave
negativity in a memory-search task has also been reported by Mecklinger, Kramer and
Strayer (1992). These authors reported that when subjects performed judgments
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regarding whether a word belonged to a previously-memorized set of categories,
negative Slow-Wave amplitudes increased as a function of the memory load (i.e., larger
when the size of the memory set was larger). Slow-Wave activity has likewise been
associated with the engagement of visual-spatial working memory (Geffen et al., 1997).
Activity related to memory retrieval was also observed by Heil, Rosier and
Henninghausen (1996) who noted that reactivation of verbal information learnt earlier
was associated with maximum amplitude over the left-frontal cortex in contrast to the
parietal-cortex maximum for reactivation of spatial information. In a more-recent
summary of Slow-Waves, Rosier, Heil and Roeder (1997) have suggested that these
potentials reflect specific modular resources of cognition. That is, they reflect the
activation of distinct processing modules, with topography co-varying with the nature of
the task, amplitude co-varying with task difficulty, and information-processing stages
able to be dissociated within tasks by means of topographic pattern.
In summary, the ERP waveforms of those paradigms which elicit P3, often
exhibit evidence of a component extending beyond the P3 - the sustained nature of
which has lead to the descriptive label of 'Slow-Wave'. Early studies have
demonstrated that although co-variation in Slow-Wave and P3 activity is not
uncommon, dissociations have also been reported, suggesting that these 'components'
reflect different processes or different aspects or stages of the same process(es). The
unusual frontal-negative/parietal-positive topography noted in early Slow-Wave studies
has been found to reflect functionally distinct and overlapping components with
experimental manipulation capable of dissociating frontal from parietal Slow-Wave

activity. In addition to the existence of distinct frontal-negative and parietal-positive
Slow-Waves, reports of frontal-positive and parietal negative Slow-Waves have also
been published. In general, Slow-Waves are components with task-specific
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topographies whose amplitudes vary in relation to task difficulty and the effort required
for task completion. It has been suggested that negative Slow-Waves reflect processes

involved in scanning and mental imagery or possibly factors associated with the state of
task- and stimulus-expectancy, while positive Slow-Waves reflect processes involved in
memory storage and retrieval.
Although Slow-Wave activity is not commonly examined in ERP-based
linguistic experiments, a number of studies have done so and reported modulation
associated with experimental manipulation (e.g., greater positivity to targets preceded
by unrelated primes - especially over the left hemisphere). Such modulation
demonstrates that the processes underlying Slow-Wave activity are responsive to
experimental factors known to modulate N400 and P3 components.
Concerns regarding the possibility of confound due to N400 and P3 component
overlap have often been raised in ERP studies of language. However, given that the
commencement of Slow-Wave activity can occur in the latency range where
components such as the N400 and P3 are often observed, it is also possible that in some
cases, modulation of these earlier components may actually reflect modulation of
underlying Slow-Wave activity. The examination of Slow-Wave activity in conjunction
with analysis of earlier components such as N400 and P3 allows concerns regarding
component overlap to be addressed more thoroughly. Furthermore, in view of the
supposed sensitivity of Slow-Wave activity to aspects of memory storage and retrieval

and the important role such processes are likely to play in visual word recognition, mor
widespread examination of Slow-Waves in ERP language studies would seem
warranted.
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4 Pseudohomophone Priming and the N400
The interaction of orthographic and phonological properties of linguistic stimuli has
proven to be of some interest within the area of visual word recognition. In many cases,
differences between current models of visual word recognition are based on the manner
in which orthographic and phonological codes are utilized and the relative importance
each plays in the overall process. Indeed, the question as to whether lexical access is
primarily driven by orthography or phonology remains an area of debate, as is the
general question of linguistic representation. For some, visual word recognition is
considered to be primarily mediated by phonology while others suggest a significant
role is played by orthography. Some have even suggested that reliance on either form
of information will vary, depending on task requirements, and may also vary depending
on reading skill or exposure to print. Although differences may arise in terms of the
nature of lexical representation, models of visual word recognition typically include
mechanisms or pathways for both orthographic and phonological processing. Thus,
while some refer to separate orthographic and phonological lexicons containing discrete
word-level representations of individual lexical-level orthographic and phonological
patterns (Coltheart et al., 1993), others propose a sub-lexical storage system in which
lexical items are represented by a distributed pattern of activation across a network of
orthographic and phonological nodes (Plaut et al,, 1996; Seidenberg & McClelland,
1989). While visual word-recognition processes have been shown to be sensitive to a
range of lexical-level variables, they have also been shown to be sensitive to priming.
For example, facilitation of both lexical-decision and naming latencies has been
reported when target words are preceded by semantically-related primes. Such effects
have also been reported when prime and target share similar phonology or orthography.
Obviously an understanding of the likely priming and visual word-recognition
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mechanisms operating within the task used to elicit E R P s can help clarify understanding
of particular ERP components - especially those which are sensitive to manipulations
involving such mechanisms. In this respect, the N400 has been shown to be particularly
sensitive in language-based studies involving priming. As previously discussed, the
modulation of N400 as a function of prime-target relatedness has led to the proposal
that this component may index a post-lexical process or processes in which
lexical/semantic information is integrated into the preceding semantic context
(Holcomb, 1993; Rugg, 1990; Rugg & Doyle, 1992). If the context established by the
prime is congruent with the context established by the target, the integration process is
facilitated and will be reflected in a reduction of N400 amplitude. However, although
variation in N400 amplitude may be associated with the operation of a post-lexical
integration process, details regarding the precise nature of such a process have been

addressed infrequently. If the integration process represents the ongoing construction of
higher-order levels of discourse representation, then the use of semantic information
would seem of primary importance. However, given the elicitation of N400 by
pseudowords which are semantically meaningless (Bentin, 1987; Holcomb, 1988;
Ziegler et al., 1997), the integration process would not appear to be restricted to
operating solely with semantic-level representations.
Pseudohomophones possess identical phonology to actual words but differ
orthographically. That is, while beest and beast have identical pronunciations they
differ in visual appearance due to their variation in spelling. Because of their unique
orthographical/phonological properties, pseudohomophones have been used in linguistic
studies to examine the involvement of phonological- and orthographic-level information
within visual word recognition. Behavioural studies which have used such stimuli
typically report that, in the lexical-decision task, pseudohomophones take longer to
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reject than equivalent pronounceable non-words (Berent, 1997). It has been suggested
that the increased RT is the result of interference generated by activation of
phonological or semantic information by the pseudohomophone (Seidenberg et al.,
1996). Behavioural studies which have utilised naming tasks typically report opposite
effects, that is, longer naming latencies for non-words relative to pseudohomophones
(Grainger, Spinelli & Ferrand, 2000; Taft & Russell, 1992) with the increase in naming
RTs thought to arise as a result of the unfamiliarity of the articulatory code.
Pseudohomophone effects have also been examined using associative-priming
paradigms in both lexical-decision and naming tasks. Lukatela and Turvey (1994a;
1994b), for example, examined the effects of orthographic and phonological priming on
naming. It was reported that at 250 ms SOA, the word tode produced greater priming of
the word frog than orthographically-similar control primes such as told and tods - a

result interpreted as indicating a leading role in visual word recognition for a fast-ac
automatically-assembled phonology. The early activation of phonological information
in word recognition is also suggested by the work of Ferrand and Grainger (1994).
These authors used a lexical-decision task in which primes were forward masked,
briefly presented and immediately preceded target stimuli. They reported that at 32 ms
prime durations, pseudohomophones and orthographic controls similarly facilitated
target recognition. However, at 64 ms prime durations, facilitatory effects were
observed only for pseudohomophone primes. In both cases, the results imply that
phonological information is activated quite rapidly within visual word-recognition.
The results obtained in behavioural experiments using pseudohomophone

stimuli indicate that such stimuli are useful in examining the interaction of orthograph
and phonology. However, while there are numerous published accounts of behavioural
studies using pseudohomophone stimuli, a review of the relevant literature reveals
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comparatively few E R P studies (e.g., Rugg, 1983a, 1983b; R u g g et al., 1995) and
hardly any which has used pseudohomophone stimuli in a priming task (Rugg et al.,
1995). In the study by Rugg et al., the effects of repetition priming within and across
modality were examined in a target-detection task in which subjects were presented in a
mixed modal manner with pronounceable non-words and pseudohomophone targets and
were required to respond when they heard a word or saw a non-word. The processes
responsible for repetition priming are not analogous to those responsible for semantic
priming, and the statistical analyses performed were not aimed at examining potential
N400 effects. However, a negative-going component within the normal N400 latency
window is evident within the grand mean plots, and there is some impression that
within-modality repetition priming attenuates this component. Furthermore, the study
demonstrates the potential utility of pseudohomophone stimuli in ERP studies
examining orthographical and phonological contributions to word processing.
If the N400 reflects aspects of an integration process, and pseudowords elicit
N400, then this suggests the integration process may be utilizing non-semantic
information, presumably phonological and orthographic sub-lexical information
extracted from the pseudoword by the linguistic system. The extraction of such
information is widely considered to be an integral part of the visual word-recognition
system, so this is perhaps not surprising. In the series of studies which follow, the
effects of semantically-related pseudohomophone primes on target processing will be
examined. Measures of interest will include the event-related potential components of
N400, P3 and Slow-Wave, as well as the behavioural measures of response time and
accuracy. The results will be discussed in terms of current views regarding the
functional significance of the respective ERP components, with particular reference to
the N400 and its relationship to models of visual word recognition and priming.
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5 Pseudohomophone Priming in the SemanticCategorisation Task I

5.1 Introduction
The aim of the initial experiment was to gain some insight into the integration-process
account of the N 4 0 0 , and in particular, the involvement of orthographic- and
phonological-level information. A n increased appreciation of the role of orthographical
and phonological factors in relation to N 4 0 0 elicitation would inform our knowledge
regarding the functional significance of the N 4 0 0 component.

It would also offer

insight into a visual word-recognition system in which the route from print to meaning
is

considered

to

involve

both

phonological

and

orthographic

analyses.

Pseudohomophone stimuli were used within the framework of a semantic-categorization
task in which semantic relatedness was manipulated.
Semantic categorization, although less-widely used in E R P studies than lexical
decision, has been reported to produce successful N 4 0 0 priming effects (Nobre &
McCarthy, 1994).

The primary objective in using semantic-categorisation was the

minimisation of overlap between N 4 0 0 and response-related potentials through the use
of a task which did not require responses to the stimuli of interest. Furthermore, it was
considered that the use of semantic categorisation would maximise any benefit from the
'proportion effect', i.e., increased priming effects with increased proportions of related
stimuli (den Heyer, 1985; den Heyer, Briand & Dannenbring, 1983) - in contrast to the
typical lexical-decision experiment where the overall proportion of related stimuli is
restricted by the desire to minimise response bias by ensuring that fifty percent of
stimuli are non-words.
In the current experiment, it was expected that pseudohomophone stimuli would
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prime semantically-related target words and result in increased accuracy to related
target stimuli. The integration process believed to underlie N400 should also be
facilitated, and targets preceded by related pseudohomophone primes should elicit less
negativity than unrelated pseudowords. Priming-induced facilitation of decision
processes (i.e., increased confidence of rejecting targets preceded by related primes) is
expected to differentiate related and unrelated conditions in the P3 period, with the
greatest amplitudes occurring in the related condition. Experimental manipulations
were not specifically designed to modulate Slow-Wave activity, but targets preceded by
unrelated primes are expected to elicit greater negativity than targets preceded by
related primes, with any such differences possibly maximal over the left-frontal region.

5.2 Method
Subjects: Seventeen first year university students (15 females and 2 males; mean age =
20.0 years) voluntarily participated in the experiment for course credit. All were native
speakers of English and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All were right
handed according to self report.

Stimuli: The stimuli of experimental interest comprised 120 'target' words (e.g., ship)
and 480 associated 'primes' (120 related words e.g., boat, 120 related
pseudohomophones e.g., bote, 120 unrelated words e.g., bank and 120 unrelated
pseudoword primes (e.g., bink). Stimuli also included 50 words drawn from the
category fruit and vegetables, paired with an additional 50 unrelated filler items (half
filler-exemplar, half exemplar-filler) comprising 25 words and 25 pseudowords of no
experimental interest. For current purposes, and in subsequent experiments, these

stimulus pairs shall henceforth be referred to as prime and target, although subjects were
not informed of this pairing, stimuli were presented sequentially at equal interstimulus
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intervals, and as far as subjects were concerned, the category exemplars were the
targets. All stimuli ranged from 3 to 12 characters in length. Four randomly ordered
lists (refer appendices) comprising 170 prime-target pairings were constructed from
these stimuli (i.e., 50 exemplar and 120 prime-target pairs). Each list included 60
related (30 word-word and 30 pseudohomophone-word) and 60 unrelated prime target
pairs (30 word-word and 30 pseudoword-word). The four lists contained identical
targets but different primes. Related pairs were primarily obtained using the Edinburgh
Associative Thesaurus (Kiss, Armstrong, Milroy & Piper, 1973), with the remainder
(10%) obtained from a range of sources - typically, lists of related word pairs

previously published in the literature. The average associative strength of related pairs
obtained from the Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus was 0.27. Only results for the
target words were of interest, and thus only those responses were examined.

Procedure: Subjects were informed as to the general nature of the experiment and that
participation was purely voluntary with the option to discontinue at any time. Written
consent was then obtained and a brief demographic questionnaire completed. Subjects
were instructed that they would be presented with a list of letter strings and that their
task required pressing a button as quickly and accurately as possible when the letter
string presented was an example of the category 'fruits and vegetables'. All subjects
were tested individually in a dimly lit, sound attenuated room separate from the
recording equipment. Stimuli were generated by a 486 PC and presented on a 14 inch
VGA colour monitor in upper-case, white on black letters, directly above a continuallydisplayed central fixation cross. On average, each letter subtended 1.15 X 0.86 degrees
of visual angle. All stimuli were presented in one experimental session for a duration of
200 ms, with a 2600 ms interstimulus interval (ISI). During testing, subjects remained
seated in a comfortable armchair positioned approximately 100 cm from the screen.
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E R P Recording:

The E E G was continuously recorded using an electrode cap

(referenced to linked ears) from F3, Fz, F4, T3, C3, Cz, C4, T4, T5, P3, Pz, P4, T6, O l
and 0 2 sites according to the International 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958). Vertical and
horizontal eye movement were recorded via tin electrodes placed 2 c m above and below
the right eye, and at the outer ocular canthi. All impedances were below 3 K Q .

EEG

and E O G were recorded using an A M L A B system at gains of 50000 and 5000
respectively, with a bandpass of 0.016 to 35 H z , and a sampling frequency of 256 Hz.
Data were stored to disk for subsequent off-line averaging.

Data Analysis: EEG recording problems necessitated the exclusion of one subject's
data. The following statistical analyses are therefore based on data from 16 of the 17
subjects tested. Error rates were analysed using repeated measures analyses of variance
(ANOVAs).

Within-subject factors were prime type (word, pseudoword) and

relatedness (related, unrelated).

E R P s to the target words were constructed by

averaging the E E G in 1000 m s periods commencing 100 m s pre-stimulus. Trials in
which an incorrect response was given were excluded from the average. Prior to
averaging, E O G correction based on the procedure discussed by Croft and Barry
(1998a; 1998b) was applied to the raw E E G data.
In order to ascertain the component structure of the raw ERPs, principal
components analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation was performed on the cross products
matrix of 64 x 960 data points (i.e., every fourth time point from each of the raw E R P s 16 subjects x 4 conditions x 15 electrode sites). The data reduction performed ensured
that the number of cases i.e., 960, exceeded the number of variables i.e., 256/4 by a
factor of at least 10, as per Coles, Gratton, Kramer and Miller (1986). M e a n amplitude
measures were computed for N400, P3 and Slow-Wave components using latency
ranges derived from the P C A . Normalised values were subsequently computed for each
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variable by applying a formula fashioned after that suggested by McCarthy and W o o d
(1985), i.e., new value = ((old value - relevant condition mean) / relevant condition
standard deviation). Only results found to be significant in both raw and normalised
data analyses are reported here. Data from sites T3, T4, T5, T6, Ol and 02 were
excluded from further analyses in order to yield a data set comprising 9 sites in a 3 x
matrix which was then submitted to repeated measures analysis of variance. Separate
repeated measures ANOVAs were used to analyse the mean amplitude data from each

of the latency ranges. Within-subject factors included three lateral levels (left [F3, C
P3], midline [Fz, Cz, Pz], right [F4, C4, P4]), three sagittal levels (frontal [F3, Fz,

central [C3, Cz, C4], parietal [P3, Pz, P4]), two levels of relatedness (related, unrela
and two of prime type (word, pseudoword). Planned contrasts were specified for both
lateral and sagittal factors (laterality - left versus right, midline versus left/right

sagittal - frontal versus parietal, central versus the frontal/parietal average). The nu

of contrasts per effect did not exceed the degrees of freedom for that particular effect
and hence Bonferroni-type adjustment to a was unnecessary (Tabachnick & Fidell,
1989). As single degree of freedom planned contrasts are not susceptible to the effects
of violations of the sphericity assumptions underlying repeated-measures analyses of
variance that are commonly experienced with physiological data, Greenhouse-Geisser
type adjustments were not required. Degrees of freedom for all quoted F-values were
[1, 15]. Statistical output is included on the accompanying CD-Rom (refer appendices).

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Behavioural Measures
Accuracy: Mean accuracy rates to targets preceded by related and unrelated words, and
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related and unrelated pseudowords, were collated and are presented in Figure 5.1.
Overall error rates were low, less than 2 percent on average. Analysis of the number of

false alarms, that is, responses to non-exemplar stimuli, indicated that these did not v
significantly as a function of either prime type (word primes = 1.04 % versus non-word
prime = 1.25 %, F < 1) or prime-target relatedness (related = 1.25 % versus unrelated =
1.04 %, F < 1). The interaction between prime type and relatedness was also non
significant (F < 1).

100
- Related
Unrelated

§" 99 H
98
Pseudoword
Word
Prime type

Figure 5.1 Accuracy rates (%) for target words preceded by related and unrelated words and
pseudowords.

5.3.2 Electrophysiological

Measures

The grand mean ERPs (averaged across 16 subjects) for target words preceded by a)
related versus unrelated items and b) words versus pseudowords are presented in Figure
5.2 and Figure 5.3 respectively. Uncollapsed grand mean waveforms for each condition

are also presented in Figure 5.4 (targets preceded by related versus unrelated words) a
Figure 5.5 (targets preceded by related and unrelated pseudowords). As evident from
the grand mean waveforms, centro-posterior ERPs were characterised by a negativegoing component with a peak latency of approximately 400 ms followed by a latepositive component which was maximal at Pz. In contrast, there was little evidence of
similar peaks in the ERPs recorded at anterior sites.
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Principal Components Analysis: The number of factors in the Principal Components

Analysis was limited to those with eigenvalues greater than the average variance of the
64 data points (Van Strien, Licht, Bouma & Bakker, 1989). The relevant eigenvalues

and variance accounted for by the seven factors that met this criterion are presented i
Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 Eigenvalues and variance accounted for by each of the seven factors
extracted in the principal components analysis.
Eigenvalue
% Variance
% Cumulative
373.33
110.05
62.50
31.59
25.13
23.28
11.67

50.20
14.80
8.40
4.25
3.38
3.13
1.57

50.20
65.00
73.40
77.65
81.03
84.16
85.73

W h e n plotted (see Figure 5.6), the first 3 factors were found to coincide with the latency
ranges expected for the P3, Slow-Wave and N400 components respectively. An
estimation of each component's contribution to the overall site grand mean was

calculated by multiplying the respective factor loading at each time point by the grand
mean amplitude for that time point (Coles et al., 1986) - refer Figure 5.7.

Time (ms)
Figure 5.6 Component loadings for the first 3 components extracted in the principal components
analysis of the unadjusted E R P data.

As is evident from Figure 5.7, factor 1 loaded highly on an ERP component that shows
the topography typical of P3. In contrast, factor 2 loaded highly on a later period of
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E R P , with the parietal positivity and frontal negativity consistent with the characteristic
topography of the Slow-Wave. Despite the N400-like negativity in the grand mean
waveforms, when the site grand means were multiplied by factor 3, the topography of
this component was not well defined. It did appear to possess a centro-parietal
distribution but the right hemisphere maximum often associated with N400 was not
observed.
F3

Fz

F4

__j
1 1 1 i_
0 200 400 600 800
Time (ms)

Factor 1 X Grand Mean
Factor 2 X Grand Mean
Factor 3 X Grand Mean

Figure 5.7 Factor loadings multiplied by overall site grand mean for factors 1, 2 and 3
respectively - arbitrary scaling.

Latency ranges for the three components of interest (i.e., N400, P3 and Slow-Wave)

were obtained by selecting the non-overlapping portion of each respective factor - se
Figure 5.6. This provided a range of 320 - 445 ms for the N400, 445 - 700 ms for the
P3 and 700 - 900 ms for Slow-Wave. Topographical voltage maps of the mean
amplitudes in each of these periods are presented in Figure 5.8.
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Topographical voltage plots of the mean amplitudes in the N400, P3 and SlowW a v e latency periods, for targets preceded by (top panel) related words, unrelated
words, related pseudowords, unrelated pseudowords, and (bottom panel) related
items, (words and pseudowords) unrelated items (words and pseudowords), words
(related and unrelated) and pseudowords (related and unrelated).
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N 4 0 0 (320-445 m s ) :

M e a n amplitude in the 320 - 445 m s latency range was

significantly less negative at midline than lateral sites (0.70 uV versus 0.09 uV, F =
6.70, p < 0.05) with this difference greater parietally than frontally (midline versus

lateral x frontal versus parietal, F = 14.52, p < 0.01). At midline, the average of fronta
and parietal sites was less negative than the central average, with this difference
reversed laterally (lateral versus midline x central versus frontal-parietal average, F
17.27, p_ < 0.01). That is, N400 displayed a broad frontal maximum, tending to be
larger in the left than right hemisphere (see Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9a).
Word- and pseudoword-primed targets both elicited greater N400 amplitude in
the left than right hemisphere. Pseudoword-primed targets elicited greater negativity

than word-primed targets in both hemispheres but the difference was largest in the right
hemisphere (F = 4.80, p < 0.05, see Figure 5.9b). Examination of a significant

relatedness by prime type interaction (F = 4.97, p_ < 0.05, see Figure 5.9c) revealed th
while the N400 to targets preceded by related words was less negative than when
preceded by unrelated words, the opposite was true for the N400 to targets preceded by
pseudowords.

a)

b)

2.5

c)

• Word
Pseudoword

?
3

[-Left

Figure 5.9

Midline

I-Right

- Related
Unrelated

1.5

l-Right

Average N 4 0 0 voltage for a) each of the nine topographic regions analysed, collapsed
across conditions, b) the prime type x left versus right interaction and, c) the
interaction involving relatedness and prime type.

P 3 (445-700 m s ) : M e a n amplitude in the 445 - 700 m s latency range was more positive
over the right than left hemisphere (1.89 uV versus 1.31 uV, F = 5.15, p < 0.05) and
greater parietally than frontally (2.71 uV versus -0.08 uV, F = 21.42, p < 0.001), with
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the difference between hemispheres largest parietally (left versus right x frontal versus
parietal, F = 7.23, p < 0.05). The left-right hemisphere average was less positive than
the midline average (1.60 uV versus 2.28 uV, F = 12.20, p < 0.01) with this difference
greater parietally than frontally (midline versus lateral x frontal versus parietal, F =
52.95, p < 0.001). The average of frontal and parietal amplitudes was less positive than
the average of central amplitudes (1.31 uV versus 2.85 uV, F = 22.53, p < 0.001), with

this difference greater laterally than at midline (midline versus lateral x central versu
frontal-parietal average, F = 7.07, p < 0.05). That is, P3 displayed a right parietal
topography (see Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.10a).
Examination of a significant sagittal by relatedness by prime type
interaction indicated that frontally, P3 amplitudes for targets preceded by unrelated
stimuli (words and pseudowords) were more positive than those of targets preceded by
related stimuli (words and pseudowords). This pattern was also found to extend to the
pseudoword condition at parietal sites. In contrast, parietal P3 amplitudes for targets
preceded by words were larger in the related than unrelated condition (frontal versus
parietal x related x prime type, F = 5.76, p < 0.05, see Figure 5.10b).
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Figure 5.10

Average mean amplitude values in the P3 range for a) each of the nine
topographic regions analysed, collapsed across condition, and b) the
relatedness x prime type x frontal versus parietal interaction.

Slow-Wave (700-900 m s ) : Laterally, m e a n amplitudes were more positive over the
right than left hemisphere (1.69 uV versus 0.96 uV, F = 9.13, p < 0.01) with the midline
average (1.90 uV) more positive than the lateral average (1.32 uV), F = 16.95, p < 0.01.
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Amplitudes centrally were more positive than those of the frontal-parietal average (0.35
uV versus 0.27 uV, F = 13.79, p < 0.01). Examination of a significant lateral by sagittal
interaction (midline versus lateral x frontal versus parietal, F = 62.63, p < 0.001)
indicated that while frontal amplitudes were less positive than those parietally, this
difference was greatest at midline. That is, amplitudes in the Slow-Wave range
exhibited a parietally positive/frontally negative-going topography. There were no

effects of prime type or relatedness. It was noted however, that a frontal versus parieta
by relatedness interaction did approach significance with frontal amplitudes tending to
be largest in the unrelated condition (F = 4.16, p = 0.059, refer Figure 5.1 lb).

b)

a)

• Related
Unrelated

l-U-fi

Figure 5.11

Midlin

[Right

M e a n amplitude values in the Slow-Wave range for a) at each of the nine
topographic regions analysed, collapsed across relatedness and prime type
conditions and, b) the frontal versus parietal x relatedness interaction.

5.4 Discussion
Error rates to target stimuli did not vary as a function of the level of relatedness between
prime and target, or as a function of prime type. Accuracy in correctly rejecting target
stimuli as non-category exemplars was high, regardless of whether the preceding
stimulus was a related word, pseudohomophone, unrelated word, or pseudoword. This
lack of an error-rate priming effect stands in contrast to reduced error rates to
associatively-primed versus unprimed words in the lexical-decision task reported
elsewhere (Anderson & Holcomb, 1995, Boddy, 1986, Holcomb, 1988, 1993, Koyama
etal., 1992, Rugg, 1985).
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Grand m e a n E R P waveforms exhibited a negative-going component which
peaked at posterior sites at approximately 400 ms (as is typical of the N400), and was
maximal fronto-centrally. A late-positive component was also elicited and exhibited the
parietal maximum typical of the P3. Amplitudes of the earlier negativity tended to be
maximal at sites where the subsequent (and larger) late positivity was minimal. This
suggested a degree of overlap between these two components and presumably
accounted for the negative component's distribution i.e., atypical of the parietal
maximum usually associated with the N400. Amplitudes across the late period tended
towards the pattern of minimum positivity frontally, maximum positivity parietally
often associated with Slow-Wave activity.
Although not evident in the behavioural data, some indication of priming-related
modulation was apparent in the ERP data. Within the 320 - 445 ms latency range,
targets preceded by related words elicited less negativity than targets preceded by
unrelated words. The modulation by semantic priming of a negative-going component
with a peak latency at approximately 400 ms is typical of similar ERP investigations of
language (Bentin et al., 1985, Nobre & McCarthy, 1994). The 445 - 700 ms period was
dominated by the parietally maximum positivity typical of the P3, with amplitudes
larger over the right than left hemisphere. At parietal sites, this component showed a
pattern of priming-related effects similar to those observed in the N400 data. That is,
greater positivity for targets preceded by related words versus unrelated words, but
greater positivity for unrelated pseudowords versus related pseudowords. The greater
positivity to targets preceded by related words is not uncommon, and has been reported
occurring in a range of tasks involving semantic priming, including lexical decision
(Anderson & Holcomb, 1995, Boddy, 1986, Chwilla et al., 1995, Holcomb, 1993), and
semantic judgement (Munte et al., 1993). Within the 700 - 900 ms period, amplitudes
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were m u c h less positive frontally than parietally, with some evidence of a negativegoing frontal wave which appeared to dissociate related and unrelated targets but
showed little indication of differences associated with prime type. However, the

tendency towards greater frontal-positivity to unrelated stimuli is similar to the patter
reported by Holcomb (1988).
Given that semantic priming typically produces faster and more accurate
processing of target stimuli, it was expected that error rates in the current study would
be lower for semantically-primed target words. This was not the case. The high overall
accuracy rate may provide one possible explanation for the lack of priming effects in the
behavioural data. With a mean accuracy rate of over 98 percent, there may have been

too little variation in the data for any priming-related differences to become apparent i.e., ceiling effects may have occurred.
The behavioural results were not strongly correlated with the N400 results with
this possibly reflecting a weak effect - that is, one which, while not evident in the
behavioural data, was picked up in the ERPs due to their greater sensitivity. On the
other hand, dissociations between behavioural measures and N400 within semantic
priming are not without precedent in the ERP literature. For example, Holcomb (1993)
reported that, while semantic priming effects on RT were greater when targets were
degraded, the N400 priming effects remained the same. It was suggested that the type
of priming indexed by N400 modulation differed from that indexed by RT, at least in
the lexical-decision task. Praamstra, Meyer and Levelt (1994), in an auditory lexicaldecision task, reported RT facilitation by rhyming primes at SOA of 750 ms in an
immediate-response condition, but no facilitation by primes when subjects were
instructed to delay their responses until a tone was sounded 1200 ms after target onset.
Despite the lack of a RT priming effect in the delayed response task, they reported
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significantly greater negativity for unrelated word targets in the 450-700 m s latency
window. Such a delay may have allowed subjects sufficient time to complete lexical
decision processing, thereby eliminating any RT benefits gained by priming, but the
results also suggest that RT and N400 priming effects index different
processing/priming mechanisms. The dissociation between N400 and accuracy rates
observed in the current study would appear to provide further evidence that the level of
operation of the response-related priming effect and the N400 priming effect differ.
In contrast to the N400 effects in the word condition, targets preceded by
pseudowords exhibited the opposite effect. That is, targets preceded by related
pseudowords elicited greater negativity than targets preceded by unrelated
pseudowords. Based on an integration account of the N400, this rather unexpected
finding suggests that the process of integrating targets preceded by unrelated
pseudowords was easier or less effortful than for targets preceded by related
pseudowords. Even if the pseudohomophone stimuli failed to produce any facilitatory
priming, it would have been expected that any integration process would be equally
effortful in both conditions. For targets preceded by pseudohomophones to elicit
greater negativity suggests that some aspect other than the semantic relationship
between prime and target was in operation. One possibility is that nonpseudohomophonic pseudowords and pseudohomophone primes were not processed to
the same extent. Further processing of pseudoword primes, for example, may have
been restricted if initial processing failed to yield phonological or orthographic
information associated with legal lexical entries. Processing of pseudohomophone
primes, on the other hand, would have yielded a phonological code corresponding to a

legal lexical entry. That differences in the lexical attributes of letter strings can aff
N400 amplitude has been reported elsewhere. A number of studies have reported a
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marked reduction or absence of N 4 0 0 to illegal non-words (Nobre & McCarthy, 1994,
Rugg & Nagy, 1987). Nobre and McCarthy (1994) also reported a trend towards
smaller N400s to orthographically-legal non-words compared to legal words. Such
differences may have countered any facilitatory effects generated by the
pseudohomophone primes in the current study (assuming any had been produced).
Previous research has shown that P3 amplitude varies directly with decisionmaking confidence (Hillyard, 1971, Squires et al., 1975a). The enhancement of P3
amplitude for semantically-primed target words is consistent with an increase in
confidence regarding target-word category status brought about by priming-related
facilitation. On the other hand, studies involving P3 have also shown that the
component varies inversely with stimulus probability (Donchin, 1981). In the current
study, while the numbers of related and unrelated target pairs were equal, all categoryexemplar filler pairs were unrelated. The overall proportion of related stimulus pairs
was therefore lower than that of unrelated pairs. However, the ratio of related to
unrelated pairs was not large, and ERP differences associated with probability would
seem unlikely, especially given the lack of similar differences in the pseudoword
condition.
Although priming may account for P3 differences in the word condition, it does
not account for P3 differences in the pseudoword condition. If P3 amplitude indexes
decision-making confidence, then priming by related pseudowords made subjects less
confident - the opposite to facilitatory priming. While this appears aberrant, it gains
credence from the behavioural data, which although not significant, suggested that
accuracy was greater for targets preceded by unrelated pseudowords. A possible
explanation for this result is that priming by related pseudowords may have produced
some form of inhibition or interference rather than facilitatory priming. That is,
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orthographic and phonological processing of the pseudohomophone prime m a y have
produced conflict within the visual word-recognition system - orthographic processes
would indicate the stimulus was a non-word while phonological processes would
indicate the opposite. Such interference may then have impacted on the process of
deciding whether the subsequent target was or was not a category exemplar. Decreased
levels of decision confidence would be associated with the observed pattern of P3
results.
Alternatively, it is possible that the overall level of processing of the stimuli may
have played some role in the pattern of pseudoword results. For example, in his review
on semantic priming, Neely (1991) argues that the magnitude of priming effects varies
as a function of level of processing, with increased levels of priming typically

associated with deeper processing. When applied to the current results, two possibilities

arise. First, examination of the category-exemplar targets in the current study reveals a
overall average word length longer than the average length of all other stimuli (6.88
letters versus 4.62 letters). It is possible that subjects were able to utilise this
information as an aid in their completion of the task, reducing the level or depth of
processing performed on each stimulus. That is, subjects may have adopted a strategy
such as 'long words = category exemplars'. If stimulus processing was based to some
extent on physical attributes, priming effects may have been reduced (this would seem
unlikely however given the relatively low error rate).
While the use of semantic categorisation had been intended to facilitate semantic
processing, it is possible that the use of small member categories may have reduced the
need to do so. That is, subjects may have been able to accomplish the task by pregenerating a list of category exemplars and then deciding whether the current stimulus

occurred within this list. In either case, a shallow level of processing (e.g., using vis
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features) m a y have been sufficient for task performance. It is then conceivable that
detection of a semantic relationship between prime and target could have interfered with
response decisions based on visual attributes. Assuming the greatest priming effects
would have been in the word condition, such interference would be most evident in the
pseudoword condition. However, a simpler explanation would be that levels of
processing differed between word and pseudoword conditions. If early detection of the
lexical status of pseudoword primes occurred, then these may well have received
shallower processing than word primes. The presence of a semantic relationship
between prime and target would then be more likely to affect targets preceded by
pseudowords than those preceded by words. Although a definitive explanation of

priming effects in the P3 period may be difficult, the similarity of these effects to tho
in the preceding period suggests that attributing priming differences across the 320 445 ms latency range to N400 modulation may be inappropriate. That is, differences in
the N400 period may simply reflect overlap from the subsequent P3 component. Such
an explanation is certainly more parsimonious than one which must account for the lack
of parietal asymmetry in the N400 effects in addition to the possible operation of an
inhibitory or interference process in the pseudoword condition which affects the
processes underlying both N400 and P3.
The relatedness effects in the Slow-Wave period, although not achieving

significance, were nearly so, and exhibited a pattern similar to that previously reported
by Holcomb (1988). In that study, Holcomb accounted for the dissociation between
targets preceded by related, unrelated and neutral primes by arguing that subjects had
been actively anticipating related stimulus pairs to such an extent that processing
unrelated pairs required some form of 'effortful' shift in processing. This explanation
would not appear valid in the current study, as subjects were not instructed to attend to
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semantic relationships between words (nor is it likely they did so, given that related
pairs accounted for less than half of all stimuli). The Slow-Wave has been associated
with memory storage and retrieval processes (Rosier et al., 1993). If this is the case,
then it is conceivable that the priming process may have reduced the demands placed
upon whatever memory storage and retrieval processes occurred during this time.
However, any speculation regarding the effects of priming on the Slow-Wave elicited in
the current study remains problematic given the lack of significant effects.
In summary, it appears that while the current experiment may provide some
evidence of an N400 semantic priming effect, conclusions regarding this effect are
limited by other contradictory effects - not least of which is the possibility that the
effects were purely the product of P3 overlap. A stronger case for accepting the current
results as effects due to priming would exist if both electrophysiological and
behavioural results were in accordance, and the N400 and P3 effects could be more
clearly dissociated. Unfortunately, the current experiment was limited to the
examination of error rate as the only behavioural variable. While an error-rate priming
effect was not observed in the current study, to conclude that this reflected an overall
lack of priming may be unwarranted. As already discussed, overall error rates were
quite low, limiting the usefulness of this measure as an indicator of priming effects. A
greater appreciation of the source of the differences observed in the current task could
be gained by the collection of RTs in addition to error rates and electrophysiological
measures.
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6 Pseudohomophone Priming in the SemanticCategorisation Task II

6.1 Introduction
The primary aim of Experiment 2 was the clarification of the priming effects observed
in Experiment 1. The observation of priming effects in a semantic-categorisation task
had been previously reported by Nobre and McCarthy (1994) and replication of these
results had been expected. While there was some evidence of N400 priming, the effects
were not large and did not display the topographic distribution usually reported.
Furthermore, an unexpected negative-priming effect (i.e., greater negativity in the
related rather than unrelated condition) was observed in the pseudoword condition.
Differences associated with priming had also been restricted to the electrophysiological
data, with no significant effects observed in the error rates. It was considered that a
better appreciation of the results of Experiment 1 could be gained if additional
behavioural data could be obtained. In order to examine response times as well as error
rates, subjects in Experiment 2 were required to respond to all stimuli, rather than just
the category exemplars as in Experiment 1.

6.2 Method
Subjects: Seventeen first year university students, 16 females and 1 male (mean age =
20.4 years) voluntarily participated in the experiment for course credit. All were native
speakers of English and had normal or corrected to normal vision. All were righthanded according to self-report
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Stimuli and Procedure: Apart from task instructions, all stimuli and procedures were
identical to Experiment 1. Subjects were instructed to respond to all experimental
stimuli and were requested to "press button X if the letter string is an example of the

category fruits and vegetables but press button Y if the letter string is not an example
the category fruits and vegetables".

ERP Recording: ERP recording was identical to Experiment 1 except for additional
recordings from sites F7 and F8.

Data Analysis: Data from all 17 right-handed subjects was included in the analysis.
Data analysis was similar to Experiment 1 with the exception that the additional data
recorded from sites F7 and F8 yielded a dataset comprising 17 sites. This allowed the
inclusion of two further laterality levels in the repeated measures ANOVAs. That is,
with the exclusion of sites 01 and 02, the remaining 15 sites (forming a 5 x 3 matrix),
were submitted to repeated measures Analysis of Variance. Within-subject factors

included: five lateral levels (outer left [F7, T3, T5], inner left [F3, C3, P3], midline

Cz, Pz], inner right [F4, C4, P4], outer right [F8, T4, T6]), three sagittal levels (fro
[F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8], central [T3, C3, Cz, C4, T4], parietal [T5, P3, Pz, P4, T6]), two
levels of relatedness (related, unrelated) and two of prime type (word, pseudoword).

The planned contrasts specified for the lateral factor were: outer left versus outer rig

inner left versus inner right, outer left/right average versus inner left/right average,
midline versus outer left/outer right/inner left/inner right average. Planned contrasts
the sagittal factor remained identical to those performed in Experiment 1. Degrees of
freedom for all reported F-values were F[l,16]. Principal components analysis was
performed on a dataset comprising 64 points by 1156 cases.
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Behavioural

Measures

Mean reaction times and percentage accuracy rates to targets preceded by related and
unrelated words, related pseudohomophones and unrelated pseudowords were collated
and are presented in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1

Pseudoword
Prime Type

R T s (ms) and accuracy rates (%) for target words preceded by related and unrelated
words and pseudowords.

Reaction Time: Although targets preceded by words were responded to faster than
targets preceded by pseudowords (554 ms versus 563 ms), the difference was not
significant (F = 1.34, p > 0.10). Average response time for targets preceded by

unrelated items tended to be faster than the average response time for targets precede

by related items (561 ms versus 556 ms), but this effect was also non-significant (F =
0.93, p > 0.10). The factors of prime type and relatedness did not interact (F = 0.02,
0.10).

Accuracy: Target word accuracy did not vary significantly as a function of prime type
(word primes 99.12 % versus pseudoword prime 98.53 %, F = 1.22, p > 0.10) or primetarget relatedness (related 98.63 % versus unrelated 99.02 %, F = 0.72, p > 0.10).
Although targets preceded by related words were responded to more accurately than
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targets

preceded

by

unrelated

words,

and

targets

preceded

by

related

pseudohomophones were responded to less accurately than targets preceded by
unrelated pseudowords, the interaction between relatedness and prime type failed to
reached significance (F = 3.90, p = 0.066).

6.3.2 Electrophysiological

Measures

The grand mean ERPs (n = 17) for target words preceded by a) related versus unrelated
primes b) related versus unrelated pseudowords c) related words versus unrelated words
and d) related pseudohomophones versus unrelated pseudowords are presented in
Figure 6.2, Figure 6.3, Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 respectively. The ERPs elicited by all
target words were dominated by a large late-positive component with a centro-parietal
distribution with maximum positivity at Pz. The P1/N1/P2 complex evident at posterior
sites was followed by a negative going component which peaked at approximately 400
ms and whose negativity was maximal at sites where the subsequent late-positive
component was minimal - i.e., larger fronto-centrally than parietally.

Principal Components Analysis: Scree plot examination suggested the extraction of
four factors. Analyses specifying a greater number of factors were also performed, but

in each case, this produced little overall change in the first three factors. The releva
eigenvalues and variance accounted for by the four factors are presented in Table 6.1

Table 6.1

Eigenvalues and variance accounted for by the four factors extracted
in the principal components analysis.
Factor
Eigenvalue
% Variance
% Cumulative

1
2
3
4

598.88
142.45
81.73
41.58
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53.62
12.76
7.32
3.72

53.62
66.38
73.70
77.42
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W h e n plotted, (see Figure 6.6), the first 3 factors extracted in the P C A were found to be
reasonably consistent with the latency ranges expected for Slow-Wave, P3 and N400
components respectively.
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Figure 6.6 Component loadings for the first 3 components extracted in the principal
components analysis of the unadjusted E R P data.

An estimation of each component's contribution to the overall site grand mean was
calculated by multiplying the respective factor loading at each time point by the site
grand mean amplitude for that time point (Coles et al., 1986). Plots of the transformed
waveforms are presented in Figure 6.7.
Factor 1 was characterised by an extended late positivity and a parietally
maximum topography consistent with Slow-Wave activity. The slightly earlier peak in
Factor 2 also exhibited a parietal maximum. This topography argues for Factor 2's
association with the P3. Factor 3 coincided with the N400 in the overall grand mean
waveforms. In the transformed waveforms, the N400 component was negative

frontally, but remained positive at parietal sites due to the overlap with the following
P3. There was some indication that the component was larger over the right hemisphere
parietally, however, maximum amplitude frontally was over the left hemisphere.
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Figure 6.7

•Factor 1 X Grand Mean
-Factor 2 X Grand Mean
Factor 3 X Grand Mean

200 400 600 800
Time (ms)

Site grand means multiplied by the factor loadings for factors 1, 2 and 3 - scaling
arbitrary.

Latency ranges for the three components of interest (i.e., N400, P3 and Slow-Wave)
were obtained by selecting the non-overlapping portion of the respective factor, as

illustrated in Figure 6.6. This provided a range of 308 - 487 ms for the N400,487 - 59

ms for the P3 and 593 - 900 ms for the Slow-Wave. Topographical voltage maps of the
mean amplitudes in each of the analysed latency periods for these conditions are also
presented in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8

Topographical voltage plots of the mean amplitudes in the N400, P3 and SlowW a v e latency periods, for targets preceded by related words, unrelated words,
related pseudowords, and related pseudowords (top panel), and related items (words
and pseudowords), unrelated items (words and pseudowords), words (related and
unrelated), and pseudowords (related and unrelated) (bottom panel).
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N 4 0 0 (308 - 487 m s ) : Amplitudes in the N 4 0 0 period were more negative across outer
than inner lateral sites (0.24 uV versus 1.17 uV, F = 5.81, p < 0.05) and more negative
frontally than parietally (-0.50 uV versus 2.53 uV, F = 10.14, p < 0.01). Frontally,
amplitudes were more negative at the inner right than inner left region, while parietal
amplitudes were more negative at the inner left than inner right region (inner left versus
inner right x frontal versus parietal, F = 7.47, p < 0.05). A similar pattern of frontalparietal reversal characterised outer versus inner lateral amplitudes as well as lateral
versus midline amplitudes. That is, amplitudes were less negative for the outer than

inner lateral region frontally, but more negative parietally (outer versus inner x frontal
versus parietal, F = 40.83, p < 0.001), and amplitudes were less negative for the lateral
average than midline region frontally, but more negative parietally (lateral average
versus midline x frontal versus parietal, F = 38.96, p < 0.001). Differences between the
lateral average and midline were smaller centrally than for the frontal-parietal average
(lateral average versus midline x frontal-parietal average versus central, F = 12.71, p <
0.01). A somewhat clearer indication of the topography of the activity in the N400
period can be gained from examination of Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9a. Overall, the
N400 displayed a frontal-midline maximum and a parietal-midline minimum.
A significant interaction involving relatedness (outer left versus outer right x
relatedness x prime type, F = 7.12, p < 0.05, Figure 6.9b) indicated that relatedness
differences were largely confined to the outer left lateral region in the word condition
only. That is, while there was greater negativity to words preceded by unrelated than
related words, there was little indication of relatedness differences for words across
outer right sites or for pseudowords across either outer left or outer right hemisphere
sites.
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Figure 6.9 Mean amplitude values in the N400 range for a) each of the fifteen sites
analysed, collapsed across conditions and, b) the relatedness x prime type x
outer left versus outer right interaction.

P 3 (487 - 593 m s ) : P 3 amplitude was greater over the inner left than inner right regions
(3.93 uV versus 3.62 uV, F = 22.07, p < 0.001) and greater at the midline than laterally
(4.43 uV versus 2.81 uV, F = 23.00, p < 0.001). As would be expected for P3, there
was less positivity frontally than parietally (0.61 uV versus 4.91 uV, F = 20.19, p <

0.001), with the average of frontal-parietal amplitudes less positive than those centrall
(2.76 uV versus 3.89 iiV, F = 10.39, p < 0.01). Frontally, amplitude was more positive

at inner right than inner left sites, with this pattern reversed parietally (inner left v
inner right x frontal versus parietal, F = 13.46, p < 0.01). Frontal amplitudes were also
more positive laterally than at midline, with this pattern exhibiting a similar parietal
reversal (midline versus lateral x frontal versus parietal, F = 53.32, p < 0.001). Inner

lateral amplitudes were more positive than outer lateral amplitudes, with this difference

larger parietally than frontally (outer versus inner x frontal versus parietal, F = 22.09
< 0.001), and larger centrally than for the frontal-parietal average (outer versus inner x
frontal-parietal average versus central, F = 14.77, p < 0.01). The centro-parietal midline
maximum topography of the P3 is clearly evident in Figure 6.8 as well as Figure 6.10a.
There were four significant 3-way interactions involving either prime type,

relatedness or both. In the outer left versus outer right x frontal versus parietal x pri
type interaction (see Figure 6.10b), responses to pseudowords were more positive than
to words outer-left frontally and outer-right parietally and less positive outer right
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frontally and outer left parietally (F = 9.81, p < 0.01). In the outer left versus outer right
x frontal versus parietal x relatedness interaction, P3s to unrelated words were more
positive than to related words at both outer frontal regions as well as the outer right
parietal region, but less positive at the outer left parietal region (F = 7.65, p < 0.05;
Figure 6.10c). A significant midline versus lateral x relatedness x prime type

interaction (F = 4.7, p = 0.05; see Figure 6.10d) indicated that priming differences were
largely confined to the pseudoword condition, with targets primed by related
pseudowords eliciting more positivity than targets preceded by unrelated pseudowords more so at the midline than laterally. A further inner left versus inner right x

relatedness x prime type interaction (F = 6.54, p < 0.05; see Figure 6.10e) indicated tha
for pseudowords, this difference was greater in the right than left hemisphere, while
examination of the relevant means indicated that the small priming-related difference
evident for words was confined to the left hemisphere.
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M e a n amplitude values in the P3 range for a) each of the fifteen sites,
collapsed across conditions, b) the prime type x frontal versus parietal x left
versus right interaction, c) the relatedness x frontal versus parietal x left
versus right interaction, d) the relatedness x prime type x inner left versus
inner right interaction, and e) the relatedness x prime type x midline versus
lateral interaction.
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O-Right

S l o w - W a v e (593 - 900 m s ) : Slow-Wave amplitude centrally was more positive than
that of the frontal-parietal average (2.45 uV versus 1.41 uV, F = 18.81, p < 0.01), with

this difference greater in the outer right than outer left region (outer left versus oute

right x frontal-parietal versus central, F = 4.60, p < 0.05). Outer-lateral amplitudes wer

more positive than inner-lateral amplitudes frontally with this pattern reversed parietal
(outer versus inner x frontal versus parietal, F = 34.44, p < 0.001). Frontal amplitudes
were also greater laterally than at midline, with this pattern also reversing parietally
(midline versus lateral x frontal versus parietal, F = 86.21, p < 0.001). Broadly
speaking, as seen in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.11a, the topography of the positivity in the
Slow-Wave period was laterally minimum/midline maximum parietally, and lateral
maximum/midline minimum frontally, with some indication of left > right asymmetry
across frontal sites.
Examination of an outer left versus outer right x frontal versus parietal x word
versus pseudoword interaction (F = 23.39, p < 0.001, see Figure 6.11b) revealed that
maximum prime type differences occurred frontally with amplitudes more negative for
words than pseudowords in the left hemisphere but less negative in the right
hemisphere, with the opposite pattern evident parietally. There were no significant
effects involving relatedness.
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Figure 6.11

Plots of a) the average mean amplitude values in the Slow-Wave range across
conditions at each of the fifteen topographic regions analysed, and b) the
mean amplitudes in the prime type x frontal versus parietal x outer left versus
outer right interaction.
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6.4 Discussion
The primary aim of Experiment 2 was the examination of the effects of
pseudohomophone priming using an experimental paradigm which permitted the
collection of both RT and accuracy data in addition to electrophysiological measures.

Analysis of the behavioural data revealed that there were no significant priming effect
in the current study in either the word or pseudoword condition. Although the lack of

an accuracy priming effect is consistent with the results observed in Experiment 1, the
lack of either RT or accuracy differences in the word condition was unexpected, given
the faster RTs and increased accuracy rates normally reported in comparable semanticpriming studies (e.g., Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971). The failure to observe RT
facilitation via pseudohomophone priming was also unexpected given that previous
studies have reported such results (e.g., Ferrand & Grainger, 1994, Lukatela & Turvey,
1994a, 1994b).
The ERPs elicited in response to target words displayed evidence of a negativegoing component with a peak latency of approximately 400 ms and typical of the N400.
The topography of this component was less typical of the N400, with amplitudes more

negative fronto-centrally than parietally. Although N400 is typically associated with a
parietal maximum, the observed parietal minimum is not surprising given the
concurrent elicitation of a subsequent and larger late-positive component which would
have resulted in an overall increase in posterior positivity and hence a decrease in
parietal N400 amplitudes. The topography of this late-positive component was typical
of the P3, exhibiting a frontal minimum parietal midline maximum. In the period of the
epoch beyond P3, amplitudes were maximally positive at posterior sites and minimally

positive frontally - a pattern often associated with Slow-Wave activity. Although, this
pattern also broadly characterised P3 topography, amplitudes in the Slow-Wave period
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were not simply the product of P3 overlap as frontal m e a n amplitudes were least
positive in the left hemisphere for P3 but least positive at midline for the Slow-Wave
period. It was noted however that parietal mean amplitudes in the Slow-Wave period
did display a similar topography to that observed for P3 (i.e., midline maximal, with

inner right > inner left asymmetry), suggesting that parietal mean amplitude measures in
this latter period may have been influenced by the preceding P3 component.
Despite the lack of significant priming in the behavioural data, priming effects
were observed in the electrophysiological data. Within the N400 period targets
preceded by related words were found to elicit less negativity than targets preceded by
unrelated words. The reduction in N400 amplitude for target words preceded by related
primes is typical of results reported previously (Nobre & McCarthy, 1994). The lefthemisphere maximum displayed by this relatedness effect contrasts with the oftenobserved right-parietal distribution. The period encompassing the P3 component was
also characterised by priming-related differences. Mean amplitudes tended to be
greatest for targets preceded by related stimuli - a finding which replicates those
previously reported (Anderson & Holcomb, 1995, Boddy, 1986, Chwilla et al., 1995,
Holcomb, 1993). However, this priming-related difference was much more prominent
for targets preceded by pseudowords than those preceded by words. Slow-Wave
activity in the current experiment was not found to vary in relation to relatedness
although a tendency towards greater positivity frontally in the unrelated condition was
observed. This pattern, as noted previously, is similar to that reported by Holcomb

(1988). In contrast to the relatedness condition, differences in activity associated wit
prime type were evident in the Slow-Wave period. That is, minimum positivity was
elicited by targets preceded by words over the left hemisphere but by pseudowords over
the right hemisphere.
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A s noted, the lack of priming effects in the behavioural data was unexpected and
is inconsistent with previous research. The reason for this inconsistency is unclear,
however, given the presence of priming effects in the ERP data, it is possible that
priming effects were simply too weak to emerge in the behavioural measures. In the
pseudoword priming condition, it is also possible that differences in experimental
methodology contributed to the current inconsistency. For example, the observation of
semantic-priming effects associated with pseudohomophone primes reported by
Lukatela and Turvey (1994a, 1994b) occurred in a naming rather than semanticcategorisation task. Similarly, the effects reported by Ferrand and Grainger (1994),
occurred in a lexical-decision task, with primes presented for shorter durations (32 and
64 ms versus 200 ms here) under forward masking conditions. In addition, both studies
used substantially shorter prime-target SOAs (0 and 250 ms respectively). This latter
difference may be especially relevant. At short SOAs, facilitation is believed to
primarily reflect the operation of automatic spread of activation (ASA). In contrast, at
longer SOAs, the additional processing time is thought to allow mechanisms such as
expectancy and semantic matching to be employed (Neely, 1991). While the use of
long SOAs does not preclude the operation of ASA, the results suggest that ASA may

not have been the primary source of facilitation observed in the current study. If it had
pseudohomophone primes should have produced some degree of orthographic and
phonological activation, thereby facilitating target responses.
The presence of relatedness effects in the N400 period in the word condition is a
result which replicates findings widely demonstrated previously. The left-hemisphere
maximum for this effect is a less-consistent finding. However, while the majority of
N400 studies have reported a right hemisphere asymmetry, studies reporting left
hemisphere effects are not unknown (Kutas & Van Petten, 1994). In contrast to the
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word condition, semantic priming effects were not present for targets preceded by
pseudowords.
The observation of larger P3 relatedness effects in the pseudoword condition
contrasts with the pattern of larger relatedness effects in the word condition observed
the N400 period. Furthermore, while P3 effects were maximal at midline, N400
priming effects were maximal over the left hemisphere. This dissociation between the
effects in the respective periods suggests that the priming-related differences in the
N400 period are not simply the product of P3 overlap. As previously discussed, parietal
amplitudes across the Slow-Wave period displayed a similar topography to those for P3.

Although it was suggested that this may have been the product of P3 overlap, the lack of
relatedness effects in the Slow-Wave latency range in view of the presence of these
effects across the P3 period argues against this.
In summary, while there was some evidence of priming-related amplitude
modulation within the N400 period, the effects were limited to targets preceded by
words and were not present in the pseudoword condition. In contrast, priming-related
differences within the P3 period showed the opposite amplitude effect with a different
topography. In the later portion of the ERP encompassing the Slow-Wave, amplitudes
were not found to vary as a function of prime-target relatedness indicating that the
relatedness effects in the previous components were not the product of underlying
Slow-Wave activity.

6.4.1 Comparison of Experiments 1 and 2
Experiment 2 was conducted in an attempt to clarify priming effects obtained in
Experiment 1. A summary of significant results obtained from the repeated measures
analyses of variance performed in Experiments 1 and 2 is presented in Table 6.2.
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Despite the differences in task between the experiments, examination of the results

suggests that there were sufficient similarities to indicate that the comparison between
experiments was not wholly inappropriate.
For the N400 component, significant priming effects in the word condition were
obtained in both experiments. Replication of the effects had been expected if the
original result had been due to more than statistical aberration - as this occurred, it
suggests such aberration was not the case. However, given the similarities between
experimental tasks, replication of effect topography was also expected. To some extent
this occurred, but only in the sense that both experiments produced a lack of the usual
right-parietal topography (N.B. as previously discussed, non-right parietal priming
effects in the N400 period have been reported elsewhere). The lack of semantic priming
effects in the pseudoword condition in Experiment 2 contrasts with the negative priming
effect observed in Experiment 1 for the same condition.

Table 6.2 Summary of significant ANOVA effects in Experiments 1 and 2.

Effect
IL vs. IR
Ovs. I
L vs. M
Fvs. P

N400
320-445 ms
F
Prob.

6.70

0.021

F/P vs. C
O L vs. O R x F/P vs. Central
ILvs. I R x F v s . P
0 vs. I x F vs. P
O vs. I x F/P vs. C
L vs. M x F vs. P
L vs. M x F vs. C
IL vs. IR x Prime type
Relatedness x Prime type
O L vs. O R x F vs. P x Prime type
O L vs. O R x F vs. P x Relatedness
O L vs. O R x Relatedness x Prime type
IL vs. IR x Relatedness x Prime type
L vs. M x Relatedness x Prime type
F vs. P x Relatedness x Prime type

14.52
17.27
4.80
4.97

0.002
0.001
0.045
0.042

Experiment 1
P3
445-700 ms
F
Prob.
5.15 0.038
12.20
21.42
22.53

0.003
0,000
0.000

7.23

0.017

52.95
7.07

0.000
0.018

sw
700-900 ms
F
Prob.
9.13 0.009
16.95

0.001

13.79

0.002

62.63

0.000

N400
308-487 ms
F
Prob.
5.81

0.028

10.14

0.006

7.47
40.83

0.015
0.000

38.96
12.71

0.000
0.002

7.12

5.76

Experiment 2
P3
487-593 ms
F
Prob.
22.07
23.00
20.19
10.39

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.005

13.46
22.09
14.77
53.22

0.002
0.000
0.001
0.000

9.81
7.65

0.006
0.014

6.54
4.70

0.021
0.050

SW
593-900 ms
F
Prob.

18.81
4.60

0.001
0.048

34.44

0.000

86.21

0.000

23.39

0.000

0.017

0.030

Abbreviations: O L = Outer Left; O R = Outer Right; IL = Inner Left; IR = Inner Right; O = Outer Lateral; I = Inner lateral; F
= Frontal; P = Parietal; C = Central; F/P = Frontal/Parietal average; L = Lateral; M = Midline. (Note: shaded areas in
Experiment 1 represent interactions not examined in that experiment due to the lack of outer left and right lateral region
data. Where comparison is appropriate, interactions differing between experiments are in Bold).

In the word condition, the P 3 results were consistent with those obtained in
Experiment 1. In contrast, the results obtained in the pseudoword condition were the
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opposite of those observed in Experiment 1. That is, in Experiment 1, P3s to targets
preceded by unrelated pseudowords were more positive than those to targets preceded
by related pseudowords. In Experiment 1 it was suggested that pseudoword priming
may have produced some form of interference or inhibition affecting the decision
process behind the P3, resulting in greater amplitude in the unrelated pseudowordprimed condition. However, if this were the case, the operation of a similar process
would have been expected in the current experiment along with the presence of a similar
result. On the other hand, the tasks did vary between experiments. It is therefore
possible that the requirement of responding only to category exemplars in Experiment 1
may have been associated with some type of response inhibition that was absent in

Experiment 2 due to the requirement that subjects respond to all stimuli. If this were th
case, then any interference generated by semantically-related pseudoword primes may
have differentially affected the decision processes in the two experiments and
subsequently been manifested in P3 variation.
Slow-Wave topography was similar across both experiments, tending towards
frontal negativity in addition to the marked parietal positivity. Despite a lack of
significant priming effects in either experiment, it was noted that the trend in both
Experiments 1 and 2 was for greater left-frontal negativity for both related words and
pseudowords when compared with their matched unrelated conditions. However, while

the interaction involving this effect just failed to reach significance in Experiment 1,

same effect was far from being significant in Experiment 2. Still, the pattern of greater
negativity to targets preceded by unrelated words is similar to the results reported
previously by Holcomb (1988). Overall, there was little to suggest that differences in
either the N400 or P3 periods were influenced by Slow-Wave activity.
One of the aims of Experiment 2 was to help clarify the source of the effects
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evident in the N 4 0 0 period observed in Experiment 1. There had been m u c h similarity

between N400 and P3 priming effects in the first experiment, raising the possibility that
the N400 effects reflected P3 overlap rather than true N400 modulation. Indeed, the
only apparent evidence supporting differentiation was speculatively based on
topographical variation. As evident in Table 2, relatedness effects in the N400 period
occurred in a relatedness by prime type interaction. In contrast, relatedness effects in

the P3 period occurred in a frontal versus parietal x relatedness x prime type interacti
This difference may indicate that the effects were more restricted in the P3 period.
Stronger or more widespread priming effects would not be expected in N400 if they
were due solely to P3 overlap. If the N400/P3 priming effects in Experiment 2 were
characterised by a lack of differentiation as in Experiment 1, then the likelihood of P3
overlap would be greater.
Examination of the topography of the effects reveals that the significant effect in
the N400 period in Experiment 2 occurred in an outer left versus outer right x
relatedness X prime type interaction, while the significant effect in the P3 period

involving these factors occurred in an inner left versus inner right x relatedness x prim

type interaction. If the effect in the N400 period had been a product of P3 overlap, then
a similar topography of priming effects in both N400 and P3 periods would be expected.
In fact, Experiment 2 would have been expected to produce a greater likelihood of P3
overlap than Experiment 1, given that the task elicited larger P3 amplitudes. The
variation in effect topography suggests that the N400 priming effect was not purely a
result of P3 overlap. The effects in the pseudoword condition strongly support such
dissociation. That is, in Experiment 2, pseudoword differences in the N400 period are

not readily apparent at either outer left or right hemisphere sites and there were no ot
interactions involving prime type and relatedness. In contrast, in the P3 period,
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differences between related and unrelated pseudowords are quite marked and larger in
amplitude than any differences between related and unrelated words.
Given the similarity between experiments, a dissociation of N400/P3 priming
effects in Experiment 2 might be expected to strengthen the case for accepting
dissociation of N400/P3 priming effects in Experiment 1. This is especially so if the
slight difference between N400 and P3 priming effects obtained in Experiment 1 does
reflect topographical variation. However, while there are similarities in the results
obtained in each experiment, there are a number of differences. The consistency of
results for targets preceded by words, for example, is not apparent in the results for
targets preceded by pseudowords. In the case of pseudowords, N400 amplitudes were
more positive in the unrelated condition in Experiment 1, yet there was little difference
between related and unrelated amplitudes in Experiment 2. Even more inconsistent, P3
amplitudes were larger in the unrelated condition in Experiment 1 but larger in the
related condition in Experiment 2.
The source of the pseudoword-condition differences between Experiments 1 and
2 is unclear. In Experiment 1 it was suggested that priming by related pseudowords
may have produced some form of interference in the processing of target stimuli,
thereby affecting any integration process(es) underlying N400, or decision processes
(e.g., confidence) associated with variation in P3 amplitude. An interference or
inhibition account of relatedness differences in the pseudoword condition, while a
plausible explanation of the results in Experiment 1, is inappropriate in Experiment 2.
The only evidence of N400 relatedness effects in the pseudoword condition in
Experiment 2, the (outer left versus outer right x relatedness x prime type) interaction,
revealed virtually no differences in related versus unrelated amplitudes for targets
preceded by pseudowords. In addition, P3 differences were in line with those of the
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word condition, that is, larger amplitudes in the related condition. If s o m e form of
interference process occurred in Experiment 1, an explanation of why the additional
requirement of responding to all stimuli in Experiment 2 would negate such a process
appears difficult. However, on consideration of this change in task, it is worth noting
that Experiment 1, by requiring subjects to respond only to category exemplars, in effect
required subjects to inhibit responses to non-category exemplars. The reversal in
priming effects observed in the pseudoword condition in Experiment 1 may therefore
have arisen through interference with processes controlling response inhibition in
operation when non-category exemplars (e.g., targets) were presented, rather than
through interference with integrative N400 processes or P3 decision processes. With
similar response inhibition processes not required (due to the instruction to respond to
each target), such effects would not be present in Experiment 2.
On balance, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 indicate that priming effects were
elicited in both N400 and P3 periods, with the N400 effects more than just the product
of P3 overlap. N400 priming for targets preceded by words was evident in both
experiments and is consistent with previous research. N400 priming for targets
preceded by pseudowords was not evident in either experiment. P3 priming effects for
targets preceded by words were also consistent with previous research. P3 priming
effects for targets preceded by pseudowords differed between experiments, with
evidence of facilitatory priming apparent in Experiment 2 only.
The failure to obtain evidence of relatedness differentiating pseudoword-primed
target conditions in the N400 periods is interesting, especially in light of the
pseudoword relatedness effects obtained in the P3 period in Experiment 2. However,

before the implications of this result can be addressed, the source of relatedness needs
be established. For targets preceded by words, differences between related and
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unrelated conditions in both P3 and N 4 0 0 periods were consistent with those typically
attributed to facilitatory-priming mechanisms. However, this consistency did not
extend to targets preceded by pseudowords, making attempts to account for this lack of
consistency based on facilitatory-priming mechanisms alone, difficult. As already
discussed, the pattern of pseudoword relatedness effects in the P3 period in Experiment
1 suggests the involvement of interference or inhibitory processes. It could therefore be
argued that all results stem from either facilitation or interference/inhibition (as in
Experiment 1). However, it is also possible that the effects in the P3 period in
Experiment 2 may reflect differences in probability rather than relatedness. That is,
priming effects occurred in the N400 period in both experiments, but the P3 differences
in Experiment 1 may reflect interference or inhibitory processes while the P3 difference
in Experiment 2 may be related to variation in probability between conditions. While
less than parsimonious, the suggestion that priming effects are not present in the P3
period in either experiment is consistent with the failure to obtain behavioural evidence
of priming and also eliminates the need to account for pseudoword priming
differentially affecting the N400 and P3.
If N400 differences are attributed to the facilitatory effects of priming (with the
exception of Experiment 1 pseudowords), and N400 is considered to index some form
of integrative process which can be facilitated by priming, then it would appear that
such an integration process does not benefit from priming induced by related
pseudowords. An obvious interpretation of this result is that the integration process is
constrained or driven by orthography. Models of visual word recognition which argue
that the storage of information within the word-recognition system occurs at the whole
word or lexical level in the form of mental lexicons which store either orthographic,
phonological or semantic representations could certainly accommodate such an
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argument.

If direct activation of an orthographic representation is required, then

pseudohomophone primes would produce no direct activation, as they have no
associated orthographic entries. However, this becomes a difficult argument to

maintain in light of studies reporting facilitatory effects as a result of pseudohomopho
priming. In such cases, it has often been suggested that target word facilitation occurs
because the visual word system performs both orthographic and phonological analysis.
Phonological decoding of the pseudohomophone prime produces activation of the
phonological representation of the base word from which the pseudohomophone was
derived. Semantically-related target words would therefore receive activation
predominantly via phonology. Alternatively, it has also been argued that, given the
orthographic similarities that typically exist between pseudohomophones and their base
words e.g., bleed-blead, feature analysis of pseudohomophones is likely to produce
some activation of the base word and consequently spread to related words, again
producing priming.
If the integration process is not constrained by orthography, it remains possible
that it is sensitive to other factors. For example, the lack of pseudoword priming may
reflect the outcome of conflict between orthographic and phonological processes.
Given that pseudohomophone priming has been demonstrated previously, any such
conflict would not be considered to affect the priming process itself. However, the
process of integration may be detrimentally affected by orthographic/phonological
conflict. Alternatively, an integration process which operates primarily on semantic
information but which also utilizes phonological and orthographic information may
have been less affected by pseudohomophones given their orthographic differences
from real words. In this case, the results may indicate that the processing of related
pseudowords simply produced too little activation to modulate N400. In this respect,
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elicitation of stronger priming effects m a y provide some clarification of these issues.
In summary, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 indicate that priming by related
pseudowords does not modulate the N400 and therefore, presumably, does not facilitate
the integration process suggested to underlie it. This could imply the failure of
pseudohomophone primes to produce the level of priming/activation necessary to
significantly modulate the N400, the operation of a process which is affected by the
inconsistency generated by the pseudohomophone's phonological and orthographic
representations, or less likely, a process predominantly driven by orthography.
Pseudohomophone primes modulated P3 amplitude in a similar manner to related word
primes. Although data regarding decision confidence was not obtained, the results are
consistent with the priming-induced facilitatory effects often associated with increased
confidence. The lack of priming effects in the behavioural data makes firm conclusions
regarding the nature of the effects observed somewhat difficult.
The semantic-categorisation task was utilised in both experiments to examine
the effects of pseudohomophone priming, primarily because it previously had been
reported as useful in eliciting N400 priming effects (Nobre & McCarthy, 1994). The
results of the current two experiments suggest that this particular task, or at least the
current implementation of it, does not elicit strong priming effects. On the other hand,
the lexical-decision task has been used extensively in both electrophysiological and
behavioural explorations of priming. The issues raised in the current two experiments
may gain further clarification if examination of the N400 process using
pseudohomophones is continued within a lexical-decision paradigm.
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7 Pseudohomophone Priming in the Lexical-Decision Task I

7.1 Introduction

Experiments 1 and 2 failed to obtain behavioural evidence of pseudohomophone.
Targets preceded by related primes were responded to no more accurately nor with
greater speed than targets preceded by unrelated primes. The previous two experiments
also failed to find evidence of semantic priming effects on amplitudes of the N400
component when targets were preceded by pseudowords (i.e., there was no reduction of
N400 amplitude to words preceded by semantically related pseudowords in either
experiment and amplitudes in Experiment 1 were actually more negative to targets
preceded by related than unrelated pseudowords).
The lack of priming effects in the pseudoword condition in both experiments

stands in contrast to the presence of priming effects in the word condition. While th
lack of evidence for pseudohomophone priming could be taken at face value, it may be
premature to do so. For example, the word condition in both experiments had been
included primarily to act as a priming control or baseline condition, with strong
evidence of priming expected. Although priming-related differences were observed in

the ERP data, there were neither significant differences in the behavioural data nor ev
clear trends in the relevant RT and accuracy means. Without strong evidence indicating

the presence of priming in the word condition, interpretation of the failure to obtai
evidence in the pseudoword condition is challenging but it is possible that lack of
pseudohomophone priming was related to the experimental task.
The choice of the semantic-categorisation task had been based in part on its
successful use by Nobre and McCarthy (1994) in a similar electrophysiological
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investigation of the effects of priming in relation to the N 4 0 0 . Given this report of its
success, the failure to elicit strong evidence of priming by the implementation of this
task in the previous two experiments was unexpected. Variations in procedure can often
account for differences in experimental results and the two previous studies differ from
that of Nobre and McCarthy in several respects. For example, the proportion of
category exemplars was higher in the current experiments (14.71 % versus 9.09 %). If

the inclusion of a smaller proportion of exemplars resulted in increased task difficulty

subjects may have been forced to allocate more attention to the task - perhaps leading to
an increase in depth of processing not evident in Experiments 1 and 2. The possibility
that level of priming may be linked to depth of processing has been discussed by Neely
(1991). The two previous studies also differed in terms of stimulus duration. At 200
ms, stimulus duration in Experiments 1 and 2 was far shorter than the 500 ms duration
used by Nobre and McCarthy. Increased duration may have allowed greater depth of
processing or greater spread of activation through the semantic system, resulting in
facilitation of target processing.
Experiments 1 and 2 also differed in terms of stimulus type. In addition to the
related and unrelated word pairs used by Nobre and McCarthy, the two previous
experiments also included pseudohomophones. It has been reported (see Neely, 1989)

that the overall level of priming varies as a function of the proportion of related versu
unrelated prime-target pairs, with greater levels of priming occurring at higher ratios
related prime-target pairs (at least in the lexical-decision task). Although both the
Nobre and McCarthy study and the two previous experiments contained an equal

percentage of related prime-target pairs (excluding category exemplars and filler items),
in Experiments 1 and 2, 50 % of these were pseudohomophone-target pairs. If the
actual proportion of related word prime-target pairs is considered, the current
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experiments contained a related prime-target ratio of 0.25 compared to Nobre and
McCarthy's ratio of 0.5. Even if related pseudohomophone-target pairs are included in

the comparison, the proportion of related targets in the overall number of experimental
stimuli also differs (60/340 or approximately 18 % in the experiments here in contrast
the 100/220 or 45 % used by Nobre and McCarthy).
Despite the previous arguments, it would seem unlikely that the lack of priming
effects observed in Experiments 1 and 2 could be attributed to a high proportion of

exemplars, overly short stimulus presentation duration, or differences in the proportio
of related prime-target pairs. First, the overall difference in exemplar proportions

between the studies was relatively small (5.62 %). Although this difference reflects th
inclusion of approximately 62 % more exemplars in the previous two experiments, there

was little indication that this adversely affected attention. A lower level of attentio
the task, for example, could have been expected to produce a lower level of accuracy
but the percentage of correct responses in both Experiments 1 and 2 was higher than
that reported by Nobre and McCarthy (i.e., over 95 % versus 88 %). Second, priming
effects have been reported with stimulus durations much less than 200 ms (Ferrand &
Grainger, 1992, 1993, 1994, Lukatela & Turvey, 1994a, 1994b). Finally, while a lower
proportion of related prime-target pairs has been reported to produce lower levels of
priming, facilitation effects have been reported at relatedness proportion levels well
below those employed in Experiments 1 and 2 (Neely, 1989).
Differences between the respective studies that are more likely to have

accounted for the conflicting priming results are signal to noise ratio of the relevant
ERPs and/or differences in the strength of relatedness between prime-target pairs. In
both Experiments 1 and 2, ERPs for each of the experimental conditions were
constructed from a maximum of 30 trials. In contrast, the ERPs in the Nobre and
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McCarthy study were constructed from a m a x i m u m of 100 trials (although they report
12 % of trials were eliminated from the averaging process due to contamination from
eye movement and blinks). A possible consequence of this disparity in trial number is a
subsequent disparity in within-subject variance when ERP components are quantified.
Small changes in ERP amplitude that may have reflected priming differences could
either be masked by noise associated with random background EEG, or statistically
weakened. The detrimental effects of any such signal to noise disparity would be

worsened if the semantic or associative relationship between primes and targets differed
across studies. For example, if the stimulus pairs used by Nobre and McCarthy were
related more strongly than the pairs used in Experiments 1 and 2, then the strong
priming effects they reported and the weak/absent effects in the current experiments
would not be surprising. The likelihood that greater strength of association existed in
the stimulus pairs used by Nobre and McCarthy is suggested by their reversal of pair
order (e.g., salt-pepper, pepper-salt). This suggests that their stimuli were mainly

semantically related as opposed to associatively related, as associative relationships a
typically one way e.g., deep-sea.
If differences between the results reported by Nobre and McCarthy and those in

Experiments 1 and 2 are associated with the stimulus set, it suggests that re-constructi
of the current stimulus set may improve the overall strength of priming and therefore
offer a better opportunity for examination of the effects of pseudohomophone primes.
However, such re-construction does pose a number of problems. For example, the
previous two experiments included related and unrelated word conditions to act as a
baseline against which to compare related and unrelated pseudoword conditions. An
increase in the number of related-unrelated pairs to match that used by Nobre and
McCarthy would produce a task twice as long. While task length does not necessarily
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pose a problem, obtaining a larger number of related prime-target pairs in which the
prime is a pseudohomophone is more difficult. Successful elicitation of N400 priming,
however, is by no means limited to use of the semantic-categorisation task. The lexicaldecision task, for example, has been widely used in both cognitive behavioural and
electrophysiological experiments to investigate the visual word-recognition system
(Boddy, 1986, Chwilla et al., 1995, Holcomb, 1993, Koyama et al., 1992, Smith &
Halgren, 1987). Indeed, by comparison, the semantic-categorisation task has been used
much less frequently than the lexical-decision task in ERP priming studies. While this
does not invalidate the successful implementation of this task by Nobre and McCarthy,
nor the limited success evident in Experiments 1 and 2, it does mean that direct
comparison of the results of the previous two experiments with those of similar studies
is limited. The examination of pseudohomophone priming within a lexical-decision,
rather than semantic-categorisation paradigm, would obviously benefit by the ability to
compare experimental results with many other studies. It is also worth noting that
widespread use of the lexical-decision task as a vehicle for investigating priming
mechanisms in language studies has, to a large extent, arisen as a result of the task's
success in eliciting priming effects.
In the current series of experiments, an implementation of pseudohomophone
priming in the lexical-decision task would also benefit from the ability to compare such
priming across tasks. Although the priming mechanisms may be the same across tasks,
the processes involved in determining lexical status would presumably differ from those
involved in determining categorical status. Judgements regarding category status, for
example, would appear to necessitate some form of activation of, or access to, a word's
meaning (the proviso being that if exemplar categories are too limited, subjects may

generate or pre-activate the entire category set, and thereby possibly bypass the need t
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formally activate the semantic system - hence it is necessary to choose large categories).
If on the other hand, visual word-recognition models, such as proposed by Coltheart,
Curtis, Atkins and Haller (1993), are correct, judgements regarding lexical status can be
performed without access to the semantic system. That is, access to the semantic
system occurs via either the orthographic or phonological storage systems after initial
feature analysis has been performed. Lexicality judgements can be made on the basis of
the activation level within the orthographic storage system, produced by the initial
feature analysis, without recourse to the semantic system.
Although priming in the semantic-categorisation task has been reported,
evidence of pseudohomophone priming was not observed in the implementation of this
task in the previous two experiments. The widespread use and successful elicitation of
priming effects within the lexical-decision task suggests that evidence of such priming
may be more readily apparent in a lexical-decision paradigm. As in experiments 1 and
2, the current study therefore sought to examine the effects of pseudohomophone
priming on N400 amplitude, but within the framework of the lexical-decision task.
Presentation of primes semantically related to target stimuli was expected to facilitate

target processing, with the effects of this facilitation evident behaviourally in terms o
faster and more accurate responses to target stimuli. It was expected that behavioural
evidence of priming would be accompanied by electrophysiological evidence. In

relation to the N400, it was expected that targets preceded by related primes would elicit
increased positivity/decreased negativity compared to targets preceded by unrelated
primes. Priming differences associated with P3 were also expected. Prime-induced
facilitation of target processing should increase the confidence with which subjects
respond, and result in greater P3 amplitude for targets preceded by related primes.
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7.2

Method

Subjects: Eighteen first year university students (15 females and 3 males; mean age =
21.4 years) voluntarily participated in the experiment. All were native speakers of
English and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Seventeen subjects were right
handed according to self report.

Stimuli: Stimuli of interest were as per Experiment 1 and 2, with the exception that th
50 category-exemplars and 50 filler items used in those studies were replaced with 100
pseudowords of 3 to 6 letters in length. As per Experiment 1 and 2, four randomly-

ordered lists of filler items and stimuli pairs were produced, with each list containin
120 target words, 30 of which were paired with related words, 30 with unrelated words,
30 with related pseudohomophones and 30 with pseudowords. The associative
strengths of prime-target pairings remained unchanged from the previous experiments.

Procedure: On arrival for testing, subjects were informed as to the general nature of
the experiment, advised that participation was voluntary and they could discontinue at
any time without penalty. Once written consent was obtained, subjects completed a
brief demographic questionnaire and were escorted into the testing booth. They were

then told that they would be presented with a series of letter strings, some of which w
English words (e.g., OCEAN) and some of which were nonsense words (e.g., PLEMP).

A button-press box was provided along with instructions to "press button X if the lette

string is a real word, and button Y if the letter string is a nonsense word", respondin
quickly and accurately as possible. Subjects were tested individually in a dimly lit,
sound attenuated room with stimuli generated by a 486 PC and viewed by subjects from
a comfortable armchair positioned approximately 100 cm from the display screen.
Stimuli were presented on a 14 inch VGA colour monitor in upper-case, white on black,
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directly above a continually displayed central fixation cross. O n average, each letter
string subtended 1.15 x 0.86 degrees of visual angle. Each subject received one of the
four random stimulus lists presented in one experimental session. Stimuli were
presented for a duration of 200 ms, with a 2000 ms ISI.

ERP Recording: ERP recording was conducted as outlined in Experiment 2.

Data Analysis: Data from one subject had to be excluded from the analysis as a result
of recording equipment problems. The data from the remaining sixteen right-handed
subjects was then subjected to the analyses outlined in Experiment 2. Degrees of
freedom for all reported F-values presented below were F[l, 15]. Principal components
analysis was performed on a dataset comprising 64 x 1152 data points with 4 cases
excluded due to excessive artefact.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Behavioural Measures
Mean reaction times and percentage accuracy rates to targets preceded by related and
unrelated words, related pseudohomophones and unrelated pseudowords were collated
and are presented in Figure 7.1.

Reaction Time: Targets preceded by words were responded to faster than targets
preceded by pseudowords (577 ms versus 605 ms; F = 11.64, p < 0.01). Targets

preceded by related primes were responded to faster than targets preceded by unrelated
primes (583 ms versus 598 ms; F = 9.10, p < 0.01). There was no interaction between
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prime type and prime-target relatedness (F = 0.8, p > 0.10).

Accuracy: Target word accuracy rates did not vary significantly as a function of prime
type or prime-target relatedness. Prime type and relatedness were found to interact (F =
6.28, p < 0.05), with targets preceded by related words responded to less accurately
than targets preceded by unrelated words and targets preceded by related
pseudohomophones responded to more accurately than targets preceded by unrelated
pseudowords.
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Figure 7.1

Pseudoword

Accuracy rates (%) and RTs (ms) for target words preceded by related and unrelated
words and pseudowords.

7.3.2 Electrophysiological

Measures

Grand mean E R P s (n = 16) for words preceded by related versus unrelated primes and
words versus pseudoword primes are presented in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 respectively.
Also presented are E R P s for words preceded by related versus unrelated words (Figure
7.4), and related versus unrelated pseudowords (Figure 7.5). Grand mean waveforms
associated with parietal sites consisted of a P1/N1/P2 complex, followed by a negativity
which peaked at approximately 400 ms. This negativity was larger laterally than at
midline but there was little indication of any marked asymmetry. A pronounced latepositive component was evident subsequent to the earlier negativity and was
characterised by a Pz m a x i m u m with indications of left > right hemispheric asymmetry.
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Principal Components Analysis:

Examination of the scree plot suggested the

extraction of four factors. Analyses specifying a greater number of factors were also

performed, but in each case, this produced little overall change in the first three facto
Presented below, in Table 7.1, are the relevant eigenvalues and the variances accounted
for by each of the four factors.
Table 7.1 Eigenvalues and variance accounted for by each of the four factors extracted
in the principal components analysis.
Factor
Eigenvalue
% Variance
% Cumulative
1
951.87
50.20
50.20
2
20.74
70.94
231.43
3
8.72
145.47
79.66
4
52.07
3.13
82.79

W h e n plotted (see Figure 7.6), the first 3 factors were found to coincide with the latency
ranges expected for the P3, Slow-Wave and N400 components respectively. As in
Experiment 2, an estimation of each component's contribution to the overall site grand
mean was calculated by multiplying the respective factor loading at each time point by
the site grand mean amplitude for that time point (Coles et al., 1986).

Time (ms)

Figure 7.6 Component loadings for the four components extracted in the principal
components analysis of the unadjusted E R P data.

Plots of the transformed waveforms are presented in Figure 7.7. As is evident, Factor 1
was characterised by an extended late positivity and a parietally maximum topography
consistent with the P3 component. This topography argues for Factor l's association

with the P3. Factor 2's loading on a later period of the ERP, and its parietally-positive
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distribution are consistent with the Slow-Wave component. Factor 3 coincided with the
N400 component in the overall grand mean. Although the amplitude of this component
was relatively small in the transformed waveforms, this peak displayed a parietal
distribution. There was little indication of parietal asymmetry.
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Figure 7.7 Factor loadings multiplied by overall site grand mean for factors 1, 2 and 3 respectively - arbitrary
scaling of voltages.

Despite the change to a lexical-decision task in the current experiment, the first thr
components extracted in the principal components analysis bore some degree of

similarity to those extracted in the previous two semantic-categorisation tasks. Utilis

the points at which factors crossed yielded a latency range of 280-450 ms for N400 (c.f.
320-445 ms for Experiment 1 and 308-487ms for Experiment 2), 450-715 for P3 (c.f.
445-700 ms for Experiment 1 and 487-593 ms for Experiment 2), and 715-900 ms for
Slow-Wave (c.f. 700-900 ms in Experiment 1 and 593-900 ms in Experiment 2).
Topographical maps of the mean amplitudes at each of these periods for each condition
as well as the effects of relatedness and prime type are presented in Figure 7.8.
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Figure 7.8

Topographic voltage plots of the mean amplitudes in the N400, P3 and Slow-Wave
latency periods, for targets preceded by related words, unrelated words, related
pseudowords, and related pseudowords (top panel), and by related items (words and
pseudowords), unrelated items (words and pseudowords), words (related and
unrelated) and pseudowords (related and unrelated) (bottom panel).
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N 4 0 0 (280 - 450 m s ) : Amplitudes in the N 4 0 0 period were more negative-going across
outer left than outer right lateral sites (0.07 uV versus 0.88 uV, F = 6.64, p < 0.05) and

less negative-going across inner lateral than outer lateral sites (1.85 uV versus 0.40 uV,
F = 6.74, p < 0.05). Differences between the inner lateral and outer lateral average were
larger parietally than frontally (outer versus inner x frontal versus parietal, F = 36.02,
< 0.001), with the parietal midline average larger than the overall lateral average
(midline versus lateral x frontal versus parietal, F = 25.74, p < 0.001). Differences
between the midline and lateral average were smaller centrally than the frontal-parietal
average (midline versus lateral x frontal-parietal versus central, F = 6.56, p < 0.05).
That is, as evident in the topographic voltage maps of Figure 7.8, and Figure 7.9a,
maximum negative-going activity in the N400 period occurred frontally where a left >
right asymmetry is evident, while minimum negative-going activity occurred parietally
at midline.
Targets preceded by related primes elicited significantly less N400
amplitude than targets preceded by unrelated primes (1.75 uV versus 0.87 uV, F =
15.67, p < 0.01). Relatedness differences were larger for the inner lateral than outer
lateral average (inner versus outer x relatedness, F = 8.96, p < 0.01, see Figure 7.9b).

A significant interaction (see Figure 7.9c) also revealed that, while relatedness effects a
midline (both centrally and for the frontal-parietal average) were larger than those
laterally, relatedness effects were largest at central midline (midline versus lateral x
frontal-parietal versus central x relatedness, F = 10.12, p < 0.01). Across inner lateral
regions, pseudowords elicited less negativity than words, with these differences larger
over the left hemisphere, and larger centrally than for the frontal-parietal average (see
Figure 7.9d, inner left versus inner right x frontal-parietal versus central x prime type,
F = 7.50, p < 0.05).
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A significant four-way interaction (see Figure 7.9e) revealed that across
outer lateral sites, amplitudes were more negative-going over the left hemisphere with
this asymmetry greater parietally than frontally, however, although relatedness effects
(i.e., greater negativity in the unrelated condition) were larger parietally in both word
and pseudoword conditions, these effect was restricted to the pseudoword condition
frontally (inner left versus inner right x frontal/parietal versus central x relatedness
prime type, F = 6.05, p < 0.05). That is, there was some indication that the topography
of the relatedness effect differed between word-primed and pseudoword-primed targets.
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Figure 7.9

M e a n amplitude across the N 4 0 0 region for a) the 15 sites analysed, collapsed across
condition, b) the relatedness x inner versus outer lateral interaction, c) the relatedness x
lateral versus midline x frontal/parietal versus central interaction, d) the prime type x
frontal/parietal versus central x inner left versus inner right interaction, and e) the fourw a y interaction involving relatedness, prime type, frontal versus parietal and outer left
versus outer right factors.

P 3 (450 - 715 m s ) : In the P3 period, amplitudes were more positive across inner (6.02
uV) than outer lateral sites (3.14 uV), F = 53.47, p < 0.001, with the lateral average
(4.58 uV) less positive than the midline average (6.75 uV), F = 37.18, p < 0.001.
Amplitudes across parietal sites (7.42 uV) were larger than those frontally (1.78 uV), F
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= 35.13, p < 0.001, with the frontal-parietal average (4.60 u V ) less positive than the
central point maximum (5.85 uV), F = 29.68, p < 0.001. This last effect was larger over

the outer left than right lateral region (outer left versus outer right x frontal-parieta
versus central, F = 5.7, p < 0.05). The difference between inner and outer lateral

averages was larger parietally than frontally (outer versus inner x frontal versus pariet
F = 18.85, p < 0.01), with the parietal midline average larger than the overall lateral

average (midline versus lateral x frontal versus parietal, F = 36.64, p < 0.001). The left
centro-parietal topography of the P3 component can be more clearly seen in Figure 7.8
and Figure 7.10. There were no significant effects involving prime type or relatedness.
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Figure 7.10 Mean amplitudes across the P3 latency range, collapsed across conditions, at each of
the 15 sites analysed.

Slow-Wave (715 - 900 ms): Amplitudes in the Slow-Wave period were more positive
parietally (2.48 uV) than frontally (0.07 uV), F = 6.9, p < 0.01, with this difference

greater across inner than outer lateral sites (outer versus inner x frontal versus pariet
F = 15.16, p < 0.01). Frontally, the midline average was less positive than the lateral
average, with this pattern reversed parietally (midline versus lateral x frontal versus
parietal, F = 62.08, p < 0.001). That is, activity in the Slow-Wave region was
characterised by frontal negativity, which was maximum at midline but showed little
evidence of asymmetry, and parietal positivity, which although maximal at midline
tended towards a left-parietal distribution (see Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.1 la).
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Although there were no significant effects involving prime type, the analysis did
yield a significant three-way interaction involving relatedness (refer to Figure 7.11b).
This revealed that although frontal/parietal amplitudes were less positive than central

amplitudes in both inner and outer lateral regions, relatedness effects (i.e., less positivi
in the unrelated condition) were larger inner laterally (inner versus outer x frontalparietal versus central x relatedness, F = 6.87, p < 0.05).
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Figure 7.11

M e a n amplitudes across the Slow-Wave latency region for a) the 15 topographical
regions examined, collapsed across conditions and, b) the relatedness x inner versus
outer x frontal/parietal versus central interaction.

7.4 Discussion
Targets preceded by semantically-related words and pseudohomophones were
responded to faster than targets preceded by semantically-unrelated words and
pseudowords. These results are consistent with those previously reported in the
literature (Bentin et al., 1985, Ferrand & Grainger, 1994). Accuracy rates in the
pseudoword condition exhibited a similar pattern of priming facilitation, with targets
preceded by related-pseudohomophone primes responded to more accurately than
targets preceded by unrelated-pseudowords. Unexpectedly, targets preceded by relatedword primes were responded to less accurately than targets preceded by unrelated-word
primes.
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The E R P waveforms elicited in the current experiment were similar to those
observed in the previous experiment. At parietal sites, early components consisted of a
P1/N1/P2 complex followed by a negative-going component which peaked at
approximately 400 ms (typical of the N400) and was followed by a pronounced latepositive component that was minimal frontally and maximal at Pz (consistent with the
P3). Like the previous experiments, the earlier negativity was least negative at Pz and
thus its topography was atypical of the parietal maximum often attributed to the N400.
It was noted however that the amplitude of this negative-going component tended to
display an inverse relationship to the subsequent P3 - more negative at sites where P3
was less positive, in which case the N400-atypical topography is a likely product of the
overriding P3 component. Activity in the latter portion of the ERP was parietally
positive and frontally negative (at midline) - a pattern similar to that observed in the
previous experiment and often associated with the Slow-Wave.
In addition to the RT facilitation, the current study also replicated previous
reports of reductions in the amplitude of a late negative component (N400) for target
words preceded by semantically-related word primes (Bentin et al., 1985, Chwilla et al.,
1995, Holcomb, 1993). As has often been reported, relatedness differences associated
with this component were found to be largest over the parietal region. Unlike many
previous N400 studies, however, neither the amplitude of the component itself, nor the
effects of relatedness, were found to exhibit a right-parietal asymmetry. As in the
previous experiment, topographical differences in the relatedness effect between word
and pseudoword conditions were also observed.
In the pseudoword condition, targets preceded by related primes elicited less
negativity in the N400 period than did targets preceded by unrelated primes. That is,
pseudohomophone primes produced a relatedness modulation of the amplitude of the
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N 4 0 0 component to the following word target in a manner similar to that observed in
the word condition. The topography of the N400 component and the associated
relatedness effect in the pseudoword-primed condition was also similar to that observed

in the word condition, with relatedness effects larger parietally than frontally, and with
some indication of these being maximal over the right-parietal region.
In contrast to the effects in the N400 period, there were no significant
relatedness effects associated with the P3 latency range in the current experiment - a
finding inconsistent with previous studies which have reported greater P3 amplitude for
targets preceded by related primes than unrelated primes (Anderson & Holcomb, 1995,
Boddy, 1986, Chwilla et al., 1995, Holcomb, 1993). However, it is worth noting that
while non-significant, examination of the relevant means indicated that a similar pattern
of amplitude differences in both word and pseudoword conditions was present in the
current study.
Slow-Wave differences associated with the semantic relationship between prime
and target did not follow the pattern of greater frontal positivity in the unrelated
condition evident to some extent in Experiments 1 and 2 and reported by Holcomb
(1988). Instead, targets preceded by unrelated primes in the current experiment elicited
less positivity than targets preceded by related primes.
Of the behavioural results, the most unexpected finding was the greater accuracy
to items preceded by unrelated than related word primes. One possible explanation for
this result is that although subjects were asked to make their responses both quickly and
accurately, they may have adopted strategies that emphasised speed rather than
accuracy. The unexpected accuracy results may therefore reflect some form of
interaction between a speed versus accuracy trade-off and the effects of priming
facilitation. But while this explanation may account for the reversal in priming effects
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between R T and accuracy for items preceded by words, it cannot account for the
facilitation evident in both RT and accuracy when items were preceded by
pseudowords. A speed versus accuracy trade-off in the word but not the pseudoword
condition is a possibility, but is considered unlikely as the circumstances that could
bring about such a divergence in processing strategies are unclear. However, it is
perhaps worth noting that processing of the pseudoword primes differed from that of the
word primes, as targets preceded by pseudowords were responded to more slowly than
targets preceded by words.
In regards to the parietal maximum for the relatedness effects associated with
N400, although the observed topography is not entirely consistent with other studies,
reports of parietal rather than right-parietal distributions are not unknown (Anderson &
Holcomb, 1995). While the observed parietal topography does not prevent concluding

that this component is the N400, it does raise the possibility that effects in this latenc
range may be due to P3 overlap. However, such a concern would not appear warranted
in the current experiment, as the N400 and P3 latency periods shared no significant
effects associated with semantic priming.
In itself, the elicitation of both N400 and RT priming effects using related and
unrelated word pairs within a lexical-decision task is not particularly novel, such
findings having been reported many times previously. On the other hand, the results do
indicate that the current implementation of a lexical-decision task was successful in
eliciting priming, and as such, that the choice of related and unrelated word pairs was
valid. The primary reason for the inclusion of related and unrelated word pairs had been
the establishment of a baseline against which any relatedness effects in the pseudoword
condition could be compared, providing both a gauge against which the magnitude of
pseudoword priming effects could be measured, and a stronger case for attributing
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differences associated with relatedness in the pseudoword condition to priming-induced
facilitation.
As with the word condition, N400 relatedness effects in the pseudoword
condition (i.e., greater negativity to targets preceded by unrelated primes) do not appear
to have been the product of P3 overlap, as no equivalent effects were observed in the P3
analysis. Unfortunately, the nature of the relatedness effects found in the analysis of
electrophysiological data makes determining whether the pseudoword condition effects
were smaller or larger than those in the word condition difficult. Although a significant
interaction involving relatedness and prime type was found (outer left versus outer right
x frontal versus parietal x relatedness x prime type), the relatedness effect in the
pseudoword condition was larger than the effect in the word condition over the outer
right-parietal region but smaller over the outer left parietal region. However, the
interaction of the relatedness effects in the word and pseudoword conditions with
topography is noteworthy. The greater negativity to targets preceded by unrelated
items, for example, was more restricted in the word condition - evident only in the outer
parietal regions. In contrast, the same effect in the pseudoword condition was evident at
both frontal and parietal outer lateral regions. Furthermore, there was some indication
of hemispheric differences between these conditions. For example, while larger

posteriorly in both conditions, relatedness effects were larger in the left hemisphere for
targets preceded by words, but larger in the right hemisphere for targets preceded by
pseudowords. These topographical differences are suggestive of the involvement of
different processes in the two conditions.
Evidence of topographical differences in the word and pseudoword N400
relatedness effect is consistent with the views expressed by Holcomb, Kounios,
Anderson and West (1999). These authors suggested that the reports of variation in
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such aspects as N 4 0 0 topography, morphology, onset and peak latency, which abound
in the literature, were not consistent with a unitary view of this component and were

instead indicative of a number of underlying neural generators activated differentially i
response to task demands and/or stimulus properties. In the current experiment, targets
differed only in relation to the type of prime by which they were preceded. The
engagement of differing neural generators as a result of prime type is perhaps not
surprising given that word and pseudoword primes differed in terms of their
orthographic and phonological consistency. In this regard, the possible involvement of
different neural sources between word- and pseudoword-primed conditions may be
associated with conflict generated by the primes - in the case of the current lexicaldecision task, primes whose orthography suggest a non-word response, but whose
phonology suggests a word response.
The observation of pseudoword priming in the N400 period of the current
experiment contrasts with the failure to obtain such an effect in the previous two
experiments. As reported in Experiment 1, the amplitudes in the pseudoword condition
exhibited a reversal of those in the word condition, i.e., reduced N400 for targets
preceded by unrelated pseudoword primes when compared with targets preceded by
related pseudoword primes. Pseudoword-primed amplitudes in the N400 period in
Experiment 2 displayed virtually no differences associated with the semantic
relationship between prime and target. The appearance of pseudoword-priming effects

in the N400 period of the current experiment, after the failure to observe such effects i
the previous experiments, may seem unusual, given that all three shared the same pairs
of prime-target stimuli. However, while the prime-target pairs did not vary between
experiments, the nature of the experimental task did. The importance of experimental
task in relation to the elicitation of priming is highlighted by the results obtained in
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respective experiments. The semantic-categorisation task used in Experiments 1 and 2
produced no behavioural evidence of priming and electrophysiological evidence was
limited to the word condition. In contrast, the lexical-decision task in Experiment 3
produced both behavioural and electrophysiological evidence of priming in both word
and pseudoword conditions.
Why the lexical-decision task should produce evidence of pseudohomophone
priming while the semantic-categorisation task did not, is open to question. One
possibility is that the nature of the processing within the semantic-categorisation task
may have lessened the affects of facilitation. Alternatively, the processes operating in
the previous semantic-categorisation tasks may have been less sensitive to priming than
the processes operating within the lexical-decision task. If the semantic-categorisation

task elicits weaker priming effects, or is less sensitive to priming manipulations than th
lexical-decision task, then the absence of pseudohomophone priming within the
semantic-categorisation task may simply reflect this. It was suggested in Experiment 1,
for example, that conflict between the orthographic-illegality/phonological-legality of
pseudohomophones may have adversely affected priming in the pseudoword condition.
If pseudohomophones induced less priming to begin with, then a task which produced
weak priming effects overall may have reduced or even eliminated any differences.
However, it is noted that this argument would appear to lose some credibility in the face
of the current lexical-decision task results, as there was no indication that RT priming
effects were significantly smaller in the pseudoword condition.
In the discussion of the results of the preceding two experiments, it was
suggested that the processes underlying the N400 component appeared sensitive to
orthography. As a result, the possibility was raised that visual word-recognition was
primarily mediated by orthography. In contrast, the results of the current experiment
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suggest the opposite conclusion.

That is, despite the lack of valid orthography,

pseudohomophones facilitate target-word processing no less than words which possess
both valid orthography and phonology. However, it is not considered that this
necessarily implies that phonological mediation is always dominant, as reliance on
either form of information has been suggested to be open to attentional control (Chateau
& Jared, 2000). Indeed, use of pseudohomophone stimuli in the current experiment
would seem to encourage such reliance. In terms of the N400, any underlying
integration process is presumably being facilitated by pseudohomophone priming.
Automatic spread of activation is an obvious candidate mechanism for this facilitation.
That is, phonological processing of the pseudohomophone prime leads to activation of
the semantic representation of the pseudohomophone base words, which then spreads to
semantically-associated words, including the target.
However, although differences between targets primed by related
pseudohomophones and those primed by unrelated pseudowords were evident in both
behavioural and ERP measures, it is possible that this difference may not have reflected
the manipulation of semantic relatedness. For example, it could be argued that although
pseudoword primes did vary in terms of their semantic association with the following
target, they also differed from each other. That is, while the pronunciation of a
pseudohomophone prime yields a valid word, pronunciation of a pseudoword does not.
The observation of behavioural or electrophysiological differences between these two
conditions may therefore have reflected this difference rather than the experimental
manipulation involving relatedness. Given that the primary aim of the experiment had
been to examine the effects of pseudohomophone priming on components of the ERP,
the possibility of confound in the observed effects is of some concern. A more
appropriate comparison for targets preceded by related pseudohomophones would be
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one in which targets are preceded by unrelated pseudohomophones. A replication of the
current experiment, with the exception that unrelated pseudohomophone primes replace
unrelated pseudoword primes, would therefore appear worthwhile.
P3 relatedness effects did not mirror those in the N400 period. In the word
condition, the pattern of relatedness effects was also similar to that observed in
Experiments 1 and 2 (at least at Pz where any P3 differences would be expected to be
maximal). The pattern of differences in the pseudoword condition, while similar to
those observed in Experiment 2, differed from those observed in Experiment 1. The
replication of the pattern of P3 amplitudes observed in Experiment 2 makes those
observed in Experiment 1 seem aberrant. As such, it could be argued that this
strengthens the possibility that differences in Experiment 1 may have reflected an
interaction between pseudohomophone processing and decision processes operating in
that particular experiment (rather than indicating the inability of pseudohomophone
priming to modulate processes associated with particular ERP components).
Slow-Wave relatedness differences did not follow the same tendency towards
greater frontal positivity in the related condition evident in the previous two
experiments. In contrast, in the current experiment, targets preceded by unrelated
primes elicited less positivity than targets preceded by related primes. As noted in
Experiments 1 and 2, greater Slow-Wave positivity associated with targets preceded by
related primes has been reported by Holcomb (1988). The interpretation offered in that
particular study was based on the view that increases in Slow-Wave amplitude occurred
when processing requirements were more difficult or time consuming. As subjects in

that study had been actively anticipating related-stimulus pairs, it was suggested that th

occurrence of an unrelated pair had required some form of 'effortful shift' in processing,
with this producing greater Slow-Wave amplitude in the unrelated condition.
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In the current experiment, examination of the overall proportions of related and
unrelated stimulus pairs indicates that, although words were just as likely to be preceded
by related as unrelated primes, there were almost twice as many unrelated prime-target
pairs as related prime-target pairs (i.e., counting the pseudoword filler items as
unrelated pairs). As subjects were not informed about the pairing of stimuli, nor

instructed to expect related items, it is possible that they were more actively anticipating
the stimuli to be unrelated. If this were the case, then a situation the reverse of that
presumed to operate in Holcomb's study would have occurred. If a similar effortful
shift in processing was required when related stimuli were presented, then the greater
positivity in the related condition might be expected.
However, any firm conclusions regarding the nature of the current Slow-Wave
relatedness effects are made more complex if the results are considered in relation to
those observed in the previous two experiments. In Experiment 1, for example, it was
considered unlikely that the pattern of results was the product of an 'effortful' shift as
subjects were not instructed to expect semantic relationships. Instead, it was suggested
that the greater positivity in the unrelated condition may have reflected prime
facilitation reducing the 'effort' required by memory storage and retrieval processes,
which have also been associated with the Slow-Wave (Rosier et al., 1993, Ruchkin,
Canoune, Johnson & Ritter, 1995). But if the reduction in effort required for memory
processes was valid in Experiment 1, it is difficult to see why it would be any less valid
in the current experiment. Similarly, if the effortful shift argument is advanced in
Experiment 3, then it becomes less valid to dismiss it in Experiment 1 simply because
subjects were not instructed to anticipate a semantic relationship.
Regardless of the nature of the differences in the Slow-Wave period, one source
for these effects which can be eliminated is that of P3 overlap as relatedness differences
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were not evident in the P3 latency range.

Similarly, although Slow-Waves can

commence relatively early (as evidenced in the PCA plot), the lack of relatedness
effects in the P3 period argues against any association of the relatedness differences in
the N400 period with underlying Slow-Wave activity. This highlights the relative
independence of the components, and their underlying processes, in the respective
latency windows under examination.
In summary, for the stimulus sets used here, lexical-decision clearly yielded
stronger priming effects than semantic-categorisation. Unlike the previous two
experiments, evidence of priming was observed not only in ERP measures, but also in
the behavioural data, with RT and accuracy effects following the patterns typically
reported in behavioural studies (with the exception of an unexpected reversal in
accuracy effects in the primed-by-word condition). Evidence of N400 modulation
associated with the semantic relationship between prime and target was apparent not
only in the ERPs elicited by targets preceded by words, but also in those elicited by
targets preceded by pseudowords. P3 mean amplitude was not found to vary
significantly in respect to prime manipulation, but the observed means followed the
typical trend of greatest amplitude in the related condition. Slow-Wave activity varied

as a function of prime-target relatedness, but the nature of this modulation was difficult
to assess.
The relatedness effects in the latency ranges examined were considered to be
independent (i.e., not reflect component overlap). Furthermore, the presence of
pseudohomophone priming in the N400 period was considered to be consistent with
views of the visual word-recogntion system which advocate a prominent role for
phonology. However, it was also noted that the differences observed between targets
preceded by related and unrelated pseudoword primes may have reflected factors other
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than semantic association.

In order to clarify this issue, it was considered that

examination of pseudoword priming effects would benefit from the use of related and
unrelated pseudoword primes that were both pseudohomophones.
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8 Pseudohomophone Priming in the Lexical-Decision Task II

8.1 Introduction
Overall, the results of Experiment 3 would appear to indicate that the lexical-decision
task had successfully elicited evidence of priming in both word and pseudoword
conditions, both behaviourally and electrophysiologically. As such, the
electrophysiological priming observed in the word condition replicates the results
obtained in Experiments 1 and 2 while the results in the pseudoword condition do not.
With the RTs in Experiment 3 also showing typical priming effects, the results in
combination suggest that priming in the word condition occurred in all experiments.
Although differences associated with prime-target relationship had been observed in
Experiments 1 and 2, it could be argued that the lack of behavioural priming weakens
the claim that electrophysiological differences were in fact due to manipulation of
prime-target relatedness rather than, for example, differences between target stimuli in
the respective conditions. If priming was present in Experiments 1 and 2, then the
results obtained suggest that the degree of that priming may have been less than that
observed in Experiment 3. The results of the pseudoword condition would appear to
further support such a conclusion, as the pseudohomophone priming evident in
Experiment 3 was not observed in Experiments 1 and 2.
However, while the pattern of results observed in the first three experiments may

suggest differences between the tasks in relation to their ability to elicit priming effect
the reason for those differences remains unclear. For example, such differences may

indicate that the processes involved in semantic-categorisation are not as sensitive to the
effects of pseudohomophone priming as those involved in lexical-decision.
Alternatively, they may indicate that processing in the semantic-categorisation task
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produces less prime-induced facilitation than does processing in the lexical-decision
task. Nonetheless, the effectiveness with which the lexical-decision task had elicited
pseudoword priming effects, when compared to the failure to produce such effects in
Experiments 1 and 2 using the semantic-categorisation task, highlights its value.
One potential problem regarding the implementation of the task in Experiment 3
concerned whether the observed priming-related differences in the pseudoword
condition truly reflected influences associated with semantic relatedness. The
possibility was raised that, rather than indicating modulation of processing via semantic
priming, the differences observed in the behavioural and electrophysiological results in
the pseudoword-primed condition may have been the product of an inappropriate
comparison between targets preceded by related pseudohomophones and targets
preceded by unrelated pseudowords. That is, although the stimuli were both
pronounceable non-words, the phonological codes of the pseudohomophone stimuli
were associated with legal words while the phonological codes of the other pseudoword
stimuli were not. This may have affected the results in such a way as to provide an
impression of relatedness effects in the pseudoword condition when none occurred. For
example, it could be argued that the slower overall RTs for pseudoword- than wordprimed targets demonstrates that, at the very least, the processing of pronounceable nonword-primed targets differed in some respect from that of word-primed targets. It could
be further argued that processing differences may have existed between the two types of
pronounceable non-words based on the extent of their phonological discrepancy from
legal words. It is not inconceivable that such a discrepancy could have differentially
affected the processing of these prime types - e.g., greater interference with, or
inhibition of, the response to the subsequent target for those pseudowords which were
both orthographically and phonologically illegal (i.e., non-pseudohomophone primes).
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A s discussed in the previous chapter, the elimination of concerns regarding the
possible confound of relatedness effects with those of phonological legality in the
pseudoword priming could be achieved by the use of an unrelated condition better
matched to the related condition. It was suggested that the examination of
pseudohomophone priming would be better served if targets preceded by related
pseudohomophones were compared with targets preceded by unrelated
pseudohomophones. In addition to the questions regarding the appropriateness of the
use of pseudoword primes, it was also noted that the proportions of the various stimulus
types may have been less than optimal in Experiment 3. For example, the ratio of
words to pseudowords was 53/47 in that experiment. A 50/50 ratio is more typical
within the lexical-decision task in order to reduce the possibility of response bias.
As with the previous experiments, the current study therefore sought to examine
the sensitivity of the N400 and its related processes to manipulations of the semantic
relationship between prime and target. Of specific interest was the sensitivity of these
processes to the level and/or nature of priming produced by pseudohomophone-prime
stimuli within a lexical-decision task. The current experiment sought to replicate the
pseudohomophone effects observed in Experiment 3 by using pseudohomophone
stimuli in both related and unrelated pseudoword-prime conditions. Although there
may be some validity to the criticisms regarding the comparison of pseudohomophone
effects with pseudoword effects, it was considered that the differences observed in the
previous experiment (or at least part of the differences) were the result of facilitation
induced by semantically-related pseudohomophone primes. As such, it was expected
that targets preceded by semantically-related pseudohomophone primes would be
responded to faster and more accurately than targets preceded by unrelated
pseudohomophone primes. In addition, N400 amplitudes are expected to be less
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negative, and P 3 amplitudes more positive. Similar priming effects are expected for
targets preceded by semantically-related words compared to semantically-unrelated
words. Priming effect sizes are expected to be larger for targets preceded by words.
Although the elicitation of pseudohomophone priming effects in the current experiment
will not lessen potential criticism of the results obtained in Experiment 3, they would
strengthen the argument for the acceptance of the Experiment 3 results. If, on the other
hand, pseudohomophone priming effects are not observed, this would strengthen the
argument that the pseudohomophone priming effects observed in Experiment 3 were the
result of an inappropriate comparison of target preceded by unrelated pseudowords and
those preceded by related pseudohomophones.

8.2 Method
Subjects: Twenty native English speaking university student volunteers participated in
the experiment (17 females and 3 males; mean age = 25.8 years). All had normal or
corrected to normal vision. Eighteen were right handed and two were left handed
according to self report.

Stimuli: Stimuli of interest consisted of 60 word-word and 60 pseudoword-word pairs.
Of the word-word pairs, half had primes that were either semantically or associatively

related to the target (e.g., toad-frog) and half had primes that were unrelated (e.g., yo
film). Of the pseudoword-word pairs, half had pseudohomophone primes that were
either semantically or associatively related to the target via the base word from which
the pseudohomophone was derived (e.g., nerse-doctor), and half had unrelatedpseudohomophone primes (e.g., smaul-since). The remaining stimuli comprised filler
items of no experimental interest. These included 60 word-pseudoword pairs (e.g.,
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rate-bink) and 60 pseudohomophone-pseudoword pairs (e.g., doam-brond). All stimuli
were 3 to 9 letters in length. The 240 stimulus pairs were randomly ordered and then
split to form two 120 stimulus-pair lists (this splitting was necessary due to the
restrictions imposed by the stimulus presentation software). The presentation order of
these two lists was counterbalanced across subjects. Related pairs were primarily
obtained using the Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus (Kiss, Armstrong, Milroy & Piper,
1973) although a small proportion (<10%) were obtained from a range of other

previously published related word-pair list sources. The average associative strength o
word pairs obtained from the Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus was 0.32 for word-word
pairings and 0.28 for pseudohomophone-word pairings.

Procedure: The experimental procedure was as outlined in Experiment 3 with the
exception that only two rather than four stimuli presentation sequences were used.

ERP Recording: ERP recording followed the procedure outlined in Experiment 2.

Data Analysis: Of the original 20 data sets collected, analysis was performed on the
data from the 18 subjects who were right-handed (i.e., data from the 2 subjects who
reported being left-handed were excluded). All other data analyses were as outlined in
Experiment 2, with F[l,17] degrees of freedom for all F-tests reported below. The PCA
dataset comprised 64 x 1224 data points.

8.3 Results

8.3.1 Behavioural Measures
Mean reaction times and accuracy rates were collated and are presented in Figure 8.1,
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both for words preceded by related and unrelated word primes, as well as words
preceded by related and unrelated pseudohomophone primes.

Reaction Time: Targets preceded by words were responded to faster than targets
preceded by pseudohomophones (439 m s versus 469 ms, F = 11.82, p < 0.01). Target
responses were also faster when the prime and target were related than when they were
unrelated (429 m s versus 479 m s , F = 56.49, p < 0.01). Examination of the relevant
means in a prime-type x relatedness interaction (F = 6.77, p < 0.05) revealed that the
priming effect in the pseudohomophone condition was greater than the effect in the
word condition (65 m s versus 36 ms).

Accuracy: Targets preceded by words were responded to more accurately than targets
preceded by pseudohomophones (92.59 % versus 89.82 %, F = 5.90, p < 0.05). Target
words preceded by related primes were responded to more accurately than target words
preceded by unrelated primes (92.87 %

versus 89.54 %, F = 6.31, p < 0.05).

Relatedness was not found to interact with prime type (F = 0.99, p = 0.335).
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RTs (ms) and accuracy rates (%) to target words preceded by related and unrelated words and
pseudohomophones (PsH).

8.3.2 Electrophysiological Measures

Grand mean ERPs (n = 18) elicited at each of the 17 sites recorded were plotted for ea
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of the relevant experimental conditions. The E R P s elicited by words preceded by
related versus unrelated prime types are presented in Figure 8.2 and for words preceded
by word and pseudoword prime types in Figure 8.3. Raw grand mean waveforms were
also plotted with words preceded by related versus unrelated words presented in Figure
8.4 and words preceded by related and unrelated pseudohomophones in Figure 8.5.
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Principal Components Analysis: A s in the previous experiments, the scree plot
produced in the PCA suggested the extraction of four factors. Little overall change in
the first three factors extracted was observed despite the performance of additional
analyses specifying a greater number of factors. The relevant eigenvalues and variance
accounted for by the four factors are presented in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1

Eigenval ues for the four factors extracted in the principal components
analysis, together with variance accounted for by each factor.
% Cumulative
% Variance
Factor
Eigenvalue

1
2
3
4

974.02
137.81
99.78
52.96

64.75
73.91
80.54
84.06

64.75
9.16
6.63
3.52

W h e n plotted (see Figure 8.6), the first 3 factors were found to coincide with the latency
ranges expected for the P3, N400 and Slow-Wave components respectively.
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Figure 8.6 Component loadings for the first 4 components extracted in the principal components
analysis of the unadjusted E R P data.

An estimation of each component's contribution to the overall site grand mean was
calculated by multiplying the respective factor loading at each time point by the grand
mean amplitude for that time point (Coles et al., 1986). A plot of the transformed
waveforms is presented in Figure 8.7. As is evident, Factor 1 loaded highly on an ERP
component that shows the typical P3 topography. Despite the N400-like negativity in
the overall grand mean, when the site grand mean was multiplied by Factor 2, the
picture of the topography of this component was not well defined. It did appear to
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possess a centro-parietal distribution but the right hemisphere m a x i m u m often
associated with N400 was not observed. Factor 3 loaded highly on a later period of the
ERP, with the parietal positivity consistent with the characteristic topography of the
Slow-Wave.
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Figure 8.7

•Factor 1 X Grand Mean
-Factor 2 X Grand Mean
Factor 3 X Grand Mean
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Time (ms)

Factor loadings multiplied by overall site grand mean for factors 1, 2 and 3 respectively - arbitrary
scaling.

The latency ranges for N400, P3 and Slow-Wave components indicated by the crossover points of the factors (see Figure 8.6) were similar to those derived from the PCA
analysis of the data obtained in the lexical-decision task of Experiment 3. These were
300-478 ms for N400 (c.f. 280-450 ms for Experiment 3), 478-715 for P3 (c.f. 450-715
ms for Experiment 3), and 715-900 ms for Slow-Wave (identical to that of Experiment
3). There was little inconsistency with ranges which have been used elsewhere in
examination of these components. Topographical voltage maps of the mean amplitudes

at each of the preceding latency periods, for each condition and for the overall effect
relatedness and prime type are presented in Figure 8.8.
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Figure 8.8

Topographic voltage plots of the mean amplitudes in the N400, P3 and Slow-Wave
latency periods, for targets preceded by related words, unrelated words, related
pseudowords, and unrelated pseudowords (top panel), and related items (words and
pseudowords), unrelated items (words and pseudowords), words (related and
unrelated) and pseudowords (related and unrelated) (bottom panel).
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N 4 0 0 (300-478 m s ) : There was an overall positive shift in amplitude across the N 4 0 0
period, most likely attributable to the following P3, resulting in most mean-amplitude
values being positive. However, amplitudes across the N400 period were more
negative-going across outer lateral than inner lateral sites (1.13 uV versus 2.41 uV, F =
12.61, p < 0.01) and more negative-going across lateral than midline sites (1.77 uV
versus 2.93 uV, F = 11.46, p < 0.01). Frontally, the inner-lateral average was more
negative-going than the outer lateral average, a pattern which was larger and reversed
parietally (outer versus inner x frontal versus parietal, F = 36.31, p < 0.001).
Topographic variation was also evident in the midline versus lateral contrast, with
minimal differences frontally and large (lateral more negative than midline) differences
parietally (midline versus lateral x frontal versus parietal, F = 22.26, p < 0.001).
Amplitudes were more negative across inner left than inner right sites, with this
difference larger centrally than for the frontal-parietal average (inner left versus inner
right x frontal-parietal versus central, F = 5.26, p < 0.05). The overall topography of
activity in the N400 period can be seen in Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.9. Parietal activity
was most positive at midline, in contrast to maximum negative-going activity frontally
at the inner-left lateral region.
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Figure 8.9
M e a n amplitudes in the N 4 0 0 latency range, collapsed across prime type and
relatedness conditions, at the 15 sites analysed.

Targets preceded by related primes elicited significantly less global negative-going
activity in the N400 period than targets preceded by unrelated primes (2.35 uV versus
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1.66 u V , F = 11.15, p < 0.01; see Figure 8.8, bottom panel).

There were no

topographical interactions involving relatedness, no effects associated with prime type,
and no prime type by relatedness interactions. However, it is worth noting that the
interaction between relatedness and prime type just failed to reach significance (F =
4.13, p = 0.058). Examination of the relevant means revealed that relatedness
differences for targets preceded by words were larger than those for targets preceded by
pseudowords (1.06 uV versus 0.31 uV. Although pairwise comparison of 2-way
interactions were not routinely performed as part of ongoing statistical analyses, posthoc examination of the interaction using matched-samples t-tests indicated that the
related versus unrelated difference was significant in the word condition only i.e.,
words: t[l,17] = 3.66, p < 0.005, pseudowords t[l,17] = 1.20, p = 0.247). It should also
be noted that while the overall lack of significant relatedness x prime type x topography
interactions refers to interactions that were significant in both raw and normalised
analyses, two four-way interactions were significant in the analysis of the normalised
data which did not reach significance in the raw data analysis i.e., inner right versus
inner left x frontal-parietal versus central x relatedness x prime type and outer versus
inner x frontal versus parietal x relatedness x prime type.

P3 (478-715 ms): In the P3 period, amplitudes were more positive across inner than
outer lateral sites (5.43 uV versus 2.34 uV, F = 45.36, p < 0.001) with the lateral
average less positive than the midline average (3.89 uV versus 6.91 uV, F = 44.89, p <
0.001). Amplitudes across parietal sites (5.86 uV) were larger than those frontally (2.66
uV), F = 7.90, p < 0.05, with the frontal-parietal average less positive than the central
average (4.26 uV versus 4.95 uV, F = 44.89, p < 0.01). The difference between inner
and outer lateral averages was larger parietally than frontally (outer versus inner x
frontal versus parietal, F = 104.09, p < 0.001), and the parietal midline average was
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larger than the overall lateral average (midline versus lateral x frontal versus parietal, F
= 40.06, p < 0.001). Centrally, amplitudes were more positive across inner right than
inner left lateral sites, but for the frontal-parietal average, this pattern was reversed

(inner left versus inner right x frontal-parietal versus central, F = 11.54, p < 0.01). The
midline maximum typical of the P3 component in the centro-posterior region can be

clearly seen in Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.10a, as can the less characteristic left-hemispher
frontal minimum.
P3 amplitude for targets preceded by related primes (4.94 uV) was greater than
the amplitude for targets preceded by unrelated primes (4.04 uV), F = 40.58, p < 0.01,
with these relatedness differences greater parietally than frontally (frontal versus
parietal x relatedness, F = 7.32, p < 0.05, see Figure 8.10b). Relatedness effects did not
interact with prime type, indicating that the size of the relatedness effect was similar
regardless of whether the targets was preceded by a word or a pseudoword. Differences
associated with prime type were primarily hemispheric. The differences between the P3
amplitudes elicited by targets preceded by words compared with targets preceded by

pseudowords was larger across outer right than left lateral sites (outer left versus outer
right x prime type, F = 6.62, p < 0.05, see Figure 8.10c) and across inner right than left
lateral sites (inner left versus inner right x prime type, F = 4.73, p < 0.05, see Figure
8.10d).
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Inner Right

M e a n amplitude values in the P3 range for a) each of the 15 sites analysed, collapsed
across prime type and relatedness conditions, b) the relatedness x frontal versus parietal
interaction, c) the prime type x outer left versus outer right interaction, and d) the prime
type x inner left versus inner right interaction.

S l o w - W a v e (715 - 900 m s ) : Amplitudes in the Slow-Wave period were more positive
across inner right (3.01 uV than inner left (1.85 uV) lateral sites (F = 12.79, p < 0.01),
more positive across inner (2.43 uV) than outer (1.05 uV) lateral sites (F = 11.98, p <
0.01), and the midline average was more positive than the lateral average (3.51 uV
versus 1.74 uV, F = 18.78, p < 0.001). Amplitudes were more positive posteriorly

across inner right than inner left sites, with this pattern reversing frontally (inner lef
versus inner right x frontal versus parietal, F = 18.56, p < 0.01). Midline amplitudes
were more positive than the lateral average with the difference larger posteriorly
(midline versus lateral x frontal versus parietal, F = 19.92, p < 0.01).
Inner left and right amplitudes also exhibited greater positivity posteriorly,
however, while the inner left amplitude was greater than inner right amplitude
posteriorly, this pattern was reversed frontally (inner left versus inner right x frontal
versus parietal, F = 18.56, p < 0.001). Centrally, amplitudes were more positive over
the inner right than left hemisphere, with this pattern reversed for the frontal-parietal
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average amplitudes (inner left versus inner right x frontal-parietal versus central, F =
16.59, p < 0.01). This reversal did not extend to the outer lateral regions. In the outer
lateral regions, amplitudes both centrally and for the frontal-parietal average were more
positive in the right hemisphere, with this hemispheric difference largest centrally (outer
left versus outer right x frontal-parietal versus central, F = 7.59, p < 0.05). Unlike the
inner lateral average, the outer lateral average was more positive frontally than
posteriorly (outer versus inner x frontal versus parietal, F = 53.48, p < 0.01). In general
Slow-Wave period amplitudes at parietal sites were maximally positive at midline and
minimally positive outer laterally. In contrast, amplitudes at fronto-central sites were
maximally positive over the inner-right lateral region and minimally positive in the left
hemisphere (see Figure 8.8 and Figure 8.1 la).
There were no differences associated with relatedness in the Slow-Wave period.
However, there were significant effects associated with prime type with these being
asymmetric in nature. That is, targets preceded by pseudowords elicited greater

positivity than targets preceded by words across outer left lateral sites, with this pattern
reversed across outer right lateral sites (outer left versus outer right x prime type, F =
12.72, p < 0.01, see Figure 8.11b). A similar pattern characterised the amplitudes
across inner left and right lateral sites (inner left versus inner right x prime type, F =
4.93, p < 0.05, see Figure 8.1 lc). That is, differences associated with prime type were
largest in the left hemisphere, with targets preceded by pseudowords eliciting greater
positivity than targets preceded by words. In contrast, prime type differences in the
right hemisphere were smaller with maximum positivity elicited by words rather than
pseudowords.
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M e a n amplitudes in the Slow-Wave period for a) the 15 topographical regions
analysed, collapsed across prime type and relatedness conditions, b) the prime type x
outer left versus outerrightinteraction, and c) the prime type x inner left versus inner
right interaction.

8.4 Discussion
Behaviourally, responses were faster and more accurate for targets preceded by
related primes than for targets preceded by unrelated primes. The general pattern of RT
facilitation evident for targets preceded by word primes and those preceded by
pseudohomophone primes is consistent with results previously reported in the literature
(Bentin et al., 1985, Ferrand & Grainger, 1994) and Experiment 3.
In general the topography of the components of interest were similar to those
elicited in the previous experiment. That is, the ERPs of parietal sites exhibited a
negative-going component which peaked at approximately 400 ms followed by a latepositive component which displayed a topography typical of P3. The peak amplitude of
the earlier negativity was consistent with the amplitude typically associated with the
N400 but the component was not maximal parietally as is often described. However,
the parietal minimum for this negative-going component occurred in conjunction with
the parietal maximum of the subsequent positivity. It is therefore likely that while
topography of this component was atypical of N400, this largely reflected the overriding
influence of the late positivity. The latency ranges derived from the PCA analysis and
used to quantify amplitudes for these components were highly similar to those of the
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previous experiment and not inconsistent with ranges that might be expected for these
components (i.e., N400: 300-478 ms versus 280-450 ms, P3: 478-715 ms versus 450715 ms, Slow-Wave 715-900 ms versus 715-900 ms). The consistency of these ranges
validates the use of PCA analysis as a method for determining mean-amplitude latency
ranges in examining ERP components.
Within the N400 latency range, targets preceded by related primes elicited less
negativity than targets preceded by unrelated primes, with this result consistent with

those typically reported in similar studies (Bentin et al., 1985). This effect was broadly
distributed and was not significantly larger over any particular region. The effects of
relatedness were not accompanied by effects involving prime-type, nor were there any
prime type x relatedness interactions. That is, the size of the of the semantic priming
effect in the pseudohomophone-primed condition was not significantly different from
that in the word-primed condition. The P3 period was also characterised by relatedness
effects, with targets related to the preceding prime eliciting greater positivity than
targets unrelated to the preceding prime. Unlike the equivalent effect in the N400
period, this effect was significantly larger parietally. Increased positivity for
semantically-primed targets is consistent with reports of P3 priming effects in other
studies (Anderson & Holcomb, 1995, Boddy, 1986, Chwilla et al., 1995, Holcomb,
1993) as well as the tendency towards larger P3 amplitudes in the related conditions
observed in Experiment 3. Effects due to prime type were largest in the right
hemisphere, with word-primed targets eliciting greater positivity than pseudowordprimed targets. As in the N400 period, there was no interaction between relatedness and
prime type.
Differences in the topography of relatedness effects in the N400 and P3 periods
were evident. In contrast to the parietal maximum observed for P3, N400 relatedness
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effects were broadly distributed and were not significantly larger over any particular
region. This dissociation of N400/P3 relatedness effects elicited in the lexical-decision
task has been reported elsewhere (Chwilla et al., 1995) and indicates that the effects in
the N400 period were not simply the by-product of overlap with the P3. Activity in the
Slow-Wave period was not modulated by relatedness, but differences associated with
prime type were evident. That is, maximal positivity was elicited by targets preceded
by pseudowords in the left hemisphere, while maximal positivity was elicited by targets
preceded by words in the right hemisphere.
In the behavioural results, the failure to replicate the pattern of relatedness
effects in the pseudoword-prime condition of Experiment 3 is perhaps not surprising
given that the pattern in the current experiment was typical of accuracy-related priming
effects reported in similar studies, while that of previous experiment was not. In view
of the more usual pattern of RT facilitation observed in the pseudoword condition in
Experiment 3, the unexpected pattern in the accuracy data was puzzling. However, the
failure to replicate that result in the current experiment suggests that the accuracy
effects in the pseudoword condition of Experiment 3 may have been spurious and
should be viewed with caution.
In contrast to the accuracy results, response time effects in the current
experiment were more consistent with those obtained in Experiment 3, i.e.,
semantically-primed targets were responded to faster than non-semantically primed
targets, in both word and pseudoword prime conditions, in both experiments. However,
differences in the size of the relatedness effect between conditions were found in the
current experiment that were not present in Experiment 3. Specifically, targets preceded
by related words in the current experiment were responded to on average 36 ms faster
than targets preceded by unrelated-word primes, while targets preceded by related-
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pseudohomophone primes were responded to 65 m s faster than targets preceded by
unrelated-pseudohomophone primes. In many respects, this result is in the opposite
direction to what had been anticipated as the conflict between orthography and
phonology was expected to produce less facilitation in the pseudoword-primed
condition.
Obviously, one interpretation of the current pattern of behavioural results is that,
pseudohomophone primes generated greater levels of facilitation than word primes.
However, this would seem unlikely given the average associative strength of related
pseudohomophone-word pairs was no greater than that of related word-word pairs (i.e.,
the average associative strenth was 0.28 in the pseudoword condition versus 0.32 in the
word condition - a difference which was not found to be statistically significant in an
independent groups t-test comparison; t[2,54] = 1.12, p = 0.266). This suggests that the
larger effects in the pseudoword condition may reflect factors other than facilitatory
priming. One possibility is that the difference in the size of the priming effect might be
the due to the operation of different processes in the word- and pseudoword-primed
conditions. For example, in contrast to word primes, the processing of
pseudohomophone primes may have been associated with some form of inhibition
associated with their non-word status. In that case, the larger effect size in the
pseudoword condition might reflect differences in the measurement baseline rather than
the ability of pseudohomophones to produce greater priming than words. That is, the
differences between targets primed by related and unrelated words may represent
facilitatory effects, while the differences between targets primed by related and
unrelated pseudowords may represent the combined effects of facilitation and
inhibition. On the other hand, the operation of inhibitory processes might be expected
to affect accuracy as well as response time, but this does not appear to be the case. In
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fact, although the size of relatedness effects in the accuracy data did not differ
significantly between word and pseudoword conditions, the effect tended to be smaller

in the latter condition. Of course, a further possibility is that these results reflect typ
error, although this seems relatively unlikely given that the significance level of this
interaction was < 0.02.
In the analysis of the N400 period, the failure to find a significant interaction
between relatedness and prime type suggests that the N400 component is equally as
sensitive to priming by pseudohomophones as it is to priming by words. However, it is
worth noting that the interaction between relatedness and prime type just failed to reach
significance (F = 4.13, p = 0.058). Examination of the relevant means revealed that
relatedness differences for targets preceded by words were larger than those for targets
preceded by pseudowords (1.06 uV versus 0.31 uV). As in the previous experiments,
the relatedness effects were not found to be significantly larger over the right parietal
region. Given that the N400 is typically reported as displaying such a distribution, the
repeated failure to produce this pattern is troublesome. However, as in the previous
experiments, it is again worth noting that parietal maxima rather than right-parietal
effects are not without precedent (Anderson & Holcomb, 1995). On the other hand,
while little weight can be attached to non-significant differences in amplitude, unlike
the previous experiments, examination of the relevant means highlighted a tendency for
a larger relatedness effect size at P4 than Pz or P3, at least in the word condition.
The current replication of the N400 relatedness effects observed in Experiment
3, especially those in the pseudohomophone prime condition, suggest that the
pseudoword-relatedness differences in that Experiment were not simply the product of
an invalid comparison of targets preceded by semantically-related pseudohomophone
primes and those preceded by semantically-unrelated pseudowords. The processes
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underlying the N 4 0 0 therefore appear sensitive to the effects of pseudoword priming.
The precise nature of this sensitivity obviously depends on the functional significance
attached to the N400 component. As discussed previously, one account of the N400
suggests that it is a component which reflects mechanisms associated with lexical
integration, with amplitude an index of the difficulty or effort the integration process
involves.
According to this account, it is easier, or takes less effort, to integrate a target
word when preceded by a related than an unrelated pseudohomophone. Furthermore,
the lack of difference in effect size between word and pseudoword conditions suggests
that the semantic relationship between prime and target is more important to the
processes involved than whether or not the orthographic and phonological properties of
the prime are consistent. This relative insensitivity to orthographic and phonological
information was unexpected, as it had been anticipated that the lack of consistency
between phonology and orthography in the pseudoword condition would have resulted
in a smaller N400 relatedness effect than elicited in the word condition.
One interpretation of the equivalence in relatedness effect size between
word and pseudoword conditions would be the conclusion that the processes underlying
the N400 primarily reflect the outcome of phonological rather than orthographic
processing. That is, related-pseudohomophone and related-word primes modulate target
word N400 amplitude in a similar manner because they possess similar
semantic/associative relationships to their respective target words when considered
solely in terms of phonology. However, this is not to say that orthography plays no role
in the processes reflected by the N400.
In most current models of visual word recognition, for example, semantic,
phonological and orthographic information is considered to be highly inter-related.
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That is, semantic information can be accessed via orthography and/or phonology,
orthography can be accessed via phonology and/or semantics, and phonology can be
accessed via orthography and/or semantics(Coltheart et al., 1993, Coltheart & Rastle,
1994, Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989). In this regard, bottom-up processing of a
pseudohomophone's orthographic features alone could well produce sufficient
activation of the base word's orthographic representation and subsequent spread of
activation to related words, to influence N400 activity. Indeed it is unclear how
lexicality judgments could be performed accurately in a task using pseudohomophone
stimuli without some recourse to orthography. Furthermore, although prime data was
not of primary interest in the current experiment, the results of a post-hoc comparison
indicated that despite a significantly less accurate rate of identification for
pseudohomophone than word primes (84.63 % versus 90.92 %, F[l,17] = 5.71, p <
0.05), the overwhelming majority of pseudohomophone stimuli were being correctly
identified as non-words. Such high identification rates would not be expected if
judgements were performed solely on the basis of phonological processing.
It should be remembered however, that although there was an overall lack of
differentiation between the relatedness effect size of word and pseudoword conditions
in the N400 period, a tendency towards a larger effect in the word condition was
evident, with this interaction just failing to reach significance. Given the 0.058

probability (and the post-hoc t-tests which suggested significant relatedness effect in t
word condition only), it is debateable whether the results can be considered a 'true' lack
of interaction. One possible reason for the failure to obtain a difference in effect size
may be associated with the choice of ISI. In both Experiments 3 and 4, the period
between targets and primes was relatively long (2000 ms). It is possible that this
interval was not optimal for eliciting differences between the relatedness effects of
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word- and pseudoword-primed conditions.

For example, the extended processing

afforded by long ISIs may have benefited pseudoword primes to a greater extent than
word primes, in effect masking differences that might otherwise have been observed.
This suggests that grounds for questioning the reliability of this equivalency in effect
size, in which case, replication of this result would seem warranted.
The global distribution of the relatedness effects in the N400 period in the
absence of an interaction involving prime type contrasts with the topographic variation
in word and pseudoword condition relatedness effects observed in Experiment 3. In
that experiment, it was suggested that the variation was indicative of the involvement of
different processes in the respective conditions, and therefore supported views of the
N400 as a component with multiple neural sources which were differentially engaged in
response to task demands. The current results failed to provide similar evidence for the
involvement of differing processes in word- and pseudoword-primed conditions and
therefore do not provide supportive evidence for proposals of a multi-source N400.
However, lack of evidence does not invalidate such a proposal, and it is interesting to
note in this regard that, although there were no interactions involving topography,
relatedness and prime type which were significant in the analyses of both the raw and
normalised N400 data, two such interactions were found to be significant in the
normalised data alone. This may suggest a tendency in the current experiment towards
an interaction of topography, relatedness and prime type similar to that observed in
Experiment 3.
P3 activity, as is typical for this component, was maximal centro-parietally. Not
surprisingly therefore, the relatedness effect in this period was also largest parietally,
with peak amplitudes elicited by targets semantically related to the preceding stimulus.
Differences associated with prime type were less symmetrical, tending to be larger over
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the right hemisphere where maximal positivity was elicited by targets preceded by
words. Given the association of P3 amplitude with decision confidence, it is possible
that greater positivity to targets preceded by words indicates that subjects were less
confident of their response when the preceding item was a pseudoword - possibly
because of the non-word status of those primes.
Manipulation of the semantic relationship between targets and the preceding
stimulus was not associated with modulation of the mean amplitude values across the
Slow-Wave period of the ERP. The lack of relatedness effects was inconsistent with the
increased positivity to targets preceded by related stimuli found in Experiment 3. In
view of the similarities between Experiments 3 and 4, greater consistency in the patterns
of Slow-Wave activity elicited in the two experiments might have been expected.
However, the experiments were not identical and lack of consistency may simply reflect

this, even if the precise reasons for the observed differences remain unclear. In contrast
to the lack of consistency between the current Slow-Wave results and those in
Experiment 3, it was noted that the amplitudes tended to follow the patterns observed in
Experiment 1, and to some extent in Experiment 2. That is, the mean amplitudes in the
Slow-Wave period in the current experiment tended to be more positive in the unrelated
condition. While not statistically significant, this tendency is also consistent with the
increased positivity to words preceded by unrelated items reported by Holcomb (1988).
Although there was an absence of relatedness effects in the Slow-Wave period,
there were differences associated with prime type. These effects were hemispheric in
nature with pseudoword-primed targets eliciting greater positivity than word-primed

targets in the left hemisphere but less positivity in the right. The presence of prime-typ

differences in the current experiment contrasts with the lack of similar differences in th
in the previous lexical-decision experiment. The reason for this inconsistency is unclear
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but m a y well be associated with the use of different pseudoword prime stimuli between
experiments i.e., pseudowords and pseudohomophone primes in Experiment 3 versus all
pseudohomophone primes in the current experiment.
The topography of the prime-type effects in the Slow-Wave period differed from
those evident in the latency range encompassing the P3. That is, prime-type effects at
P3 were largely restricted to the right hemisphere with maximal positivity elicited by
word-primed targets. In contrast, while a similar pattern was evident for Slow-Wave
amplitudes in the right hemisphere, prime type differences were larger in the left
hemisphere with maximal positivity elicited by pseudoword-primed targets. This
indicates a degree of independence in the prime-type effects in the two latency ranges.
In addition, the hemispheric variation in prime-type effects in the Slow-Wave period
suggests the involvement of different underlying processes in the responses to wordand pseudoword-primed targets. In this regard it is noted that activity over left-frontal
regions has been linked to access of semantic representations (Rosier et al., 1993) as

well as activation of verbal information (Heil et al., 1996). If frontal activity represent
negative-going Slow-Wave activity, then the presence of greater negative-going activity
in the left hemisphere in the word-primed condition might be considered consistent with
verbal information activation or semantic representation access. However, the
process(es) associated with the opposite effect in the right hemisphere is unclear.
In summary, the results from the current experiment indicate that targets
preceded by related words and pseudohomophones are responded to faster and more
accurately than targets preceded by unrelated word and pseudohomophones. In
addition, both semantically-related word and pseudoword primes were found to
modulate amplitude levels and topographic distribution of activity within both the N400
and P3 periods. Semantically-related targets elicited less negative than semantically-
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unrelated targets in the N 4 0 0 period and more positivity in the P3 period. There were
no significant differences in relatedness effect size in terms of prime type within the
N400 period. This suggests a degree of insensitivity of the underlying processes to the
inconsistency between orthography and phonology and would appear at odds with
views of visual word recognition which assign an obligatory or pre-eminent role for
orthographic processing. On the other hand, the results would be much less
contradictory with proposals which argue that processing in visual word recognition is
dominated by phonology. However, firm conclusions regarding the roles of
orthography and phonology remain open to question given the borderline nonsignificant
interaction between word and pseudoword relatedness effects.
Relatedness effect size differences between word and pseudoword prime
conditions in the P3 period, like those in the preceding period, were also nonsignificant. Despite the elicitation of similar relatedness effects in both N400 and P3

periods, differences in the topography of the effects in the two periods indicated that th
effects in the N400 period were not simply the product of P3 overlap. Slow-Wave
activity exhibited little variation associated with relatedness, indicating that the

relatedness effects evident in the early latency periods were not the result of underlying
Slow-Wave activity. Although there was a lack of interaction between relatedness and
prime type in the N400 period, differences in the size of the relatedness effects between
word and pseudoword conditions had been expected. Indications of a tendency towards
such a difference were noted, and the possibility was raised that the choice of prime-

target ISI may have contributed to the failure of this difference to reach significance. I
this is so, the examination of pseudohomophone priming using brief ISIs should elicit
stronger, and hopefully significant, effect-size differences between word- and
pseudoword-prime conditions.
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9 Pseudohomophone Priming at Short SOA

9.1 Introduction
In Experiment 4, pseudoword-primed target words had been expected to elicit smaller
relatedness differences in the N400 latency period than word-primed targets. In contrast
to this expectation, the relatedness-effect size in the pseudoword-primed condition was
little different in magnitude from that elicited in the word-primed. In the discussion of
this result, it was suggested that the failure to observe a difference in effect size may
have been associated with the choice of SOA utilized - specifically, that the long SOAs
used may have differentially benefited pseudoword-prime processing and masked
differences between conditions which might otherwise have been observed.
Investigations of semantic priming in behavioural studies typically report
decreased response times and increased accuracy rates when target items are preceded
by semantically-related primes. In a selective review of semantic-priming effects in
visual word recognition, Neely (1991) suggested that while several theories had been
advanced to account for semantic-priming effects, the wide range of reported findings
could best be accommodated by a three-process theory. The basis of this theory was the
proposal that priming effects reflected the operation of either automatic spread of
activation (ASA), expectancy, or semantic-matching processes. The spreadingactivation theory of semantic processing had been advanced earlier by Collins and
Loftus (1975). It was argued that within the semantic-memory system, representation
of words with similar or related meanings are linked or connected in some way.
Presentation of a word leads to activation of the corresponding representation in
semantic memory and, subsequently, to activation nearby or linked representations.
This spread of activation lowers the activation thresholds of adjacent or linked
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representations, facilitating their subsequent activation.
Spreading activation is considered to be fast acting, of short duration and require

minimal attention or resources - features that are characteristics of an automatic process
(Posner & Snyder, 1975, Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977). In expectancy-based priming,
subjects use the prime to generate an expectancy set of potential targets that are prime
related (Neely, 1991). Responses to targets falling within the expectancy set are
facilitated while responses to targets not included in the expectancy set are inhibited.
Compared to ASA, expectancy-based priming is slow and is believed to operate as a
controlled rather than automatic process. In contrast to ASA and expectancy, Neely and
Keefe (1989) proposed that target facilitation can also arise when subjects adopt a
semantic-matching strategy (at least within the lexical-decision task). They argued that
after lexical access of the target word has occurred, but before a response has been
given, subjects are able to utilise the detection of a semantic relationship between prime
and target to bias their 'word' responses - thereby producing related-word facilitation.
Brown and Hagoort (1993) used masked priming in a lexical-decision task in an
attempt to establish whether the N400 was sensitive to lexical-access or lexicalintegration processes. Central to their study was the assumption that lexical access was
a reflex-like automatic process while lexical integration reflected more controlled
processes. They reasoned that if masking reduced or eliminated controlled processes,
the presence of a priming effect would imply that the N400 was sensitive to automatic
priming processes such as ASA, and therefore reflected lexical access. In order to test
this hypothesis they compared the ERPs elicited in a lexical-decision task under masked
and no-mask conditions. While both behavioural and ERP measures exhibited the
typical priming effect in the no-mask condition, only a RT-priming effect was observed
in the masked condition. These results were taken as evidence that the N400 reflected
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lexical integration.
The attempt to differentiate between lexical-access and lexical-integration
accounts of the N400 was also the motivation behind the stimulus-degradation and
semantic-priming study reported by Holcomb (1993). The basis for the experiments he
conducted was the observation that behavioural studies had shown that a) stimulus
degradation interacted with semantic priming, with the priming effect greater when
target stimuli were degraded, and b) that the locus of this effect was at the word level.
Holcomb reasoned that if the N400 reflected word-level processes, then the N400
priming effect should likewise be modulated by stimulus degradation. Although RTs
were found to show the priming x degradation interaction, the N400 priming effect did
not differ between degraded and non-degraded conditions. It was therefore suggested
that the behavioural and ERP measures reflected different aspects of semantic priming.
In addition, the N400 results were considered consistent with a post-lexical account of
the mechanism underlying this component.
The N400's sensitivity to semantic priming was explored in more depth by
Chwilla, Brown and Hagoort (1995) within the three-process model of semantic
priming espoused by Neely (1991), and the levels-of-processing framework proposed
by Craik and Lockhart (1972). Chwilla et al. argued that, while lexical access shared
similar characteristics with ASA, lexical integration had characteristics similar to
semantic matching. Drawing on the levels-of-processing theory, they considered that
shallow processing would reduce semantic analysis and result in the formation of
episodic traces associated with the stimulus event that did not incorporate the semantic
context. Shallow-task priming effects would thus be likely to reflect ASA. They
therefore compared the effects of semantic priming within a deep (lexical-decision) and
a shallow (physical-discrimination, e.g., Is the word upper/lower case?) task. It was
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reported that lexical status differentiated R T s in the lexical-decision task (i.e., faster to
words than pseudowords), but not in the physical task (i.e., equivalent RTs for words
and pseudowords), suggesting that the latter task was accomplished non-lexically. In
addition, while both behavioural and N400 priming effects were observed in the lexicaldecision task, no priming was observed in the physical task. The authors concluded that
the N400 reflected post-lexical processes rather than processes involved in lexical
access or ASA and was modulated only when the formation of the episodic trace
included semantic aspects of word-like stimuli.
The elicitation of reliable N400 effects in the lexical-decision task has been
reported across a range of SOA durations. Boddy (1986), for example, examined the
effects of prime-target semantic association within a lexical-decision task when prime
and target were both presented visually at SOAs of 200, 600 and 1000 ms. Despite the
difficulties imposed by the interpretation of the compound waveforms in the 200 ms
SOA condition created by overlap of prime and target ERPs, the pattern of greater

negativity for targets preceded by associatively related versus non-associatively related
primes evident at 1000 ms was also evident at 200 ms. (N.B.: although Boddy referred
to an N2 (with latency 341 ± 48.8ms), the pattern of priming effects observed in the
component is consistent with that ascribed to the N400). Similar effects of relatedness
at short SOAs have also been reported in sentence paradigms. Van Petten and Kutas
(1987), for example, reported that the ERPs elicited in response to unrelated targets
were more negative than those elicited in response to related targets commencing
approximately 300 ms post-target at both short (200 ms) and long (700 ms) SOA
conditions.
The investigation of the lexical-processing nature of the N400 has also seen the
use of short SOAs in a backward-priming lexical-decision study conducted by Chwilla,
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Hagoort and B r o w n (1998). These authors reported that decisions regarding lexicality
were associated with faster response times and decreased N400 amplitude when the
target was backwardly related to the prime (e.g., baby-stork). It was argued that the
presence of an N400 backward-priming effect was not consistent with a view of the
N400 that included sensitivity to automatic spread of activation. Furthermore, as the
effects of backward priming had been obtained at ISIs of 0 and 500 ms, the lexicalprocessing nature of the N400 backward priming effect was not consistent with
expectancy-based priming mechanisms. That is, such a mechanism could not account
for priming effects at an ISI of 0 ms as expectancy sets take time to generate. They also
noted that an expectancy-based explanation would necessitate proposing that subjects
had generated backwardly-related expectancy sets, which seemed unlikely. It was
suggested instead that the N400 backward-priming effect was best accounted for by the
priming mechanism of semantic matching.
As noted earlier, semantic matching in lexical decision is believed to reflect a
mechanism in which responses are biased depending on the outcome of a match or
check of semantic relatedness between prime and target - i.e., priming effects arise as
the result of the detection of a semantic association between related word pairs. If the
N400 priming effects observed in Experiment 4 reflected such a process, then the lack
of difference in effect-size between word- and pseudoword-primed conditions suggests
that the post-lexical semantic-matching process is unaffected by the conflict between
phonology and orthography associated with the pseudohomophone-prime stimuli.
Alternatively, it may indicate that any conflict between orthography and phonology is
resolved by the time the matching occurs. Furthermore, the lack of difference also
suggests that visual word recognition is not driven primarily by orthography. If
orthographic processing were dominant, then the orthographic representation of
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pseudoword prime would presumably result in relatively little semantic activation. A s a
result, semantic-matching processes would be unlikely to produce response bias
between related and unrelated conditions, and N400 differences should not be evident in
the pseudoword condition. The pattern of results in Experiment 4 would therefore
appear more consistent with a view of visual word recognition as a system in which
phonological processing is prominent.
However, the possibility was raised in the previous experiment that the failure to
obtain larger relatedness effects in the word- than pseudoword-primed target condition
may have been associated with the use of long SOAs (i.e., their use may have served to
mask differences which may otherwise have been obtained had shorter intervals
between prime and target been utilized). The current study therefore sought to examine
the effects of pseudohomophone priming on the N400 using a lexical-decision task in
which prime and target were presented at short SOAs (SOA = 200 ms, ISI = 0 ms). If
differences between word and pseudoword conditions had been masked by the extended
processing time afforded by the previous SOAs, then this should be revealed by the use
of shorter SOAs.
It was expected that, in general, targets preceded by related primes would
produce faster and more accurate responses than targets preceded by unrelated primes.
In addition, a reduction in N400 amplitude was expected for targets preceded by related
words compared to targets preceded by unrelated words, in the manner typically
reported in N400 priming studies. Similarly, P3 amplitude was expected to be larger for
responses to targets semantically related to the preceding prime. If N400 priming
effects reflect the operation of semantic-matching mechanisms, then semantic activation
by word primes can occur via either orthographic or phonological processes. In
contrast, semantic activation by pseudohomophone primes can occur via phonological
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processing but would not be expected to produce a similar level of semantic activation
via orthographic processing. In this context, it was further expected that targets
preceded by pseudohomophone primes would exhibit relatedness effects which were
similar to, but of smaller magnitude than targets preceded by word primes.

9.2 Method
Subjects: Fifteen native English speaking university students (12 female and 3 male;
mean age = 21.0 years) participated voluntarily. All had normal or corrected to normal
vision. Fourteen were right handed, and one left-handed according to self-report.

Stimuli: Stimuli were identical to those used in Experiment 4.

Procedure: On arrival for testing, subjects were informed as to the general nature of
the experiment and advised that participation was purely voluntary and they could
discontinue at any time without penalty. Once written consent was obtained, subjects
were requested to complete a brief demographic questionnaire. On completion, they
were taken to the testing booth where task instructions were provided. They were told
they would be presented with a series of pairs of letter strings, some of which were
English words (e.g., ocean) and some of which were nonsense words (e.g., plemp). A
button-press box was provided along with instructions to "press button 'X' if the second

letter string in each pair is a legal word, and button 'Y' if the letter string is a nons
word". Subjects were also instructed that they should respond as quickly and accurately
as possible.
All subjects were tested individually in a dimly lit, sound attenuated room.
Stimuli were generated by a 486 PC and presented on a 14 inch VGA colour monitor in
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lower-case, white on black letters, directly above a continually displayed central
fixation cross. On average, each letter string subtended 1.15 x 0.86 degrees of visual
angle. All stimuli were presented for a duration of 200 ms. A single trial consisted of
prime presentation (200 ms) immediately followed by target presentation (200 ms) with
a 2000 ms interval between target offset and onset of the next trial. The 480 stimuli
were presented in two blocks of 240 words per block, with a short rest period provided
between blocks. Order of presentation of blocks was counterbalanced across subjects.
During testing, subjects remained seated in a comfortable armchair positioned
approximately 100 cm from the display screen.

ERP Recording: ERP recording was performed as outlined in Experiment 4.

Data Analysis: Of the 15 subjects tested, analysis was restricted to data obtained from
right-handed subjects, leading to the exclusion of 1 subject. A further 2 data sets were
excluded due to excessive artefact. A total of 12 data sets were therefore analysed with

[1,11] degrees of freedom for all F-tests reported below. All other data analyses were a
outlined in Experiment 4 with the exception that the PCA was performed on a 77 x 815
data point matrix (i.e., every 4 point in the 1200 ms epoch x [4 conditions x 12
subjects x 17 sites] - with one case excluded due to excessive artefact).

9.3 Results

9.3.1 Behavioural Measures
Mean reaction times and accuracy rates to targets preceded by related and unrelated
words, and pseudohomophones were collated and are presented in Figure 9.1
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R T s (ms) and accuracy rates (%) for target words preceded by related and unrelated
words and pseudohomophones (PsH).

Targets preceded by words were responded to faster than targets

preceded by pseudohomophones (433.88 ms versus 461.88 ms, F = 6.42, p < 0.05).
Targets preceded by related primes were responded to faster than targets preceded by
unrelated primes (413.32 ms versus 482.44 ms, F = 44.69, p < 0.001). There was no
significant interaction between prime type and relatedness (F = 1.92, p > 0.10).

Accuracy: There was no significant effect associated with prime type (words, 90.70 %
versus non-words, 90.83 %, F = 0.01, p = 0.932), however, targets preceded by related
primes were responded to more accurately than targets preceded by unrelated primes
(94.45 % versus 87.08 %, F = 19.09, p < 0.001). There was no interaction between
prime type and relatedness (F = 1.81, p_ > 0.10).

9.3.2 Electrophysiological

Measures

Grand mean ERPs (n = 12) elicited at each of the 17 sites recorded were plotted for eac
of the relevant experimental conditions. Presented in Figure 9.2 are the ERPs elicited
by words preceded by related versus unrelated prime types, while those preceded by
word and pseudoword prime types are presented in Figure 9.3. Plots of the raw grand
mean waveforms were also constructed for targets preceded by related versus unrelated
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words (Figure 9.4), and targets preceded by related and unrelated pseudohomophones
(Figure 9.5).
The waveforms presented commence 100 ms prior to prime presentation.
As the prime-target interstimulus was 0 ms, these waveforms therefore represent
activity elicited in response to prime as well as target stimuli. This overlap produced
grand mean waveforms unlike any of the previous experiments. ERPs from posterior
sites did exhibit the P1/N1/P2 complex of earlier experiments but were followed by two
further negativities at approximately 400 and 600 ms. However, like the late
negativities in earlier experiments, these were both larger fronto-centrally than
parietally. Similarly, the waveforms were also characterised by a prominent latepositivity which was largest parietally at Pz and smallest frontally. In the condition
grand mean waveforms, the largest differences occurred between targets preceded by
related words, and those preceded by unrelated words. The difference associated with
relatedness was most pronounced over the period of the ERP encompassing the second
late negativity and the late-positive component.
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Principal C o m p o n e n t s Analysis: A s in the previous experiments, scree plots were
examined in order to determine the number of factors specified in the subsequent
analyses. This plot suggested the extraction of four factors. The stability of the first
three of these factors was examined by performing additional analyses in which more
than 4 factors were specified. In each case however, little overall change in the first
three factors was observed, suggesting a degree of robustness of these factors. The
relevant eigenvalues and variance accounted for by the four factors are presented below
in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1 Eigenvalues and variance accounted for by each of the four factors
extracted in the principal components analysis of Experiment 5 data.
Factor
Eigenvalue
% Variance
% Cumulative
1
1285.64
62.54
62.54
2
187.44
71.66
9.12
3
183.45
80.58
8.92
_4
72.78
84.12
3J4

As a result of the 200 ms SOA, components elicited by prime stimuli overlapped with
those elicited by target stimuli, making determination of target-response componentlatency ranges based on PCA difficult. For example, as evident in the plot of the factor

loadings produced by specification of the 4-factor extraction (Figure 9.6), it is unclear
which components should be associated with Factor 1 and Factor 3. Similar difficulties
arise with the interpretation of other factors. For example, the negative-going
component in the N400 period evident in the grand mean plots appears to be associated
with Factor 4. However, this factor loads even more highly on a preceding negativity.
Closer examination reveals that the first two peaks evident in this factor are
approximately 200 ms apart. As prime stimuli were presented 200 ms before target
stimuli and both could be expected to elicit N400 components, it seems likely that this
factor is associated with both prime and target components. If this were the case, there
may be some grounds for using the second peak of Factor 4 to determine a range for
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examining this component. In the previous four experiments, latency range boundaries

were taken from the points at which factors crossed, however, in the current experiment,
the second peak of Factor 4 is completely overlapped by another factor, making the use
of this method for determining latency ranges impossible.

Time (ms)
Figure 9.6 Component loadings for 4 components extracted in the principal components analysis
of the unadjusted E R P data (based on the 1000 m s epoch commencing -100 m s before
target presentation).

Although the current experiment differed from Experiment 4 in terms of prime-target

SOA, in all other respects these experiments were identical. For this reason, applicatio
of the latency ranges used in Experiment 4 to the current experiment would appear
reasonable. However, further justification for the use of these latency ranges was

sought. In this regard, it was reasoned that some indication of the extent of difference
associated with SOA could be gained if the grand mean ERP in the current experiment

(reflecting the combined activity of prime and target), could be compared with a similar
waveform from Experiment 4. As prime and target did not overlap in Experiment 4, an
artificial composite ERP waveform was constructed by adding together prime and target
ERPs with target offset 200 ms to equate with Experiment 5. As evident from Figure

9.7, this additive procedure produced a waveform with a substantial degree of similarity
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to the Experiment 5 grand mean. This similarity provides an appreciation of the factors
contributing to the overall topography in the Experiment 5 grand mean wave and
suggests that the use of Experiment 4 latency ranges in the current experiment is
appropriate.
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Figure 9.7 Overall grand mean ERP in experiment 5, overlaid with the overall prime, target and
prime-plus-target composite ERPs from Experiment 4.

Topographic voltage maps based on the mean amplitude values within these
latency ranges are presented in Figure 9.8, both for the overall effects of relatedness
prime type, as well as for related and unrelated word-primed and related and unrelated
pseudoword-primed conditions.
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Figure 9.8

Topographic voltage plots of the mean amplitudes in the N400, P3 and Slow-Wave
latency periods, for targets preceded by related words, unrelated words, related
pseudowords, and related pseudowords (top panel), and related items (words and
pseudowords), unrelated items (words and pseudowords), words (related and
unrelated) and pseudowords (related and unrelated) (bottom panel).
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N 4 0 0 (300 - 478 m s ) : A s in Experiment 4, m e a n amplitudes in the N 4 0 0 latency range
were primarily positive, presumably due to the following P3 component. Despite this,
amplitudes were more negative-going laterally than at the midline (3.25 uV versus 5.77
uV, F = 13.94, p < 0.01), across outer- rather than inner-lateral regions (2.23 uV versus
4.24 uV, F = 8.52, p < 0.05), and frontally rather than parietally (2.27 uV versus 5.15
uV, F = 7.97, p = 0.05). Frontally, there was little difference between inner- and outer-

lateral regions, but large differences characterised the parietal amplitudes, with maximal
negative-going activity at outer- rather than inner-lateral regions (outer versus inner x
frontal versus parietal, F = 63.08, p < 0.001). Activity at midline was less negativegoing than lateral activity both frontally and parietally but lateral versus midline
differences were largest parietally (midline versus lateral average x frontal versus
parietal, F =- 70.76, p < 0.001). That is, amplitudes in the N400 period were largely
symmetrical, more negative-going laterally than at midline, and frontally than parietally
(see Figure 9.8 and Figure 9.9a).
Amplitudes for targets preceded by unrelated primes were significantly more
negative-going than amplitudes for targets preceded by related primes (3.15 uV versus
4.35 uV, F = 12.66, p < 0.01). This relatedness effect was larger for the midline than
lateral average (midline versus lateral x relatedness, F = 16.64, p < 0.01, see Figure
9.9b), and largest frontally at midline (midline versus lateral x frontal versus parietal
relatedness, F = 7.72, p < 0.05, see Figure 9.9c). A significant interaction involving
relatedness and prime type (see Figure 9.9d) revealed that relatedness effects were
larger for targets preceded by words than targets preceded by pseudohomophones
(Note: although examination of Figures 9.4 and 9.5 suggests that this relatedness effect
was not only smaller for the PsH-Word pairs but may actually have been reversed - i.e.,
larger N400 for related than unrelated pairs - this was not the case. Overall mean
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amplitude measures were more negative-going in the unrelated condition for both wordword (2.61 uV versus 4.78 uV; t[l,ll] = 6.23, p < 0.001) and pseudoword-word pairs
(3.70 uV versus 3.92 uV; t[l,l 1] = 0.28, p = 0.783).
Although the effects in the word-prime condition were larger for the frontalparietal average than centrally, the opposite pattern was exhibited in the pseudowordprime condition (frontal/parietal versus central x relatedness x prime type, F = 9.02,
0.05). That is, relatedness effects were somewhat broadly distributed but tended to be

larger at midline than laterally, with the topography of these effects differing betwee
prime types - being smaller and more restricted for targets preceded by
pseudohomophones than words (see topographical voltage plots in Figure 9.8).
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Plots of the mean amplitude values in the N 4 0 0 latency range for a) each of the 15 regions,
collapsed across prime type and relatedness conditions, b) the lateral versus midline x
relatedness interaction, c) the lateral versus midline x frontal versus parietal x relatedness
interaction, and d) the frontal/parietal versus central x relatedness x prime type interaction.

P 3 (478 - 715 m s ) : Across the 478-715 m s period, amplitudes were less positive at
inner left than inner right lateral sites (5.78 uV versus 7.13 uV, F = 6.02, p = 0.05);
more positive at inner than outer lateral sites (6.45 uV versus 3.45 uV, F = 19.39, p <
0.001); and more positive at the midline than laterally (8.21 uV versus 4.95 uV, F =
24.34, p < 0.001). Parietal amplitudes were more positive than those frontally (7.76 uV
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versus 3.04 u V , F = 14.03, p < 0.01). The inner lateral average was more positive than
the outer lateral average frontally with a similar but larger difference evident parietally
(outer versus inner x frontal versus parietal, F = 78.00, p < 0.001). Similarly, midline
amplitudes were larger than the lateral average frontally, with a larger difference
parietally (midline versus lateral x frontal versus parietal, F = 46.44, p < 0.001).
Amplitudes in the inner-left central region were less positive than the inner-left frontalparietal average, with this pattern reversed across inner-right lateral sites (inner left
versus inner right x frontal/parietal versus central, F = 14.34, p < 0.01). The average
amplitude of the outer lateral central sites was more positive than the average amplitude
of the outer lateral frontal-parietal sites with a reversed, though smaller difference,
evident for the inner lateral averages (outer versus inner x frontal-parietal versus
central, F = 9.89, p < 0.01). The overall topography of the P3 component is evident in
Figure 9.8 and Figure 9.10a, i.e., this component was parietally maximum, where it
displayed little hemispheric asymmetry, and frontally minimum, where amplitudes were
more positive over the inner right than hemisphere.
At midline, targets preceded by related primes elicited greater positivity than
targets preceded by unrelated primes both frontally and parietally (see Figure 9.10b),
however, laterally this relatedness effect was restricted to the parietal region (midline
versus lateral x frontal versus parietal x relatedness, F = 6.27, p < 0.05). Relatedness
effects also varied with prime type, with pseudoword-primed targets eliciting a smaller
effect for the frontal-parietal average than word-primed targets (frontal/parietal versus
central x relatedness x prime type, F = 6.46, p < 0.05, see Figure 9.10c). Relatedness
effects in general tended to exhibit a parietal distribution and were larger for word- than
pseudoword-primed targets (refer to the topographical voltage plots of related and
unrelated conditions in Figure 9.8).
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prime type interaction.

S l o w - W a v e (715 - 900 m s ) : Amplitudes in the Slow-Wave period were more positive
across inner right than inner left lateral sites (3.79 uV versus 1.73 uV, F = 11.20, p <
0.01), more positive across inner than outer lateral sites (2.76 uV versus 1.05 uV, F =
9.76, p < 0.01), and the midline average was more positive than the lateral average (3.44
uV versus 1.9 luV, F = 6.53, p < 0.05). Across the outer lateral regions, amplitudes
were more positive in the left hemisphere frontally and more positive in the right
hemisphere parietally, with the frontal differences larger than the parietal differences
(outer left versus outer right x frontal versus parietal, F = 5.87, p < 0.05). Amplitudes
were more positive across inner right than inner left lateral regions, with differences

larger frontally than parietally (inner left versus inner right x frontal versus parietal
5.12, p < 0.05). Differences between the inner lateral regions were also larger centrally
than for the frontal-parietal average (inner left versus inner right x frontal-parietal
versus central, F = 9.76, p < 0.05).
Slow-Wave amplitudes across the inner lateral region were more positive
than amplitudes across the outer lateral region parietally, with this pattern reversed
frontally (outer versus inner x frontal versus parietal, F = 38.35, p < 0.001). Inner

versus outer lateral differences were larger for the frontal-parietal average than centra
(outer versus inner x frontal/parietal versus central, F = 19.19, p < 0.01). T h e average
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midline amplitude w a s more positive than the average lateral amplitude parietally with
the reverse effect observed frontally (midline versus lateral x frontal versus parietal, F
32.47, p < 0.001). Lateral versus midline differences were larger for the frontal/parietal

average than centrally (midline versus lateral x frontal/parietal versus central, F = 7.00,
P < 0.05). Reference to the topographical voltage plots of mean amplitude values in
Figure 9.8, and the line graph of mean amplitude values in Figure 9.11a provide an
overview of Slow-Wave topography. The topographical voltage plots in particular
highlight the general pattern of parietal-midline maximal positivity in contrast to leftfrontal maximum negativity.
Relatedness effects (i.e., greater positivity to targets preceded by related
primes, refer to Figure 9.11b) were larger at inner left than right regions frontally, but
larger at inner right than left regions parietally (inner left versus inner right x frontal
versus parietal x relatedness, F = 5.10, p < 0.05). Prime type effects (i.e., greater

positivity to pseudoword-primed targets, refer to Figure 9.1 lc) were larger at outer right
than left regions frontally, but larger at outer left than right regions parietally (outer
versus outer right x frontal versus parietal x prime type, F = 11.52, p < 0.01). The
effects of relatedness and prime type (refer to Figure 9.1 Id) also interacted - but
although those of relatedness were larger for word- than pseudoword-primed targets, the

effects in the word condition were smaller for the frontal/parietal average than centrally,
with this pattern reversed in the pseudohomophone condition (frontal/parietal versus
central x relatedness x prime type, F = 14.80, p < 0.01).
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Activity in the Slow-Wave range was therefore characterised by the presence of
relatedness effects which were greater parietally than frontally, with these effects
differing hemispherically between anterior and posterior regions. Effects were larger
when targets were preceded by word than pseudoword primes with differing
topographies of effects in these two conditions.

9.4 Discussion
As expected, the current experiment yielded RT and accuracy rates consistent with
results typically reported in priming paradigms (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971).
Responses to targets were both faster and more accurate when preceded by related
primes than when preceded by unrelated primes. In addition, this relatedness effect was
significant in behavioural measures regardless of prime type. While the accuracy
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results were also consistent with those elicited in Experiment 4, the response time
results were not.
In terms of overall topography, activity in the N400 period was primarily
positive rather than negative and was least negative-going parietally. When collapsed
across conditions, there were no significant hemispheric differences in N400 mean
amplitudes. The overall positive shift in the N400 period was clearly attributable to the
following large amplitude P3 component which was largest parietally and smallest
frontally. Unlike the N400 period, significant hemispheric differences characterised
amplitudes in the P3 period, with less positivity across inner left than right regions.
Amplitudes across the Slow-Wave period were also most positive parietally, and least

positive frontally and less positive across inner left than right lateral regions. However,
unlike the P3 period, the left versus right asymmetry in the Slow-Wave period was
significantly larger frontally than parietally.
Despite this, relatedness effects in N400 exhibited the pattern of reduced

negativity for targets preceded by related primes typically reported in the ERP literature
and attributed to N400 modulation (Bentin et al., 1985). There was no indication of

relatedness effects being larger over the right parietal region, as is often reported for t
N400. However, relatedness effects were larger for word- than pseudoword-primed
targets and differed in topography. Maximal positivity in the following P3 latency
range was elicited parietally, with relatedness effects (i.e., greater positivity in the
related condition) largest posteriorly. Greater P3 amplitude for targets primed by
semantically related items replicates the results of the previous two lexical-decision
experiments as well as those reported elsewhere (Anderson & Holcomb, 1995, Boddy,
1986, Chwilla et al., 1995, Holcomb, 1993). As with the results in the N400 period, P3
relatedness effects were larger for word- than pseudoword-primed target conditions and
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exhibited a different topography. Despite similarities, topographical variation in the
relatedness effects of the P3 and N400 were also evident. In contrast to the N400 and
P3 periods, activity in the Slow-Wave latency range was maximally positive when
targets were preceded by unrelated primes. This is consistent with previous research
(Holcomb, 1988), and is similar to the general (although non-significant) pattern
observed in Experiment 4. Slow-Wave relatedness effects were larger for word- than
pseudoword-primed targets, with indications that the topography of these effects
differed between prime type conditions.
The topography of the activity in the N400 period was not characterised by a
right parietal maximum distribution, nor were there indications that relatedness effects
were larger over this region, as is often reported. This is not considered surprising
given that the lexical-decision task utilised also elicited a much larger P3 component.
However, Kutas and Van Petten (1994) have also noted that more-frontally distributed
N400s have been reported in tasks using SOAs below 400 ms.
As expected, the interaction of relatedness with prime type in the N400 period
was characterised by smaller relatedness effects in the pseudoword prime condition.
The expectation of this pattern was based on the presumption of a visual wordrecognition system in which semantic activation could be achieved by either
phonological or orthographic processing but where activation was likely to be stronger
when phonology and orthography are consistent. Pseudohomophone stimuli are not
consistent with regard to phonology and orthography and were therefore considered
unlikely to produce a level of semantic activation equivalent to word stimuli. However,
given the differences between Experiments 4 and 5, it is also possible that relatedness
effects were smaller in the present experiment because inconsistency between
orthography and phonology resulted in slower semantic activation. In either case, the
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current results suggest that any semantic activation was more likely to reflect processes
utilizing phonological rather than orthographic information, as pseudohomophones have
pronunciations associated with legal words but orthographic patterns which are not. As
discussed previously, the ability of pseudohomophone stimuli to prime semanticallyrelated words suggests a prominent, if not primary, role for phonology in visual word
recognition. While this explanation for a smaller relatedness effect in the
pseudohomophone condition is preferred, as discussed in Experiment 4, the
orthographic similarity between pseudohomophone primes and their base words raises
the possibility that a word-recognition system performing a visual analysis might also
produce partial activation of a pseudohomophone's base word.
As noted in the introduction to the current experiment, a post-lexical, integrative
account of the N400 has been advocated, with N400 priming effects possibly sensitive
to a priming mechanism such as semantic matching. In the lexical-decision task, for
example, priming effects may arise as a result of a post-lexical checking procedure that
compares the semantic similarity of prime and target before a lexical judgment is made.
Although semantic matching may have occurred in Experiment 4, its involvement in the
current experiment, with its short SOAs, while it cannot be ruled out, would seem less
likely. A controlled process like semantic matching, for example, might be expected to
be more time consuming than an automatic, and supposedly fast-acting, mechanism
such as ASA. Regardless of the differences between Experiments 4 and 5, the
observation of relatedness effects in the pseudohomophone condition in both
experiments implies that the N400 is relatively insensitive to inconsistency between a
pseudohomophone's orthography and phonology.
The variation in amplitude in the P3 period in response to the manipulation of
relatedness was largest parietally, where maximal amplitudes were elicited by targets
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semantically related to the preceding stimulus. This is consistent with the general
parietal maximum topography of the P3 component. One of the factors with which P3
amplitude has been associated is decision confidence. Given the nature of the
relatedness manipulation, attributing the increased positivity evident in the related

conditions to this factor is certainly plausible. That is, facilitation of target processi
by related primes would be expected to make decisions regarding lexical status easier
and therefore result in greater levels of confidence. The effects of relatedness in the P3
period interacted with prime type, with larger relatedness effects elicited by word- than
pseudoword-primed targets. This result is consistent with the expectation that relatedpseudohomophone primes would facilitate target processing less than related-word
primes, resulting in a smaller increase in decision confidence.
As with similar studies, the presence of a large P3 component that overlaps the
earlier N400 raises questions regarding the source of effects in the N400 period. That
is, given the overlap, N400 effects may simply have reflected activity associated with
the P3 rather than the N400. These concerns are especially pertinent when these periods
share similar topography and relatedness interactions. In terms of topography,
amplitudes in both periods were characterised parietally by maximum positivity at
midline, minimum positivity laterally, while frontally, amplitudes in both periods were
least positive at the inner-left lateral region. Similarly, analyses yielded significant
frontal versus parietal x lateral versus midline x relatedness interactions for both N400
(Figure 9.9) and P3 (Figure 9.10). However, examination of these interactions indicates
that, although maximum positivity was elicited by targets preceded by unrelated primes
in both N400 and P3, the topography of these effects differed in a manner which is
inconsistent with component overlap. For example, relatedness effects in the N400
period in the frontal lateral regions were larger than those in the equivalent regions in
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the P3 period i.e., the difference between related minus unrelated conditions at frontal
lateral regions for the N400 period was 0.84uV but -0.09uV for the P3 period - the

negative value in the P3 difference indicating in this case that the effect was even in t
opposite direction (albeit marginally). Similarly, across posterior regions, the size of

the relatedness effect was larger laterally than at midline for P3 (0.86uV versus 0.8 luV
but smaller laterally than at midline for N400 (l.OluV versus 1.41uV).
Although these topography differences are indicative of separate sources of the
relatedness effects in the two periods, the attribution of the effects in the N400 range
might still be criticised on the grounds that the component latency windows themselves
were inadequate. That is, despite the argument that the combined prime-plus-target
waveform from Experiment 4 was similar to the grand mean in Experiment 5 and

therefore justified the use of those ranges in the current experiment, their use may stil
have been inappropriate as they did not accurately capture the effects generated in the
respective regions. For example, a slightly earlier P3 in the current experiment would
result in an encroachment of P3 effects into the earlier N400 range. However, given the
relationship between P3 and RT, it could be expected that if P3 had occurred earlier in
the current experiment, then RTs would also be faster than those in Experiment 4, and
there is no evidence of this. For example, overall mean RT in Experiment 4 was 448 ms
compared with 453 ms in the current experiment, and RTs were slower in Experiment 5

for three out of the four conditions. Therefore, it is considered that the effects obtain
in the 300-478 ms and 478-715 ms latency ranges in the current experiment reflect
modulations of the components unique to these periods rather than variations associated
with overlapping activity generated by components outside these periods.
Comparison of behavioural and N400 results indicated a dissociation between
behavioural and electrophysiological indices of priming. That is, while mean
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amplitudes in the N 4 0 0 period were associated with a relatedness by prime type
interaction, in which priming effects were much larger in the word than
pseudohomophone condition, no such interaction was evident for either RTs or
accuracy rates. Dissociations between behavioural and N400 relatedness effects are not
unknown (Brown & Hagoort, 1993, Holcomb, 1993) and indicate that the processes
reflected in the respective measures are not synonymous. A dissociation between
behavioural and electrophysiological measures also characterised amplitudes in the P3
period. The dissociation between RT and P3 mean amplitude was not expected, given
that correlations between P3 and RT are often reported. However, Kutas and Van
Petten (1994) suggest that dissociations between RT and ERP measures should not

necessarily be taken at face value, noting that the signal to noise ratios typically di
between behavioural and electrophysiological measures of the same process. They
point out that obtaining a 'clean' ERP average typically requires more stimuli than a
reliable RT. In this case, the apparent dissociation between P3 mean amplitude and RT
measures may reflect greater noise in the ERP data. On the other hand, while an
interaction between prime type and relatedness was not obtained in the RT data,

examination of the relevant means does indicate that the relatedness effect was smaller
in the pseudohomophone condition. It could therefore be the case that the dissociation
reflects the greater sensitivity of ERPs to cognitive processes.

9.4.1 Comparison of Experiments 4 and 5
In terms of behavioural measures, the current experiment produced similar results to
those observed in Experiment 4. For example, in both experiments, targets preceded by
related primes were responded to faster than targets preceded by unrelated primes, and
targets preceded by words were responded to faster than targets preceded by
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pseudohomophones. Similarly, both experiments exhibited response accuracies which
were greater for targets preceded by related than unrelated primes.
However, some behavioural differences between the experiments were
observed. For example, prime type and relatedness were found to interact in
Experiment 4 but not in Experiment 5 (i.e., the RT priming effect was greater in the
pseudohomophone than word condition in Experiment 4 but not in Experiment 5). It
was suggested in Experiment 4 that the larger priming effect in the pseudohomophone
condition may have reflected the operation of an inhibitory mechanism. That is,
pseudohomophone primes may have produced some form of inhibition of subsequent
unrelated-target processing. If that was the case, the difference between the word-prime

conditions could have reflected the facilitatory effects of semantic priming alone, while
the difference between related and unrelated pseudoword-prime conditions may have
reflected a combination of facilitatory and inhibitory effects. While such an account is
obviously not consistent with the pattern of RT priming effects in the current
experiment, the inconsistency may reflect the difference in prime-target SOA between
the experiments. It is possible, for example, that the effects of such an inhibitory
process were not evident in the current experiment because it was too slow to affect
target processing at an SOA of only 200 ms.
As evident from the summary of significant effects presented in Table 9.2, all
relatedness effects in the N400 period were also present, and larger, in the P3 period in
Experiment 4. While this suggested that the N400 effects may have been the product of
P3 overlap, as discussed in the previous experiment, topographical differences
suggested otherwise. Topographical differences also argue against an overlap account
of the relatedness effects in the N400 and P3 periods of the current experiment.
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Table 9.2
Effect

Summary of significant A N O V A effects in Experiments 4 and 5.
N400: 300-478
F
Prob.

Experiment 4
P3:478-715
S W : 715-900 N400:300-478
F
Prob. F
Prob. F
Prob.

Experiments
P3:478-715
F
Prob.

S W : 715-900
F
Prob.

IL vs. m
12.79 0.002
6.02 0.032 11.20 0.007
Ovs. I
12.61
0.002
45.36 0.000 11.98 0.003
8.52 0.014 19.39 0.001
9.76 0.010
L vs. M
11.46 0.004
44.89 0.000 18.78 0.000
13.94 0.003 24.34 0.000
6.53 0.027
Fvs. P
7.90 0.012
7.97 0.017 14.03 0.003
F/P vs. C
7.24 0.015
11.15
0.004
Relatedness
40.58 0.000
12.66 0.004
O L vs. O R x F vs. P
0.32
5.87
O L vs. O R x F/P vs. C
7.59 0.014
IL vs. IR x F vs. P
18.56 0.000
5.12 0.045
IL vs. IR x F/P vs. C
S.26
11.54 0.003 16.59 0.001
0.035
14.34 0.003
9.76 0.010
O vs. I x F vs. P
0.000 104.09 0.000 53.48 0.000 63.08 0.000 78.00 0.000 38.35 0.000
36.31
O vs. I x F/P vs. C
9.89 0.009 19.19 0.001
22.26 0.000
L vs. M x F vs. P
40.06 0.000 19.92 0.000 70.76 0.000 46.44 0.000 32.47 0.000
L vs. M x F/P vs. C
7.00 0.023
L vs. M x Relatedness
16.64 0.002
O L vs. O R x Prime type
6.62
0.02 12.72 0.002
IL vs. IR x Prime type
4.73 0.044
4.93 0.040
7.32 0.015
F vs. P x Relatedness
IL vs. IR x F vs. P x Relatedness
5.10 0.045
L vs. M x F vs. P x Relatedness
7.72 0.018
6.27 0.029
O L vs. O R x F vs. P x Prime type
11.52 0.006
F/P vs. C x Relatedness x Prime type
9.02 0.012
6.46 0.027 14.80 0.003
Abbreviations: O L = Outer Left; O R = Outer Right; IL = Inner Left; IR = Inner Right; O = Outer lateral; I = Inner lateral; F =
Frontal; P = Parietal; C = Central; F/P = Frontal/Parietal average; L = Lateral; M = Midline. Bold values indicate those effects
unique to that particular experiment.

Relatedness effects in the pseudoword condition were evident in both Experiment 4 and
5. However, unlike Experiment 4 where N400 relatedness effects were equivalent in
word- and pseudoword-primed conditions, N400 relatedness effects in Experiment 5
were smaller in the pseudoword-primed condition. If the N400 priming results of
Experiment 4 are taken at face value then N400 priming differences between these two

experiments may reflect the operation of differing priming mechanisms, or alternatively
differences in the contributions of multiple priming mechanisms. For example, the long
SOAs used in Experiment 4 may have allowed subjects to adopt expectancy-based
strategies. In contrast, the operation of a such a mechanism would seem unlikely in the
current experiment in which short SOAs were used, as generation of expectancy sets is
considered to be time consuming (Chwilla et al., 1998).
As discussed in the introduction, Chwilla et al. (1998) suggested that the
presence of relatedness effects in their backward masking lexical-decision task was
consistent the a semantic-matching based account. The results of the current
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experiment would also appear compatible with the involvement of such a mechanism.
In this case, the detection of a semantic relationship between prime and target might
well be expected to occur more quickly or be easier for word-word pairs as semantic
activation can occur via either orthographic or phonological processes. For
pseudohomophone-word pairs, semantic activation generated by the prime might be
expected to occur primarily via phonological processing and therefore, not be expected
to produce a similar level of activation, and hence result in reduced facilitation.
However, it is also possible that these results reflect the operation of spreading
activation rather than semantic matching processes.
In Experiment 4, it was suggested that the lack of variation in relatedness effect
size between word- and pseudoword-primed conditions may have been associated with
the choice of 2000 ms prime-target SOAs. Smaller relatedness differences had been
expected in the pseudoword condition of Experiment 4 and a tendency for amplitudes to
follow that pattern was observed. In discussing those results, it was suggested the
relatively long SOAs employed may have served to mask priming differences with the
increased processing time it afforded differentially benefiting pseudoword primes. This
possibility was examined in the current experiment with the use of short SOAs and, as
noted, in contrast to the results of the previous experiment, significantly smaller
relatedness effects for targets preceded by pseudowords were observed. As already

discussed, one interpretation of this result is that it reflects a visual word-recognitio
system in which phonology plays a prominent mediatory role - an interpretation
consistent with views expressed elsewhere (Pollatsek, Rayner, & Lee, 2000; Pollatsek,
Tan, & Rayner, 2000; Rayner, Pollatsek, & Binder, 1998; Rayner, Sereno, Lesch, &
Pollatsek, 1995). Furthermore, while the N400 may well reflect an underlying

integrative process, activation of the lexico-semantic information utilised in this proce
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does not require consistency between orthography and phonology. This suggests that

the N400 is sensitive to sub-lexical processing. In this respect, this result would appea
consistent with recent work by Van Petten, Coulson, Rubin, Plante, and Parks (1999).
These authors reported that the ERPs elicited in response to auditorily presented
sentence-terminal words displayed N400 congruity differences before the acoustic
information was sufficient to uniquely identify the words. That is, semantic integration
was occurring when only partial information was available. It is arguable that both
findings are consistent with models of word recognition which propose that the

representation of linguistic information is based on sub-lexical rather than lexical-leve
units [NB: it should also be noted however, that alternative interpretation of the Van
Petten et al study is possible. For example, it is arguable that the relevant waveforms
exhibit activity which is consistent with the presence of a phonological mismatch
negativity (PMN). In that case, the data may reflect sub-lexical processing associated
with phonological mismatch rather than the auditory N400 (Connolly, Service, D'Arcy,
Kujala, & Alho, 2001; Hagoort & Brown, 2000)].
For amplitudes in the P3 period, the interaction between relatedness and prime
type found in Experiment 5 was not observed in Experiment 4. This pattern also
characterised the amplitudes in the N400 latency region, and as discussed in relation to
that latency range, may reflect processing differences resulting from the variation in
SOA between the two experiments. Although the P3 effects evident in both
experiments bore some similarity to those in the preceding N400 latency range, in both
cases, topographic differences were evident which indicated that the effects in the N400
range were not merely the product of over-riding differences associated with P3 (and
vice versa).
In the Slow-Wave period, one of the most notable differences between
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Experiments 4 and 5 was the presence of an interaction involving relatedness and prime
type in Experiment 5 not observed in Experiment 4. However, while significantly
greater positivity was elicited by targets preceded by unrelated- compared with relatedprimes in the current experiment, Slow-Wave period amplitudes in Experiment 4 did
tend to exhibit a similar pattern. The nature of Slow-Wave relatedness effects in the

two experiments provided little indication that activity in the earlier latency ranges w
due to underlying Slow-Wave activity, i.e., there were no relatedness effects in the
Slow-Wave period of Experiment 4, and the effects evident in the Slow-Wave period in
Experiment 5 differed in topography from those evident in the earlier periods. The
presence of Slow-Wave relatedness effects in Experiment 5 does however highlight the
extended period over which the effects of semantic priming operate.
In summary, Experiment 5 yielded relatedness effects for targets preceded by
both words and pseudowords which extended across N400, P3 and Slow-Wave latency
regions, and were dissociable based on topography. In contrast to the equivalence in
effect size between pseudoword- and word-primed targets observed in Experiment 4,
relatedness effects differed between these conditions in Experiment 5 and suggests that

the lack of difference noted in the previous experiment was associated with the use long
SOAs. For Experiment 4, the extra processing time afforded by long SOAs may have
differentially benefited pseudoword primes, serving to mask prime-type differences.
The overall pattern of results was considered to be consistent with models of visual
word recognition which propose that linguistic information is represented at the sublexical level, but also with proposals that the processing within the visual wordrecognition system is primarily mediated phonology.
Although the relatedness effects in the N400 period were found to be dissociable
from those of the P3 based on topography, it was noted that these periods did bear some
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similarity. Furthermore, the use of the lexical-decision task ensured the elicitation of
both N400 and P3. The magnitude of this P3 produced an overall positive shift in the
ERP waveform which was maximal parietally and extended into the preceding N400
region and tended to obscure the topography of the N400. In order to gain a clearer
appreciation of the overall pattern of effects associated with pseudoword priming, a
further study was designed with the aim of eliminating, or at least markedly reducing,
the influence of the P3.
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10 Pseudohomophone Priming in a Delayed Lexical-Decision
Task

10.1 Introduction
One difficulty encountered in interpreting variation in amplitude within the N400
window in previous experiments has been the possibility of component overlap. That
is, the temporal proximity of the N 4 0 0 component and the P3 raises the possibility that
differences in this period are a product of P3 overlap rather than modulation of the
processes associated with the N 4 0 0 , or even that differences in either the N 4 0 0 or P3
periods reflect differences associated with underlying Slow-Wave activity. While the
presence of a dissociation in effects present in the various latency windows can go some
w a y towards addressing this problem, the lack of a dissociation makes attributing N 4 0 0
modulation to changes in the processes underlying N 4 0 0 questionable.
Although dissociations based on the topography of the relatedness effects
observed in the N 4 0 0 and P3 periods were obtained in the previous experiments, the
effects in these periods could be argued to be more similar than different. Furthermore,
the elicitation of a P3 component in addition to the N 4 0 0 tends to produce E R P activity
characterised by an overall positive shift in parietal regions that can provide a
misleading picture of the topography of the N 4 0 0 component i.e., while N 4 0 0 is usually
maximal parietally, overlap by P3 can result in N 4 0 0 amplitudes that are maximal
frontally - as occurred in the previous experiments.
The problems associated with E R P s elicited in tasks in which both N 4 0 0 and P3
are evoked have long been recognised. The primary solution to the problems arising
from component overlap has been to delay or minimize P3 elicitation through
experimental manipulation. The semantic categorisation task, for example, requires
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subjects to respond only to category exemplars, and thereby reduces the magnitude of
the P3 component. It was for this reason that semantic categorisation was employed in
Experiment 1. Comparison of the ERPs in that experiment with those elicited in
lexical-decision tasks in the subsequent experiments indicates the success of this
approach in reducing P3 amplitude.
The letter search task adopted by Kutas and Hillyard (1989) was a similar
attempt to reduce the influence of P3. In that particular study, pairs of words were
presented sequentially, with each pair followed several hundred milliseconds later by a
probe letter to which subjects responded by indicating whether the letter was present in
either or both words. Deacon, Mehta, Tinsley, and Nousak (1995) employed a similar
delayed-response task in which subjects were required to judge whether a third word
was related to either or both members of the preceding pair. Rather than delay P3,
another solution to the problem of N400/P3 is the use of a task which requires no
response e.g., having subjects read for meaning in order to complete a recognition test
after list presentation.
In the current series of experiments, although conclusions regarding effects
obtained in the word-prime conditions can be interpreted in the light of previously
published investigations, the lack of studies that have examined pseudohomophone
priming precludes similar comparisons. Given the lack of comparable studies, the
possibility of component overlap is particularly troublesome. The current experiment
therefore sought to address concerns regarding the validity of the priming effects
observed in the N400 period of the previous experiments by using a task which
minimized P3 - in this case, delayed lexical-decision incorporating target words
preceded by related and unrelated words and pseudohomophone. It was expected that if
presentation of a related prime facilitated target processing, then this would manifest
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behaviourally in terms of faster and more accurate responses to target words. If the
degree of facilitation generated by words was stronger than that generated by
pseudohomophones, then priming effects would be larger for targets preceded by words
than targets preceded by pseudohomophones. Electrophysiologically, the delayed
decision nature of the task should result in a reduction or elimination of the P3
component. Priming-related modulation of the N400 component is expected to produce
mean amplitudes across the N400 period that are less negative in the related conditions.
Given that one view of the N400 is that its amplitude indexes the ease with which items
are integrated into the preceding context, and that pseudohomophone stimuli are

associated with legal phonological representations but no orthographic representation, it
is also expected that the priming effects in the pseudohomophone condition will be
smaller than those in the word condition. The possible impact of the delayed decision

requirements of such a lexical-decision task on Slow-Wave activity is difficult to gauge.
However, the current task bears most resemblance to Experiment 4, and therefore, there
is some expectation that any activity observed will follow a similar pattern - namely,
greater positivity in the unrelated condition.

10.2 Method
Subjects: Twenty-one native English speaking university student volunteers
participated in the experiment (15 females and 6 males, mean age = 22.0 years). All
had normal or corrected to normal vision and all were right handed according to selfreport.

Stimuli: Stimuli consisted of a total of 400 letter strings of between 3 and 9 letters in
length. Eighty stimuli were pseudoword filler items, and the remaining 320 formed 160
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prime-target pairs. O f these pairs, fifty percent were associatively or semantically

related and fifty percent were unrelated. Half the related and unrelated pairs containe
pseudohomophone primes, the remainder contained word primes. Fifty percent of all
stimuli were followed by presentation of a question phrased in the form of "WORD?"
and the remainder by presentation of a question phrased in the form of "NONWORD?". Stimulus presentation lists were generated from a randomised ordering of
target pairs and filler items. Although a small proportion (<7%) of related pairs were
obtained from a range of previously published related word-pair list sources, the
marjority were obtained using the Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus (Kiss, Armstrong,
Milroy & Piper, 1973). The average associative strength of word pairs obtained from
the Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus was 0.32 for word-word pairings and 0.27 for
pseudohomophone-word pairings.

Procedure: On arrival for testing, subjects were informed as to the general nature of
the experiment and advised that participation was purely voluntary and that they could
discontinue at any time without penalty. Once written consent was obtained, subjects
were requested to complete a brief demographic questionnaire. On completion, they
were escorted into the testing booth and informed that they would be presented with
series of letter strings stimuli, each of which would be followed by a question in the
form of "WORD?" or "NON-WORD?" which referred to the preceding stimulus item.
They were told that in some cases, the letter string stimuli would form legal English
words while in other cases they would not. They were then instructed that their task
was to provide a yes or no answer to the question regarding the preceding stimulus as
quickly and accurately as possible by pressing the relevant button on the button-press
box provided.
All subjects were tested individually in a dimly lit, sound-attenuated room.
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Stimuli were generated by a 486 P C and presented on a 14 inch V G A colour monitor in
lower-case, white on black letters, directly above a continually displayed central
fixation cross. On average, each letter string subtended 1.15 x 0.86 degrees of visual
angle. Each trial consisted of a 200 ms presentation of the letter string, a randomly
generated delay of between 800 and 1000 ms, a 200 ms presentation of the question
("WORD?" or "NON-WORD?"), and finally, a 2000 ms delay before presentation of

the next letter string. The 400 stimuli were presented in two blocks of 200 letter stri
per block with a short rest period provided between blocks. Order of presentation of

blocks was counterbalanced across subjects. During testing, subjects remained seated in
a comfortable armchair positioned approximately 100 cm from the display screen.

ERP Recording: ERP recording was performed as outlined in Experiment 2.

Data Analysis: Of the 21 subjects tested, data from two were found to be excessively
contaminated with EOG activity and were therefore excluded from further analyses.
EEG recording problems necessitated the exclusion of data from a further two subjects.

The statistical analyses are therefore based on data from the remaining 17 right-handed
subjects tested. All data analyses were as outlined in Experiment 2, but with [1, 16]
degrees of freedom for all reported F-tests.

10.3 Results

10.3.1 Behavioural Measures

Collation of mean reaction times and accuracy rates to questions posed in relation to t

preceding target was performed, and the results for the conditions in which targets wer
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preceded by related words, unrelated words, related pseudohomophones and unrelated
pseudohomophones are presented in Figure 10.1.

Reaction Time: Targets preceded by words were responded to faster than targets
preceded by pseudohomophones (783 ms versus 868 ms, F = 31.98, p < 0.01). Targets

preceded by related primes were responded to faster than targets preceded by unrelate
primes (810 ms versus 840 ms, F = 8.84, p < 0.01). Prime type and relatedness were

also found to interact (F = 5.92, p < 0.05). Examination of this interaction indicated
the reaction time priming effect was confined to the word condition only. That is,
targets preceded by related words were responded to 63 ms faster than those preceded
by unrelated words, while targets preceded by related pseudohomophones were 3 ms
slower than those preceded by unrelated pseudohomophones.
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720
Word

Word

PsH

Prime Type

Prime Type
Figure 10.1

PsH

R T s (ms) and accuracy rates (%) for the questions posed in relation to target words
preceded by related and unrelated words and pseudohomophones (PsH).

Accuracy: There were no effects due to prime type (87.94% versus 85.96%, F = 1.01,
P = 0.330), but targets preceded by related primes were responded to with greater
accuracy than targets preceded by unrelated primes (89.34% versus 84.56%, F = 14.28,
P < 0.01). Prime type and relatedness did not interact (F = 0.08, p = 0.781).

10.3.2 Electrophysiological Measures

Voltages elicited at each of the 17 sites recorded were averaged across subjects (n =
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and plotted for each of the experimental conditions. Grand mean E R P s elicited by
targets preceded by related versus unrelated prime are presented in Figure 10.2 and
those preceded by word and pseudoword prime in Figure 10.3. Grand mean ERPs were
also plotted for targets preceded by related versus unrelated words (Figure 10.4), and
those preceded by related and unrelated pseudohomophones (Figure 10.5).
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Principal Components Analysis: Initial extraction of four factors using a 64 x 1156

matrix (every 4th point commencing 100 ms pre-stimulus) yielded a factor structure with
no factor clearly associated with the P3 (see Figure 10.6).

Factor 1

f

\

Time (ms)

Figure 10.6 Component loadings for the 4 components extracted in the first principal components
analysis of the unadjusted E R P data - period commencing 100 m s pre-stimulus.

While this would appear to highlight the efficacy of the current delayed task in reduc
P3, it was of some concern that Factor 2 (presumably associated with P2) was
somewhat biphasic, with the second peak achieving maximal amplitude in the range
where P3 might be expected. Given that this factor was of relatively little interest a
further PCA was performed using a matrix data set constructed by taking every 2nd
point commencing 300 ms post-stimulus (i.e., 77 x 1156 matrix) . This was done in
order to remove as much of the variance associated with the large early positivity as
possible and to provide a clearer indication of the later components (Figure 10.7).

400

500

600

700

^ 800

900

Time (ms)

Figure 10.7
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Component loadings for thefirst4 components extracted in thefinalprincipal components
analysis of the unadjusted E R P data - period commencing 300 m s post-stimulus.

A s is evident from Figure 10.7, P C A based on a data matrix which excluded the earlier

portion of the ERP produced factors in the latency ranges consistent with those reporte
in earlier experiments i.e., N400, P3 and Slow-Wave. The relevant eigenvalues and

variance accounted for by the four factors produced from the final PCA are presented in
Table 10.1

Table 10.1

Variance accounted for by each of the four factors extracted in the principal
components analysis together with the respective eigenvalues.
Factor
Eigenvalue
% Variance
% Cumulative
1
830.84
61.62
61.62
2
171.91
12.75
74.37
3
54.48
4.04
78.41
4
35.18
2.6
81.01

A n estimation of each component's contribution to the overall site grand m e a n was

calculated by multiplying the respective factor loading at each time point by the grand

mean amplitude for that time point in an effort to define the components associated wit
the factors extracted in the PCA (Coles et al., 1986). Plots of the outcome of this
process are presented in Figure 10.8.

300

Figure 10.8

500
700
Time (ms)

•Factor 1 X Grand Mean
-Factor 2 X Grand Mean
Factor 3 X Grand Mean

900

Factor loadings multiplied by overall site grand mean for factors 1, 2 and 3 respectively - arbitrary
voltage scaling.
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Factor 1 loaded highly on the latter portion of the E R P , accentuating a

somewhat general pattern of positivity in that period that is not wholly inconsistent
the Slow-Wave topography. Factor 2 did accentuate the portion of the ERP associated
with the N400 component but the topography of the factor x site grand mean plots
displays a parietal minimum rather than maximum, although there is some indication of

a slight hemispheric asymmetry that is not inconsistent with the N400. Factor 3 loaded

most highly across the portion of the ERP in which the P3 is often observed. The facto
x site grand mean plots associated with Factor 3 exhibit a midline parietal maximum
topography typical of the P3.
The latency periods defined in terms of the cross over points of the relevant
factors (refer Figure 10.7) were 332-482 ms for N400, 482-653 ms for P3, and 653-900
ms for Slow-Wave. The N400 range, while commencing earlier, is comparable to that

of Experiment 4 (300-478 ms) and is consistent with the 300-500 ms range often used in
mean amplitude measurements of the N400 component. The P3 range commences at a
similar point to that of Experiment 4 (478-715 ms) but is shorter. However the P3
component elicited in that experiment was of greater magnitude to that evident in the
ERP waveforms here, so a shorter duration range might be expected. In line with the
shorter P3 window, the Slow-Wave range commenced earlier than the equivalent range
in Experiment 4 (715-900 ms). Voltage maps displaying the overall topography of the
mean amplitudes within each of the preceding latency periods for the relevant
experimental conditions are presented in Figure 10.9. The maps show mean amplitudes
in the aforementioned latency ranges elicited by targets preceded by related primes
(word and pseudoword), unrelated primes (word and pseudoword), word primes (related
and unrelated), pseudoword primes (related and unrelated), related-words, unrelatedwords, related-pseudohomophones and unrelated pseudohomophones.
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Primed by Word
Related

Primed by Pseudoword

Unrelated

Unrelated

Related

N400

P3

Slow-Wave

Primed by
Related

Unrelated

Word

Pseudoword

N400

P3

Slow-Wave

4.5uV

-2.5uV

Figure 10.9

Topographic voltage plots of the mean amplitudes in the N400, P3 and Slow-Wave
latency periods, for targets preceded by related words, unrelated words, related
pseudowords, and related pseudowords (top panel), and related items (words and
pseudowords), unrelated items (words and pseudowords), words (related and
unrelated) and pseudowords (related and unrelated) (bottom panel).
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N 4 0 0 (332 - 482 m s ) : Parietal amplitudes were more negative-going than frontal

amplitudes in the outer-left region but less negative-going in the outer-right region, wit
the frontal-parietal difference largest in the outer-left region (outer left versus outer
x frontal versus parietal, F = 5.21, p < 0.05). In addition, parietal amplitudes were more
negative-going than frontal amplitudes outer laterally, but less negative-going inner

laterally with the frontal-parietal differences largest inner-laterally (outer versus inne
frontal versus parietal, F = 10.95, p < 0.01). Amplitudes centrally were more negative
going than the frontal-parietal average at both inner and outer lateral regions, with the
frontal-parietal verus central difference largest in outer regions (inner lateral versus
outer lateral x frontal/parietal versus central, F = 5.16, p < 0.05).
Although frontal amplitudes were more negative-going than those parietally, the
difference was larger at midline than laterally (midline versus lateral x frontal versus
parietal, F = 9.04, p < 0.01). In contrast, amplitudes centrally were more negative-going
than those of the frontal-parietal average at midline but less negative-going laterally
(midline versus lateral x frontal-parietal versus central, F = 37.13, p < 0.001). This
rather complex pattern of interactions can be better appreciated in Figure 10.10a, where
it is evident that frontally amplitudes were most negative-going over the right
hemisphere, while centrally, they were most negative-going at midline but both
frontally and centrally, activity was most negative-going over the right hemisphere. In
contrast, parietal amplitudes were more negative-going laterally than at midline and
most negative-going at the outer-left lateral region.
Amplitudes for targets preceded by related primes were significantly less
negative than amplitudes for targets preceded by unrelated primes (1.39 uV versus 0.17
|iV, F = 7.57, p < 0.05). This relatedness effect was larger at inner than outer lateral
sites (inner versus outer x relatedness, F = 8.25, p < 0.05, refer Figure 10.10b) and
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larger at midline than laterally (midline versus lateral x relatedness, F = 5.58, p < 0.05,
refer Figure 10.10c). Targets preceded by words elicited less negativity than targets
preceded by pseudowords (1.18 uV versus 0.38 uV, F = 5.79, p < 0.05, refer Figure
lO.lOd). Examination of a three-way interaction which included relatedness and prime
type indicated that, while relatedness effects occurred in word and pseudoword

conditions both centrally and for the frontal-parietal average, the largest effect occurre
centrally in the pseudoword condition (frontal-parietal versus central x relatedness x
prime type, F = 6.67, p < 0.05). Examination of the means comprising the frontal-

parietal average revealed that in contrast to the 1.02 uV difference centrally, parietall
differences were marginally smaller (0.90 uV) with the largest relatedness difference
occurring frontally (1.40 uV). Amplitudes in the N400 were thus characterised by

relatedness effects which were largest at midline, more so frontally than parietally, wit

inner lateral difference larger than those outer laterally, but they also differed in siz
between pseudoword- and word-primed conditions, with targets preceded by
pseudowords associated with larger effects than targets preceded by words.
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Figure 10.10 N 4 0 0 m e a n amplitude values for a) each of the 15 topographical regions analysed,
collapsed across prime type and relatedness, b) the relatedness x inner versus
outer lateral interaction, c) the relatedness x lateral versus midline interaction, and
d) the frontal/parietal versus central x relatedness x prime type interaction.
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P 3 (482 - 653 m s ) :

Central amplitudes were more positive than the frontal-parietal

average (1.62 uV versus 0.71 uV, F = 14.59, p < 0.01) with this effect present at both

inner and outer lateral regions and largest outer laterally (inner versus outer x frontalparietal versus central, F = 19.21, p < 0.001). Average amplitudes across the outer
lateral regions were more positive frontally than parietally with the opposite pattern
exhibited across the inner lateral region (outer versus inner x frontal versus parietal,
28.64, p < 0.001). Parietal amplitudes were more positive than frontal amplitudes
across both midline and lateral regions, with this difference largest at midline (midline
versus lateral x frontal versus parietal, F = 28.24, p < 0.001). Amplitudes centrally
were more positive laterally than at midline with central lateral amplitudes more
positive than frontal/parietal lateral amplitudes and central midline amplitudes less
positive than frontal/parietal midline amplitudes (midline versus lateral x
frontal/parietal versus central, F = 77.55, p < 0.001). The overall pattern of topography

in the P3 latency range (refer Figure 10.1 la) was similar to that observed in the earlier
latency range. That is, frontally, amplitudes were least positive over the right
hemisphere while centrally, they were least positive at midline and most positive
laterally with left > right asymmetry, while parietal amplitudes were most positive at
midline and least positive laterally.
Amplitudes in the 482 - 653 ms period for targets preceded by related
primes were significantly more positive than amplitudes for targets preceded by
unrelated primes (1.80 uV versus 0.22 uV, F = 17.01, p < 0.01, refer Figure 10.11b).

This relatedness effect was larger at inner than outer lateral sites (inner versus outer x
relatedness, F = 11.83, p < 0.01) and larger at midline than laterally (midline versus
lateral x relatedness, F = 7.70, p < 0.05, refer Figure 10.11b). Although relatedness
effects were not found to be significantly larger parietally where P3 is maximal, there
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was a tendency for relatedness differences to be largest parietally (e.g., related minus
unrelated at Fz = 1.80 uV, versus Cz = 2.17 uV, versus Pz = 2.27 uV). Targets
preceded by words elicited greater positivity than targets preceded by pseudowords
(1.46 uV versus 0.57 uV, F = 5.88 p < 0.05) but prime type and relatedness did not
interact. Relatedness effects in the P3 latency range, like those of the N400 period,
were thus larger at midline than laterally but displayed no signs of hemispheric
asymmetry and unlike the results for N400, were not differentiated by prime type.
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Figure 10.11 P3 mean amplitude values a) collapsed across prime type and relatedness at each
of the 15 topographical regions analysed, b) the outer versus inner lateral x
relatedness interaction, and c) the lateral versus midline x relatedness interaction.

S l o w - W a v e (653 - 900 m s ) : Slow-Wave amplitudes were more positive across outer
left than outer right lateral regions (0.69 uV versus -0.42 uV, F = 11.29, p < 0.01).

Inner left lateral amplitudes were also more positive than inner right lateral amplitud
(0.38 uV versus -0.34 uV, F = 10.01, p < 0.01). Although inner lateral amplitudes were

more positive frontally than parietally, this frontal-parietal difference was larger fo
inner right lateral region (inner left versus inner right x frontal versus parietal, F
P < 0.05). Average amplitudes across the outer lateral regions were more positive

frontally than parietally, with a reversed and smaller frontal-parietal difference evid

across the inner lateral region (outer versus inner x frontal versus parietal, F = 35.10
< 0.001). Central amplitudes were more positive than the frontal-parietal average (0.38

uV versus -0.09 uV, F = 8.67, p < 0.05) with this effect present at both inner and outer
lateral regions and largest outer laterally (inner lateral versus outer lateral x
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frontal/parietal versus central, F = 23.82, p < 0.001). Lateral average amplitudes were
more positive frontally than parietally, while midline average amplitudes were more
positive parietally than frontally (midline versus lateral x frontal versus parietal, F =
33.40, p < 0.001). Laterally, amplitudes were more positive centrally than for the

frontal-parietal average but this pattern was reversed at midline (midline versus lateral
frontal/parietal versus central, F = 66.86, p < 0.001). The overall topography of
amplitudes in the Slow-Wave period, across conditions, can be seen in Figure 10.12,
where the right-frontal negative maximum clearly contrasts with the midline parietal
positive maximum.
Relatedness effects in the Slow-Wave period were broadly distributed, with
amplitudes significantly more positive for targets preceded by related primes than
targets preceded by unrelated primes (0.56 uV versus -0.42 uV, F = 8.92, p < 0.01).
There were no significant topographical differences in the relatedness effect, nor were

there significant effects associated with prime type, or interactions involving prime typ
and relatedness.

O-Left

I-Left

Midline

I-Right

O-Righl

Figure 10.12 Slow-Wave epoch mean amplitudes collapsed across relatedness and prime type
conditions, at each of the 15 topographical regions analysed.

10.4 Discussion
Responses were faster and more accurate for targets preceded by related than unrelated
words. This result was consistent with the advantages typically reported in behavioural
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studies involving lexical decision (Bentin et al., 1985; Ferrand & Grainger, 1994), as
well as, the results of the previous three experiments. Although similar relatedness
effects were observed in the accuracy of responses to targets preceded by pseudowords,
facilitation of RTs was not observed.
The ERP waveforms produced in the delayed lexical-decision task differed quite
markedly from those in the earlier lexical-decision experiments. Although a P1/N1/P2

complex was evident at posterior sites (particularly at outer lateral and occipital sites
and there was a late negative-going component which peaked at approximately 400 ms,
there was no pronounced late-positive component, and maximal parietal positivity was
associated with P2. Despite the lack of a prominent late positivity, amplitudes of the
late negative-going component were positive rather than negative parietally - although
less positive than in earlier experiments. Negative activity in this latency range was
apparent frontally but frontal waveforms were also characterised by a lack of any
clearly defined negative peak.
Mean amplitudes within the N400 range varied as a function of prime-target
relatedness in both word- and pseudohomophone-prime conditions, with the presence of
reduced negativity for targets preceded by related word-primes being consistent with
previous reports of N400 amplitude modulation associated with semantic priming
(Bentin et al., 1985; Chwilla et al., 1995; Holcomb, 1993). The presence of relatedness

effects for word-primed targets in the current experiment also mirrors the observation o
similar patterns observed in all previous experiments reported here. The presence of
reduced negativity for related versus unrelated pseudohomophone-primed targets is also
consistent with the results observed in Experiment 3, 4 and 5. Relatedness effects,
although largest at midline, were otherwise laterally symmetrical and failed to exhibit

evidence of a parietal or right parietal maximum. In fact, relatedness effects were larg
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frontally than parietally. Although relatedness and prime type were found to interact,
there was no indication that the priming effect in the pseudohomophone-primed
condition was smaller than the effect in the word-primed condition, as had been
expected. Rather, relatedness differences were generally similar between prime
conditions and were even found to be larger centrally in the pseudohomophone prime
condition - a pattern not observed in the previous three experiments.
Mean amplitudes in the P3 latency region were significantly smaller than

observed in previous experiments, indicating the success of the delayed lexical-decision
task in reducing this component. Despite the reduction in P3 amplitude, maximum

positivity was still evident parietally, with the largest amplitudes associated with tar

preceded by related primes. This relatedness effect is similar to that reported elsewher
(Anderson & Holcomb, 1995; Boddy, 1986; Chwilla et al., 1995; Holcomb, 1993), as
well as observed in Experiments 2, 4 and 5. Relatedness effects in general were larger
at midline than laterally, and larger for the inner than outer lateral region. Although
targets preceded by words elicited greater positivity than targets preceded by
pseudowords, unlike the mean amplitudes in the N400 period, relatedness effects did
not vary in relation to prime type.
Slow-Wave mean amplitudes differed markedly between frontal and parietal
regions. In contrast to the frontal activity, which exhibited outer lateral positivity
(maximal in the left hemisphere) with an inner-right lateral negative maximum, parietal

activity exhibited outer lateral negativity maximal in the right hemisphere and a midlin
positive maximum. These frontal versus parietal differences would seem consistent
with views that Slow-Wave activity can often be fractionated with frontal activity
reflecting different processes compared to parietal activity (Rosier & Heil, 1991;
Ruchkin et al., 1988). Despite this possibility, relatedness effects in the Slow-Wave
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period were broadly distributed, with targets preceded by related prime types eliciting
greater positivity than targets preceded by unrelated prime types. This pattern was
inconsistent with the tendency towards greater positivity in the unrelated conditions
exhibited in Experiments 4 and 5 (and to some extent 1 and 2) and reported by Holcomb
(1988).
Given the priming effect on response accuracy in the pseudohomophone
condition, the lack of a RT priming effect in the same condition was somewhat
unexpected. This is especially so in light of the capacity of pseudohomophone stimuli
to produce both an accuracy and response time advantage, reported elsewhere (Ferrand
& Grainger, 1994; Lukatela & Turvey, 1994a, 1994b), and observed in the preceding
two experiments. Although the associative strengths for pseudoword-word pairs (0.28)
were slightly smaller than those of word-word pairs (0.32), the difference was not

significant (i.e., independent groups t-test -1[2,73] = 1.23, p = 0.221). It seems unlik
therefore that variation in associative strength was the source of the difference in RT
relatedness effect between word and psueudoword conditions (it is also worth noting
that the pseudohomophone-word condition associative strengths were not found to vary

significantly between experiments 4 and 6 - independent groups t-test: t[2,66] = 1.70, p
= 0.866). However, the current implementation of the lexical-decision task differs from
that typically employed, and this suggests that the unexpected RT priming effects may
be a product of the particular implementation used. For example, the dissociation
between accuracy and RT priming effects may indicate the operation of a speed versus
accuracy trade off. If subjects found the pseudohomophone condition difficult, they
may have adopted strategies aimed at maintaining accuracy rather than speed, possibly
nullifying any RT benefits associated with priming. Why the current task would induce
the operation of a speed versus accuracy trade off when other lexical-decision tasks
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utilizing pseudohomophone primes do not is open to speculation. O n e possibility is that

the presentation of the lexicality question ("Word?" / "Non-word?") 800 - 1000 ms after
each word provided additional processing time, which, while benefiting target words
preceded by word primes, disadvantaged target words preceded by pseudohomophone
primes. For example, the additional processing may have provided greater scope for
conflict between an orthographic system indicating that the pseudohomophone was a
non-word, and a phonological system indicating that the pseudohomophone had a legal
phonological code.
In regards to the results in the N400 period, the failure to obtain evidence of
smaller relatedness effects in the pseudoword condition tends to follow the pattern
observed in Experiment 4, rather than Experiment 5. It was suggested previously that
the elicitation of equivalent relatedness effect sizes in Experiment 4 may have been
associated with the choice of relatively long SOAs. Support for this conclusion was
provided by the presence of smaller effects in the pseudoword condition of Experiment
5 after SOAs were reduced. The sensitivity of the level of pseudoword priming to

prime-target SOA would appear to be further reinforced by the current results. That is,

with the return to long SOAs, the lack of differences in the size of the relatedness ef
between word and pseudoword conditions which characterised Experiment 4 (which
also used long SOAs) were again observed. As speculated in the previous experiments,
the lack of difference in relatedness effects may be the product of the long SOAs
affording greater time for prime processing, with particular benefits accruing for
pseudowords. Although pseudowords might be expected to produce weaker semantic
priming effects than words (e.g., because activation of semantically-related words
occurs predominantly via phonology, or inconsistency between orthography and
phonology impedes or interferes with activation of semantically-related words), long
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S O A s m a y enable resolution of any orthographic-phonological conflict to take place
and, hence, allow pseudowords to produce equivalent priming to words.
Attenuation of the P3 component in the current experiment was successful,

although it was not entirely eliminated. In contrast to the immediate response lexical-

decision tasks used in experiments 3, 4 and 5, the delayed decision used in the current
experiment produced comparatively little in the way of a late-positive component, with
positivity actually greater for P2 than P3. Although the size of the positivity in the
- 653 ms range was markedly smaller than the late positivities elicited in Experiments
4 and 5, (i.e., mean amplitude at Pz for Experiment 6 = 2.72 uV versus 10.5 uV, 9.69
uV, and 12.68 uV in Experiments 3, 4 and 5 respectively) several lines of evidence
suggest that the observed positivity may still have reflected a reduced P3. Firstly,
amplitudes exhibited the typical parietal maximum topography of the P3 component.

Secondly, the PCA extracted a factor similar to those associated with the P3 in the oth
experiments. Lastly, the relatedness effect across this period was somewhat larger

parietally than frontally - although not significantly so. Despite the reduction in the
amplitude of the P3, priming effects were prominent in both word- and
pseudohomophone-prime conditions. The increased positivity of mean amplitudes
within the P3 period for targets preceded by related primes is consistent with similar
findings by Anderson and Holcomb (1995), Boddy (1986), Chwilla et al. (1995),
Holcomb (1993) and the results of Experiments 4 and 5.
Although the ERP waveforms and PCA analysis suggest that P3 activity was

elicited in the current experiment (despite the attempt to avoid it), the delayed natur
the task was successful in reducing the amplitude of this component. This reduction
alone would diminish the likelihood that priming effects in the N400 period were the

product of overlapping relatedness effects associated with P3. However, it is also wort
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noting that while both N 4 0 0 and P3 periods contained relatedness effects, the
interaction of these effects with prime type was restricted to the N400 period. This
indicates a dissociation between the relatedness effects associated with N400 and those
associated with P3.
Unlike Experiments 4 and 5, priming differences in the P3 appeared to be the
product of a modulation of amplitude rather than latency or a combination of latency
and amplitude, although, like the previous two experiments, relatedness differences
tended to be larger parietally. It has been widely established that, among other things,
P3 amplitude can vary as a function of decision-making confidence. If applied to the
current experiment, the observed P3 differences would presumably reflect the increase
in decision confidence produced as a result of the facilitation of target processing by
prior presentation of a related stimulus. However, if P3 differences are attributed to
changes in decision confidence, then this implies that subjects were engaged in some

form of lexical decision processing despite the fact that responses were not required and
correct button press responses could not be given until after presentation of the
subsequent question (800 - 1000 ms post-stimulus). Given that subjects were only ever
asked two questions (i.e., "word?" or "non-word?"), and knew at the outset that they
would have to determine the nature of each stimulus, it would seem probable that
stimulus categorisation in terms of lexical status was initiated immediately upon
stimulus presentation rather than being delayed to the subsequent question.
If the current P3 amplitude results reflect the impact of semantic priming on the
confidence with which lexical categorisations of stimuli are being performed, then the

lack of any obvious latency variation might also suggest that the duration of this proces
is similar regardless of prime type. At face value, this would appear at odds with the
results of Experiment 4, as the immediate response requirement of that experiment
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would

also require subjects to initiate stimulus categorisation upon

stimulus

presentation, yet peak P3 latency appeared to have occurred later in the unrelated
condition. But while these two experiments may be similar in terms of lexical
categorisation processing, they differ significantly in terms of response requirements

and it is probable that the latency shift evident in Experiment 4 would reflect this. It is
conceivable, for example, that the P3 in Experiment 4 might be associated with both

response selection and lexical categorisation processes, with the earlier P3 in the relate

condition the result of facilitatory effects of priming on response selection. On the basi
of the differences between these two experiments, it might then be argued that such
lexical categorisation and response selection/initiation are differentially affected by
priming. However, this seems unlikely as it is unclear why the facilitatory effects of
priming would fail to influence a categorisation process. Another difficulty with the

attempt to link relatedness differences in the P3 period to priming related facilitation o
decision processes becomes evident when the behavioural measures are considered.
Categorisation of the lexicality of the stimulus prior to question presentation could well
be expected to facilitate the speed with which post-question decisions are made, but this
did not appear to be the case. Response times in the current experiment were slower
than those in the previous experiments that used lexical decision.
Although P3 amplitude has been reported in vary as a function of decision
confidence, its modulation has also been reported in response to the manipulation of
other variables. In this respect, reports that P3 amplitude is sensitive to stimulus
probability provide another possible explanation for the results in question. While the
proportion of related to unrelated stimulus pairs in the current experiment were equal,
pseudoword filler items can also be viewed as unrelated items. If the stimuli are
classified in this way, then the overall proportion of related to unrelated items is
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reduced. A s lower-probability stimuli, related targets m a y therefore have elicited larger
P3s. However, this explanation is considered unlikely, because if P3 amplitude were a

simple function of stimulus probability in the current experiment, it is difficult to s
why similar 'probability' effects would not characterise the comparison of targets
primed by words with those primed by pseudohomophones, as pseudohomophones are

also pseudowords. That is, as a proportion of the total, words are more likely to follow
words than pseudowords, but targets preceded by pseudohomophones are not associated
with greater positivity in the P3 period than those preceded by words.
Across the late portion of the ERP, Slow-Wave amplitudes were more positive
when related items preceded targets. This divergence from the pattern of greater
positivity in the unrelated condition observed in previous experiments was somewhat

unexpected but possibly related to the differences associated with P3. In contrast to t
current experiment, Experiments 4 and 5 elicited large P3 components, the peak
amplitudes of which appeared to differ between related and unrelated conditions -

peaking earlier in the related condition. The greater positivity in the unrelated condi

in those experiments may therefore have reflected differential resolution of the P3 rat
than actual Slow-Wave differences.
Alternatively, the differences between relatedness effects in the Slow-Wave
period in the current experiment and that of the earlier experiments may be related to
task differences. For example, the current experiment differed from Experiments 4 and

5 in that each stimulus was followed by presentation of a question. Due to the nature of

the target-question ISI (i.e., random variation between 800 and 1000 ms), and the use of
1000 ms ERP epochs commencing 100 ms pre-stimulus, activity associated with
question presentation would sometimes occur within the later portion of the target ERP
period (i.e., in the last 100 ms of some ERPs containing activity associated with the
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onset of the question). It is therefore possible that the Slow-Wave differences observed
may be associated with this overlap. This is considered most unlikely however, as any
effects related to this should be randomly distributed across conditions. A much more
likely explanation for the observed Slow-Wave effects would appear to be one
incorporating memory processes. It has been suggested, for example, that Slow-Wave
activity is associated with storage and retention of information in working memory
(Rosier et al., 1993; Ruchkin, Canoune, Johnson & Ritter, 1995). In the current
experiment, it is not inconceivable that the delayed response requirement may have
caused subjects to engage rehearsal mechanisms in order to maintain, in memory, target
information or information regarding the outcome of a lexical categorisation of the
target, until an appropriate response initiated by the question presentation could be
generated.
With the Slow-Wave period characterised by the presence of similar relatedness
effects to those in the preceding P3 period, questions regarding the issue of component
overlap inevitably arise. However, although there were broad similarities in the

relatedness effects observed in the two latency ranges, component overlap is unlikely to
have accounted for the observed P3 relatedness effects as they exhibited a different
topography from those in the Slow-Wave period. Similarly, although there were broad
similarities between the relatedness effects in the N400 and Slow-Wave periods, the
effects in the N400 period were found to interact with prime type (i.e., greater
relatedness effects for pseudoword than word-primed targets) but equivalent prime-type
differences were not observed in the Slow-Wave period. .
In conclusion, facilitatory effects associated with prime-target relatedness were
observed in both behavioural and electrophysiological data. Response accuracy was
greater when targets were preceded by related words and pseudohomophones, and
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responses were faster w h e n targets were preceded by related words. In general, the
behavioural results were in line with the effects of priming typically reported in the
literature. Although there was a dissociation between the accuracy and response time
effects in the pseudohomophone condition, it is possible that this was the product of a
speed versus accuracy trade-off strategy adopted by subjects in response to conflict
between orthographic and phonological mechanisms. Amplitudes across the N400, P3
and Slow-Wave periods were characterised by greater relative positivity when targets
were preceded by related stimuli. The presence of word and pseudoword priming

effects in the N400 region replicated the results of the previous experiments, but unlike
Experiment 5, there was no indication that relatedness effects were smaller in the
pseudoword condition. This result was similar to the pattern observed in Experiment 4,
with the variation across Experiments 4, 5 and 6 considered to reflect influences
associated with prime-target SOA. Although there was some similarity between the
effects observed in the N400 and P3 periods, the small size of the P3, and the presence
of a significant frontal/parietal versus central x relatedness x prime type interaction
the N400 but not P3 analysis, suggest that N400 differences were not simply the product

of P3 overlap. In contrast, the lack of a centro-parietal distribution for P3 relatedness

differences, and the difficulty accounting for those differences in terms of variation in
probability or decision confidence, suggested that P3 relatedness differences may well
have reflected modulation associated with underlying Slow-Wave activity. The
relatedness differences in the Slow-Wave period itself were considered to reflect the
operation of processes associated with memory storage and/or retrieval. Inconsistencies
in regard to differences in the Slow-Wave period compared with results from previous
experiments were considered to reflect task-related factors and possibly, variations in
latency.
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11 General Discussion
The present series of experiments examined the influence of pseudohomophone primes
on semantically-related target words in order to investigate the involvement of
orthography and phonology in the elicitation of the N400. While a number of theories
regarding the functional significance of the N400 component have been advanced, one

of the most influential has been the 'integration' account. This theory suggests that t
N400 component elicited in visual word recognition reflects processing associated with

discourse construction - and specifically, that aspect involving the attempted integrati
of a lexical item with the preceding context. Theoretical accounts of the visual word
recognition process typically attempt to address the role played by a word's
orthographic and phonological structure. While some accounts maintain that activation
of a word's meaning is mediated by phonology, others maintain that a route to meaning

is also possible via a direct orthographic pathway. In lexically-based accounts of visua
word recognition the representation of linguistic knowledge is typically described in
terms of 'mental lexicons' with discrete entries for individual words - orthographic

lexicons in which orthographic patterns are encoded, phonological lexicons in which the
relevant pronunciation patterns are encoded and a semantic system which contains the
relevant word meanings. Proponents of connectionist perspectives, on the other hand,
maintain that linguistic information is represented by patterns of activation across a
distributed network of nodes that encode sub-lexical level information. With its

particular sensitivity to lexical information, and especially to manipulations involving
semantic relatedness, the N400 component has generated a great deal of interest in the
examination of questions related to linguistic processing.
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11.1 Summary of Experiments 1 - 6
Priming differences in reaction time and accuracy, as well as amplitude modulation of
the N400, P3 and Slow-Wave, were obtained in a number of experiments. For the
electrophysiological measures these priming effects reflected differences obtained in
latency ranges defined through the application of principal components analysis
methodology rather than arbitrary choices common in the existing literature.

Experiment 1: Experiment 1 sought to examine the effects of pseudohomophone
priming within the context of a semantic-categorisation task. The ERPs elicited in
response to non-category exemplar words which had been primed by related and
unrelated words and pseudowords exhibited a negative-going component which peaked
around 400 ms parietally, followed by a parietally-maximum P3 component. The
earlier component did not display the parietal maximum often associated with N400,
and was in fact more negative-going frontally than parietally. This was largely

considered to reflect the overall positive shift over the parietal-midline region assoc
with the subsequent, and larger, P3 component. Semantic priming was found to

modulate the amplitude of the earlier negativity. That is, greater negativity was elici

by targets preceded by unrelated rather than related words. This effect did not interac
significantly with topography, but did display a tendency towards being larger
parietally. This finding was consistent with studies that have examined the effects of
priming on the amplitude of the N400 in word-list tasks (Bentin et al., 1985) and more

specifically, those that have reported such effects using semantic categorisation (Nobr
& McCarthy, 1994).
Relatedness effects, similar to those in the N400 period, characterised primedby-word conditions in the P3 period. That is, there was greater positivity for targets
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preceded by related words parietally - a pattern consistent with P3 priming effects
reported elsewhere (Anderson & Holcomb, 1995; Chwilla et al., 1995). This
relatedness effect was not observed frontally and did not extend to pseudoword-primed
targets. The differing topographies of the relatedness effects in the N400 and P3
periods indicated that N400 differences were not due to P3 overlap. Amplitudes in the
Slow-Wave latency range were least positive frontally, and maximally positive

parietally, which was not wholly inconsistent with the frontal negative/parietal positiv
topography often associated with Slow-Wave activity. In contrast to N400 and P3
periods, amplitudes in the Slow-Wave latency range did not differ as a function of
prime-target relatedness or prime-type. This indicated that neither N400 nor P3 results
reflected underlying Slow-Wave activity.
Unequivocal attribution of differences in the N400 latency window to semantic
priming was complicated, however, by the presence of an unexpected reversal of the
relatedness effects in the pseudoword condition (i.e., greater negativity to targets
preceded by related than unrelated pseudoword primes), and the lack of either

relatedness, prime type or relatedness x prime type interactions in the behavioural data

Experiment 2: The lack of consistency between the effects in the word and
pseudoword-primed conditions, as well as between behavioural and
electrophysiological indices, made attempts to account for the ERP results of
Experiment 1, in terms of facilitation associated with priming, difficult. In an effort
clarify these inconsistencies, a replication of Experiment 1 was attempted using a
modification of the task which would permit the collection of response times as well as
accuracy rates - i.e., responses were required to all stimuli rather than just category
exemplars. Despite the slight modifications to the task, as in Experiment 1, accuracy
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rates were not significantly different across conditions. In contrast, R T s were faster for
targets preceded by words, and although there were no effects associated with
relatedness, the tendency in both word- and pseudoword-primed conditions was for
slower rather than faster responses when prime and target were related.
Similar ERP components to those of Experiment 1 were observed - i.e., a
negative-going component which peaked parietally at approximately 400 ms, followed
by a positive component that was largest parietally. Amplitudes in the Slow-Wave
period displayed a parietal positive maximum and a frontal positive minimum - tending
to be least positive frontally in the left hemisphere. As in Experiment 1, the N400
component was least negative at Pz, with an overall positive shift reflecting the
influence of the following P3. Parietal amplitudes of the negative component tended to
be somewhat larger over the right hemisphere (although not significantly so) and were
found to vary in association with prime-target relatedness in a similar manner to that
observed in Experiment 1 and typically associated with the N400. It was noted,
however, that the topography of the relatedness effects differed between experiments
and tended to be more restricted in distribution in Experiment 2 (i.e., the elicitation
greater negativity in the unrelated condition for targets preceded by word primes was
broadly distributed in Experiment 1, but restricted to the outer-left-lateral region in
Experiment 2). Neither experiment exhibited greater negativity in the unrelated than
related condition when words were preceded by pseudowords. Although relatedness
effects were evident in both N400 and P3 latency ranges, the distribution of these

effects differed, indicating, as in the previous experiment, that the effects at N400 we
not the product of P3 overlap. Amplitudes in the Slow-Wave period were not

inconsistent with the pattern of frontal negativity and parietal positivity often descri
in relation to Slow-Wave activity and were similar to those observed in Experiment 1.
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A s with the previous Experiment, amplitudes frontally displayed signs of a left > right
asymmetry (in terms of negative-going activity). Given the linguistic nature of

Experiments 1 and 2, this frontal asymmetry would appear related to the pattern of left
frontal-negative Slow-Wave maxima reported in learning and memory tasks which have
used verbal linguistic stimuli (Kutas & Van Petten, 1994).
While the lack of semantic-priming effects in the behavioural data was
consistent across experiments, the failure to obtain such effects was unexpected, as
facilitation of both RT and accuracy have previously been reported in behavioural
studies of priming involving both word-word (Meyer & Schvaneveldt, 1971) and
pseudohomophone-word stimulus pairings (Lukatela & Turvey, 1994a, 1994b). It was
suggested that failure to obtain behavioural evidence of semantic priming in
Experiments 1 and 2 may have reflected a factor such as the use of weakly-related

stimuli pairs or use of a task which did not elicit strong priming effects. In either c
the repeated finding could simply have reflected the greater sensitivity of ERPs (as
opposed to accuracy and RT measures).
In both experiments, differences typical of those associated with N400 were
observed when primes were words but not when primes were pseudowords. A number
of possible explanations for the failure to obtain evidence of N400 modulation
associated with priming by related and unrelated pseudowords were advanced. One
suggestion was that these results may have reflected a failure by pseudohomophone

primes to produce the level of activation necessary to significantly modulate the N400.
That is, if N400 modulation was associated with a priming mechanism such as
automatic spread of activation, then stronger target-word activation might be expected

when orthography and phonology are consistent rather than inconsistent. In this regard,
differences in target activation between word- and pseudoword-prime conditions could
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conceivably result from orthographic versus phonological conflict adversely affecting
the spread of activation from pseudohomophone primes, or conversely, weaker target
activation because, unlike word primes, spread of activation for pseudohomophones is

restricted more to the phonological-processing domain. Alternatively, it is also possibl
that the lack of N400 priming effects for pseudoword-primed targets indicated that the
processes underlying this component were predominantly driven by orthography. That
is, pseudohomophone primes may not have modulated N400 because their orthographic
representations were not associated with legal English words.
Although the presence of somewhat similar priming effects was noted in the
electrophysiological data in both experiments, the failure to obtain the equivalent
behavioural evidence, while not necessarily invalidating the ERP results, did indicate
that the experimental paradigm (as implemented) did not produce strong semanticrelatedness effects. In light of the overall weak relatedness effects, conclusive
statements regarding the failure to obtain pseudohomophone priming were difficult.
Given that the effects of pseudohomophone priming were of specific interest in this
thesis project, more robust priming effects were sought in subsequent studies using the
lexical-decision task.

Experiment 3: In comparison to the semantic-categorisation task used in the first two
experiments, the lexical-decision task utilised in Experiment 3 yielded noticeably
stronger priming effects. Generally, the behavioural measures were found to exhibit the
typical pattern of faster and more accurate responses for targets preceded by
semantically-related primes that has been reported elsewhere (Neely, 1991). These
effects were accompanied by ERPs that were similar in overall morphology to those
elicited in Experiment 2. That is, they exhibited a negative-going component which
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peaked at approximately 400 m s parietally but which was larger at frontal rather than
parietal midline due to the influence of a large positive component that was maximal at
midline and consistent with the P3. Activity in the latter period of the ERP, like that
the two earlier experiments, was characterised at midline by a positive maximum
parietally, and a negative maximum (positive minimum) frontally. Unlike Experiments
1 and 2, amplitudes tended to be more negative-going in the right than left hemisphere.
The negativity preceding the P3, like those in Experiments 1 and 2, was larger
for targets preceded by unrelated than related primes, with relatedness effects larger
parietally than frontally - findings consistent with activity associated with the N400
previously reported. As with Experiments 1 and 2, there was an interaction involving
prime type and relatedness in which the topography of the relatedness effects in wordand pseudohomophone-primed target conditions was found to differ. This suggested
that the processes associated with the relatedness effects in the word and pseudoword
conditions differed. This would be consistent with proposals that the N400
'component' may actually represent the activity of a number of underlying neural

generators, with each differentially activated in response to differences in task deman
and/or stimulus properties (Holcomb et al., 1999). Mean amplitudes in the P3 latency
range did not differ in regards to prime type or relatedness. Slow-Wave amplitudes did
not exhibit the tendency towards greater positivity in the unrelated condition that had
been displayed to some extent in the previous two experiments and reported previously
(Holcomb, 1988).
The occurrence of pseudohomophone priming in Experiment 3 is obviously not
consistent with the failure to find such differences in the first two experiments.
However, in view of the unexpected absence of behavioural-priming effects in the
earlier experiments, the significance of a lack of pseudohomophone priming in those
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studies is open to question.
As noted above, the nature of the relatedness by prime type interaction in the

N400 data of Experiment 3 suggested that, rather than a simple difference in relatedness
effect size, differences between word- and pseudoword-primed conditions varied with
topography e.g., it was larger in the pseudoword than word-primed condition at the

outer-right-parietal region, but smaller at the outer-left-parietal region. The failure
obtain clear evidence of an overall difference in effect sizes between conditions might
indicate that the process(es) underlying or contributing to the N400 (at least in the
lexical-decision task) are more sensitive to phonology than orthography. Reliance on
information derived from an orthographic representation, for example, could be
expected to produce less overall facilitation of targets preceded by related
pseudohomophones than related words. In contrast, similar levels of facilitation might
be expected if processing had been based primarily on phonology, as the relationship
between prime and target established via phonology was essentially equivalent across
word- and pseudohomophone-primed conditions. In this respect the processes
underlying the N400 may reflect a phonologically-mediated visual word-recognition
system, as has been suggested elsewhere (Lukatela & Turvey, 1994a, 1994b; Pollatsek,
Rayner, & Lee, 2000; Pollatsek, Tan, & Rayner, 2000; Rayner, Pollatsek, & Binder,
1998; Rayner, Sereno, Lesch, & Pollatsek, 1995).
However, such an interpretation of the results of Experiment 3 could be
criticised on the basis that the comparison of related and unrelated pseudoword
conditions was inappropriate. Of specific concern would be whether relatedness
differences between targets preceded by related and unrelated pseudowords are entirely
meaningful when the comparison involves different types of pseudowords. That is,
although both types of prime had orthographies that were not associated with legal
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words, only the related primes (pseudohomophones) had phonologies that were
identical to legal words. Differences between related and unrelated pseudoword
conditions may therefore have been confounded with the orthographic/phonological
disparity between pseudoword primes, rather than variation in semantic association. A
more appropriate experimental design in that case would involve the comparison of
priming effects of related and unrelated pseudohomophone primes. It was considered
that a replication of Experiment 3, with the exception that unrelated pseudohomophone
primes replace unrelated pseudoword primes, would be worthwhile, and this was
attempted in Experiment 4.

Experiment 4: Targets were responded to faster and more accurately when the prime
was related, a result consistent with the previous experiment and semantic-priming
studies reported elsewhere. This RT relatendess effect was evident for both word- and
pseudohomophone-primed targets, but was larger in the pseudohomophone-primed
condition.
The ERPs of Experiment 4, like those of the previous experiments,
displayed a negative-going component which peaked at approximately 400 ms
parietally. However, as in Experiment 3, maximal amplitude of this component was

frontally rather than parietally distributed. This was due to the concurrent eliciatio
larger amplitude P3 component whose characteristic parietal maximum tended to
overide the earlier component and produce an overall positive shift in the posterior

region. In the period following the late positivity of the P3, amplitudes were once ag

similar to those observed in earlier experiments, i.e, maximal parietally at midline a

least positive frontally. As in the first two experiments, there was some indication of

hemispheric asymmetry frontally, with amplitudes least positive in the left hemisphere
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The amplitude of the earlier negativity displayed sensitivity to manipulation
of prime-target relatedness, with maximal negativity elicited when targets were
unrelated to preceding items. Furthermore, although relatedness effects were broadly

distributed, it was noted that these differences were slightly larger over the right-par
region for targets preceded by word primes. These findings were considered consistent
with previous reports of the N400 in word-list studies.
Unlike the previous experiment, there were no significant topographical
differences in the relatedness effects associated with word- and pseudoword-primed
targets. This would appear inconsistent with the multiple source account of the N400
proposed in response to the topographical differences between conditions observed in
Experiment 3. However, as noted, interactions between relatedness, prime type and
topography were obtained in the normalized-data analysis. While these interactions
were not present in the analysis of the raw data, they do indicate a tendency for
relatedness effects in Experiment 4 to differ topographically between conditions.
Amplitudes of the P3 component, in addition to being maximal parietally, were
larger when targets were preceded by related items, with these differences also maximal
parietally. These results are consistent with previous studies (Boddy, 1986; Chwilla et
al., 1995) as well as the general patterns observed in the previous experiments. The
topography of the P3 and N400 relatedness effects were not identical, indicating a
dissociation of the source of the effects associated with these components. Amplitude
differences across the Slow-Wave period did not vary as a function of prime-target
relatedness. Semantic priming effects in the N400 and P3 were therefore not the result
of underlying Slow-Wave activity. It was noted however that, although not significant,
the pattern of relatedness effects in the Slow-Wave period was somewhat similar to the
results of Holcomb (1988), and the tendencies observed in Experiments 1 and 2, i.e.,
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amplitudes tended to be more positive in the unrelated condition.
Despite the differences, Experiment 4 in large part replicated the results of the
previous experiment, highlighting both the effectiveness of lexical decision compared

with semantic categorisation in eliciting priming effects, as well as the ability of rel
pseudohomophone and related word primes to modulate the N400 component. With the
use of related and unrelated pseudohomphone primes, differences in the pseudoword
primed condition can be safely attributed to differences associated with prime-target
relatedness rather than differences associated with prime homophony. With the lack of
significant differences in the size of N400 relatedness effect elicited in word- and
pseudoword-primed conditions in this experiment, questions regarding the lack of
differentiation noted in the previous experiments can be addressed with greater
confidence.
As suggested earlier, one interpretation of the results of Experiments 3 and 4 is
the proposal that phonological mediation plays a dominant role in visual word
recognition, at least in those processes operating in lexical decision - an argument that
has received some support in the cognitive literature. But while the equivalency in the
size of the relatedness effects in word- and pseudohomophone-primed conditions
appears to downplay the influence of orthography, the relevance of the orthographic
representation of the prime cannot be so readily dismissed because the task itself
necessitates the use of orthographic information. That is, the presence of
pseudohomophone stimuli ensures that the lexicality decisions cannot be made on the
basis of phonology alone without the incorrect categorisation of pseudohomophones as
'words'. A post-hoc examination of the prime data indicated that subjects were
correctly identifying pseudohomophones as 'non-words' - a feat only possible only via
the use of orthographic information.
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With the use of orthographic information an apparent necessity for task

completion, it is difficult to imagine a situation in which orthographic information had
no influence on the process(es) reflected by the N400. On the contrary, it is perhaps
easier to imagine a situation where the reverse is true - that phonological information
may have played little or no role. That is, the orthographic similarity between
pseudohomophone and base word may have been sufficient to generate priming effects.
Connectionist models, such as that proposed by Seidenberg (1989), for example,

propose that visual analysis initially leads to activation of orthographic nodes within
distributed network. If it is assumed that the pseudohomophone base word has a
particular pattern of activation across a network of orthographic nodes, then the
orthographic similarity of the pseudohomophone to that base word might be expected to

produce a similar pattern of activation. If there is sufficient similarity, then it may
to activation of semantic information associated with the base word and result in
pseudohomophone-priming effects based purely on orthography.
In this regard it is noted that, while connectionist models of visual word
recognition typically specify interconnectedness between orthographic, semantic AND
phonological nodes, reliance on orthographic and phonological processing may be
subject to strategic control (Zevin & Balota, 2000). The restriction of processing to
activation of the orthographic and semantic domains might even be considered
necessary for successful task completion. That is, although judgements regarding
lexicality would normally be assisted by the use of both orthographic and phonological
information, the presence of pseudohomophone stimuli would have made a
phonologically-based approach unwise. Sole reliance on phonology, as already
mentioned, would have led subjects to incorrectly categorize pseudohomophone stimuli
as words. Although error rates were higher for pseudohomophone stimuli, they were
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not indicative of the adoption of a strategy based solely on phonology.
Given that the adoption of partial reliance on phonology would also have created
problems (e.g., conflicts between non-word response biases when computing
orthography versus word response biases when computing phonology), it could be
argued that the presence of pseudohomophones may have actually led subjects to adopt
a non-phonologically based approach to the task. Orthographic processing would then
be both necessary and sufficient to produce priming and, consequently, modulation of
N400. This seems unlikely, however, as pseudoword primes would be expected to

produce less orthographic facilitation than word primes in view of their dissimilarit

the base word from which they were derived. This suggests that the results observed in
Experiments 3 and 4 were not the product of either phonological or orthographic
priming alone. One possibility is that, while task completion required utilisation of
orthographic and phonological properties of the stimulus item, the results primarily
reflect processes involving phonology. For example, some form of spelling check in
which the orthography associated with the computed phonology was compared with the
orthographic pattern presented may have followed phonological processing - an
explanation consistent with results from a growing number of studies which suggest a

primary role for phonology in visual word recognition (e.g., Lukatela & Turvey, 1994a,
1994b; Pollatsek, Rayner, & Lee, 2000; Pollatsek, Tan, & Rayner, 2000; Rayner,
Pollatsek, & Binder, 1998; Rayner, Sereno, Lesch, & Pollatsek, 1995).

Experiment 5: To some extent, the sensitivity of Experiments 3 and 4 to the effects of
pseudohomophone priming may have been reduced by the use of relatively long SOAs
(2000 ms). Any early processing differences between word and pseudoword priming
conditions, for example, may have been obscured by the extended processing permitted
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by such large S O A s . At short S O A s , processing is more likely to reflect automatic than
controlled mechanisms. The motivation behind Experiment 5 was therefore to examine
the effects of pseudohomophone priming at shorter SOAs - in this case, 200 ms.
Behavioural results were consistent with the previous two experiments, with typical
priming effects evident for both word and pseudohomophone conditions (faster and
greater accuracy for targets primed by related items) but no prime-type by relatedness
interaction.
The ERPs elicited in Experiment 5 consisted of prime-target compound
waveforms with the overall morphology therefore unlike that observed in the previous
two lexical decision experiments. Despite this, examination of the portion of the

waveform associated with target presentation revealed a number of similarities. That i
there was evidence of a negative-going component with a post-target peak of
approximately 400 ms over the posterior region. A subsequent and larger positivity
with a parietal midline maximum (consistent with P3) was also elicited, and was the

probable source of the overall positive shift evident in the amplitudes across the ear
latency range. Slow-Wave amplitudes were similar in topography to those of the
previous experiments - parietally positive and maximal at midline, least positive

frontally. Hovever, although frontal amplitudes inner laterally were less positive in t
left than right hemisphere, they were least positive in the outer-right lateral region.
Amplitudes across the N400 latency period, like those in the previous two
experiments, were more negative-going for targets preceded by unrelated than related
primes - consistent with effects typically associated with N400. As with Experiments 3
and 4, differences between word and pseudoword-primed conditions were evident in
terms of topography with such variation consistent with views of the N400 as a
component which reflects multiple sources. However, unlike Experiments 3 and 4, the
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short S O A manipulation in Experiment 5 was associated with larger relatedness effects
for word- than pseudoword-primed targets. The parietally maximum P3 component
was largest for targets primed by related items, replicating the patterns observed in
previous experiments and those often reported in similar studies. These relatedness
effects were dissociable from those in the N400 period on the basis of topography. The
relatedness effects in the P3 and N400 period were also dissociable from those in the
Slow-Wave period. In contrast to the effects in the earlier latency ranges, Slow-Wave
amplitudes were more positive when targets were preceded by unrelated than related
primes - an effect common to both word- and pseudoword-primed conditions albeit one
which was smaller and exhibited a different topography in the pseudoword-primed
targets condition.
Priming has been shown to be sensitive to prime-target SOA, so differences
between Experiments 4 and 5 were not surprising. In some theoretical accounts of
priming, for example, it has been suggested that SOA-related priming differences may
reflect the operation of differing priming mechanisms. At brief SOAs, priming is more
likely to involve automatic processes such as ASA, while priming at longer SOAs may
involve more controlled processes, such as expectancy and/or semantic matching

(Neely, 1991). If that is the case, then the results of Experiment 5 are less likely to
involved controlled priming processes than Experiment 4.
The priming mechanism responsible for the effects in Experiment 5 was difficult
to determine as the results were compatible with explanations based on both semantic
matching and spreading activation. Detection of a semantic relationship between prime
and target for example, may well be slower or more difficult when the prime is a
pseudohomophone. Conversely, if the effects evident in Experiment 5 were associated
with spreading activation, reduced or weaker spreading activation might also be
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expected for pseudohomophones because they lack valid orthographic representations.
Priming differences between Experiments 4 and 5 were also observed in the
behavioural data. The RT priming effect in Experiment 4 was larger in the

pseudohomophone than word condition, but no similar disparity in prime effect size was
evident in Experiment 5. It was suggested previously that behavioural differences
between Experiments 4 and 5 may have been associated with the time-course of
orthographic and phonological processing, specifically, that any inhibitory or
interference effects generated by pseudohomophone primes and present in Experiment 4

may not have been present in the results of Experiment 5 due to the much shorter primetarget SOA. In such circumstances, the failure to obtain priming-related accuracy
differences between word and pseudohomophone conditions in Experiment 5 may have
indicated that the processes underlying the behavioural response were primarily
influenced by phonology.

Experiment 6: One of the main difficulties associated with the use of lexical decision
as a vehicle for examining N400 effects, is that the response requirements of the task

lead to the elicitation of the P3 as well as the N400 component. The large amplitude of
the P3, in association with its temporal proximity to the N400, can produce component

overlap and make it difficult to assign the effects of experimental manipulations to t
appropriate source. Although there was evidence to suggest that priming differences in
the N400 and P3 periods in the preceding experiments were separable, the reduction or
elimination of potential confound due to overlap is always preferable. To this end,

Experiment 6 was an attempt to investigate lexical decision without the elicitation of
robust P3.
Behaviourally, the delayed lexical-decision task was accompanied by priming
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effects in both R T and accuracy, although this was restricted to the word rather than
pseudohomophone condition in the RT data. It was suggested that the failure to obtain
RT differences in the pseudohomophone condition, despite such differences in accuracy
rates, might have reflected the operation of a speed versus accuracy trade-off. For
example, the task may have been more difficult in the pseudohomophone condition
because the extended processing time afforded by the delayed response may have

provided greater opportunity for interference arising from conflict between orthograph
and phonological processing.
The ERPs elicited in Experiment 6 differed from those of the earlier
experiments. Although a negative-going component with a peak at approximately 400
ms was evident posteriorly, the subsequent period of the waveform was not dominated
by a large P3 component. The elicitation of a reduced P3 highlighted the success of
delayed response manipulation. As with the response-time data, differences in priming
effects were also present in the ERP data. Relatedness effects in the N400 period were
larger for targets primed by words than those primed by pseudohomophones, but also
differed between these conditions in terms of topography. The presence of relatedness

effects that were topographically dissociable was noted in previous experiments, and a
discussed previously, is consistent with a multi-source account of the N400. Although
the presence of an N400 effect in the pseudohomophone condition did not mirror the

pattern obtained in the RT data, dissociations in N400 and behavioural measures are not
uncommon. Given the extended delay between target presentation/ERP elicitation and

behavioural response it could be argued that there would be little reason to expect any
great correlation between behavioural and electrophysiological measures.
Despite the absence of a large amplitude P3 component in Experiment 6,
amplitudes across the P3 period did exhibit the parietal maximum/frontal minimum
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characteristic of this component.

Furthermore, amplitudes were larger for targets

primed by related than unrelated stimuli, replicating patterns reported elsewhere and
observed in previous experiments in the current series. P3 relatedness effects did not
mirror the pattern of effects in the N400 period and were therefore not the source of
those effects. Relatedness effects in the subsequent Slow-Wave period were more
broadly distributed than those in the P3 period, indicating that the sources of these
effects were also independent.

Summary: In summary, Experiment 1 provided some indication of N400 modulation

associated with semantic priming in the semantic-categorisation task, but the effect wa
far from robust - present for word-primed but not pseudoword-primed targets, and
absent from the accuracy data. Relatedness effects in the semantic-categorisation task
used in Experiment 2 were similarly weak, present in neither accuracy nor RT results
and evident only in the ERPs in the word-primed condition. The failure to obtain strong
priming in either Experiment 1 or 2 prompted the use of a lexical-decision task in
Experiment 3. This change was accompanied by both behavioural and
electrophysiological evidence of relatedness effects in both word- and pseudowordprimed conditions. Potential criticism regarding the pseudoword primes used in
Experiment 3 (i.e., not all were pseudohomophones) prompted a further lexical-decision
experiment to redress this problem. Experiment 4 produced relatedness effects similar

to those of Experiment 3 but provided little indication that relatedness effects assoc
with pseudohomophone priming were smaller than those associated with word priming,
which had been expected. The possibility was raised that this equivalence may have
been influenced by the relatively long SOAs adopted in Experiment 4. Thus
Experiment 5 sought to examine pseudohomophone priming effects at short SOAs. In
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contrast to the effects in the previous two experiments, N 4 0 0 relatedness effects were
found to be significantly smaller in the pseudoword- than word-primed condition.
Despite dissociation in the relatedness effects observed in the N400 and P3 periods the
elicitation of P3 dominated the late portion of the waveform in the lexical-decision
experiments. Although N400 relatedness effects were not considered the product of P3
overlap, N400 topography was clearly influenced by the overriding positivity of this
component. To eliminate all concerns regarding the source of N400 relatedness effects,
as well as to obtain a clearer indication of the underlying N400 topography, Experiment
6 examined pseudohomophone priming in a delayed lexical-decision task in which P3
elicitation would be minimized. The ERPs of the final experiment exhibited relatedness
effects in the pseudoword condition and were characterised by minimal positive activity
in the P3 period of the waveform.

11.2 The N400
In general, targets preceded by pseudohomophone primes exhibited a reduction in N400
amplitude analogous to that observed for targets preceded by words. Despite this

similarity, topographical differences in the relatedness effects of these two conditions
were also noted, suggesting that, although the processes underlying the respective
effects shared similar sensitivity to semantic priming, those processes were not
identical.
One interpretation of this result would be that that the presence of a 'valid'
orthographic pattern is not essential to the process(es) underlying the N400. It could
therefore be argued that facilitation arising from pseudohomophone presentation was
primarily phonological in nature. However, maintaining such an argument raises as
many issues for the electrophysiological results as it did for the behavioural results.
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previously discussed, correctly categorising pseudohomophone primes as non-words
would appear difficult without recourse to some form of orthographic evaluation.
Examination of accuracy rates to primes in Experiment 4 revealed that, although more
errors were made to pseudoword than word primes, correct identification of
pseudowords as 'non-words' was over eighty percent, indicating that subjects were
correctly identifying pseudohomophones as non-words and therefore not relying
exclusively on phonological information. With the involvement of orthographic

information at some stage an apparent necessity for task completion (at least in lexica
decision), the involvement of phonological information could be questioned. It could

be argued, for example, that the results simply reflected the facilitation arising thro
the orthographic similarity of pseudohomophone stimuli and their base words. This
would seem unlikely, however, as such priming would be expected to be weaker in the
pseudoword condition, and this was not always observed.
In terms of the functional significance of the N400, the presence of relatedness
effects in both conditions in Experiment 5, in light of the 0 ms ISI, would seem
compatible with views linking the N400 to automatic processes. The apparent

sensitivity of the N400 to automatic processes was one of the reasons for the suggestion
that the component may reflect early or fundamental word-recognition processes, such
as lexical access, and the possible association of N400 with the priming mechanism of
automatic spread of activation. Although early studies tended to interpret the N400
within a linguistic framework, the lexical-access view of the N400 appears difficult to
maintain given that more recent studies have reported N400-like components in nonlinguistic tasks. Similarly, the apparent sensitivity of N400 to attentional mechanisms

indicates that it is not purely a reflection of automatic processes. Given the number of
studies which have reported an association of N400 with controlled processes, the
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current results would seem best viewed as indicative of the N 4 0 0 reflecting aspects of,
or sensitivities to, both controlled and automatic processes, as has previously been
suggested (Kutas & Hillyard, 1989). In this respect, the current results would appear
consistent with the integration account of the N400, for while considered to be a

controlled process, the integrative mechanism is sensitive to automatic aspects of visu
word-recognition processes.
An integration account of the current results suggests that, as with semantically
related prime-target word pairs, the context established by pseudoword primes was
sufficient to facilitate integration of semantically-related target words which were
subsequently presented. However, differences in relatedness effect size between word
and pseudoword conditions were also observed between experiments i.e., there were no

significant differences found in Experiment 4, but a statistically larger effect in the

condition was evident in Experiment 5. It is possible that the difference in effect siz
between these experiments was related to variation in prime processing as, in
comparison to Experiment 4, the short SOAs in Experiment 5 would have limited the
amount or depth of processing.
Alternatively, if pseudohomophones in the lexical-decision task were associated
with response competition, then the longer SOAs in Experiment 4 may have provided a
greater opportunity for resolution of such competition and a reduced prime-related
difference between word and pseudoword conditions. The possible involvement of

response competition in a task where it would be detrimental for responses to be driven
by phonological processing, suggests a dominant, and perhaps automatic role for
phonological mediation in visual word recognition. However, any phonological
processing would also appear to be subject to attentional control, as the correct
identification of pseudohomophone stimuli as 'non-words' would not seem possible
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without the ability to inhibit or otherwise ignore task inappropriate phonological
activation.
Although the integration process has often been described as a post-lexical
process, it has also been suggested that it may be more appropriate to view lexical
access as an extended process which includes encoding and comprehension (Van Petten
& Kutas, 1991) - a proposal with some appeal, given the reported sensitivity of the
N400 to both automatic and controlled processes. This expanded view of lexical access
would also appear amenable to non-unitary views of the N400. With the reported
variations in N400 topography, morphology, onset, and peak latency, it has been

suggested that the N400 would be better conceived as a 'family' of related negativities
with its various neural generators differentially activated depending on task demands
and/or stimulus properties. The differences between word and pseudoword conditions
observed in the current experiments may therefore reflect the engagement of differing
but related neural generators associated with stimulus differences.

11.3 P3 and Slow-Wave
Across experiments, mean amplitudes in the P3 period were generally more positive for
targets preceded by related than unrelated primes. However, the interaction of prime
type and relatedness was somewhat inconsistent. In Experiment 1, pseudoword-primed

targets elicited greater P3 amplitude when preceded by unrelated than related primes. I
Experiment 2, pseudoword-primed targets elicited greater positivity when preceded by

related than unrelated pseudowords, with this effect larger than the equivalent effect
the word-primed condition. There were no prime type effects in Experiments 3, 4 or 6,
but the relatedness effect in Experiment 5 was larger in the word than pseudoword
condition. On the whole, the effects of semantic priming on P3 amplitude appear
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compatible with the concept of the P3 as an index of stimulus evaluation and

classification processes. That is, the observed modulation reflected the facilitation o
these processes as a result of semantic priming mechanisms.
Even though there was a degree of similarity between N400 and P3 relatedness
effects (i.e., maximum positivity/minimum negativity when targets were preceded by

related items), the effects in the two latency ranges were dissociable on the basis of i
topography. This dissociation is consistent with previous research which has
demonstrated that, although the effects are separable, the processes underlying N400
and P3 share similar sensitivities to semantic priming. However, despite this
separability, as N400 and P3 time courses typically overlap, and both are sensitive to
semantic priming, examination of N400 without concurrent examination of P3 (where
elicited) is not recommended.
In comparison to N400 and P3, relatedness effects in the Slow-Wave period
reached significance only in Experiments 3, 5 and 6. Furthermore, the effects in these
experiments were not consistent. Although there was greater positivity in the related
than unrelated condition in Experiments 3 and 6, the opposite pattern was exhibited in
Experiment 5 (with similar tendencies observed in the mean amplitudes of Experiments
1, 2 and 4). Although the restriction of ERPs to 1-second periods would have precluded
the detection of any priming-related modulations occurring beyond the measured
epochs, the results provided little reason to suspect that longer periods would have
revealed such modulations.
The inconsistencies in Slow-Wave activity observed across experiments are

difficult to account for. While task differences clearly differentiated Experiment 6 fr
the previous two lexical-decision experiments (i.e., delayed lexical decision in
Experiment 6 versus immediate decision in Experiments 4 and 5), Experiment 3
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exhibited the same general direction of relatedness effects as Experiment 6, yet was
more similar in design to Experiments 4 and 5. It was suggested in Experiment 6 that
the Slow-Wave activity observed in that experiment might have been associated with
storage and retention of information in working memory, as has been argued previously

(Rosier et al., 1993; Ruchkin et al., 1995). However, such an account appears difficult
to reconcile with the pattern of differences in the other experiments.
Regardless of the reason for the observed inconsistencies in Slow-Wave activity,
the results did yield Slow-Wave differences associated with semantic priming.

Furthermore, the principal components analysis consistently extracted a factor presumed

to reflect Slow-Wave activity that overlapped those factors considered to be associated
with P3 and N400. The sensitivity to semantic priming exhibited by all three
components, plus the possibility that Slow-Wave activity may underlie the earlier
components, suggests that Slow-Wave activity should be examined more widely.

11.4 Visual Word Recognition
In recent decades, the most prominent models of the visual word-recognition system

have been those based on connectionist principles and those advocating that visual word

recognition involves a dual-route architecture. The current series of experiments did n

explicitly seek to test the validity of any particular model of visual word recognition
but establishment of a set of data related to the priming effects of pseudohomophones

can be used to examine the ability of existing models to cope with the results exhibite
by that data set.
In the connectionist model proposed by Seidenberg et al. (1989), it is argued that
words are represented by patterns of activation across a distributed network of interconnected semantic, phonological and orthographic nodes. In the case of
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pseudohomophones, the pattern of activation of orthographic nodes would not be
identical to any pattern associated with a valid word. However, the observation of
target facilitation via pseudohomophone primes in the current series of experiments

suggests that there was activation of the semantic information associated with the bas
word from which the pseudohomophone was derived. While this appears contradictory,
it is possible that the orthographic similarity between pseudohomophone stimuli and
their base word counterparts was sufficient for pseudohomophone processing to result
in some degree of semantic activation. This would allow pseudohomophone-priming
effects based purely on orthography (although any such priming would be expected to
be weaker). Although this example is suggestive of a mechanism such as ASA
underlying the priming results, the same reasoning could just as well be applied to a
other mechanisms.
Although an orthographic-based account of pseudohomophone priming is
possible using a connectionist framework, priming based on orthography alone would
not seem capable of accounting for all results observed in the current series of
experiments. It would be expected that pseudohomophone primes would produce less
facilitation of semantically related targets than word primes, but while this pattern
observed in Experiment 5, it was certainly not exhibited in all experiments. An
orthographic account would also seem unlikely given that connectionist networks are
typically characterised by an interconnectedness of orthographic, semantic AND
phonological nodes. This makes presumption of orthographic and semantic activation,

without some form of phonological activation, difficult unless some form of inhibition
of phonological activation is maintained. While the inhibition of phonology is not
inconceivable given the nature of the task and stimuli involved (i.e., judgements
regarding lexicality in the presence of pseudohomophone stimuli would appear to make
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a phonologically-based approach unwise), such inhibition implies an orthographic-

based explanation, and as already discussed, this is considered unlikely. The view that
visual word recognition may be phonologically mediated has been argued elsewhere
(e.g., Milota, Widau, McMickell, Juola & Simpson, 1997; Van Orden, 1991) and does
not preclude a connectionist account of the visual word-recognition system.
In the dual-route model of visual word recognition (e.g., Coltheart et al., 1993),

access to semantic information is considered to proceed either directly, via orthograp
activation (i.e., the lexical route) or indirectly, via phonological activation (i.e.,
lexical route which involves the process of graphemic to phonemic conversion). In
early dual-route models, entries in an orthographic lexicon were activated as a result
an initial visual-analysis process. Activation of meaning via pseudohomophone stimuli
would therefore be expected to occur via the indirect route. However, in more recent

revisions of the dual-route model, the direct route has been conceptualised as a proces
akin to the interactive-activation model of word recognition proposed by McClelland
and Rumelhart (1981) - that is, a process involving feed-forward and feedback of

activation between feature, letter and word level units. Under this revision, processin

of pseudohomophone stimuli would result in some activation at the word level - at least
for all words with similar features and letters. As already noted, pseudohomophone

stimuli are usually orthographically similar to their base words (e.g., beest/beasf). I
therefore possible that pseudohomophones could produce semantic activation via either

the direct or indirect route. As with connectionist models, however, semantic activatio
via orthography would not be expected to be as strong as that occurring via phonology.

In terms of the size of the N400 relatedness effect, differences between primed-by-word
and primed-by-pseudoword conditions were considered more consistent with a
phonologically- rather than orthographically-driven priming effect.
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A n account of the current results based solely on orthographic processing
therefore appears incompatible with dual-route and connectionist models of visual word
recognition. On the other hand, both models appear capable of providing an account in
which phonological processing predominates. While this does not help differentiate
between the models, the parsimony offered by a model in which linguistic information
is stored as a distributed pattern of activation across a network of sub-lexical units
makes the connectionist account intuitively more appealing.

11.5 Priming
When a mechanism such as priming is examined using different experimental
paradigms, variations in effect sizes are often informative in regard to the mechanism
under investigation. In this respect, any differences between the effects of priming
obtained in Experiments 1 and 2 (that utilised semantic categorisation), and those
observed in the subsequent experiments (that utilised lexical decision) would seem
noteworthy. However, as priming effects in semantic categorisation tasks are not
unusual, the lack of robust effects obtained in Experiments 1 and 2 might suggest
methodological problems rather than evidence of fundamental differences in priming
between the tasks. It has already been mentioned, for example, that with the use of
small exemplar categories, subjects may have been able to perform categorisations
based on a cursory stimulus analysis, e.g., a familiarity-based check against a preactivated category set. But although this may prevent the comparison and contrast of
effects obtained under semantic categorisation with those obtained under lexical

decision, the presence of strong priming effects in the latter task remains of interest.
Although the process of lexical decision suggests the activation and/or
involvement of semantic-level representation, the precise nature of the mechanism/s
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underlying lexical decision has generated some debate. Balota and Chumbley (1984)
have proposed an account of lexical decision which places a reduced emphasis on
semantic information, arguing that in some cases, lexical decisions may be made on the

basis of 'familiarity', with familiar letter strings more likely to be words and unfam

letter strings more likely to be non-words. The concept of familiarity as the basis for
lexical decisions is also echoed in the Compound-Cue retrieval theory of priming
advanced by Ratcliff and McKoon (1988). The concept of familiarity is also central to
the 'priming as learning' theory proposed by Joordens and Becker (1997), in which
lexical decisions in connectionist attractor networks are described in terms of

'harmony', or the extent to which input patterns equate with patterns already learned.
this latter model, lexical perception is described as a process involving the gradual
retrieval of encoded information related to the stimulus in question. During this
process, the developing representation is continuously compared with encoded memory

patterns, thereby producing a familiarity or 'harmony' value that increases over time.

delineating the temporal aspect of representation development, it is suggested that in
information retrieval involves orthography, with the retrieval of semantic information
occurring subsequently.
Although the lexical decisions in the current experiments may have been
performed on the basis of some form of familiarity judgement, this does not preclude
the involvement of additional mechanisms. Use of pseudohomophone stimuli may have
led subjects to adopt strategies that either inhibited or reduced their reliance on
phonological information, as that would have been detrimental to task performance.
Examination of the relevant behavioural data for the prime stimuli in Experiment 4
suggested that this was the case, for although pseudohomophones were responded to
more slowly and less accurately than the word primes, the level of accuracy is well
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above what would be expected if phonological processing had predominated.
It has been argued that visual word recognition is primarily mediated by pre-

lexical phonological recoding. Support for the existence of such a framework might be
expected to take the form of a large number of false positive errors to
pseudohomophone primes. Although this was not observed, there have been reports

that suppression or inhibition of inappropriate phonological information can occur wh
longer prime durations (such as those utilised here) are employed (Fleming, 1993;
Lesch & Pollatsek, 1993). If such an inhibition process was associated with
pseudohomophone processing, then some affect on target processing might be expected.

In this regard, it could be argued that evidence for the operation of such an inhibit
process is present in the slower RTs and reduced response-accuracy rates for targets
preceded by pseudohomophone primes. However, such an explanation seems difficult
to reconcile with the magnitude of the RT priming effects, which were larger for the
pseudoword- than word-primed targets in Experiment 4, and of equal magnitude in
Experiment 5. If phonological information was inhibited, then some affect on priming
mechanisms utilising such information might be expected. Yet the opposite view, that
the observed priming effects reflect orthographic processes rather than phonology,
seems unlikely given the 'non-word' status of the pseudohomophone primes.
Given these apparent contradictions, and complex priming patterns observed
both within and across experiments, it appears unlikely that any single process or
mechanism can adequately accommodate or account for the results obtained. Attempts
to interpret the results in terms of Compound-Cue theory appear unsatisfactory. The

familiarity of a related-word prime-target pairing would presumably be greater than t

familiarity of a pseudoword prime-target pairing, and therefore should result in less
priming in the pseudoword condition. Although it could be argued that familiarity
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based on phonology would produce some equivalence, it does not account for the larger
pseudoword RT priming effect in Experiment 4, nor the overall faster RTs for wordversus pseudoword-primed targets. Conversely, a purely orthographic basis for a
familiarity judgement would be expected to produce larger priming effects for word
priming than pseudoword priming. Similar difficulties appear associated with attempts
to use the 'Harmony' model as an interpretive framework. At the long SOAs employed
in Experiment 4, representational development of the prime stimulus would presumably
be greater for word primes than pseudoword primes. Any target facilitation could
therefore be expected to be greater in the word condition. As with both Compound-Cue
and 'Harmony' models, attempts to attribute the results to ASA are also difficult.

Spread of activation via orthography would be expected to produce less facilitation in
the primed-by-pseudoword than primed-by-word condition, yet, as already discussed,
proposing a dominant role for phonology is problematic also. With neither a purely
orthographic nor purely phonological explanation appearing to provide a satisfactory

explanation of the results, a mechanism in which both forms of lexical information are
involved seems more likely.
An effective account would also need to be capable of accommodating the
presence of a non-word-prime inhibition effect observed in the behavioural results.
That is, in Experiments 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, targets preceded by pseudoword primes were
responded to more slowly than those preceded by word primes. Conflicting
explanations for the non-word-prime inhibition effect have been proposed. For
example, McNamara (1994) investigated non-word inhibition using a paired primetarget presentation procedure in which subjects responded only to targets. It was
reported that under these conditions, there was no evidence of non-word prime
inhibition effects.
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O n the other hand, Ratcliff and M c K o o n (1995) attributed non-word-prime
inhibition effects to the operation of compound-cue mechanisms. They suggested that
increases in lexical-decision response latency to word targets preceded by non-words
relative to those preceded by unrelated words occur because the 'familiarity' of the
compound-cue formed by non-word-word pairs is not as great as that formed by wordword pairs. In a subsequent study by Zeelenberg, Pecher, de Kok and Raaijmakers
(1998) it was reported that the earlier contradictory findings appeared to reflect

differences in task instructions, with inhibition effects only evident when subjects w
advised of the presence of semantic relationships between prime-target pairs.
Moreover, it was suggested that neither Ratcliff and McKoon's Compound-Cue theory,

nor McNamara's notion of sequential response effects, were adequate to account for the
instruction-sensitive pattern of non-word-prime effects observed. Instead, it was
suggested that the non-word-prime inhibition effect was the result of response
competition between the non-word prime and the word targets, with this effect larger
when primes received more attention.
However, the plausibility of the latter explanation is open to question in light of

the current experiments. In the study by Zeelenberg et al. (1998) pairs of consecutive
presented letter strings were presented, with primes displayed for 300 ms followed 50
ms later by the target, which remained until a response to the target was given, with
the subjects told of the possible relatedness between paired letter strings. The

sequential presentation of individual stimuli, as in Experiments 2, 3, 4, and 6, would
have ensured that attentional processing was similar for both primes and targets, but

given that responses were required to all stimuli, it is unclear why response competit
would still arise - especially competition effects sufficiently long-lived to extend
the 2000 ms SOAs employed. However, in this regard it is worth noting that, rather
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than the non-word primes used in the Zeelenberg et al. study, the current experiments
utilised pseudohomophone primes. Although these were responded to, effects
associated with conflict between orthography and phonology may have continued well
beyond the response stage. On the other hand, Experiment 5, which used 0 ms SOAs
and required responses to targets only, was much more similar to the no-relatedness
instruction condition in the experiment of Zeelenberg et al., yet a non-word prime

inhibition effect was still evident. The lack of a non-word prime inhibition effect,

task instructions which minimized attentional processing of the prime, was considered
by Zeelenberg et al. to indicate the inadequacy of the Compound-Cue theory as an
explanatory mechanism. The results of Experiment 5 suggest that rejection based on
such a finding may be inappropriate.
One of the advantages of attributing non-word prime-inhibition effects to

Compound-Cue theory mechanisms would be the parsimony it offers, given its ability to

also provide an account of the relatedness-priming effects. As already discussed, th

effects appear to involve a process sensitive to both the orthographic and phonologic
information present within the stimuli. The primary concept behind Compound-Cue

theory is that prime and target are combined to form a cue that is then matched again

long-term memory, with the familiarity of that cue forming the basis of the subsequen
lexical decision. The apparent involvement of both phonology and orthography would
seem to be readily accommodated by a Compound-Cue theory in which construction of

the cue includes the phonological and orthographic information pertaining to both pr
and target.
However, the pattern of RT results obtained here does pose some challenges for
a Compound-Cue account, even one in which cues comprise phonological and
orthographic information. For example, although RTs in Experiments 2, 3, 4 and 5
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were slower for targets preceded by pseudowords than those preceded by words, the

size of the relatedness effect in the word condition did not differ in a consistent man

from the size of the relatedness effect in the pseudoword condition. That is, there wer

no significant differences in effect size between these two conditions in Experiments 3
and 5. Furthermore, while such differences were observed in Experiments 4 and 6, the

relatedness effects were larger in the pseudoword condition in Experiment 4 but smaller

in Experiment 6. If, as assumed, target word responses would be facilitated to a greate
extent by a related word than a related pseudoword (i.e., because the orthographic and
phonological attributes make additive contributions to the processes involved), then

greater consistency might have been expected. On the other hand, it is noted that three
out of the four lexical decision experiments exhibited relatedness effects in the

pseudoword condition at least equal to those in the word condition (i.e., Experiments 3
4 and 5). If the validity of the comparison between word and pseudoword conditions is
maintained, this may indicate that the difference in familiarity between related and
unrelated word conditions was equivalent to the difference in familiarity between
related and unrelated pseudoword conditions.

11.6 Summary
As measured in terms of behavioural and electrophysiological indices, responses to
targets preceded by related pseudohomophone primes were affected in a similar manner
to targets preceded by related words. That is, there was a general tendency for
responses to be faster and judgments more accurate, N400 amplitudes reduced and P3
amplitudes increased. Furthermore, these priming effects differed according to whether

they were elicited during a semantic categorisation or lexical-decision task, with eff
tending to be larger in experiments utilising the latter task.
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For N 4 0 0 , there was evidence that the topography of relatedness effects differed
according to whether the target was preceded by a word or a pseudoword. This
topographical variation was considered consistent with accounts that propose that the
N400 reflects multi-source activity. It has been suggested that N400 activity reflects

processes associated with integration. The current results are not incompatible with th
theory but do indicate that the integration process is sensitive to sub-lexical level
information, as the N400 relatedness effects in lexical decision were not dependent on
the lexical status of the prime (i.e., targets preceded by related pseudohomophone
primes elicited smaller N400 amplitudes than targets preceded by unrelated
pseudohomophones - a pattern similar to that observed for targets preceded by related
and unrelated words).
P3 differences were also noted in response to priming manipulations. The larger

amplitudes for targets primed by related items is consistent with the facilitatory effe

of priming on the stimulus evaluation and classification processes often associated with
this component. Despite some similarities between N400 and P3 relatedness effects,
possibly due to P3 overlap, dissociation of the effects in the N400 and P3 periods was

noted in a number of experiments. This indicated that effects in the earlier region were
not all due to overlap by P3. For all experiments, principal components analysis

extracted a factor considered to reflect the late positive Slow-Wave. Relatedness effec
in this period were less consistent across experiments than the effects in the earlier
periods, with little indication that underlying Slow-Wave activity was responsible for
the effects in earlier regions. Although there were some inconsistencies in Slow-Wave
relatedness effects between experiments, some results were compatible with proposals
that have linked Slow-Wave activity to storage and retrieval processes in working
memory. With the examination of the three latency ranges in the current series of
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experiments, it was clear that the activity in the N 4 0 0 and P3 periods was not the
product of underlying Slow-Wave activity, nor was Slow-Wave activity overly
influenced by modulations in the earlier components. However, overlap between all
components, and indications of varying degrees of sensitivity to semantic priming
processes, suggested that the examination of the priming effects in one period should
accompanied by examination of the effects in the others. In this regard, the use of
principal components analysis as an aid in determining latency ranges for examining
overlapping components, rather than adopting some general 'standard' from the
literature, is recommended.
The pattern of priming results was not considered wholly compatible with an

account based purely on automatic spread of activation. Inconsistencies were also note
with attempts to interpret the results in terms of compound-cue theory. However, the
results observed were considered to be more compatible with a compound-cue than
ASA account. Overall, the results were not considered consistent with either a purely
orthographic- or phonological-based account of visual word recogntion. Rather, they
were considered indicative of the interactive involvement of both orthographic and

phonological forms of information, with the relative importance of each form dependent
on task requirements. However, while the data appeared to reflect processing based on

both orthography and phonology, the results were considered consistent with views that
visual word recognition is primarily mediated via phonology.
The elicitation of the semantic priming effects observed in the current series of
ERP experiments demonstrates the viability of using pseudohomophone stimuli to
inform our understanding of the processes underlying the N400, as well as the
mechanisms involved in visual word recognition and priming. Greater use of
experiments using pseudohomophone stimuli to investigate these areas would therefore
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seem worthwhile. Further investigation of the roles of orthography and phonology
would seem especially merited. In this regard, for example, future studies could
examine the effects of semantic priming using pseudohomophone primes which vary in

orthographic similarity to their base words (e.g., phocks-animal versus phox-animal, o

foks-animal). Alternatively, the impact of orthographic similarity without phonologica

identity could be examined (e.g., brede-butter or eost-west versus bread-butter or eas
west).
In light of the priming differences associated with SOA that were apparent in
Experiment 5, it is also suggested that a more detailed examination of prime-target

intervals, in relation to aspects of orthographic and phonological priming effects, wo
also prove informative. Furthermore, as the current project was concerned with the
effects of pseudohomophone priming on the responses to targets, responses to the
pseudohomophone primes were not examined. Such an examination could well provide
a greater understanding of the mechanisms by which they influence target processing.
Further refinements in future studies could also include greater control for
differences associated with handedness. Hemispheric asymmetry in processing has

often been correlated with handedness and it was for that reason that data analyses wer

restricted to right-handed subjects. However, there is evidence to suggest that famili
handedness is an equally important variable. For example, Kutas, Van Petten and
Besson (1988) reported reliable left/right N400 asymmetries only for right-handed
subjects whose parents and siblings were also right-handed (a possible reason for the
overall lack of N400 asymmetry in the current series of experiments). This suggests
that familial handedness should be considered in any future experiments.
Although the N400, P3 and Slow-Wave components were the principle
measures of interest in the current series of experiments, it could be argued that
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examination of language processing, particularly those aspects involving sub-lexical
processing, would benefit from examination of earlier components. One such
candidate, at least in the auditory modality, would be the so-called 'phonological

mismatch negativity or PMN, which has been reported to reflect aspects of sub-lexica

processing associated with phonology (Connolly & Phillips, 1994; Connolly, Phillips,
Stewart, & Brake, 1992; Connolly, Service, D'Arcy, Kujala, & Alho, 2001).
Components preceding N400 and sensitive to sub-lexical processes have also been
reported in experiments using the visual modality (e.g., the N293 of Niznikiewicz &
Squires, 1996). Although such components were not apparent in the current series of

studies, these reports suggest that the exploration of different experimental paradi

designed to elicit them could prove informative in future investigations into the ro
phonological and orthographic processing in visual word recognition.
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13 Appendices
The appendices associated with this thesis have been supplied in digital format on

accompanying CD-ROM. The directory structure of this CD is depicted in Figure 13.1.

B Q Appendices
B - Q Statistical Analyses
I B - Q ERPs
j ; Q ANOVAS
I ;-GB Means

| | J--Q PCA
B-G) RT and Accuracy
i d ANOVAS
• Q Means
• Q Stimuli

Figure 13.1 Directory structure of the accompanying CD-ROM which contains listings of
stimuli used and statistical output for each experiment.

The C D - R O M contains listings of the relevant stimuli used in each experiments, as well

as output from the statistical analyses performed. For the response time and accura

measures, statistical output includes means and standard deviations as well as rep

measures analysis of variance, for each condition in each experiment. For the ERP d
means and standard deviations for N400, P3 and SW measures in each experiment are

also included, as are the output files produced from the relevant repeated measures
analyses of variance and principal components analyses.
Further details regarding the nature of the aforementioned files are
contained on the CD in 'README.TXT' files. These can be viewed using any text

editor, but to preserve the original formatting, use of a fixed width font such as
New is recommended.
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